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CHAPTER 1

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

SECTION 1 GENERAL AVIATION CERTIFICATION
PROCESS AIR CARRIERS/OPERATORS
1. GENERAL
NO OPERATOR SHALL ENGAGE IN ANY GENERAL AVIATION
ACTIVITY UNLESS THERE IS IN FORCE A CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY THE
DIRECTOR OF THE CAA, AUTHORIZING THE OPERATOR TO ENGAGE IN
SUCH OPERATIONS. THIS AUTHORIZATION CAN ONLY BE ISSUED UPON
SATISFACTORY ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL, ECONOMIC AND LEGAL
MATERS. ONCE THIS AUTHORIZATION ISSUED. THE OPERATOR SHALL
APPLY FOR AN OPERATOR CERTIFICATE, ON A FORM SPECIFIED BY THE
CAA, TO THE DIRECTOR OF FLIGHT STANDARDS. FLIGHT STANDARDS
WILL THEN DESIGNATE A CERTIFICATION TEAM OF SENIOR
INSPECTORS. THIS TEAM SHOULD CONSIST OF A CERTIFICATION
PROJECT MANAGER (CPM), THIS CAN BE ANY SPECIALTY, ONE OR
MORE OPERATIONS INSPECTORS, MAINTENANCE INSPECTORS AND
AVIONICS INSPECTORS.
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT ALL TEAM MEMBERS ARE EXPERIENCED
IN THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS, ARE TEAM ORIENTED, HAVE THE
ABILITY TO ANALYZE SYSTEMS AND ARE ABLE TO COMMUNICATE
EFFECTIVELY IN WRITTEN AND ORAL PRESENTATIONS. THIS IS AN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR TRAINING OTHER INSPECTOR
PERSONNEL TO OBSERVE AND/OR TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
CERTIFICATION PROCESS UNDER SUPERVISION. FAILURE OF THIS
TEAM TO PROPERLY ACCOMPLISH THIS CERTIFICATION PROCESS HAS
A DIRECT IMPACT ON AVIATION SAFETY AND PUBLIC INTEREST.
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2. CERTIFICATION PROCESS
This section describes the certification process. When followed by the
aviation safety inspector(ASI) the guidance provided here will result in the
operator’s compliance with the CAA regulations. Under no circumstances will
an applicant be certificated until the CAA is assured that the applicant is
capable of fulfilling responsibilities and complying with the CAA regulations in
an appropriate and continuing matter.
The certification process provides for interaction between the applicant
and the CAA, from initial inquiry to certificate issuance or denial. The process
consists of the following five phases:
2.1. Preapplication Phase
2.2. Formal Application Phase
2.3. Document Compliance Phase
2.4. Demonstration and Inspection Phase
2.5. Certification Phase
3. PREAPPLICATION PHASE
3.1. Initial Inquiry. An initial request for information regarding certification may be
verbal or in writing, and must be provided to the CAA at the time the operator
starts it’s planning and preparation.
3.2. Preapplication Statement of Intent (PASI) and shall be provided and discussed at
the earliest opportunity.
3.2.1. When the operator returns the PASI it shows intent and prompts the CAA to
allocate resources. A PASI should be submitted only after the applicant has
reviewed the appropriate regulations.
3.3. The Certification Team. The CAA will select a certification team consisting of at
least one Maintenance Inspector, one Avionics Inspector, and one Operations
Inspector.
3.3.1. The CAA will designate one team member as a Certification Project
Manager (CPM). The Certification Project Manager is the primary
spokesperson for the CAA throughout the certification process.
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A. The Certification Project Manager is the primary contact with the applicant.
The Certification Project Manager schedules and conducts meetings and
coordinates any correspondence with the applicant.
B. The Certification Project Manager must be sure each certification task is
completed in an acceptable and timely manner. Responsibilities include
ensuring that all certification matters are thoroughly coordinated with each
team member.
C. The Certification Project Manager should schedule periodic meetings with
the certification team and CAA management to ensure that everyone is fully
informed of the current status of the certification. The Certification Project
Manager must notify CAA management of any information that may
significantly affect or delay certification or that may attract media or political
interest.
3.3.2. Each team member will respond to requests for assistance made by the
Certification Project Manager and keep the Certification Project Manager
apprised of the status of the certification. Anything that may delay
certification must be brought to the attention of the Certification Project
Manager immediately.
NOTE: Although guidance should be provided to the applicant, it is
important that each document, procedure, demonstration, or inspection
reflects the applicant’s knowledge, skills, and abilities. Therefore,
refrain from providing explicit instructions on how a task should be
accomplished.
3.4. Preapplication Meeting
3.4.1. Arrangements for the Preapplication Meeting. After being assigned, the CPM
shall contact the applicant to arrange a preapplication meeting. The applicant
should be advised that the key management personnel listed on the PASI
should attend the preapplication meeting, and should be prepared to discuss
specific aspects of the applicant's proposed operation in general terms.
3.4.2. Package of Precertification Information. The preapplication meeting between
the CPM, other certification team members, and the applicant sets the tone
for the rest of the certification process. Therefore, it is important that the
CPM be thoroughly prepared to conduct the meeting. The CPM should
review the PASI and assemble a precertification information package to be
given to the applicant. The precertification information package shall consist
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of at least the following:
A. Applicable sections of the Certification Job Aid and technical data required
B. Sample Schedule of Events format
3.4.3. Briefing of the Applicant. At the preapplication meeting, the applicant and
any of his key personnel attending the meeting should be briefed in as much
detail as necessary to ensure that they understand the certification process.
The CPM should use the applicable sections of the Certification Job Aid,
technical data and the Schedule of Events format as guides to facilitate the
discussion and to ensure that all elements of the certification process are
covered. The applicant should be encouraged to ask questions about any area
of the process not clearly understood.
3.4.4. Verifying the Information on the PASI. The first item for discussion should
be verification of the information on the PASI, such as the type of operation,
types of aircraft, geographic areas of operation, and location of facilities.
When changes to this information have occurred, the applicant must annotate
the changes on the PASI..
3.4.5. Informing the Applicant of Pertinent Regulations/technical standards. It is
essential that the applicant understands which regulations are applicable to
the proposed operation. The applicant should be advised to acquire and
become familiar with the CAA Regulations which are pertinent to the
proposed operation. The applicant and his personnel must be made aware of
their responsibilities during the certification process. It is to their benefit to
submit required items as soon as they become available and to notify the
CPM immediately of any problems or changes in the proposed operation.
3.4.6. The CPM should further advise the applicant that the CAA will proceed with
the certification process but will not issue the appropriate Operator
Certificate until the applicant provides proof that appropriate economic
authority has been obtained.
3.4.7. It is essential during the preapplication meeting that the applicant has a clear
understanding of the form, content, and documents required for the formal
application. The applicant shall be informed that the formal application must
be submitted and, after initial review, notification of its acceptance or
rejection will be provided. The applicant should be encouraged to submit the
formal application as far in advance as possible of the intended starting date.
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3.4.8. Formal Application Letter. The CPM shall inform the applicant that the
formal application must be a letter containing a statement that the letter
serves as a formal application for an air carrier certificate. The letter must
contain the full and official name of the applicant. This letter must be signed
by the owner when applying as an individual, all partners when applying as a
partnership, or an authorized officer(s) when applying as an organization
such as a company or a corporation. The letter shall contain the physical
location address of the applicant's intended primary operating location. The
applicant's mailing address shall be included in the formal application letter
if different than its letterhead. Additionally, the letter will confirm the
identity of key management personnel such as the general manager, director
of operations, director of maintenance, chief pilot, and chief inspector, as
applicable. When a request for deviation from the qualification requirements
of management personnel is anticipated, it should be noted in the formal
application letter.
3.4.9. Application Attachments. The formal application letter must be accompanied
with at least the attachments described in the following subparagraphs. The
applicant must understand that this letter and these attachments will be the
minimum information acceptable.
A. Schedule of Events. The applicant needs to understand that the Schedule of
Events is a key document to be presented with the formal application. The
Schedule of Events is a list of items, activities, programs, aircraft and/or
facility acquisitions which the applicant must accomplish or make ready for
CAA inspection before certification. The Schedule of Events will include the
applicant's best estimate of the date the item, activity, program, aircraft, or
facility acquisitions will be accomplished or ready for inspection. The
applicant shall be informed that the Schedule of Events must be constructed
in a logical and sequential manner. The Schedule of Events must also provide
for a reasonable amount of time for the CAA to review and accept or approve
each item or event, before scheduling other items or events that are
dependent on such acceptance or approval. The applicant should be informed
that failure to accomplish an item or event in a satisfactory or timely manner
in accordance with the Schedule of Events could result in a delay in
certification. The applicant should be advised that if deficiencies are detected
during the review of manuals and other documents, they will be returned for
amendment or correction. Such action may also cause additional delays in
the certification process.
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B. Company General Manuals. This attachment to the formal application may
be in the form of one or more manuals or sections of manuals. These manuals
or sections of manuals must contain information about the applicant's
organization, general policies, duties, responsibilities of personnel,
operational control policy, and procedures. The applicant may submit
equivalent manuals or sections of manuals being developed which provide
the same type of information. However, the applicant should be encouraged
to provide a draft outline of the major parts of his manual or separate parts.
This early draft outline, similar to a table of contents, helps to assure that all
required material is accounted for and that the major parts of the yet
uncompleted manual material have been listed on the Schedule of Events
with proposed submission dates. The applicant will be required to eventually
submit, in accordance with the Schedule of Events, all completed portions of
the manual required by the appropriate regulation. If the applicant has any
additional portions of the proposed manual ready for review at the time of
formal application, the CPM should encourage the submittal of those
portions with the application.
C. Initial Company Training Curriculums (when required). It should be
recognized that aircraft, facility arrangements, and some training program
elements may not be fully developed at the time of formal application. The
date when all required training course curriculums will be submitted must be
annotated in the Schedule of Events. However, a draft of the initial company
training curriculum, completed as nearly as possible in its final form, must be
attached to the formal application. The initial company training curriculum
must include at least the following curriculum segments for each applicable
crewmember, maintenance personnel or dispatcher position:
a. Basic Indoctrination Training
b. Emergency Training
c. Initial Aircraft Ground Training
d. Initial Aircraft Flight Training
D. Management Qualification Resumes. This attachment shall include resumes
and contain information on the qualifications, certificates, ratings, and
experience of personnel selected for the following positions, or equivalent:
a. General manager (when applicable)
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b. Director of operations
c. Director of maintenance
d. Chief pilot
e. Chief inspector (when applicable)
f. Director of Safety
＊

The applicant shall be informed that the effectiveness of his management
personnel will be observed throughout the certification process.
NOTE: The CAA may approve positions or numbers of positions other
than those listed for a particular operation if the certificate holder
shows that they can perform the operation at the same level of
safety under the direction of fewer or different categories of
management personnel due to the:




the kind of operation involved;
the type and number of aircraft used;
the area of operations.

E. Documents of Purchase, Contracts, and/or Letters of Intent. This attachment
should provide evidence that the applicant has, or is in the process of
procuring, aircraft, facilities, and services to conduct the type of operation
proposed. This evidence may be in the form of proof of formal purchase,
lease, or contractual arrangements. If formal arrangements have not been
completed, letters or other documents showing preliminary agreements or
intent will suffice until formal contracts or agreements are available. If the
applicant intends to make outright purchases or develop his own services, but
does not plan to do so until after he submits his formal application, a simple
statement of intent will suffice. These documents and/or letters should
provide evidence that the applicant is in good faith, committed to making
arrangements for aircraft, supporting facilities, and services as necessary for
the proposed operation. Examples of the types of equipment, facilities, and
services that should be addressed in these documents, contracts, or letters
include the following:
a. Aircraft
b. Station facilities and services
c. Weather and NOTAM gathering facilities and services
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d. Communications facilities and service
e. Maintenance facilities and service
f. Aeronautical charts and related publications
g. Airport/Heliport analysis and obstruction data
h. Contract training or facilities
F. Initial Compliance Statement.
a. Preparation of the initial compliance statement and ultimately the final
compliance statement benefit the applicant by systematically ensuring that
all applicable regulatory aspects are appropriately addressed during the
certification process. The initial compliance statement shall be in the form of
a complete listing of all regulatory sections pertinent to the operation which
the applicant is proposing. This list should reference applicable subparts and
each relevant section of the subparts. Next to each section, the applicant
must provide a brief narrative description or preferably a specific reference
to a manual, or other documents, which describe how each regulation will be
complied with, if known, at the time the formal application is submitted.
b. Where the compliance information has been developed (for example, the
manual material submitted with the formal application), a manual reference
or a description of the method of compliance must be entered next to the
applicable regulatory section. If the method of compliance has not been fully
developed, the applicant should indicate that the compliance information
will be provided in the final compliance statement.
c. The list of the specific regulations and subparts can be arranged so that when
the method of compliance is formalized, the description or reference can be
added to the list in preparation for the final compliance statement. The
applicant shall be advised that the final compliance statement must be
submitted, reviewed, and accepted before initiating proving tests. The
following illustrations are examples of how relevant sections of the
regulations should be presented in an initial compliance statement and/or a
final compliance statement as appropriate.
3.4.10. Conclusion of Preapplication Meeting. The CPM must ensure that the
applicant understands that the formal application, with the previously
described attachments, must be complete and acceptable or the entire formal
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application will be rejected.
4. FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE
Upon receipt of a formal application, the certification team must initially
review it and make a determination of its acceptability within the next 5 working
days. The initial review serves two purposes and verifies that at least those items
required for formal application have been submitted. The minimum required items
are as follows:
＊ The formal letter requesting certification.
＊ The required formal application attachments
 Schedule of Events
 The company's General Manuals
 The company's Initial Training Curriculums
 Management qualification resumes
 Documents of purchase, contracts, leases and/or letters of intent
 Initial Compliance Statement
The initial review also permits a determination of whether the submitted
material represents a feasible proposal and is of sufficient quality to allow for a
productive formal application meeting and to proceed with the certification
process. The following paragraphs are provided as direction and guidance for
this initial review.
4.1. Schedule of Events Attachment. The Schedule of Events, when accepted,
represents a commitment for both the applicant and the certification team. The
Schedule of Events is a list of each major item, activity, program, aircraft and/or
facility acquisition. It also sets milestones for accomplishment or submission of
the listed items. Therefore, when reviewing the Schedule of Events, the
certification team must carefully consider the feasibility of the proposed
schedule with respect to the following criteria:
＊ Logic of sequence
＊ Timeliness of events
＊ Completeness of events
＊ Inspector or other CAA resource availability
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4.1.1. Logic of Sequence. Many activities and events listed in the schedule must
occur before other activities and events. For example, aircraft systems
training cannot begin until the Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM) is available or
the company aircraft operating manual has been reviewed and
accepted/approved; the aircraft conformity inspection must be completed
before the emergency evacuation demonstration. The inspector should use
the applicable sections of the certification job aid as a tool to ensure the
applicant's proposed Schedule of Events is logical in terms of event
sequence.
4.1.2. Timeliness of Events. The Schedule of Events must be reasonable, and
realistically provide sufficient time for the certification team to review the
applicant's various documents, manuals, and proposals. For example, if the
applicant proposes to submit the Minimum Equipment List to the CAA with
insufficient time for review and approval before the proving tests begin, the
schedule should be considered unacceptable.
4.1.3. Completeness of Events. The number and kinds of submissions made by the
applicant for evaluation and acceptance or approval, varies according to the
complexity of the proposed operation. Specific manuals and other documents
that are required for a particular type of applicant are annotated on the
Schedule of Events and the Certification Job Aid. The CPM should use the
job aid to assure that all required manuals and documents have been included
in the Schedule of Events.
4.1.4. Inspector or Other Resource Availability. Availability and capability of office
personnel resources is another element of concern when determining whether
a Schedule of Events can be met. The CPM must determine, for example,
that qualified inspectors are available or can be made available from other
offices to assist the certification team in the conduct of extensive manual
reviews consistent with the proposed Schedule of Events. Also, the CPM
must ascertain the qualifications of the available inspectors with respect to
the proposed operation. The CPM must also determine if the certification
project will require the use of resources other than flight standards inspectors
and the availability of those resources.
4.2. Company General Manual Attachments. Company general operation and
maintenance manual attachments must be given a cursory review, first to
determine that the appropriate information has been submitted. Second, the
overall content and scope of the manual material must be evaluated to determine
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if the applicant is proceeding in an appropriate manner and in compliance with
the regulations. These completed or partially completed manual submissions
provide early indications of the quality of the applicant's manual development
program. An in-depth review and evaluation and the acceptance, approval, or
rejection of the manual will be accomplished in the document compliance phase.
4.3. Initial Company Training Curriculum Attachments. The initial company training
curriculum attachments must be reviewed for applicable position. Each
curriculum must be reviewed to determine that basic regulatory requirements are
being met and that the applicant is proceeding in an appropriate manner with the
development of his training programs. A detailed review and initial approval of
the training curriculums will be accomplished after the applicant has finalized all
training arrangements. The applicant may not start training until each curriculum
has been initially approved.
4.4. Management Qualifications Attachments (Resumes). Management qualifications
must be reviewed by the certification team to determine that there is a resume
for each required management position and that these resumes contain the basic
information necessary to determine regulatory compliance. The depth of review
should be only to determine that there are no obvious omissions or significant
discrepancies. An example of a significant discrepancy might be that the
regulation requires an individual to hold an Airline Transport Pilot Certificate
but the resume shows that the individual holds only a Commercial Pilot
Certificate. A detailed review of the management qualifications and effectiveness
must be accomplished during the document compliance and the demonstration
and inspection phases.
4.5. Documents of Purchase, Contracts, Leases, and Letters of Intent Attachment.
These documents must be reviewed to determine that they include the
appropriate information. The documents should be reviewed for obvious
omissions or significant discrepancies. Examples of obvious omissions might be
the lack of documents indicating intent to acquire an aircraft or to arrange for a
station facility. A significant discrepancy might be a document that reflects a
contractual arrangement with another organization to perform a type of
maintenance when it is known that the other organization is not qualified to
perform that type of maintenance. These documents will not necessarily receive
further review during the certification process since the aircraft, facilities, and
services referenced in the documents will be the items inspected for acceptance
or approval. It is not necessary or desirable for a separate document to exist for
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every item the applicant will have to acquire. However, there should be
sufficient evidence to show that the applicant has made initial but definite
arrangements to acquire the major items needed for certification.
4.6. Initial Compliance Statement Attachment. The initial compliance statement must
be reviewed. First, to determine that it complies with the form and content.
Second, it must be evaluated to determine that the applicant is proceeding in an
appropriate manner. It should indicate that if the applicant continues to complete
the statement in the same manner, an acceptable final compliance statement will
be produced. The final compliance statement must be given a detailed review
and accepted before beginning the enroute segment of the proving tests, if
proving tests are required. If proving tests are not required, the final compliance
statement must be reviewed and accepted during the document compliance
phase.
4.7. Formal Application Acceptability.
4.7.1. The decision whether to reject the formal application before the formal
application meeting, or to proceed with the certification process by
scheduling a meeting with the applicant, must be tempered with good
judgment and a reasonably flexible attitude. Results of informal meetings,
reviews, and observations of the applicant's capabilities during the
preapplication phase should supplement the decision making process. Any
major noted omissions with the formal application must be brought to the
immediate attention of the operator. If these omissions cannot be corrected in
a reasonable time frame the application must be returned and the certification
process shall be put on hold.
4.7.2. Normally, if an applicant has been thoroughly briefed and has acquired a
good understanding of the requirements during the preapplication phase, the
formal application should be of sufficient quality that any minor
discrepancies, omissions, and/or "open" questions can be resolved during the
formal application meeting. For example, if the chronology of the Schedule
of Events needs to be adjusted for logic of sequence, timeliness, or to
accommodate inspector resource requirements, such adjustments can
normally be accomplished during the meeting. Often minor and occasionally
some significant discrepancies or omissions in manual material, training
curriculums, and/or the initial compliance statement can be resolved during
the formal application meeting. Questions about management qualifications
and documents substantiating the acquisition or the intent to acquire aircraft,
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facilities, and services can often be answered during this meeting.
4.7.3. Upon acceptance of the formal application, the CPM must contact the
applicant and schedule the formal application meeting. The applicant must be
informed that attendance of key management personnel is required. The
CPM should avoid making any statement concerning the acceptability of the
application at this time. The CPM and the certification team must prepare for
the meeting by identifying minor discrepancies, omissions, or questions that
must be satisfactorily resolved for the meeting to be considered successful.
4.8. The Formal Application Meeting. The CPM is responsible for conducting the
formal application meeting. Except for unanticipated circumstances, all
members of the certification team must be present. Normally, the CPM should
open the meeting with the applicant, all of his key management personnel, and
the certification team present.
4.8.1. The first item to be discussed should be the formal application letter. Any
questions or missing information must be resolved to the satisfaction of the
CPM.
4.8.2. The second item to be discussed should be the detailed Schedule of Events.
The CPM and the certification team members should provide clear and
reasonable explanations as to why a scheduled item is not feasible, due to the
unavailability of CAA manpower during all scheduled events must be
resolved. In addition any omission, deficiency, or question must be
satisfactorily agreed upon before the application can be considered
acceptable. The CPM and the certification team should offer suggestions and
recommendations which would make the Schedule of Events acceptable to
the CAA. If unfeasible schedules, omissions, deficiencies, or "open"
questions concerning the Schedule of Events can not be resolved to the
satisfaction of the CPM, the meeting should be terminated. A record of
termination must included in the certification package.
4.8.3. After problem areas with the Schedule of Events have been mutually
resolved, the CPM and the certification team should discuss with the
applicant any identified omissions or deficiencies associated with the initial
compliance statement. Recommendations on how to correct such omissions
and deficiencies should be offered to the applicant. The applicant should be
advised that the final compliance statement must reflect these corrections and
that similar omissions or deficiencies must not be allowed to recur when the
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final compliance statement is submitted.
4.8.4. After review of the initial compliance statement, it is appropriate to divide
into operations and airworthiness groups. Any identified omissions or
deficiencies in the remaining attachments should be discussed. The applicant
should be provided clear explanations concerning what is considered omitted
or why an item is considered deficient. Suggestions or recommendations on
how to correct deficiencies should be offered to the applicant and his
personnel. Mutual agreements with respect to acceptable corrective action
must be reached during the meeting.
4.8.5. Team members must inform the CPM if mutual agreements cannot be
reached during the separate meetings with operations and airworthiness
personnel. Lacking such agreement, the CPM should terminate the meeting
and inform the applicant that the formal application is not acceptable. The
formal application must be returned to the applicant with a letter explaining
the reasons for the rejection.
4.8.6. When all parties have reached agreement on the course of action to be taken
to correct identified omissions or deficiencies in the formal application as
submitted, the CPM should reconvene the complete group. The CPM should
encourage the applicant and his key management personnel to present any
questions they may have concerning the forthcoming certification process.
The CPM and certification team members should provide candid answers
and discuss freely all aspects of the certification process. The applicant
should be encouraged to obtain and review the appropriate inspector
handbooks as they reflect the procedures and standards which CAA
inspectors will use during the document compliance and demonstration and
inspection phases.
4.8.7. Before concluding the formal application meeting, the CPM must make
certain the applicant clearly understands the following:
A. Notification of acceptance or rejection of the formal application will be
provided in writing within a few days after the meeting.
B. Notification of acceptance of the formal application package does not in any
way constitute acceptance or approval of the separate attachments. The
attachments will be reviewed further, and should additional corrective actions
be required, the applicant will be expected to take such corrective action.
Acceptance or approval of each attachment will be indicated separately at a
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later date during the certification process.
C. If the applicant is unable to meet the Schedule of Events, the CAA will still
need equivalent amounts of time, as agreed upon during the meeting, to make
the necessary reviews and inspections. Consequently, the proposed startup
date could be delayed. In addition, unanticipated demands on CAA personnel
could also delay the certification process. The applicant should be informed
that the CAA may at times be forced to redirect resources to other activities
such as accident or enforcement and may not be able to meet the agreed upon
Schedule of Events.
5. DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE
5.1. General
5.1.1. The document compliance phase is that part of the certification process when
the applicant's manuals and other documents are reviewed and either
accepted, approved, or rejected, as appropriate. The conduct of this phase is
primarily accomplished by members of the certification team. Each
submission by the applicant will be given an in-depth review to ensure it
complies with applicable regulations and conforms to safe operating
practices.
5.1.2. It should be noted that to ensure clarity, the document compliance phase and
the demonstration and inspection phase are discussed individually. In
practice, however, these two phases overlap. For example, when a training
program has been initially approved, the operator may begin his training
while other manuals and program elements are being reviewed. As another
example, review of the final compliance statement is the last element of the
document compliance phase, mainly because it is accomplished by the
certification team. However, the final compliance statement is normally
reviewed and accepted just before the aircraft proving tests.
5.2. Review of Applicant's Submissions. During this phase, members of the
certification team evaluate and approve or accept the applicant's manuals and
any other required documents. This list is not all-inclusive and certain items may
not be applicable to a particular type of operation.
5.2.1. Management personnel resumes outlining
qualifications and compliance histories

proposed

management

5.2.2. Operations Manual
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5.2.3. Maintenance Manuals/Programs
5.2.4. Weight and Balance Procedures
5.2.5. Training Program (Operations/Airworthiness)
5.2.6. Approved Aircraft Flight Manual
5.2.7. Minimum Equipment List
5.2.8. Configuration Deviation List
5.2.9. Cockpit Checklist
5.2.10. Passenger Briefing Card
5.2.11. Noise and Environmental Assessments
5.2.12. Airport Runway Analysis
5.2.13. Deviation Requests
5.2.14. Dangerous Goods
5.2.15. Dispatch/Flight Following/Flight Locating Procedures
5.2.16. Operation Specifications (including operations, maintenance, and avionics)
5.2.17. Maintenance Reliability Program
5.2.18. Proving Test Plan
5.2.19. Final Compliance Statement
5.3. The Final Compliance Statement
5.3.1. The final compliance statement serves the following two purposes:
A. It ensures the applicant has adequately addressed all regulatory requirements
applicable to the proposed operation.
B. (b) It aids the certification team in determining where the regulatory
requirements have been addressed in the applicant's manuals, programs, and
procedures. In evaluating the applicant's final compliance statement the
certification team may find it helpful to compare (in a side by side manner)
the CAA regulations, the applicant's manuals, and the final compliance
statement. The final compliance statement documents how the applicant
intends to comply with each applicable regulation. It either directs the
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inspector's attention to specific company manuals or documents or provides a
statement which describes how the applicant intends to comply with a
specific regulatory requirement.
5.3.2. If the applicant's final compliance statement does not serve the preceding
purposes, it shall be returned with a letter outlining the deficient areas.
Representative enroute proving tests must not be conducted until the
certification team is satisfied, through its review of the final compliance
statement, that all regulatory requirements have been adequately addressed.
The applicant's methods of compliance will be evaluated throughout the
demonstration and inspection phase.
5.4. Document Deficiencies.
5.4.1. If the team’s review reveals deficiencies in the applicant's submissions, on
the spot corrections should be encouraged. If on the spot corrections cannot
be made, the CPM should return the manual or document to the applicant
with a letter outlining the deficient areas. The team should be ready to offer
suggestions on how to improve the product but avoid "writing" the
applicant's manual. The certification team should remember that it is the
applicant's responsibility to develop manuals and procedures which ensure
safe operating practices and compliance with the rules.
6. DEMONSTRATION AND INSPECTION PHASE
6.1. General. In this phase the certification team determines that the applicant's
proposed procedures and programs for training and directing personnel in the
performance of their duties are effective. In this phase the emphasis is on
compliance with regulations and safe operating practices. As previously
mentioned, certain segments of the document compliance phase often occur
simultaneously with certain events in the demonstration and inspection phase.
For example, inspectors may be observing pilot training at the applicant's
facilities (demonstration and inspection phase) while other certification team
members are approving and or accepting maintenance manuals (document
compliance phase).
6.2. Observations and Monitoring of Events. Through observation and other forms of
on site evaluation during the demonstration and inspection phase, members of
the certification team observe and monitor many types of applicant activities.
The following list of activities or events are representative of events which occur
in the demonstration and inspection phase. This list is not all-inclusive and
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certain items may not be applicable to a particular type of operator:
6.2.1. Conduct/monitoring of Training Programs (classroom, aircraft training, etc)
6.2.2. Airmen Testing and Certification (airmen, crewmembers, and dispatchers, as
applicable)
6.2.3. Station Facilities (equipment, procedures, and personnel)
6.2.4. Recordkeeping Procedures (operation & airworthiness)
6.2.5. Flight Control (dispatch, flight following, or flight locating capabilities)
6.2.6. Approved Maintenance Program Procedures
6.2.7. Maintenance Activities (facilities, personnel, technical information, and spare
parts)
6.2.8. Aircraft (conformity inspection and aircraft maintenance records)
6.2.9. MELs and CDLs (compliance with AOM/AFM maintenance procedures, etc.,
if applicable)
6.2.10. Weight and Balance Control, if applicable (procedures, accuracy, document
control)
6.2.11. Aircraft Proving Tests: Flight planning-number of hours day & night,
simulated scenarios maintenance practices at operator and contract facilities,
MEL procedures, simulated emergencies, etc.
6.3. Demonstration and Inspection Deficiencies.
6.3.1. If at any time during the demonstration and inspection phase the applicant
does not meet the Schedule of Events, or his conduct of various activities
(such as training) or other items proves to be deficient, appropriate corrective
action must be taken.
7. CERTIFICATION PHASE
7.1. General. The certificate and approved operations specifications are issued to the
applicant after all significant unsatisfactory items have been corrected. This
action completes the certification process. Before issuance, insignificant or
non-critical items that need further resolution should be thoroughly discussed
with the applicant, and agreements concerning corrective action should be
obtained in writing.
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7.2. Preparation of the Certificate of Authorization. When the applicant has met all
the requirements, an appropriate certificate will be issued.
7.3. Issuance of Operations Specifications. Before issuance, the operations
specifications will be signed by the applicant and the appropriate principal
inspectors. The operations specifications will then be given to the new certificate
holder.
7.4. Certification Report. When the new operator is certificated, the CPM is
responsible for assembling a certification report. This report must be signed by
the CPM and will include the name and title of each team member who assisted
in the certification project. The report shall consist of 10 sections, 7.4.1 through
7.4.14, as follows:
7.4.1. The Preapplication Statement of Intent
7.4.2. The Certification Job Aid
7.4.3. The Formal Application letter
7.4.4. The Schedule of Events
7.4.5. The Final Compliance Statement
7.4.6. The Proving Test Evaluation Report (if applicable)
7.4.7. The Emergency Evacuation Demonstration Report (if applicable)
7.4.8. A copy of the Operations Specifications issued
7.4.9. A copy of the certificate issued
7.4.10. A summary of major difficulties experienced during the certification process
and/or any recommendations which may enhance the process must be noted
by phase and specialty.
7.4.11. Preapplication Phase (operations, maintenance, avionics). Include summaries
of difficulties or recommendations by specialty.
7.4.12. Formal Application Phase (operations, maintenance, avionics). Include
summaries of difficulties or recommendations by specialty.
7.4.13. Document Compliance Phase (operations, maintenance, avionics). Include
summaries of difficulties or recommendations by specialty.
7.4.14. Demonstration and Inspection Phase (operations, maintenance, avionics).
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Include summaries of difficulties or recommendations by specialty.
7.5. Certification Report Distribution. The CAA shall retain the certification report.
8. FUTURE ACTIVITIES
8.1. Transition. The CAA must ensure that there is an orderly transition from the
certification process to certificate management.
8.2. Post certification surveillance. Assigned ASIs should carefully observe the
operator during the first120 days of operation. Additional inspections may be
necessary to determine operating practices are performed at an adequate level of
safety.
8.2.1. Particular attention should be directed to areas that may not have been
demonstrated or observed during certification, such as cargo and passenger
loading.
8.2.2. The ASI may detect a need for changes in the methods, operation, inspection,
and/or maintenance during this early period of operation. The ASI must
request changes to the observed deficiencies.
8.3. Prepare operator annual work program.
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9. INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING PREAPPLICATION STATEMENT OF
INTENT
9.1. This section must be completed by all applicants.
9.1.1. Enter the company’s official name and mailing address.
9.1.2. This address must be the physical location where primary operating activities
are based. It is where the offices of management personnel required by
regulation are located. If the address is the same as item 1, enter same.
9.1.3. Enter the estimated date when-operations or services will begin.
9.1.4. This information will be used to assign a company identification number.
You may indicate up to three, three-letter identifiers, such as ABC, or XYZ.
If all choices have been assigned to other. operators or agencies, a random
selected number will be assigned.
9.1.5. Enter the names, titles, and telephone numbers of required management
personnel Include the general manager, directors of operations and
maintenance, chief pilot, chief inspector, et cetera, as applicable.
9.2. This section must be completed by all air operator applicants.
9.2.1. The proposed type of operation must be indicated. Check as many boxes as
apply.
9.3. This section must be completed by all repair station applicants.
9.3.1. The proposed type of repair station must be indicated. Check as many boxes
as apply.
9.4. This section must be completed by all air operator applicants.
9.4.1. Indicate the proposed number and types of aircraft to be operated, as well as
the number of passenger seats or, for cargo aircraft, payload capacity.
9.4.2. Enter the areas in which the operations are to be conducted. For example
R.O.C., for international operations, enter each country.
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10. TABLE: PREAPPLICATION STATEMENT OF INTENT
“申請前意圖陳述 PREAPPLICATION STATEMENT OF INTENT”
申請前意圖陳述 PREAPPLICATION STATEMENT OF INTENT
第 1A 部份：由所有申請人填寫完成
Section 1A. :To Be Completed By All Applicants
1.公司名稱及郵遞地址
2.主要作業基地之地址
Name and mailing address of company Address of physical base where
operations will be conducted

3.預定開始日期
4.欲申請之的公司識別碼（3 個字母），依優先順序填寫
Proposed startup date
Requested three-letter company identifier in order or
preference
1.
2.
3.
5.管理人員
Management Personnel
姓名
職稱
電話號碼（含區域代碼）
Name (Last .first. middle) Title
Telephone (including area code)

第 1B 部份：由所有申請航空使用人者填寫完成
Section 1B. :To Be Completed By Air Operator
6.申請之飛航類型（於方塊中勾出所有申請項目）
Proposed type of operation(check as many as applicable)
□ 普通航空業許可證 Operating Certificate
□ 機外掛載作業 External Load
□ 農用作業 Agricultural Operation
□ 通用作業 Utility Operation
□
第 1C 部份：由所有申請修理廠所者填寫完成
Section 1C. :To Be Completed By Air Agency
7.申請之機構及檢定類型
Proposed type of operation Proposed type of agency and rating(s)
□ 修理廠所 Repair Station
□ 國內 Domestic
□ 國外 Foreign
□ 新申請 New
□ 更新 Renew
□ 衛星 Satellite
□ 機體 Airframe
□ 儀器 Instrument
□ 動力系 Powerplant
□ 附件 Accessory
□ 螺旋槳 Propeller
□ 特業修護 Specialized Service
□ 無線電 Radio
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第 1D 部份：須由所有申請航空使用人者填寫完成
Section 1D. :To Be Completed By Air Operators
8.航空器資料
9.將飛航之區域
Aircraft Data
Geographic area of intended
operations
數目及機型（製造廠、型式、序列）
Numbers and types of aircraft(by makes,
model, and series)
旅客座位數目或貨物酬載量
Number of passenger seats or cargo payload
capacity
第 1E 部份：由所有申請人填寫完成
Section 1E. :To Be Completed By All Applicants
10.為增進對所申請作業或業務瞭解所提供之額外資料(如需要，另附其他頁次)
Additional information that provides a better understanding of the proposed
operation or business (attach additional sheet, if necessary)

11.此表格內之陳述及資料表示欲向民用航空局申請檢定之意願 The statements
and information contained on this form denote an intent to apply for 民用航空局
certification
簽名
日期
姓名及職稱
Signature
Date
Name and Title
第 2 部份：由
單位填入
Section 2. :To Be Completed By
民用航空局收件
Received by CAA
資料：
Data:
備註 Remarks:

Office

用途 For: □

□ 僅為提供資訊
Information only
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11. TABLE: GENERAL AVIATION CERTIFICATION JOB AID
普通航空業申請商用飛航作業檢查表
GENERAL AVIATION CERTIFICATION JOB AID
航空公司名稱(申請人)：
普通航空業證可證號：
NAME OF APPLICANT
(CERTIFICATION NO.)
工作項次
檢查員簽名
階段名稱/檢查項目
日期
參考
JOB
CPM
PHASE/CHECK ITEM
DATE REFERENCE
FUNCTION
SIGNATURE
第一階段 申請前階段
PHASE I PREAPPLICATION PHASE
A. 初步指導工作
申請前之意願陳述
Preapplication Statement Of Intent (PASI)
檢定小組人員名單（至少須包括一名航務,維修
及空用電子查核員）
B. Certification Team Designated(at least one
operations, one maintenance and one avionics
inspector)
姓名 Name
專長 Specialty
(CPM)檢定小組長
小組人員

C.

申請前會議作業
Conduct Preapplication Meeting
1.查證申請前之意願陳述
Verify PASI Information
2.概述檢定程序
Overview of certification process
3.提供檢定相關資料
Providing Certification Package:
a.
檢定程序工作指南
Certification Job Aid
b.
工作進度表
Schedule of Events
c.
其他適用文件
Other Applicable Publications and
Documents
4.解釋正式申請應檢送之文件
Explain Formal Application Submissions

備註 Remark:
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

檢查員簽名
日期
參考
CPM
DATE REFERENCE
SIGNATURE
第二階段 正式申請階段
PHASE II FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE
審查使用人所提出之文件
A.
Review operator’s submissions
1.正式申請函
Formal Application Letter
a.
航空公司正式名稱
Full and Official Name
b.
通信地址
Mailing Address
c.
主要作業地區（基地）
Primary Operating location(base)
d.
主要管理人員名單
Key Management Personnel Names
2.正式申請附件
Formal Application Attachment
a.
工作進度表
Schedule of Events
b.
相關合約協議影本
Doc’s of purchase/contract/lease/letter of
interests
c.
一般手冊（航務及維修）
General Manual(operations and maintenance)
d.
新進人員之訓練課程
Initial New Hire Training Curriculums
(OPS,MX,AV)
e.
主管人員之資歷
Management Personnel Resumes
f.
初步符合法規之陳述
Initial Compliance Statement
評估民航局審核本案時程須具備之能力及相關
資源
B.
Evaluate CAA Resource Capability Based On
Schedule Of Events
備註 Remark：
正式申請會議
C.
Formal Application Meeting
1.會議時間 Schedule Meeting
日期
時間
Date
Time
2.討論每一項申請文件
Discuss Each Submission
3.解決所發現之差異及未完成項目
Resolve Discrepancies/Open Items
4.審查檢定程序 Review
Certification Process
5.如無法符合檢定作業時程時，可能會遭遇之影
響
Review Impact If Schedule Of Events Not Met
階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

檢查員簽名
日期
參考
CPM
DATE REFERENCE
SIGNATURE
第二階段 正式申請階段
PHASE II FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE
發佈受理/拒絕申請之信函
D.
Issue Letter Accepting/ Rejecting Application
備註 Remark:

工作項次
JOB
FUNCTIO
N

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 退回日期 重送日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
RET’D RESUB’D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第三階段 文件符合階段
PHASE III DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE

A. 評估訓練計畫
Evaluate Applicable Training Programs
ICAO
1.飛航組員訓練
DOC.
Crewmember Training
9376 CH 4 a.
基礎教育訓練
Basic Indoctrination
b.
緊急訓練
Emergency Training
c.
地面學科訓練
Ground Training
d.
飛航訓練
Flight Training
e.
複習訓練
Recurrent Training
f.
機型轉換/升等訓練
Transition/Upgrade Training
g.
機型差異訓練
Differences Training
h.
保安訓練
Security Training
i.
危險物品
Hazardous Material
j.
檢定駕駛員/教師駕駛員
Check Airman/Instructor
2.簽派員訓練
Dispatcher Training
a.
初階訓練
Initial Training
b.
複習訓練
Recurrent Training
AW-9
3.維護訓練
Maintenance Training
a.
機械員/修理員訓練
Mechanic/Repairman Training
b.
檢驗人員
Inspection Personnel Training
c.
地勤/保養人員訓練
Ground Handling/Servicing
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTIO
N

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 退回日期 重送日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
RET’D RESUB’D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第三階段 文件符合階段
PHASE III DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE

d.

Personnel Training
場站人員訓練
Station Personnel Training

備註 Remark:

B. 評估管理人員資格
Evaluate Management Qualifications
1.總經理
General Manager
2.航務負責人
Director of Operations
3.維護負責人
Director of Maintenance
4.品管負責人員（檢驗長）
Chief Inspector
5.總機師
Chief pilot
6.偏異要求（如適用）
Request for Deviation Letter(if
applicable)
備註 Remark：
C 評估公司作業手冊/程序
. Evaluate Applicable Company Manuals/
Operation Procedure
ICAO
1.一般航務手冊
DOC.
Completed General Operations
9376 Manual
AW-8 2. 一般維護手冊
Completed General Maintenance
Manual
3.經核准之航空器飛航手冊
Approved Airplane Flight
Manufacturer‘s Authority
4.公司航空器操作手冊
Company Aircraft Operations Manual
5.航空器檢查表
Aircraft Checklists
a.
正常
Normal
b.
不正常
Abnormal
c.
緊急
Emergency
6.簽派/飛航追蹤/航機位置標示
Dispatch/Flight Following/Locating
7. 場站作業（手冊）
Station Operations
8. 公司緊急手冊
Company Emergency Manual
9. 機場資料/航路手冊（圖表）
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTIO
N

AW-8

AW-8

C.

ANNEX 18
ANNEX 17
AW-8

ICAO DOC
8335 D.
AW-26
ICAO DOC
8335
AW-16

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 退回日期 重送日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
RET’D RESUB’D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第三階段 文件符合階段
PHASE III DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE
Airport Data & En Route Manual(chart
and plates)
10. 機場/跑道分析手冊
Airport/Runway Analysis Manual
11. 最低裝備需求手冊
Minimum Equipment List
12. 外型差異需求手冊
Configuration Deviation List
13.維護技術手冊
Maintenance Technical Manual
a.
機體/動力系統
Airframe/Powerplant
b.
結構修理
Structure Repair
c.
零件目錄
Parts Catalogue
d.
檢驗程序
Inspection Procedures
e.
製造廠/供應商手冊
Manufacture’s or Vendor’s Manual
f.
線路手冊
Wiring Manual
g.
翻修手冊
Overhaul Manual
14 加油/再加油/洩油程序（手冊）
Fueling/Refueling/Defueling
15.地勤作業手冊
Ground Servicing Manual
16.載重平衡管制計畫
Weight and Balance Control Program
17.危險物品
Hazardous Material
18.保安計畫
Security Program
19.可靠度管制計畫
Reliability Program
20.持續適航維護計畫
Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance
Program
21.緊急計畫/連絡作業
Emergency Plan/Notification
22.乘客簡報卡
Passenger Briefing Card
備註 Remark：
其他評估
Other Evaluations
1.航空器租賃
Aircraft Lease 0-21
2.航務合約/協議
Operations 0-21 Contracts/Agreements
3.維護合約/協議
Maintenance Contracts/Agreements
4.航勤代理合約/協議
Servicing Contracts/Agreements
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTIO
N

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 退回日期 重送日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
RET’D RESUB’D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第三階段 文件符合階段
PHASE III DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE

AW-9

5.訓練合約（如適用）
Training Contracts-(IF Applicable)
ATTACH. 6.緊急徹撤離逃生演練計畫
1
Emergency Evacuation Demonstration
Plan
OPS
7.水上迫降演練計畫
Ditching Demonstration Plan
8.航空器驗證試飛計畫
Aircraft Approving Test Plan
9.最後符合陳述
Final Compliance Statement
ATTACH. 10.開始進行營運規範準備作業
AW-C
Initiate Operations Specs. Preparation
OPS-H
備註 Remark：

工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE

C. 航空器一致性檢查
Aircraft Conformity inspection
1.經核准之機型證明資料單
Approved Type Data Sheet
AW-10 2.經核準准之載重平衡
Approved Weight and Balance
3.經核准之裝備手冊
Approved Equipment List
AW-24 4.重大維修及改裝
Major Repair and Alteration
5.緊急裝備
Emergency Equipment
備註 Remark：

OP-1 D. 主要作業基地檢查
Main Operations Base
1.人員編制及組織
Staffing and Organization
2.適當之手冊圖書室
Appropriate Manual Library
3.簽派/飛航追蹤/航機位置標示
Dispatch/Flight Following/Flight
Locating
4.記錄保存
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE

Recordkeeping
a.
組員訓練記錄
Crewmember Training Records
b.
航空人員資格記錄
Airman Qualification Records
c.
組員飛航及休息時間
Crewmember Flight and Rest Time
d.
飛航記錄
Flight and Trip Records
e.
組員體檢記錄
Crewmember Medical Records
備註 Remark：

AW-1 E. 主要維護基地檢查
Main Maintenance Base
1.人員編制及組織（維護部門及檢驗部
門應分開）
Staffing and Organization(separation
of maintenance and inspection
department)
2.裝備（工具，千斤頂，吊掛等）
Equipment(Tools, Jacks, Hoist, etc.)
3.機棚廠及工場
Hangar and Work Shop
4.特殊工具及試驗裝備
Special Tools and Test Equipment
5.備份零件
Spare Parts
AW-1 E. 6.記錄保存
Recordkeeping
AW-19
a.
航空器記錄
Aircraft Record
AW-9
b.
維護人員訓練
Maintenance Personnel Training
AW-9,18
c.
檢驗人員訓練
Inspector Training(RII)
AW-18
d.
授權 RII 檢查之檢驗員資格及授
權通知
Inspector RII Qualification and
Notification
AW-1,13
e.
工具校驗及校準
Tool Testing/Calibration
AW-1
f.
核准之零件採購
Approved Parts Purchasing
備註 Remark：
AW-3 F. 停機線及場站設施檢查
OP-3
Line/Station Facilities
1.人員編制及組織
Staffing and Organization
2.適當之維護/或航務手冊
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE
Appropriate Manuals for Maintenance
and /or Operations
3.適當之維護及作業裝備
Proper Equipment for Maintenance
and Operations
4.特殊工具及策測試裝備
Special Tools and Test Equipment
5.備份零件
Spare Parts
OP-8
6.簽派/飛航管制
Dispatching/Flight Control
AW-3
7.使用人手冊規定所須保存之記錄
Recordkeeping as Required by the
Operator’s Manual
8.勤務裝備
Servicing Equipment
備註 Remark：

G. 緊急撤離逃生演練
ATTACH. Emergency evacuation demonstration
1
1.完整之緊急撤離逃生演練:在該機型
OPS
最大乘員人數（含組員）下應於 90
秒以內完成撤離逃生程序（註：參考
民航局航務檢查員手冊附錄 A 之規
定）
Full-scale emergency evacuation
demonstration : the evacuation process
to be completed in 90 seconds or less
of at least 75% of the maximum
number of persons including crew
2.部份之緊急撤離逃生演練:不須乘客
參與,客艙組員就座於正常起飛位置,在
發出開始信號後,航空器內緊急裝備及
一半緊急逃生出口和滑梯必須能在 15
秒以內完成使用的準備（註:參考民航
局航務檢查員手冊附錄 A 之規定）
Partial emergency evacuation
demonstration : No passenger
participants are required, the flight
attendant occupy their normal takeoff
positions. After the initiation signal,
the aircraft’s emergency evacuation
equipment and 50 % of the required
emergency exits and slides must be
ready for use in 15 seconds or less.
3.組員執行所指派之工作
Crewmember Execution of Assigned
Duties
4.組員在撤離逃生時之位置
Crewmember Location During
Evacuation
5.機長之處置能力
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE
Effectiveness of the PIC
6.傷亡情況下之指揮權繼承
Command Succession in the Event of
the Casualties
7.組員之處置能力
Effectiveness of Crewmember
8.所發生之缺點及延誤
Short Comings and Delays
Encountered
備註 Remark:

H. 水上迫降演練
Ditching Demonstration
ATTACH. 1.緊急裝備
Emergency Equipment
1
a.
救生艇及救生衣
OPS
Life Raft and Life Jackets
b.
緊急無線電
Emergency Radio
c.
照明燈光
Lights
2.正確的存放緊急裝備以保持隨時可
拆移使用
Emergency Equipment is Properly
Stowed and Readily Removable
3.防止裝備漂離生還者之方法
Means for Preventing Equipment
From Drifting Away From Survivors
4.滑梯,救生背心及救生艇在時限內完
全充氣
Slides, Life Jackets and Life Rafts
Fully Inflate in Acceptable Time
Limits
5.適當且正確的使用緊急程序及相關
檢查表
Emergency Procedures and Related
Checklist are Adequate and Properly
Used
6.組員已受適當之訓練
Crew is Properly Trained
7.組員已熟悉所備被指派之工作
Crewmember are Familiar With
Assigned Duties
8.組員能依訓練方式執行工作,並在危
急情況下逃離航空器
Crewmember Can Perform Trained
Duties and Evacuate Aircraft Under
Critical Condition
9.組員能遵照安全指示以防止逃生者
受到可能之傷害
Safety Precautions are Followed by the
Crew to Prevent Possible Injuries to
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE

Evacuees
備註 Remark：

I 航空器驗證飛行
Aircraft proving test
1.計畫 Planning
a.
航務手冊含飛航中程序,並依該
程序實施
Compliance with contained in the
operations manual
b.
提供飛航組員得以安全執行飛
航任務所需之設施及裝備
The facilities and equipment
provided to the flight crew to
conduct the flight safely
c.
航務管制對飛航組員之支援
The support provided by
operational control to the flight
crew
d. 沿途機場之一般地勤作業規訂定
The general provisions made for
ground handling of aircraft at
airports along the routes
e.
釋適當之航路設施
The adequacy of the en-route
facilities
2.飛航前檢查
Preflight inspection
a.
氣象及航路簡報
Meteorological and route briefing
b.
飛航計畫及燃油計算
Flight planning and fuel
calculations
c.
飛航組員實施航空器外部檢視
Walk around inspection of flight
crew
d.
載重平衡程序
Weight and balance procedures
e.
飛航計劃畫提報及航務簽放
Flight planning and operational
release
f.
客艙檢查
Cabin inspection
g. 與地勤人員之協調（引擎起動/航機
後推）
Coordination with ground crew
(startup/pushback)
備註 Remark:

I

3.滑行/起飛
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE

Taxi/take-off
a.
檢查表之使用
Use of checklist
b.
滑行及使用機場圖表
Taxing and use of airport chart
c.
獲得航管許可
Acceptance of ATC clearance
d.
計算臨界起飛速度
Calculations of critical speeds for
take-off
e.
對組員及旅客之簡報
Briefing of flight crew and
passengers
4.飛航中（駕駛艙）
Inflight(cockpit)
a.
遵守法規及檢查表
Compliance with regulations and
checklist
b.
組員紀律,協調及警覺性
Crew discipline, coordination and
vigilance
c.
適當之陸空通訊
Adequacy of air ground
communication
d.
組員使用安全肩帶
Crew use of safety harness
e.
旅客通告（安全帶，抽煙等）
Passenger notification(seat belts,
smoking, etc.)
f.
飛航駕駛員之適職能力（手控及
自動飛行）
Pilot flight proficiency (manual and
autopilot)
g.
遵循作業最低限度
Adherence to the operating minima
h.
對模擬緊急/狀況之處置
Handling of simulated emergencies
/problems
備註 Remark：

5.飛航前/飛航中後艙檢查工作
Preflight/inflight cabin check
a.
客艙行李之置放
Stowage of cabin baggage
b.
安全帶及緊急程序
Seat belts and emergency
procedures
c.
緊急裝備及逃生艙門之使用
Location and use if emergency
equipment/exits
d.
起飛及降落時椅背之豎直
Seat back positioning for take-off
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名 開始日期 完成日期 核准/接受日 參考
CPM SIG
DATE
DATE
REF
期
STARTED COMPL‘D
DATE
APPRV’D/
ACCEP’D
第四階段 驗證檢查階段
PHASE IV DEMONSTRATION & INSPECTION PHASE

and landings
起飛及降落時電子裝備之使用
Use of electronic equipment during
take-off and landings
6.進場及落地
Approach and landing
a.
檢查表之使用及乘客通告
Use of checklist and passenger
announcements
b.
遵守航管之指示
Compliance with ATC instructions
c.
速度控制
Speed control
d.
助航設施之使用
Use of navigation aids
e.
進場程序
Approach procedures
f.
著陸,滾行及煞車
Touchdown, rollout and braking
g.
滑行及停機
Taxi & parking
備註 Remark：
e.

I 7.飛行後（駕駛艙及客艙）
Post-flight(cockpit & cabin)
a.
檢查表之使用
Use of checklist
AW-19 b.
回報及記錄航空器之運作狀況
Reporting and logging of aircraft
serviceability
c.
完成記錄簿之填寫
Completion of logbook
d.
回報重要作業事故（航機接近，
鳥擊，雷擊閃電，客艙緊急狀況
及乘客受傷等）
Reporting of significant operational
incidents(near misses, bird strikes,
lighting strikes, cabin emergencies,
passenger injuries, etc.)
e.
組員休息（如有需要）
Crew rest if required
f.
中間停留站之地勤服務
Ground services for intermediate
stops
交通部財務主管單位之證明（如需要）
Proof of MOTC Economic Authority(if
required)
備註 Remark：
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工作項次
JOB
FUNCTION

階段名稱/檢查項目
PHASE/CHECK ITEM

檢查員簽名
完成日期
DATE
CPM
COMPL“D
SIGNATURE
第五階段 給證階段
PHASE V CERTIFICATION PHASE

參考
REFERENCE

A. 核准營運規範
ATTACH. E Approve operations specifications
B. 將營運規範發給受檢完成之航空公司
Present operations specifications to certificate
holder
備註 Remark：

C. 準備檢定報告
Prepare certification report
1.應具備之資料
Assemble report
a.
申請前之意願陳述
Pre-application statement of intent
b.
檢定程序工作指南
Certification job aid Include as All Signed
JFs`
c.
正式申請信函
Formal application letter
d.
工作進度
Schedule of events
e.
最後符合陳述
Final compliance statement
f.
驗證飛行評估報告
Proving test evaluation report
g.
緊急撤離逃生演練評估報告
Emergency evacuation demonstration
report
h.
水上迫降演練評估報告
Emergency evacuation demonstration
report
i.
營運規範影本
Copy of operations specifications
j.
普通航空業許可證書影本
Copy of certificate
k.
困難問題彙總
Summary of difficulties
l.
檢定程序之改進建議
Suggestions to improve certification
process
2.檢定給證報告之傳會及歸檔
Distribute Report and file
D. 擬定後續定期檢查及監督計畫
Develop post certification surveillance and
inspection program
備註 REMARK：
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12. TABLE: SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
營運規範工作進度表
REGULATION 07-02A SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
航空公司名稱(申請人):
航空公司(申請人)地址
OFFICAL NAME OF COMPANY
LOCATION ADDRESS OF APPLICANT

普通航空業許可證號:
CERTIFICATION NO.
預定送審日期
Scheduled date
of submission

通信地址(如異於航空公司地址)
MAILING ADDRESS
正式申請階段
Formal Application Phase

接收/完成日期 退回修改日期 核准/接受日期
Data Received Data Returned for Data Approved/
/Accomplished
Changes
Accepted

1.正式申請函
Formal Application Letter
2.工作進度表
Schedule of Events
3.公司一般運作手冊
Company General Operations Manual
4.公司一般維護手冊
Company General Maintenance
Manual
5.新進人員訓練課程
Initial New Hire Training Curriculum
組員及簽派員)
(Crewmembers & Dispatchers)
a.基礎教育
Basic Indoctrinaton
b.緊急訓練
Emergency Training
c.地面學科訓練
Ground Training
d.飛航訓練
Flight Training
6.相關合約協議影本
Documents of Purchase, Contracts
Leases and/or Letters of Lntent
7.主管人員之資歷
Management Qualification Resumes
8.初步符合法規之陳述
Inital Compliance Statement

預定送審日期
Scheduled date
of submission

文件符合階段
DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE

接收/完成日期
Data Received
/Accomplished

退回修改日期 核准/接受日期
Data Returned Data Approved/
for Changes Accepted

1.飛航組員訓練手冊
Crewmember Training Manual
a.
基礎教育訓練 Basic Indoctrination
b.
緊急訓練 Emergency Training
c.
地面學科訓練 Ground Training
d.
飛航訓練 Flight Training
e.
複習訓練 Recurrent Training
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預定送審日期

文件符合階段
DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE

Scheduled date
of submission

接收/完成日期
Data Received
/Accomplished

退回修改日期 核准/接受日期
Data Returned Data Approved/
for Changes Accepted

機型轉換/升等訓練 Transition/Upgrade
Training
g.
機型差異訓練 Differences Training
h.
保安訓練 Security Training
i.
危險物品 Hazardous Material Training
j.
檢定駕駛員/教師駕駛員訓練 Check
Airman/Instructor Training
2.簽派員訓練手冊
Dispatcher Training Manual
a.
初階訓練 Initial Training
b.
複習訓練 Recurrent Training
3.維護訓練手冊
Maintenance Training Manual
a.
機械員/修理員訓練
Mechanic/Repairman Training
b.
檢驗人員 Inspection Personnel Training
c.
地勤/保養人員訓練 Ground
Handling/Servicing Personnel Training
d.
場站人員訓練 Station Personnel
Training
手冊(MANUALS 5-25)
4.航務手冊
Completed Flight Operations Manual
5.航空器維護能力手冊
Completed Aircraft Maintenance Control
Manual
6.經核准之航空器飛航手冊
Approved Airplane Flight Manual
7.公司航空器操作手冊
Company Aircraft Operations Manual
8.航空器檢查表 Aircraft Checklists
a.
正常 Normal
b.
不正常 Abnormal
c.
緊急 Emergency
9. 簽派/飛航追蹤/航機位置標示
Dispatch/Flight Following/Locating
10. 場站作業（手冊）
Station Operations
11. 公司緊急手冊
Company Emergency Manual
12. .機場資料/航路手冊（圖表）
Airport Data & En Route Manual(chart and
plates)
13 機場/跑道分析手冊
Airport/Runway Analysis Manual
14. 最低裝備需求手冊
Minimum Equipment List
15. 外型差異需求手冊
Configuration Deviation List
16. 維護技術手冊
Maintenance Technical Manual
a.
航空器維護計劃手冊 Aircraft
Maintenance Program Manual
b.
機體/動力系統 Airframe/Powerplant
c.
結構修理 Structure Repair
d.
零件目錄 Parts Catalogue
f.
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預定送審日期

文件符合階段
DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE

Scheduled date
of submission

接收/完成日期
Data Received
/Accomplished

退回修改日期 核准/接受日期
Data Returned Data Approved/
for Changes Accepted

檢驗程序 Inspection Procedures
製造廠/供應商手冊 Manufacture’s or
Vendor’s Manual
g.
線路手冊 Wiring Manual
h.
翻修手冊 Overhaul Manual
17.加油/再加油/洩油程序（手冊）
Fueling/Refueling/Defueling
18.地勤作業手冊
Ground Servicing Manual
19.載重平衡管制手冊
Weight and Balance Control Manual
20.危險物品
Hazardous Material
21.保安計畫
Security Program
22.可靠度管制計畫
Reliability Program
23.持續適航維護計畫
Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance
Program
24.緊急計畫/連絡作業
Emergency Plan/Notification
25.乘客簡報卡
Passenger Briefing Card
26.其他資料
Other Evaluations
a.
航空器租賃 Aircraft Lease
b.
航務合約/協議 Operations
Contracts/Agreements
c.
維護合約/協議 Maintenance
Contracts/Agreements
d.
航勤代理合約/協議 Servicing
Contracts/Agreements
e.
訓練合約 Training Contract(IF
Applicable)
f.
緊急撤離逃生演練計畫 Emergency
Evacuation Demonstration Plan
g.
水上迫降演練計畫 Ditching
Demonstration Plan
h.
航空器驗證試飛計畫 Aircraft
Approving Test Plan
i.
環境評估 Environmental Assessment
j.
偏離要求 Exemption/Deviation
Reguests
27.最後符合陳述
Final Compliance Statement
28.營運規範
Operations Specifications
e.
f.

備註 REMARK
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預定檢查日期
Date Item
Accomplished

驗證檢查階段
DEMONSTRATION PHASE

完成檢查日期
退回修改日期 核准/接受日期
Data Received Data Returned for Data Approved/
/Accomplished
Changes
Accepted

1.訓練設施
Training Facilities
2.訓練時程
Training Scheduled:
a. 飛航組員
Flight Crewmembers:
(1)基本教育 Basic Indoctrination
(2)緊急訓練 Emergency Training
(3)地面學科訓練 Ground Training
(4)飛航訓練 Flight Taining
(5)機型差異訓練 Differences
Training
b. 檢定駕駛員
Check Airmen
c. 簽派員/飛航追蹤/航機位置標示
Dispatcher/Flight Following /Locating

d. 危險物品
Hazardous Materials
e. 保安
Security
f. 維護訓練
Maintenance Training
機械員/修理員
(1).Mechanics/Repairmen
檢驗人員
(2).Inspection Personnel
地勤/保養人員
(3).Ground Handling/Servicing
場站人員
(4).Station Personnel
3.航空器一致性檢查
Aircraft Conformity Inspection
4.主要作業基地查
Main Operation Base
5.主要維護基地檢查
Main Maintenance Base
60 停機線及場站設施檢查
Line/Station Facilities
7.緊急撤離逃生訓練
Emergency Evacuation Demonstration
8.航空器驗證飛行計劃
Proving Test Plan
9.交通部財務主管單位證明
Proof of MOTC Economic Authority
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SECTION 2 CERTIFICATION APPROVAL
PROCEDURES FOR SPECIAL OPERATIONS
1. OBJECTIVE
This chapter describes the basic procedures for authorizing general aviation
operators to conduct special operations with GPS, etc.
2. GENERAL
This procedure shall be used by Operations, Maintenance and Avionics
personnel in any general aviation special approval process. This process consists of
five phases with the aid of existing specific job functions and job aids and is
conducted in accordance with appropriate CAA or ICAO or FAA data policies and
procedures. Items contained in these job aids and job functions can be modified to
satisfy the particular operation to be authorized. Some items in the job aids and job
functions may not apply and can be signed off as not applicable. Others may be
added to satisfy the particular procedure.
3. APPROVAL/CERTIFICATION PROCESS
3.1. Preapplication Phase
3.2. Formal application Phase
3.3. Document Compliance Phase
3.4. Demonstration Phase
3.5. Final Approval Phase
4. PRE-APPLICATION PHASE
4.1. Initial Inquiry. An initial request for information regarding certification may be
verbal or in writing and must be provided to the CAA at the time the operator
starts it’s planning and preparation. The preapplication statement of intent (PASI)
is provided to the applicant and discussed during the initial inquiry.
4.2. The Certification Team. After written confirmation (PASI) has been received by
Flight Standards, the Director will assign a team consisting of the three
specialties and assign a project manager. This project manager will be the
primary contact person.
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4.3. The Project Manager will schedule periodic meetings with his team, keep
management informed and schedule a preapplication with the applicant.
4.4. Pre-application Meeting: The agenda of the meetings should contain at least the
following:
4.4.1. Review PASI for content
4.4.2. Schedule of events
A. Dates of proposed operation
B. Equipment/technical data
C. Manuals- Ops/AW, MEL, etc.
D. Training/Cross-Training, Ops/AW
E. Interim Operations Specifications
F. Any other required items
5. FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE
5.1. During the formal application the schedule of events is reviewed to insure that all
applicable items discussed during the pre-application meeting are included.
5.2. Review schedule of events and insure dates are realistic and that CAA manpower
is available.
6. DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE
6.1. Review manuals and programs to insure content meets CAA regulations and
policy.
6.2. Correct noted deficiencies if any.
7. DEMONSTRATION AND INSPECTION PHASE
7.1. During this phase the team determines that the proposed procedures and
programs for training and directing personnel in the performance of their duties
are effective. Emphasis is on compliance with regulations and safe operating
practices.
7.2. Observation and Monitoring of Events. The manner in which the applicant is to
be evaluated while conducting different segments of this phase is outlined in
various sections of this handbook. Specific handbook references for each
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activity or event are referenced on the certification job aid/job function.
7.3. Demonstration and Inspection Deficiencies. If at any time during the
demonstration and inspection phase the applicant does not meet the schedule of
events, or his conduct of various activities (such as training, MEL, record
keeping, etc.) proves to be deficient corrective action must be taken.
8. FINAL APPROVAL/CERTIFICATION PHASE
8.1. Accept or approve final programs, manuals and issue appropriate Operations
Specifications.
8.2. Approval/Certification Report. When the process is completed the Project
Manager is responsible for assembling the merger report. This report will be
signed by the Project Manager and will include the names and title of each team
member. The report will consist of:
8.2.1. Schedule of events
8.2.2. Job Aids
8.2.3. Job Functions
8.2.4. Operations Specifications
8.2.5. Summary of Major Difficulties experienced during the merger process
including recommendations which may enhance future mergers.
9. FUTURE ACTIVITIES
9.1. Prepare operator surveillance program:
Assigned ASI’s should carefully observe the operator for the first 120
days.Additional surveillance may be necessary to determine operating practices
are performed at an adequate level of safety and per manual procedures.
9.2. The ASI may detect a need for changes in the methods, operation, inspection,
and/or maintenance during this early surveillance period and must request
changes to any observed deficiencies.
9.3. Prepare an annual work program.
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SECTION 3 REPORTING OF DISCREPANCIES
1. FINDING
A conclusion, supported by evidence that there is or has been a process or
product that is not in compliance with an established standard.
2. CONCERN
A conclusion concerning a system or process that identifies a condition that
may become a finding or a system weakness, which could be the underlying cause
of future noncompliance situations. A concern is not, at the time of inspection, an
example of noncompliance of a standard. If so, it would be a finding.
3. STANDARD
Regulations, manual specifications or procedures, operation specifications,
etc.
4. REPORTING
Any finding or concern must reported and substantiated.
4.1. Any observed finding or concern must be reported to the operator before the
inspector leaves the site of inspection.
4.1.1. If an operator corrects the finding or concern before the inspector leaves the
site, determine causal factor and any noncompliance with the regulation.
4.1.2. Document or obtain copies of the standard, regulations, finding or concern.
4.1.3. Obtain/negotiate corrective action for causal factor (if appropriate).
4.1.4. Report finding or concern, causal factor, and corrective action on CAA
inspection report.
4.1.5. Attach the documentation required to support the finding or concern,
including regulations, standards, ops specs, manual procedures, etc. to the
inspection report.
4.1.6. If enforcement is required, reference the enforcement file in the CAA
inspection report and include copies of the substantiating data in the
enforcement report. File reports through supervisor. For guidance see CAA
handbook 2500, Compliance and Enforcement.
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5. FINDINGS OR CONCERNS NOT CORRECTED
If corrective action of concern or finding is not obtained after notification to
the operator:
5.1. Document or copy the data to support the finding.
5.2. Inform the operator enforcement action will be taken against the company and
any person operation or maintaining an aircraft contrary to the standards,
regulations or ops specs, etc.
5.3. Reporting of finding or concern will be as the procedures in the REPORTING
paragraph above.
NOTE: Do not stop a flight unless an accident is eminent. Cancellation of a
flight must come from the operator. Normally an operator will stop,
delay or cancel a flight after the finding notification.
6. GROUNDING AN AIRCRAFT
An inspector will seldom have to exercise this authority. The knowledge that
the inspector has this authority and is not reluctant to use it is usually sufficient to
cause the operator to take the necessary corrective action. However, if a grounding
action is required, the inspector must have substantiating data with factual
justification that:
6.1. The aircraft is not in a condition of safe operation.
6.2. The operator intends to put the aircraft into revenue service in that unsafe
condition.
6.3. This unsafe condition constitutes a hazard to persons and/or property.
7. In addition to the grounding justification, the inspector must:
7.1. Contact CAA management.
7.2. Contact CAA Legal Office
7.3. Notify the operator of the grounding action.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL SURVEILLANCE

PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
1. GENERAL
This chapter contains information on surveillance procedures. It contains
direction and guidance on the preparation and conduct of specific types of
inspections in support of an overall surveillance program. This guidance applies to
all aviation safety inspectors who conduct inspections under CAA regulations and
ICAO practices.
2. OBJECTIVE OF AN INSPECTION
The primary objective of any inspection is to determine that a person, an item,
or a certain segment of an operation associated with general aviation meets at least
the same standards that were required for initial certification or approval by the
CAA. For inspectors to make these determinations, inspections must be conducted
in an orderly and standardized manner. To accomplish this, each type of inspection
must have individual objectives and be conducted each time in generally the same
manner, according to the direction and guidance in this handbook.
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INSPECTION
Each type of inspection is a specific event (work activity) which has the
following characteristics:
＊

A specific work activity title

＊

A definite beginning and a definite end

＊

Specific objectives to be met

＊

General procedures to be followed

＊

A report of findings

3.1. Each type of inspection is identified with a specific title.
3.2. Inspections have a definite beginning and end. They may be scheduled by an
inspector for the observation and evaluation of a specific activity, such as a
proficiency check, or they may be scheduled for the evaluation of operator
documents, manuals, or approved programs. An inspection begins when an
inspector initiates the inspection task and ends when the inspector has
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completed the inspection report.
3.3. Inspections have general procedures that inspectors should follow for
standardization purposes. These general procedures are outlined in the
following sections of this volume.
3.4. The primary objective of any inspection is to determine that a person, item, or
segment of an operation complies or continues to comply with regulations, safe
operating practices, and other established standards.
3.5. An inspection is not complete until a report on the results of the inspection has
been recorded. This inspection report is the key element of any inspection.
Inspectors must be concise, factual, and objective in reporting inspection results.
4. CONDUCTING AN INSPECTION
The complexity of the general aviation industry varies with each individual
operator. Therefore, an inspector's decision to conduct a particular type of
inspection may be based on an annual work program, isolated situations such as a
complaint, an incident or on some other information that raises a question about
compliance with a regulation or safe operating practice.
4.1. preparing for an Inspection. Before conducting an inspection, inspectors should
to the extent possible, familiarize themselves with an operator's manuals,
programs, and procedures pertinent to the type of inspection to be conducted.
Additional familiarization can be obtained from other inspectors familiar with
the operator. When possible, inspectors should become aware of any previous
deficiencies or negative trends by reviewing previous surveillance data pertinent
to the type of inspection to be conducted. Inspectors must be familiar with the
applicable direction and guidance in this handbook for the type of inspection to
be conducted.
4.2. Advance Notice of an Inspection. Most inspections will cause some disruptions
to routine operations. Responsible operators engaged in air transportation
understand the legal basis for CAA surveillance and are generally cooperative in
responding to the needs of inspectors during the conduct of inspections.
Operators are required to afford inspectors the opportunity to conduct
inspections in a manner that effectively accomplishes the objectives of the
inspections. Inspectors should, however, arrange their inspection activities so
they will result in a minimum amount of disruption to routine operations. In
general, it is appropriate and helpful to both the operator and inspectors to
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provide advance notice that an inspection is to be conducted.
4.3. Limiting the Scope of an Inspection. Each type of inspection has a set of items or
areas that inspectors should observe and evaluate during the inspection.
Sufficient time should be allotted for effective evaluation of all the items or
areas. The circumstances under which inspections are conducted however, vary
considerably. Often inspectors will not be able to evaluate all the specified items
or areas. The more important consideration is to thoroughly and qualitatively
evaluate those items or areas in which the inspector has the time and
opportunity to observe. In some circumstances, it may be preferable for an
inspector to limit the scope of a particular inspection type to ensure the quality
of the inspection. When an inspection is limited in scope, the inspector should
provide a comment on how it was limited, an indicate it by either recording the
number and types of records or manuals evaluated, recording the general areas
evaluated, or by recording the general areas not evaluated. In general, it is better
to schedule sufficient time to evaluate all the items or areas specified for an
inspection type. Inspections that are limited in scope, however, do serve a useful
purpose and can still provide valuable information.
4.4. Inspector Conduct. The actions and conduct of an aviation safety inspector are
subject to close scrutiny by the personnel they encounter during the
performance of an inspection. Inspectors must conduct themselves as aviation
professionals at all times when conducting inspections. Inspectors shall wear
name tags or other appropriate identification in plain view during the conduct of
the inspections When observing or evaluating operator personnel during the
performance of their assigned duties, inspectors shall not intervene in a manner
that could adversely hinder or preclude them from effectively performing their
duties. If, however, an inspector observes a condition that is obviously unsafe or
that could potentially become unsafe, the inspector shall immediately inform the
appropriate operator personnel of the condition.
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4.5. Concluding an Inspection. At the conclusion of an inspection, inspectors shall
debrief appropriate operator personnel of the inspection results. When
appropriate to the type of inspection conducted, the debriefing should include a
summary of the areas inspected and the inspector's findings if any concerning
the compliance status of each area. Persons, items, or areas that were found to
meet or exceed standards should also be commented on during the debriefing. If
it appears that a regulation has been violated, inspectors must inform
responsible operator personnel that an investigation into the apparent violation
will be initiated. When an inspector is unable to debrief the appropriate operator
employees on any deficiencies, the inspector should indicate in the inspection
report that the operator was not briefed on the deficiencies. Isolated types of
deficiencies found during an inspection can often be corrected by operator
personnel while the inspection is being conducted. Such deficiencies can be
adequately resolved and closed out during the post inspection debriefing. In
these cases, however, inspectors should record information about the deficiency
and how it was corrected on the inspection report and take enforcement action
for non-compliance items. The preparation of the inspection report is the final
action that must be taken by inspectors to conclude an inspection..
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CHAPTER 3

JOB INSPECTIONS

JOB FUNCTION 1 MAIN BASE INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
This section contains direction and guidance to be used by principal operations
inspectors (POIs) for conducting base inspections. Operators must meet the same
minimum requirements during a base inspection as they do for original certification.
This inspection is normally accomplished:
1.1. Prior certificating a new operator
1.2. When a new make and model of aircraft are introduced and operated
1.3. As required by the work program or special inspections

2. DEFINITION
A base inspection is an important surveillance function which provides the
CAA with a comprehensive review of all of an operator's activities.

3. LOCATION OF INSPECTION
A base inspection is usually conducted at the operator's main base of
operations or place of business. In some cases, operators may elect to retain
selected records at different locations. The locations may differ as widely as the
operators' activities differ.
4. PLANNING A BASE INSPECTION

The method used to conduct a base inspection depends on the organizational
structure of the operator at a specific location.
4.1. Surveillance Activities. The size and complexity of the operations at a particular
location will dictate which surveillance items are to be examined during a base
inspection. A base inspection may be completed over several days or during a
single visit and may often be conducted in conjunction with a proficiency or
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competency check. When possible, airworthiness and operations inspectors
should jointly conduct base inspections.
4.2. Frequency. The frequency of base inspections for an operator is determined by
the number of aircraft and personnel employed by the operator and by the
complexity of the operation.
4.2.1. Base inspections are usually conducted as part of the annual work program.
4.2.2. Additional inspections may be initiated in response to complaints or special
emphasis items identified by CAA.

5. INSPECTION PREPARATION
Prior to conducting a base inspection, the inspector should review the
operator's office file to become familiar with the following information:
5.1. Current and appropriate air carrier or operating certificate
5.2. Current and appropriate operations specifications (OpSpecs)
5.3. General correspondence with the operator
5.4. Previous inspections and proficiency check records for possible problem areas,
accident history, violation history
5.5. Any applicable manuals

6. NOTIFICATION OF INSPECTION
The inspector should notify the operator to arrange a time when the
appropriate personnel and aircraft will be available for the inspection. Notification
is important if the inspector plans to interview company personnel.

7. CONDUCT OF INSPECTION
The strategy used by an inspector for accomplishing a base inspection depends
on the size and complexity of the operator. Because operators conduct business in a
variety of ways, it is not necessary to identify each item that must be examined
during a base inspection. The Base Inspection Check List will aid the inspector in
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accomplishing a base inspection and can be used to record the results. To complete
a base inspection, inspectors should examine, as a minimum, the items that follow.
7.1. Operating Certificate. The inspector should examine the operator's original
operating certificate, particularly the date and certificate number, and determine
whether or not it matches the office copy. If the original operating certificate is
not available, the inspector should determine its location and schedule a time to
inspect it.
7.2. OpSpecs. The inspector should review the operator's current OpSpecs and ensure
that the issue date is the same as that of the CAA's copy. If the original OpSpecs
are not available, the inspector should determine their location and schedule a
time to inspect them.
7.3. Operations Manual. If the operator has either partial or full manuals that provide
guidance for flight or ground personnel, the inspector should complete an
inspection of the manuals, as applicable.
7.3.1. While the operator has either partial or do not have manuals, the inspector
should check whether the contents applied with the Operation Specifications
or not.
7.3.2. The inspector should determine whether or not manual procedures are being
followed by interviewing operator personnel or by observing employees in
the performance of their duties.
7.4. Records. The inspector should conduct the following records inspections by
using the applicable guidance provided in this handbook:
7.4.1. trip records
7.4.2. flight and duty time records
7.4.3. training records
7.4.4. operations records
7.5. Aircraft. If practical, the inspector should examine, during a base inspection, the
aircraft used by the operator. In addition to inspecting the aircraft to determine
whether or not it is in airworthy condition, the inspector should examine the
following items for compliance:
7.5.1. Airworthiness certificate and registration
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7.5.2. Airplane limitations and required placards
7.5.3. Approved aircraft flight manual (AFM) carried on board
7.5.4. Empty weight and center of gravity (CG) calculated
7.5.5. Instruments and equipment
7.5.6. Operable required equipment (unless an airworthiness directive (AD)
provides otherwise)
7.5.7. The approved minimum equipment list (MEL) and its use as authorized by
the OpSpecs (if applicable)
7.5.8. Aircraft records available for inspection
NOTE: Some operators may elect to retain aircraft maintenance records at
the location where maintenance is performed. This location may differ
from the operator's main base of operations.

8. DEBRIEFING
The inspector should plan to debrief the operator as part of the base inspection.
Quite often the operator may have participated directly in the inspection and may
have the capability to make corrections quickly. The following debriefing points
apply:
8.1. The debriefing should include both compliance and noncompliance areas. If a
potential violation is involved, the inspector should advise the operator that a
letter regarding these issues will follow.
8.2. The inspector must be clear when indicating any areas which the operator must
correct before further operations can be conducted.
8.3. The inspector should advise the operator that a formal letter containing a listing
of the discrepancies will be sent to the operator and made part of the permanent
file.

9. FUTURE ACTIVITIES
By conducting base inspections, the CAA is able to maintain a comprehensive
review of an operator's business conduct and its compliance with the CAA
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regulation and ICAO requirements. These inspections often result in findings which
generate follow up action. If the findings warrant such action, the inspector should
implement the following corrective measures:
9.1. Surveillance to verify the operator's correction of discrepancies
9.2. An adjustment of the operator's planned work program
9.3. The initiation of an enforcement investigation report, if applicable.

10. REPORTS
Analyze findings if any and evaluate all deficiencies to determine if corrective
actions will be required, then route report through the supervisor for filling in the
operator’s file.
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JOB FUNCTION 2 RAMP INSPECTIONS
1. THE OBJECTIVES OF RAMP INSPECTIONS
The primary objective of a ramp inspection is to provide inspectors with the
opportunity to evaluate an air carrier operation while the crewmembers and aircraft
are on the ground. A ramp inspection is an effective method for evaluating an
operator's ability to prepare both the aircraft and crew for a flight to be conducted.
Also, when a ramp inspection is conducted after the completion of a flight, it is an
effective method for determining whether the aircraft and crew were adequately
prepared for the flight, as well as for evaluating the operator's post-flight and/or
turnaround procedures and crewmember and ground personnel compliance with
these procedures. Ramp inspections allow inspectors to observe and evaluate the
routine methods and procedures used by an operator's personnel during the period
immediately before or after a flight, to determine compliance with regulations and
safe operating practices.
2. RAMP INSPECTION AREAS
There are five general inspection areas that can be observed and evaluated
during ramp inspections. these inspection areas are as follows:
2.1. Crewmember
2.2. Line station operations
2.3. Aircraft
2.4. Servicing and maintenance
2.5. Ramp and gate condition and activity
3. SPECIFIC RAMP INSPECTION PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
3.1. Crewmember Inspection Area
When an inspector makes direct contact with a crewmember, the inspector
should provide an official but courteous introduction, offer appropriate
identification for the crewmember to inspect, and inform the crewmember that a
ramp inspection is being conducted. If the direct contact is with a flight
crewmember, the inspector should request to see the crewmember's airman and
medical certificates. The inspector should review the certificates to see that they
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meet the appropriate requirements for both the duty position and for the aircraft
for the flight to be conducted or that was just terminated. When the direct
contact is with flight crewmembers or flight attendants, the inspector should
also request to examine the crewmember's professional equipment.
Crewmember professional equipment includes any equipment that
crewmembers are required to have according to regulation or operator policies,
either on their person or that which will be available during the flight. Examples
of professional equipment include aeronautical charts, appropriate operator
manuals, and operable flashlights. Inspectors should determine whether the
charts and manuals carried by crewmembers are current. The following is a list
of other items and activities that, depending on the scope of the ramp inspection,
should be observed and evaluated:
3.1.1. Flight crew flight planning activities, such as review of weather, flight plans,
anticipated takeoff weight and performance data, flight control requirements
(dispatch, flight release, flight locating, ATC flight plans)
3.1.2. Flight crew aircraft preflight activities, such as exterior walk-around,
logbook reviews, and cockpit setup procedures, including stowage of flight
crew baggage and professional equipment
3.1.3. Flight attendant inspection of cabin emergency equipment and cabin setup
procedures, including stowage of flight attendant baggage and professional
equipment
3.1.4. Flight crew and flight attendant post flight logbook entries and proper use of
MELs and placards
3.1.5. Completed trip paperwork and the appropriate disposition of such paperwork
3.2. Line Station Operations Area
This area of a ramp inspection usually involves a facility (or designated
area of a facility) including related ground personnel, and is commonly referred
to as "line station operations." Line station operations include a designated
location where crewmembers go to review and pick up required flight
paperwork or to deposit flight reports, to send or receive communications with
the operator's flight control system, and to join up with other crewmembers
assigned to the flight. Line station operations also includes gates and ramp areas
where passengers and cargo are enplaned and deplaned. The following is a list
of items and activities that, depending on the scope of the inspection, should be
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observed and evaluated in this inspection area:
3.2.1. Preflight and post flight trip paperwork, such as load manifests, flight plans,
weather reports and forecasts, NOTAMs, dispatch or flight release messages
and operator bulletins
3.2.2. Methods used by the operator to comply with MEL and CDL requirements,
particularly the preflight information provided to the crew
3.2.3. Adequacy of facility with respect to crewmember and ground personnel use
for completing preflight and post flight responsibilities, including work areas
and administrative support (such as forms, charts, and copy machines when
required by company procedures)
3.2.4. Usability and currency of operator manuals and aircraft performance
information maintained at the line station operations area for crew and
ground personnel use
3.2.5. Company communication capabilities and procedures
3.2.6. Passenger enplaning and deplaning including public protection procedures
and carry-on baggage screening
3.2.7. Cargo and baggage loading and stowage procedures and unloading
procedures
3.3. Aircraft Inspection Area
Ramp inspections must include at least an examination of the aircraft's
registration, airworthiness certificate, and maintenance logbook. Inspectors
should plan their ramp inspection activities so that any inspection of the
aircraft's interior equipment and furnishings would be conducted either before
passengers are enplaned or after they are deplaned. The following is a list of
items that should be observed in this inspection area:
3.3.1. Aircraft registration and airworthiness certificates
3.3.2. Aircraft and cabin logbooks (or equivalent) (open discrepancies, carryover
items, and cabin equipment items needing repair or replacement)
3.3.3. Appropriate placards3.3.4. Fire extinguishers (correct types, numbers and locations; properly serviced,
safe-tied, tagged, and stowed)
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3.3.5. Portable oxygen bottles (correct numbers and locations; properly serviced,
tagged, and stowed; condition of mask, tubing, and connectors)
3.3.6. Protective breathing equipment (properly located, stowed, and sealed)
3.3.7. First aid kits and emergency medical kits (correct numbers and locations;
properly sealed, tagged, and stowed)
3.3.8. Megaphones (correct numbers and locations; in operable condition, and
properly stowed)
3.3.9. Crash ax (properly located and stowed)
3.3.10. Passenger briefing cards (one at each seat position; appropriate to aircraft;
required information including emergency exit operation, slides, oxygen use,
seatbelt use, brace positions, flotation devices; appropriate pictorials for
extended over water operations, including ditching exits, life preserver, and
life or slide raft in-flight location)
3.3.11. Passenger seats (not blocking emergency exits; TSO label on flotation
cushions; cushion intact; latching mechanism on tray tables; armrests have
self-contained and removable ashtrays; seatbelts properly installed,
operational, and not frayed or twisted)
3.3.12. Passenger oxygen service units (closed and latched with no extended red
service indicators or pins)
3.3.13. Flight attendant stations (operable seat retraction and restraint systems;
properly secured; harnesses not frayed or twisted; seat cushions intact;
headrests in correct position; PA system and interphone)
3.3.14. Galleys (latching mechanisms - primary and secondary; tie downs; condition
of restraints, padding; proper fit of cover and lining of trash receptacles; hot
liquid restraint systems; accessibility and identification of circuit breakers
and water shutoff valves; nonskid floor; girt bar corroded or blocked by
debris; clean stationary cart tiedowns (mushrooms); galley carts in good
condition and properly stowed; lower lobe galley emergency cabin floor exits
passable and not blocked by carpeting, if applicable)
3.3.15. Galley personnel lift, if applicable (no movement up or down with doors
open; safety interlock system; proper operation of activation switches)
3.3.16. Lavatories (smoke alarms; no smoking placards; ashtrays; proper fit of cover
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and lining of trash receptacles; automatic fire extinguisher systems)
3.3.17. Stowage compartments (weight restriction placards; restraints and latching
mechanisms; compliance with stowage requirements; accessibility to
emergency equipment; carry-on baggage provisions)
3.3.18. Required placards and signs (seatbelt, flotation equipment placards at seats;
emergency/safety equipment placards; weight restriction placards; no
smoking/seatbelt signs; no smoking placards; exit signs and placards,
including door opening instructions)
3.3.19. Emergency lighting system (operation independent of main system; floor
proximity escape path system; controllability from cockpit)
3.3.20. Exits (general condition; door seals; girt bars and brackets; handle
mechanisms; signs; placards; slide or slide raft connections and pressure
indications; lights and switches)
3.3.21. Main landing gear viewing ports, if applicable (cleanliness and usability)
3.4. Servicing and Maintenance Inspection Area
The servicing and maintenance of the aircraft may be observed at any time
during the ramp inspection. The following is a list of some areas that may be
observed and evaluated in this inspection area:
3.4.1. Fueling procedures (ground wires in place; fuel slip properly completed;
fueling technician is trained in the operator's specific procedures)
3.4.2. Routine maintenance (qualifications of mechanics, repairmen or service
agents; appropriate logbook entries)
3.4.3. Deicing procedures (compliance with company procedures; proper
glycol/water ratios and temperatures; avoidance of engine/APU inlets;
removal of all snow and ice; trailing and leading edges free of snow and ice
and covered completely with deicing fluid)
3.4.4. Correct procedures used by service contractors (caterers; cleaners; lavatory
and water servicing personnel; correct use of switches and controls)
3.4.5. Vehicle operation near aircraft (general condition and proper servicing of
vehicles and equipment)
3.5. Ramp and Gate Condition and Activity Inspection Area
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During ramp inspections, inspectors should observe and evaluate the ramp
and gate surface condition as well as any support activities being conducted
during an inspection. Inspectors should observe vehicular operations on the
ramp and around gate areas and other aircraft operations during marshaling,
taxiing, or towing operations. Inspectors should report any condition that
appears to be unsafe or could potentially be unsafe. The following is a list of
some items that should be observed and evaluated in this inspection area:
3.5.1. Ramp, apron, and taxiway surfaces (general condition; cracks; holes; uneven
surfaces)
3.5.2. Contamination debris (FOD; fuel, oil, or hydraulic spills; snow and ice
accumulations; taxi lines; gate markings; signs; signals)
3.5.3. Construction (appropriate barriers; signs; markings; flags)
3.5.4. Vehicular operations (conducted safely around aircraft and gate areas by
qualified personnel)
3.6. Debrief Operator. Due to the sensitivity of conveying discrepancies to an
operator, the debriefing must be done in a tactful and professional manner.
3.6.1. ROC Certificated Airlines: Debrief the fight crew or appropriate personnel
that the inspection has been completed. Discuss the discrepancies noted
during the inspection.
3.6.2. Foreign Airlines: Debrief the captain if available and the station
manager/contract facility of the foreign airline. In addition prepare official
notification to;
A. the appropriate CAA authority of the airline
B. notify the airline company
C. State of registry if different than the state of operator
D. State of airman involved when applicable
The CAA will engage in consultations with the state of the operator and
the state of registry as applicable when the degradation of safety standards is
noted. Normally official notifications are done through diplomatic channels.
Notification of the appropriate CAA is not required if no discrepancies are
found unless a foreign authority has a written request to forward a report of all
inspections.
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3.7. Analyze Findings. Analyze each finding to determine if the discrepancies are the
result of improper, missing or inadequate procedures. Where irregularities have
immediate impact on safety, inspectors must coordinated with the Flight
Standards Division before the aircraft is denied further flight.
3.8. Document Task. File all supporting paperwork in the operator’s office file
through the supervisor.
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4. TABLE: RAMP INSPECTION JOB AID
TABLE: RAMP INSPECTION JOB AID
/

DATE:

/

CAA ADDRESS :

FLIGHT CREW LICENSING/AGE:

OPERATOR:

FLIGHT STANDARDS DIVISION

Airport:

340 TUN-HWA NORTH RD. TAIPEI,

ROUTE FROM:

FLIGHT NO.:

AIRCRAFT TYPE:

REGISTRATION MARK:

TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA 10592

TEL : 886-2-23496067

Check Remark

A FLIGHT DECK

FAX: 886-2-23496071
Check Remark

A FLIGHT CREW

Check Remark

C AIRCRAFT CONDITION
GENERAL EXTERNAL
CONDITION

1. GENERAL CONDITION

20. FLIGHT CREW LICENSES

1.

2. EMERGENCY EXITS

JOURNEY LOG BOOK / TECHNICAL LOG

2. DOORS AND HATCHES

3.

EQUIPMENT (GPWS 、 TCAS 、
FMS)

DOCUMENTATION
4. MANUALS
5.

CKECK LIST
(NORMAL / ABNORMAL)

21.

JOURNEY LOG BOOK OR
EQUIVALENT

4. WHEELS, TIRES and BRAKES

23. DEFERRED ITEMS & PLACARDS

5.

24.

PRE-FLIGHT INSPECTION &
LOGBOOK ENTRY

6. NAVIGATION CHARTS
7. MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST

B SAFETY / CABIN
1. GENERAL INTERNAL CONDITION

CERTIFICATE OF
9.
AIRWORTHINESS

CABIN ATTENDANT STATION/
2.
CREW REST AREA
FIRST AID KIT / EMERGENCY
3.
MEDICAL KIT
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS & AX (1 AX
4.

11. A.O.C. OR EQUIVALENT
12.

NOISE CERTIFICATE (WHERE
APPLICABLE)

REQ'D ON A/C-FLT DECK OR CABIN)

5.

SAFETY DATA

6.

13. FLIGHT PLAN, Wx, NOTAMS

7.

14. WEIGHT AND BALANCE

8.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
15.
16.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS & AX (1 AX
REQ'D ON A/C-FLT DECK OR CABIN)

LIFE JACKETS / FLOTATION
DEVICES

9.
10.
11.

LIFE JACKETS / FLOTATION
DEVICES
SEAT BELTS and SEAT
CONDITION
EMERG. EXIT, LIGHTING AND
MARKING, ELECTRIC TORCHES
SLIDES / LIFE-RAFTS (as req.),
ELT
OXYGEN SUPPLY (CABIN CREW
AND PASSENGERS)
EMERGENCY BRIEFING CARDS
(SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS)
SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF CABIN
CREW MEMBERS

UNDERCARRIAGE, SKIDS /
FLOATS

6. WHEEL WELLS
7.

8. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION

10. RADIO LICENSE

3. FLIGHT CONTROLS

22. MAINTENANCE RELEASE

POWERPLANT INTAKE and
EXHAUST NOZZLE, PYLONS

8. FAN BLADES
9.

PROPELLERS, ROTORS (MAIN /
TAIL)

10. OBVIOUS REPAIRS
11.

OBVIOUS UNREPAIRED
DAMAGE

12. FLUID LEAKAGE

D CARGO
1.

GENERAL CONDITION &
WEIGHT PLACARDS IN CARGO

2. DANGEROUS GOODS
3. SECURITY OF CARGO ON BOARD

E GENERAL

17. SHOULDER HARNESS

12. ACCESS TO EMERGENCY EXITS

1. ADDITIONAL REMARKS

18. OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

13. SAFETY OF CABIN BAGGAGE

2. REFUELING

19. ELECTRIC TORCH

14.

COMPANY BRIEFING

OVERHEAD BIN WEIGHT
PLACARDS

COMPANY DEBRIEFING

3. ENGLISH LANGUAGE

LETTER TO AUTHORITY
AND OPERATOR

Item Remark

NAME:
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JOB FUNCTION 2G

EXTERNAL LOAD

INSPECTIONS/SURVEILLANCE
1. OBJECTIVE
This job function provides guidance on conducting external load.
2.

GENERAL
Successful completion of this task results in either an indication of compliance
or non-compliance of the AORs.

2.1. Authority. The Civil Aviation Law provides the authority to make the inspections
and/or tests found necessary to ensure compliance with the regulations.
2.2. Operator Record keeping. The Administrator requires the operator to maintain
records for the purposes of inspections and determining compliance with the
regulations.
2.2.1. For each class of authorization, the operator must maintain current pilot
records signed by the chief pilot or the director of operations. These records
should include the following:
A. The rotorcraft classes each pilot is authorized to fly;
B. A record of each pilot’s duty appointment, such as chief or assistant chief
pilot, and the effective date of the appointment to each duty position;
C. The dates each pilot was assigned to operate external loads and the dates
each pilot was removed from an assignment;
D. A copy of the appropriate logbook endorsements, letters of competency, or
verification of a pilot’s passing a knowledge and skill test for the class of
external load that pilot is assigned to; and
E. A record of each pilot’s operational checks.
2.2.2. For Class D, the operator shall maintain the following records, which are
signed by the chief pilot or the director of operations, in addition to those
listed above:
A. All the pilots’ training records signed by the chief pilot, reflecting the date(s)
the pilot completed the initial or recurrent training; and
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B. b) A record for each pilot of Class D currency within the past 12 months that
specifies class load, make and model rotorcraft, and date of operations.
3. ASI COORDINATION DURING OPERATIONS
3.1. Coordination. When an airworthiness inspector cannot attend the base inspection,
the operations inspector should tailor the inspection to examine general
airworthiness aspects.
3.1.1. The inspector should be prepared to conduct a general examination of the
equipment, including the attaching means, the Personnel Lifting Devices
(PLD), and the normal and emergency release devices.
3.1.2. The inspector should observe actual operational checks performed by the
pilots, such as the installation and removal of the attaching devices that are
approved for pilots to install.
3.1.3. The inspector should coordinate with the airworthiness unit to ensure
follow-up inspection of any items outside of the inspector’s expertise.
3.2. Deficiency and Appropriate Corrective Action.
An unsatisfactory report often calls for an enforcement action.
Unsatisfactory reports are usually based on violations of certification or
operating rules found during the inspection. The requirements for holding an
external-load operating certificate are never less than those for initial
certification.
A spot correction is a discrepancy that is not a violation and is corrected
during the inspection. It may require no further action provided the aircraft has
not been operated. All other discrepancies will be handled according to
established office procedures.
3.3. Presence of Chief Pilot and Other Pilots at Inspection. It is desirable to be able to
examination of pilots is necessary to verify continuing compliance because
annual proficiency of annual checks are not required. The inspector should
check for competency in:
3.3.1. The Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual (RLCFM),
3.3.2. Weight and balance problems,
3.3.3. Knowledge of Op-Specs for Class D operations,
3.3.4. Demonstrate knowledge for the use of attaching means,
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3.3.5. The operation of normal and emergency release mechanisms,
3.3.6. The operation of the winch.
As a result of the inspection or test, the pilot or operator’s competency
is found questionable, the inspector shall take action airman reexamination.
3.4. Expired Lease Agreements. The operator much have for renewal, the exclusive
use of at least one aircraft meeting the requirements for the operations
authorized.
4. PREREQUISITES AND COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS
4.1. Prerequisites. The ASI must have knowledge of the regulatory requirements and
experience with external load operations.
4.2. Coordination. This task requires coordination with the airworthiness unit.
4.2.1. Advisory Circular (AC) 133-1A, Rotorcraft External-Load Operations.
4.2.2. Operator files.
5. PROCEDURES
5.1. Pre-Inspection Activities
5.1.1. Review operator’s records file for currency and applicability of the
following:
A. Congested Area Plans (CAP)
B. Minimum Equipment Lists (MEL)
C. Training program (Class D only)
D. RLCFM (except restricted category aircraft)
E. Operating certificate
F. List of authorized rotorcraft
G. Op-Specs for Class D and IFR
H. Chief pilot’s designation
I. Training records and evidence of knowledge and skill tests
J. Previous ramp inspections
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K. Complaints
L. Operator’s and pilots’ violation histories
M. Operator’s and pilots’ accident/incident histories
N. Associated records of surveillance.
5.1.2. Schedule the base inspection
A. Schedule an appointment with the operator at the home base.
B. Advise the operator to have the chief pilot and at least one other pilot
available during inspection, if possible.
C. Arrange to have at least one exclusive use rotorcraft available for each
authorization given.
D. Remind the operator that the rotorcraft logbooks and engineering data must
be available at the inspection, if practicable.
5.2. Conduct the Base Inspection
5.2.1. Inspect the following records to determine compliance with the regulations.
A. Ensure that the operating certificate is available for inspection and lists all
current authorizations
B. A copy must be on board each rotorcraft during external load operations. The
original operating certificate and all facsimiles must be identical to the copy
in the OFFICE files.
C. Inspect the list of authorized rotorcraft to ensure that it reflects the rotorcraft
currently available for use. A copy of this should also be on board each
rotorcraft during external load operations. This list and all copies of it must
be identical to the most current version in the CAA files.
D. Examine the RLCFM of each rotorcraft for currency.
E. Check to see that the operator has copies of the current regulations, ACs, and
current approved rotorcraft flight manual (RFM) for each rotorcraft.
F. Check for proof of ownership of the rotorcraft, or check the exclusive lease
agreement, or notes on the agreement for exclusive use.
G. Check for the appropriateness of external-load classification.
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H. Determine each pilot’s qualifications for the operation by examining the
records of each pilot’s logbook endorsement or knowledge and skill letter of
competence.
I. For Class D, check training program to see if there are any unapproved
changes. Ensure that the program matches the one filed with CAA.
J. Examine the Op-Specs for currency and content.
K. Inspect the records of each pilot.
a. For pilots with Class D authorization, check their records to ensure initial or
recurrent training (as appropriate) has been received within the preceding 12
calendar months.
b. For all pilots, ensure they have conducted rotorcraft external-load operations
of the same class and in a rotorcraft of the same type within the preceding 12
calendar months.
5.2.2. Spot-check any available external-load pilots. Examine the pilots verbally for
competence in the following critical areas.
A. Determine the pilots’ understanding of the operating limitations outlined in
the AORs.
B. Determine pilots’ knowledge of the Op-Specs for Class D operations.
C. Ask the pilots to compute a weight and balance problem.
5.2.3. Inspect the rotorcraft. (Airworthiness Unit)
5.3. Observe an On Site Operation. If possible, observe an actual external-load
operation. Do not request the operator to conduct one unless one is scheduled.
6. TASK OUTCOMES
Completion of this task results in one or more of the following.
6.1. A record indicating a satisfactory or unsatisfactory inspection.
6.2. For unsatisfactory findings follow office enforcement procedures.
6.3. A letter to the operator indicating any discrepancies found during inspection.
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JOB FUNCTION 3 COCKPIT EN ROUTE INSPECTION
3.0 COCKPIT EN ROUTE INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE OF ENROUTE INSPECTIONS
The primary objective of cockpit enroute inspections is for an inspector to
observe and evaluate the inflight operations of a certificate holder within the total
operational environment of the air transportation system. Enroute inspections are
one of the CAAs most effective methods of accomplishing its air transportation
surveillance objectives and responsibilities. These inspections provide the CAA
with an opportunity to assess elements of the aviation system that are both internal
and external to an operator.
1.1. Elements of the aviation system which are internal to the operator and that can be
observed during enroute inspections, are items such as the following:
1.1.1. Crewmembers
1.1.2. Operator manuals and checklists
1.1.3. Use of MELs and CDLs
1.1.4. Operational control functions (dispatch, flight following, flight locating)
1.1.5. Use of checklists, approved procedures, and safe operating practices
1.1.6. Crew coordination/cockpit resource management
1.1.7. Cabin safety
1.1.8. Aircraft condition and servicing
1.1.9. Training program effectiveness
1.2. Elements of the aviation system which are external to the operator and that can
be observed during enroute inspections, are items such as the following:
1.2.1. Airport/heliport surface areas
1.2.2. Ramp/gate activities
1.2.3. Airport construction and condition
1.2.4. Aircraft movements
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1.2.5. ATC and airway facilities
1.2.6. ATC and airspace procedures
1.2.7. IAPs, SIDs, and STARs
1.2.8. Navigational aids
1.2.9. Communications
2. COCKPIT ENROUTE INSPECTION AREAS
Inspectors should consider all inspection areas, both internal and external to
the operator, to be of equal importance. Four general inspection areas have been
identified for observation and evaluation by inspectors during enroute inspections.
These inspection areas are as follows:
＊ Crewmember
＊ Flight conduct
＊ Airport/heliport.
＊ ATC/airspace
2.1. The "crewmember" inspection area applies to both flight crewmembers and
cabin crewmembers. Inspectors should evaluate such items as crewmember
knowledge, ability, and proficiency by directly observing crewmembers
performing their respective duties and functions. The applicable job aid contains
a list of reminder items which should be observed in the crewmember
inspection area. These items are not all-inclusive but represent the types of
items inspectors should evaluate during a cockpit enroute inspection.
2.2. The "flight conduct" inspection area relates to 10 specific phases of flight which
can be observed during an enroute inspection. The job aid contains a list of the
items that should be evaluated by inspectors during these phases of flight. These
items are not all-inclusive and in some cases (such as "powerback") may not be
applicable to the flight conducted. Inspectors are, however, encouraged to
observe, evaluate, and report on as many of these items as possible
NOTE: Inspectors that are unfamiliar with the operator's specific procedures for
operating the aircraft, should comment in their inspection reports on any
item they believe should be brought to the POIs attention. Inspectors must
use good judgment concerning whether to comment on these items when
debriefing crewmembers.
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2.3. “The "airport/heliport" inspection area pertains to the various elements of
airports or heliports that are passed through during the flight such as runways,
taxiways, ramps, and aircraft ground movements. Inspectors should observe and
evaluate as many of these elements as possible during an enroute inspection.
2.4. The "ATC/airspace" inspection area pertains to the various elements of Air
Traffic Control and national or international airspace systems. These elements
should be observed and evaluated by inspectors during enroute inspections.
From an operational standpoint, these evaluations are a valuable information
source which can be used not only to enhance safety with respect to air traffic
control and the airspace system, but also to enhance the effectiveness of enroute
and terminal facilities and procedures.
Although these four general inspection areas cover a wide range of items, they
are not the only areas that can be observed and evaluated during cockpit enroute
inspections. Inspectors may have the opportunity to evaluate many other areas, such
as line station operations, flight control procedures, and flight attendants in the
performance of their duties. These types of inspection areas can often be observed
before a flight begins, at enroute stops, or at the termination of a flight.
3. GENERAL COCKPIT
PROCEDURES

ENROUTE

INSPECTION

PRACTICES

AND

3.1. Before conducting enroute inspections, it is important that inspectors become
familiar with the operating procedures and facilities used by the operator.
Inspectors can obtain such familiarization by reviewing pertinent sections of the
operator's manuals and by asking questions of, and obtaining briefings from, the
POI or other inspectors who are acquainted with the operator's procedures and
facilities. The inspector is encouraged to comment on any procedure believed to
be deficient or unsafe in the inspection report. The inspector must use good
judgment, however, when debriefing crewmembers about procedures that may
be specifically approved for that operator.
3.2. POIs are responsible for coordinating with their assigned operators to ensure that
each operator has, established procedures to be used by inspectors for
scheduling the observer's seat (jumpseat). POIs must ensure that an operator's
procedures allow inspectors to have free, uninterrupted access to the jumpseat.
Inspectors should, however, make jumpseat arrangements as far in advance as
possible. Since inspectors may have sudden changes in schedule, and may not
always be able to provide the appropriate advance notice, POIs must ensure that
the operator's procedures are flexible and permit use of an available jumpseat on
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short notice.
3.3. Whenever possible, inspectors should plan cockpit enroute inspections in a
manner that will avoid disruption of operator scheduled line checks and IOE
flights. Should an inspector arrive for a flight and find a line check or IOE in
progress, the inspector must determine whether or not it is essential that the
cockpit enroute inspection be conducted on that flight. If it is essential, the
operator must be so advised by the inspector and must make the jumpseat
available to the inspector. If the cockpit enroute inspection can be rescheduled
and the objectives of the inspection can still be met, the inspector should make
arrangements to conduct the inspection on another flight. When a required
checkride is being conducted by a check airman from the forward jumpseat and
the enroute inspection is essential, the inspector should occupy the second
jumpseat, if one exists. On IOE flights, the check airman should normally
occupy one of the pilot seats and the inspector should occupy the forward
jumpseat. When it is essential that the enroute inspection be conducted on an
aircraft that does not have two jumpseats, the check airman must occupy a pilot
seat and the inspector should occupy the jumpseat. In such a case, the flight
crewmember not being checked must either be seated in the cabin or not
accompany the flight.
3.4. An inspector should begin a cockpit enroute inspection a reasonable amount of
time before the flight (approximately 1 hour) by reporting at the operations area
or at the gate, as specified by the POI. There the inspector must first complete
the necessary jumpseat paperwork for inclusion in the operator's passenger
manifest and weight and balance documents. The flightcrew should then be
located by the inspector. After the inspector gives a personal introduction to the
flightcrew which includes presentation of CAA Identification, the inspector
must inform the PIC of the intention to conduct an enroute inspection. The
inspector should then request that, at a time convenient for the flightcrew, the
flightcrew present both their airman and medical certificates to the inspector for
examination. Also, the inspector should request that, at a convenient time, the
flightcrew present flight information such as weather documents, NOTAMs,
planned route of flight, dispatch or flight release documents, and other
documents with information about the airworthiness of the aircraft to the
inspector for examination.
3.5. E. Sometimes an inspector cannot meet and inform the PIC of the intention to
conduct an enroute inspection before boarding the aircraft. In such a case, when
boarding the aircraft, the inspector should make appropriate introductions,
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present CAA Identification for the PICs inspection at the earliest convenient
opportunity, and inform the flightcrew of an intention to conduct a cockpit
inspection. In this situation a flight attendant will usually be at the main cabin
entrance door. One of the flight attendant's primary duties is to ensure that only
authorized persons enter the aircraft such as ticketed passengers, caterers, and
authorized company personnel. Therefore, an inspector should be prepared to
present either CAA Identification or any applicable jumpseat paperwork to the
flight attendant as identification before entering the cockpit. When boarding the
aircraft, an inspector should also avoid unnecessarily impeding passenger flow
or interrupting flight attendants during the performance of their duties. Also,
during this time an inspector usually has ample opportunity to observe and
evaluate the operator's carry-on baggage procedures and the gate agent's or
flight attendant's actions concerning oversized items. Once inside the cockpit,
the inspector should request an inspection of each flight crewmembers airman
and medical certificates, if not previously accomplished. When the flightcrew
has completed reviewing the aircraft logbooks (or equivalent documents), the
inspector should inspect the logbooks to determine the airworthiness status of
the aircraft.
3.6. The inspector should wear a headset during the flight. During cockpit enroute
inspections, inspectors must try to avoid diverting the attention of flight
crewmembers performing their duties during "critical phases of flight."
Inspectors must be alert and point out to the flightcrew any apparent hazards
such as conflicting traffic. If during an enroute inspection, an inspector becomes
aware of a potential violation or that the flightcrew is violating a regulation or
an ATC clearance, the inspector must immediately inform the PIC of the
situation.
3.7. Inspectors should use the Cockpit Enroute Inspection Job Aid or the Enroute
Checklist while conducting these inspections. This job aid contains a list of
reminder items for the specific inspection areas that should be observed and
evaluated. Items may be evaluated during an enroute inspection which are not
listed on the forms.
4. SPECIFIC COCKPIT
PROCEDURES

ENROUTE

INSPECTION

PRACTICES

AND

4.1. Once situated in the cockpit, the inspector should check the jumpseat oxygen and
emergency equipment (if applicable) and connect the headset to the appropriate
interphone system. The PIC or a designated crewmember should offer to give
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the inspector a safety briefing. If the PIC does not make such an offer, the
inspector should request a briefing. It is important that the inspector monitor all
radio frequencies being used by the flightcrew to properly evaluate ATC
procedures, flightcrew compliance, transmission clarity, and radio phraseology.
The monitoring of these frequencies also ensures that the inspector does not
inadvertently interfere with any flightcrew communications. Inspectors should
continuously monitor these frequencies to remain aware of the progress of the
flight.
4.2. Inspectors should observe and evaluate the crew during each phase of flight. This
should include an evaluation of crewmember adherence to approved procedures
and a proper use of all checklists. The inspector should also observe the PICs
crew management techniques, delegation of duties, and overall conduct. All
crewmembers must follow sterile cockpit procedures. Some of the areas that
should be observed and evaluated during each flight phase are as follows:
4.2.1. Preflight: Inspectors should determine that the flightcrew has all the
necessary flight information including the appropriate weather, dispatch, or
flight release information; flight plan; NOTAMs; and weight and balance
information. MEL items should be resolved in accordance with the operator's
MEL and appropriate maintenance procedures. Inspectors should observe the
flightcrew performing appropriate exterior and interior preflight duties in
accordance with the operator's procedures.
4.2.2. Predeparture: Inspectors should observe the flightcrew accomplishing all
predeparture checklists, takeoff performance calculations, and required ATC
communications. The flightcrew should use coordinated communications
(via hand signals or the aircraft interphone) with ground personnel. Often
pushback or powerback clearance must be obtained from the appropriate
ATC or ramp control facility. When weight and balance information is
transmitted to the aircraft by company radio during the outbound taxi, the
flightcrew should follow the operator's procedures as to which crewmember
receives the information and completes the final takeoff performance
calculations and which crewmember monitors the ATC frequency. The
inspector should observe the following:
A. Accomplishment of checklists during taxi
B. Adherence to taxi clearances
C. Control of taxi speed
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D. Compliance with hold lines
E. Flightcrew conduct of a pretakeoff briefing in accordance with the operator's
procedures
4.2.3. Takeoff: The takeoff procedure should be accomplished as outlined in the
operator's approved maneuvers and procedures document. Inspectors should
observe and evaluate the following items or activities during the takeoff
phase:
A. Aircraft centerline alignment
B. Use of crosswind control techniques
C. Application of power to all engines
D. Takeoff power settings
E. Flightcrew callouts and coordination
F. Adherence to appropriate takeoff or V speeds
G. Rate and degree of initial rotation
H. Use of flight director, autopilot, and autothrottles
I. Gear and flap retraction schedules and limiting airspeeds
J. Compliance with the ATC departure clearance or with the appropriate
published departure
4.2.4. Climb:
The climb procedure should be conducted according to the outline in the
operator's approved maneuvers and procedures document. Inspectors should
observe and evaluate the following items and activities during the climb phase
of flight:
A. Climb profile/area departure
B. Airspeed control
C. Navigational tracking/heading control
D. Powerplant control
E. Use, of radar, if applicable
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F. Use of autoflight systems
G. Pressurization procedures, if applicable
H. Sterile cockpit procedures
I. Vigilance
J. Compliance with ATC clearances and instructions
K. After takeoff checklist
4.2.5. Cruise
Procedures used during cruise flight should conform to the operator's
procedures. Inspectors should observe and evaluate the following areas during
the cruise phase of flight:
A. Cruise mach/airspeed control
B. Navigational tracking/heading control
C. Use of radar, if applicable
D. Use of turbulence procedures, if applicable
E. Monitoring fuel used compared to fuel planning
F. Awareness of mach buffet and maximum performance ceilings
G. Coordination with cabin crew
H. Compliance with oxygen requirements, if applicable
I. Vigilance
J. Compliance with ATC clearances and instructions
4.2.6. Descent:
Procedures used during descents should conform to the operator's
procedures. Inspectors should observe and evaluate the following areas during
the descent phase of flight:
A. Descent planning
B. Crossing restriction requirements
C. Navigational tracking/heading control
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D. Use of radar, if applicable
E. Awareness of Vmo/Mmo speeds and other speed restrictions
F. Compliance with ATC clearance and instructions
G. Use of autoflight systems
H. Pressurization control, if applicable
I. Area/situational awareness
J. Altimeter settings
K. Briefings, as appropriate
L. Coordination with cabin crew
M. Sterile cockpit procedures
N. Completion of appropriate checklist
O. Vigilance
4.2.7. Approach:
Procedures used during the selected approach (instrument or visual)
should be accomplished as outlined in the operator's maneuvers and
procedures document. Inspectors should observe and evaluate the following
areas during the approach phase of flight:
A. Approach checklists
B. Approach briefings, as appropriate
C. Compliance with ATC clearances and instructions
D. Navigational tracking/heading and pitch control
E. Airspeed control, Vref speeds
F. Flap and gear configuration schedule
G. Use of flight director, autopilot, autothrottles
H. Compliance with approach procedure
I. Sinkrates
J. Stabilized approach in the full landing configuration
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K. Flightcrew callouts and coordination
L. Transition to visual segment, if applicable
4.2.8. Landing:
Procedures used during the landing maneuver should conform to those
outlined in the operator's maneuvers and procedures document. Inspectors
should observe and evaluate the following areas during the landing phase of
flight:
A. Before landing checklist
B. Threshold crossing height (TCH)
C. Aircraft centerline alignment
D. Use of crosswind control techniques
E. Sinkrates to touchdown
F. Engine spool up considerations
G. Touchdown and rollout
H. Thrust reversing and speedbrake procedures
I. Use of autobrakes, if applicable
J. Braking techniques
K. Diverting attention inside the cockpit while still on the runway
L. After landing checklist
4.2.9. Prearrival: Prearrival and parking procedures should conform to the
operator's procedures as outlined in the appropriate manual. Inspectors
should evaluate crew accomplishment of after landing checklists,
groundcrew parking, and passenger deplaning procedures.
4.2.10. Arrival: Inspectors should observe and evaluate the flightcrew complete
postflight duties such as postflight checks, aircraft logbook entries, and flight
trip paperwork completion and disposition.
4.3. During the enroute inspection, inspectors should observe and evaluate other
inspection areas, such as ATC and airspace procedures and airports or heliports
the flight transits during the cockpit enroute inspection.
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4.3.1. When evaluating airports or heliports, inspectors should observe the
condition of surface areas, such as ramp and gate areas, runways, and
taxiways. The following list contains other areas which may be observed and
evaluated by inspectors during cockpit enroute inspections:
A. Taxiway signs, markers, sterile areas, and hold lines
B. Ramp vehicles, equipment, movement control
C. Aircraft servicing, parking, and operations
D. Obstructions, construction, and surface contaminants (such as ice, slush,
snow, fuel spills, rubber deposits)
E. Snow control, if applicable
F. Security and public safety
4.3.2. During cockpit enroute inspections, inspectors have the opportunity to
observe and evaluate ATC operations and airspace procedures from the
vantage point of the aircraft cockpit. Inspectors may observe and evaluate the
following areas from the cockpit:
A. Radio frequency congestion, overlap, or blackout areas
B. Controller phraseology, clarity, and transmission rate
C. ATIS
D. Use of full call signs
E. Simultaneous runway use operations
F. Clearance deliveries
G. Acceptable and safe clearances
H. Aircraft separation standards
I. Acceptability of instrument approach procedures, departure procedures, and
feeder routings
4.4. After the flight has been terminated, the inspector shall debrief the crew on any
discrepancies observed and on any corrective actions that should be taken.
If the inspector observed a violation during the flight and intends to recommend
enforcement action or intends to make critical comments concerning the crew's
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performance, the inspector must inform the flightcrew during the debriefing.
5. REPORTS
The enroute report shall be evaluated to determine if corrective actions will be
needed and routed through the supervisor for filling in the operator‘s file.
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3.1 OVERWATER EN ROUTE INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
This section contains information, direction, and guidance to be used by
inspectors when conducting overwater enroute inspections. This section contains
background information on the general navigational principles with which the
operator and flightcrews must comply, definitions of relevant terminology, and
specific guidance to be used by inspectors when observing flightcrews as they
conduct Class II navigation. This function may be performed during a routine
cockpit enroute inspections.
2. BACKGROUND
Although navigation errors are infrequent, human errors have accounted for
most incidents involving navigation. In most cases, the errors have occurred when
the navigation equipment was functioning normally, but the prescribed operating
procedures were either inadequate or not followed. Operators must develop
programs that effectively train flightcrews in long range navigation. The operator's
line check programs must ensure a high degree of cockpit discipline.
3. DEFINITION OF TERMS
3.1. Standard Service Volume
That airspace in which navigation signal coverage is provided from
standard International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) navigational aids
(such as VOR, DME, and NDB).
3.2. Long Range Class II Navigation
Navigation conducted outside the ICAO standard service volume. Class II
navigation requires either a properly qualified flight navigator and the use of
celestial navigation equipment or electronic long range equipment, such as
LORAN, INS, DOPPLER, OMEGA, or IRS.
3.3. Gateway
A specific fix at which a transition from Class I to long range Class II
navigation occurs, or vice versa. A gateway must be established so that a
positive fix can be established by ICAO Class I navigational aids.
3.4. MNPS Airspace
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Minimum navigational performance standards (MNPS) airspace is that
airspace located outside the ICAO standard service volume in which minimum
standards for adhering to track are required by international agreement. These
standards contain minimum separation between parallel tracks. Operations
within MNPS airspace require special training, navigation equipment, and
adherence to specified procedures besides those required for Class II
navigation.
3.5. Dead Reckoning
Navigation conducted solely by calculating the effect of known or
estimated winds to predict drift, groundspeed, track, and time enroute.
3.6. Fix
A measurement that establishes an aircraft's position at a specific time. A
fix may be taken by range and bearing from a standard navigational aid,
location by an electronic long range navigational device, or location by a
celestial observation.
3.7. Waypoint
A point in space specified for navigation, flight planning, and ATC
reporting purposes. A waypoint differs from a checkpoint in that it does not
necessarily represent a distinguishable landmark.
3.8. Cross Checking
Cross checking is the act of verification. Cross checking involves
matching a set of test data against a set of master data to detect deviations in
sequence or content.
3.9. Track Messages
In the North Atlantic track system, the bulk of air traffic flows east to west
early in the day and west to east in the latter part of the day. As a result, early in
the day most of the available tracks are east to west, and later in the day most of
the available tracks are west to east. The assigned tracks also move north and
south to take advantage of, or to avoid, winds. Available tracks for both
eastbound and westbound flights vary approximately every 12 hours. Air
Traffic Control (ATC) selects track coordinates and publishes them in a "track
message." Track messages provide track coordinates, available flight levels, and
gateways. An aircraft that operates on the organized track system must have a
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copy of the track message for the current period in the cockpit.
4. FLIGHT PLANNING
All information related to navigation of the flight must be recorded in the
master flight plan. When evaluating this area, inspectors should use the following
guidance:
4.1. Computerized Flight Plans. Even though most operators use computerized flight
plans, all flight plans must still be carefully checked to ensure accuracy. The
routing on flight plans must be cross checked against navigational charts and
track messages. Flight plans must also be legible.
4.2. Waypoint Numbering. After a flight plan is checked, the waypoints should be
numbered. Many automatic navigation systems can accept only nine waypoints.
Waypoints may be numbered sequentially initially starting with 1 and going up
to 9; then the tenth waypoint can be numbered 1, the eleventh 2, and so on.
other navigation systems, such as flight management systems (FMS), can accept
100 or more waypoints. In such cases it is acceptable for waypoints to be
numbered progressively. When more than one type of navigational device is in
use (for example INS and FMS), the waypoints must be numbered so that they
correspond to both devices. In this example, one acceptable practice is to
number the first nine waypoints in the FMS as 11 through 19, and the second set
of waypoints as 21 through 29, and so on.
4.3. Plotting Chart. The planned route must be drawn on a plotting chart of
appropriate scale (1 inch to 120 nautical miles). All waypoints on the plotting
chart must be cross checked against the master flight plan.
4.4. NOTAMs and PIREPs. Current Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs) must be available
and checked to ensure that the required stations are in service for OMEGA and
LORAN operations. Pilot reports (PIREPs) must also be checked to ensure that
the actual winds are the same as the winds in the forecast.
5. COCKPIT SETUP
Cockpit setup begins with the crewmembers turning the navigation computers
on according to the flight manual procedures. Inspectors should observe
crewmembers during cockpit setup and be aware of the following:
5.1. Software and Modification Status. Before loading the initial present position and
waypoints, crewmembers should verify that the procedures they are using are
compatible with the software loaded in the computer. Flight management
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systems (FMS) data bank dates should be checked to ensure that they are
current.
5.2. Present Position and Waypoint Entry. One crewmember should find and enter the
initial present position into the navigation computers. A record of this action
must be made on the master flight plan. An acceptable method of making this
record is for the crewmember to copy the coordinates displayed after the entry
sequence and mark them "initial present position." An acceptable method for
recording waypoint entry is to circle the waypoint on the master flight plan.
5.3. Cross Checking Initial Setup. A second crewmember must independently find the
initial present position and verify that all of the navigation computers are
correctly programmed. The second crewmember must then verify the accuracy
of each waypoint as follows:
5.3.1. Verification must be recorded by the crewmember on the master flight plan.
An acceptable means of recording verification is for the crewmember to
draw a diagonal line through the initial present position and each waypoint as
it is checked.
5.3.2. When the remote feature is used, the crewmember must independently check
the present position and waypoints in each computer. It is possible for data to
be lost during the transfer since the remote computer may not have received
the same data that was transmitted.
5.4. ZD Check. After the waypoints have been entered and verified by the
crewmember, the crewmember must compare the track bearing and zone
distance (ZD) shown by the computer with that shown in the flight plan. A track
bearing or distance that varies by more than ±2 should be investigated.
5.5. Pretakeoff Checks. Some manufacturers of navigation equipment recommend the
completion of preflight navigation checks. For example, a manufacturer may
recommend that after the crewmember places the "NAV Mode" selector switch
to "NAV" on an Inertial Navigation Set (INS), and before moving the aircraft,
the crewmember should check the ground speed. Any indication of more than a
few knots may indicate a bad system. With systems such as INS and OMEGA
that navigate during ground operation, a taxi check may also be recommended.
Current present position and ground speeds should be cross checked to confirm
correct operation. Inspectors should observe flight crewmembers making the
checks required by the operator's procedures.
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6. GATEWAY PROCEDURE
Flights must not proceed beyond the gateway unless the correct functioning of
the navigation computers can be verified. Inspectors should observe the flightcrew
performing gateway checks and should ensure that flight crewmembers are
following the operator's procedures. A typical set of operator procedures with some
guidance for inspectors evaluating such procedures follows:
6.1. After crossing the gateway, a crewmember should record the time and present
position of each navigation computer. Preferably, the crewmember should use
the hold feature on the computer to freeze the present position display. This
position must be compared to the known position of the gateway and to the
deviation of each computer established. This gateway check detects errors that
may have accrued in position information, and it also provides an opportunity
for updating if required, as well as establishing, the most accurate computer.
6.2. Usually, the time and distance to the next waypoint is displayed on the computer
that is supplying steering signals. This computer may be set up to use triple
mixing, if this feature is available. A second computer should be set to display
cross track (XTK) and track angle error (TKE). The operator's procedures for
triple mixing should be in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations.
6.3. A crewmember should record the actual winds for the purpose of comparing
them with preflight planning and to use them in case the flight must reverse
course.
7. WAYPOINT CHANGOVER PROCEDURES
When conducting an overwater enroute inspection, inspectors should ensure
that an operator's waypoint changeover procedures include the following:
7.1. Inbound. When approaching a waypoint, a crewmember should cross check the
coordinates of the subsequent waypoint against the flight plan.
7.2. Outbound. After passing a waypoint, a crewmember should confirm that each
computer has switched to the next leg and that the aircraft is tracking along the
desired track. Waypoint passage must be recorded by a crewmember on the
master flight plan. One acceptable means of doing this is for the crewmember to
place a second diagonal line through the circle surrounding the waypoint
number. The crewmember must record both the time that the waypoint was
passed and the fuel on board, as well as compute an estimated time of arrival
(ETA) at the next waypoint for ATC reporting.
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7.3. Course Plot. Plotting procedures reduce course deviation incidents and should be
used by crewmembers when navigation is done solely by long range navigation
computers. Approximately 10 minutes after passing each waypoint, a
crewmember should record the present position and then place that position on
the plotting chart. This plotted position should fall on the track line.
8. AFTER ARRIVAL PROCEDURES
Inspectors should ensure that, after arrival, a crewmember determines the
distance from the actual position to the present position displayed on each computer.
Crewmembers should record these observations in accordance with the operator's
procedures.
9. NAVIGATION CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES
Inspectors must ensure that an operator's training programs, manuals, and
check airman programs contain procedures for partial and total navigation systems
failure. Specific procedures depend upon the type of equipment being used and the
area in which operations are being conducted. Inspectors must be aware that the
improper application of these procedures can result in a collision with another
aircraft. Inherent in these procedures is the requirement that the crewmembers
contact ATC whenever the flight is unable to continue according to the current ATC
clearance. This includes situations in which the aircraft is off course or is unable to
maintain assigned altitude. The flightcrews command of this information must
allow for an immediate application in an emergency. The crewmember should have
knowledge of the first actions to take without having to reference flight information
documents. Flight crews must be knowledgeable of where these procedures are
published and must be able to locate them expeditiously when needed.
10. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
Inspectors should be aware of the one engine and two engine inoperative
performance requirements for extended overwater operations When conducting an
extended overwater inspection, inspectors should evaluate the operator's methods
of complying with these rules and the flightcrew's knowledge of these procedures.
Inspectors should also take into account the guidance that follows when evaluating
engine failure procedures.
10.1. ETPs. Operators often use Equal Time Point (ETP) computations to show
compliance with engine-out performance requirements. When evaluating this
area, inspectors should consider the following:
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10.1.1. Proficiency. Flight crewmembers are often assigned the responsibility for
computing ETPs, and must be proficient in making them. Whether or not
flight crewmembers perform the calculations, they must be familiar with the
conditions for them as well as the meaning of these calculations.
10.1.2. Use of Alternate Airports. Operators may use enroute alternate airports and
compute multiple ETPs to show compliance with engine-out performance
rules. For example, on a flight from San Francisco to Tokyo, an operator
might designate Seattle, Anchorage, and Adak as enroute alternate airports.
To do so, each alternate airport must be listed on the flight release.
Flightcrews must be knowledgeable in the procedures they must follow
should an engine fail.
10.2. Fuel Dumping and Driftdown
Engine failure procedures normally require driftdown, fuel dumping, or
both. Flightcrews must be aware of how to make these determinations. Often,
aircraft weight and altitude information is presented in tabular format; therefore,
flightcrews must be competent in interpreting these presentations.
11. FLIGHT RELEASE RULES
Inspectors should be thoroughly familiar with the rules for releasing flights in
an extended overwater operation. Inspectors should ensure that operators and
flightcrews comply with these rules, which include the following:
11.1. Weather Minimums. Inspectors should ensure that the flightcrews are
thoroughly familiar with the minimum weather requirements for destination and
alternate airports. Flightcrews should be aware of the required procedures to
follow when the weather at a destination or alternate airport goes below the
minimums while the flight is enroute.
11.2. Special Operations. Since the operations specifications (OpSpecs) contain
several restrictions on special operations, inspectors should pay particular
attention to operations using special fuel reserves or planned re-release
operations.
12. REPORTS
The enroute report shall be evaluated to determine if corrective actions will be
needed and routed through the supervisor for filling in the operator‘s file.
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3.2 LINE CHECK INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
This section contains direction and guidance for inspectors to use while
conducting line checks. The majority of the elements that comprise a line check are
identical to those that comprise a cockpit enroute inspection.
2. SPECIFIC LINE CHECK INSPECTION PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
The operator is responsible for administering both initial and recurrent line
checks. In some situations, though, an CAA inspector may administer a line check,
especially when an operator is not authorized to have its own check airman.
2.1. Inspector Qualifications. Inspectors must be qualified in the category and class of
the aircraft in which the line check is to be conducted. If the aircraft requires a
type rating, the inspector must hold the type rating to conduct initial, transition,
or upgrade line checks. For recurring checks, the inspector must be qualified in
category and class.
2.2. Inspector Preparation. Inspectors should prepare for conducting line checks by
completing the following steps:
2.2.1. Familiarization. The inspector should become familiar with the operator's
procedures before conducting the line check. The operator's manuals and
operations specifications (OpSpecs) are sources for this information.
2.2.2. Timeframe. The inspector should plan to arrive in sufficient time to complete
the necessary jumpseat procedures, meet the flightcrew, inspect airman and
medical certificates, and observe preflight duties. Inspectors should use the
Cockpit Enroute Inspection Job Aid while conducting these inspections.
Whenever possible, an inspector should begin a line check in the operations
area.
2.3. Route and Duration of Line Checks. The inspector must observe at least one
flight segment, including a takeoff and a landing. The flight must be over a
typical route served by the operator and must allow the inspector to observe the
PIC perform the duties and responsibilities associated with the conduct of a
revenue flight.
NOTE: It may be desirable to have the PIC fly two flight segments or to
perform the duties of the pilot not flying (PNF) during a second segment
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while the second in command (SIC) performs the duties of the pilot flying.
2.4. Debriefing. After completion of the flight, inspectors should debrief the PIC. The
inspector is required to comment on any procedure believed to be deficient or
unsafe. The inspector must use discretion, however, when debriefing
crewmembers or commenting about procedures that the CAA has approved for
that operator.
2.5. Documentation. The inspector shall record the completed line check on company
check ride forms and sign as the check airman.
3. USE OF JOB AID
The job aid for cockpit en route inspections contains a list of items for the
specific areas that should be observed and evaluated.
4. REPORTS
The line check report shall be evaluated to determine if corrective actions will
be needed and route through the supervisor for filling in the operator‘s file.
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5. Table: Cockpit En Route Inspection Job Aid
Table: Cockpit En Route Inspection Job Aid
DATE:

AIR CARRIER:

FLT NO:

A/C REG NO:

MAKE:

MOD/SERIES:：

PIC NAME:

CERT. No.:

BASE:

FROM:

RESULTS:

HB REF:

TO:

U = UNACCEPTABLE;
P = POTENTIAL;
I = INFORMATION;
E = EXCEEDS
CRUISE
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
CREWMEMBERS
KNOWLEDGE
* Procedures
OTHER REMARKS
ABILITY/PROFICIENCY
* Hi/Lo Buffet
AIRPORTS / HELIPORTS
QUAL/CURRENCY
* Oxygen Reqmnt’s
SECURITY
CERT/RATINGS
* Fuel Mgmt
PUBLIC SAFETY
BRIEFINGS
DESCENT
RUNWAYS
MANUAL CURRENCY
* Planning
TAXIWAYS
MANUAL AVAILABILITY
* Speed Control
RAMP/GATE AREA
CREW COMPLEMENT
* Navigation
STERILE AREA
CREW COORDINATION
* Pressurization
MARKINGS
PREPARATION
* Altitude Calls
SIGNS
REQ. EQUIPMENT
STAR
VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT
OTHER REMARKS
APPROACH
OBSTRUCTIONS
* Speed Control
CONSTRUCTION
FLIGHT CONDUCT
PREFLIGHT
* Gear/Flap Speed
CONTAMINATION/FOD
* Flight Plan
* Stabilized
LIGHTING
* Weather
* Procedures
APPROACH AIDS
* NOTAMS
SIAP
NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
* Acft Inspection
LANDING/TAXI
SNOW & ICE CONTROL
* T/O Data
* Rwy Alignment
OTHER/REMARKS
* Load Info
* X-Wind Control
ATC / AIRSPACE
* Disp/Flt Rel
* Speed Control
ATC / CLEARANCE
* Cockpit Setup
* Sinkrate
* Clearance Del
PREDPARTURE
* Touchdn/Rollout
* Term Facility
* Groundcrew
* Rvrs/Speed Brk
* En Route Facility
* Pushback
* Braking
* Controller Instr
* Engine Start
* Parking
ATIS
TAXI/TAKEOFF
VIGILANCE
SID’S / STAR’S
* Powerback
MARSHALING
SIAP’S
* Taxi Speed
OTHER REMARKS
PROCEDURES
* Procedures
* Simultaneous Rwy
CONFORMANCE
* Rwy Alignment
REGULATIONS
* Radar Vectors
* X-Wind Control
PROCEDURES
OTHER REMARKS
* Power Applied
* Altitude Call-out
* Power Setting
* Use of Radar
* Call-outs
CREW COMPLEMENT
* T/O Speeds
USE OF CHECKLIST
* Rotation
USE OF MEL／CDL
* Gear/Flap Speeds
STERILE COCKPIT
SID
A/C LIMITATIONS
* Area Departure
CARRY-ON BAGS
CLIMB
CABIN SAFETY
*Hdg/Speed Cntrl
COMPANY DIRECTIVES
* Power Settings
ATC CLEARANCES
* Procedures
PASSENGERHANDLING
CRUISE
ACFT DISCREPANCIES
* Speed Control
WEIGHT & BALANCE
* Navigation
OPERATION SPECS
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JOB FUNCTION 4 MANUALS INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
ICAO require operators to prepare and keep current various manuals and
checklists for the direction and guidance of flight and ground personnel conducting
air transportation operations. Each operator is required to maintain a complete
manual (or set of manuals) at its principal base of operations and to furnish a
complete manual (or set of manuals) to the CAA. An operator's manual must be
reviewed by CAA operations inspectors and other qualified inspectors to ensure
adequate content and compliance with applicable regulations, safe operating
practices, and the operator's operations specifications (Op Specs). While inspectors
are encouraged to provide guidance and advice to operators in the preparation of
their manuals, the development and production of an acceptable manual is solely
the responsibility of the operator.
1.1. The Approved Flight Manual. The AFM shall be carried aboard each aircraft for
the guidance of crewmembers when conducting flight operations. CAA
inspectors must review an operator's flight manuals to ensure that the manuals
contain adequate direction and guidance for those operations the operator
conducts and for the environment in which the operations are conducted.
1.2. General Manual
Operators shall prepare and keep current a manual providing guidance for
all categories of flight and ground personnel conducting air transportation
operations. The manual MAY be termed the General Manual. The operator's
general manual must include the duties and responsibilities of each category of
employee. The general manual must also include adequate policy, direction, and
guidance for the safe and efficient performance of the duties assigned to each
category of employee. In practice, a system of manuals is required to meet both
operational and airworthiness regulatory requirements, even for relatively
simple operations. When the general manual is subdivided into more than one
part, the segment of all portions applicable to operations MAY be termed the
General Operations Manual (GOM). This manual should normally cover as a
minimum, but not limited to, the following areas:
1.2.1. Operations organization, including organizational charts and diagrams
1.2.2. Duties and responsibilities
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A. Director of operations or chief executive officer for flight operations
B. Flight operations manager
C. Chief pilot
D. Fleet manager(s)
E. Training manager
F. Flight safety manager or officer
G. Chief flight engineer
H. Ground services manager
I. Cabin attendant manager
1.2.3. Flight crew
A. Succession to command
B. Minimum crew
C. Flight time and flight duty time
D. Reporting time for duty
E. Crew scheduling
F. Record keeping
G. Duties and responsibilities
a. Pilot-in-command
b. First officer
c. Flight Engineer
1.2.4. Cabin attendants
A. Minimum crew
B. Flight time and duty time
C. Reporting time for duty
D. Crew scheduling
E. Company and personnel records
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1.2.5. Operational policy
A. Flight safety program
B. Accident prevention
C. Accident/incident reporting
1.2.6. Operational control
A. Objectives
B. Method of control and supervision of flight operations
C. Procedures for implementation
D. Flight operations officer/flight dispatcher duties and responsibilities
1.2.7. Flight planning
A. Aerodromes and facilities
B. Flight authorization
C. Compliance with regulations
D. Rules of the air
E. Specifications for the operational flight plan
F. ATS flight plan
1.2.8. Operating restrictions
A. Cold weather operations
B. Take-off and landing in turbulence
C. Low level wind shear operations
D. Crosswind operations ( including tail wind components
E. High temperature operations
F. High altitude operations
1.2.9. Fuel and oil
A. Policy
B. Safety precautions
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C. Refueling with passengers on board
1.2.10. Aerodrome operating minima
A. Policy
B. Method for determining aerodrome operating minima
C. List of aerodrome operating minima
1.2.11. Minimum flight altitudes
A. Policy
B. Method for determining minimum flight altitudes
C. List of minimum flight altitudes for each route to be flown
1.2.12. MEL Requirements
A. Use of minimum equipment list (MEL)
1.2.13. Aircraft performance
A. Flight manual
B. Structural limitations
C. Speeds
D. Take-off and climb requirements
E. En-route limitations
F. Landing
G. Power settings
1.2.14. Flight deck procedures
A. Policy
B. Initial cockpit preparation
C. Standard operating procedures
D. Cockpit discipline – Cockpit Resource Management (CRM)
E. Use of checklists
F. Briefings
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G. Standard call-outs
H. Use of oxygen
I. Communications
J. Flight safety
1.2.15. Altimeter settings and checking
A. Altimeter checking procedures
B. Altimeter setting procedures
C. Use of radio altimeters
1.2.16. Before take-off
A. Ground locks and pitot covers
B. Ice, frost or snow on aircraft
C. Ground de-icing procedures
D. Operations from contaminated runways
E. Push-back and towing procedures
F. Taxi guidelines and ramp signals
1.2.17. Take-off and climb out
A. Choice of runway
B. Take-off in limited visibility
C. Take-off in adverse weather
D. Use and limitations of weather radar
E. Use of landing lights
F. Monitoring of flight instruments
G. Power settings for take-off
H. Malfunctioning during take-off
I. Rejected take-off decision
J. Wake turbulence
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K. Standard noise abatement procedures
L. Climb, best angle, best rate
1.2.18. En-route and holding
A. Long-range navigation procedures
B. Cruise control
C. Re-planning during flight
D. Diversion
E. Fuel management
F. Navigation logbook
1.2.19. Descent, approach and landing
A. Preparation for approach and briefing
B. Let-down
C. Approach and stabilized approach
D. Standard call-outs
E. Circling
F. Landing
G. Missed approach
1.2.20. Fuel jettisoning and overweight landing
A. General considerations and policy
B. Fuel jettisoning procedures and precautions
C. Overweight landing limitations, procedures and precautions
D. Overweight landing inspection and reports
1.2.21. Flight diversion
A. General policy
B. Diversion procedures
C. Crew responsibilities at aerodrome of diversion
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1.2.22. En-route flight procedures in adverse conditions
A. Thunderstorms
B. Clear air turbulence (CAT)
C. Trailing vortices
D. Wind shear
E. Icing
F. Volcanic ash
1.2.23. Take-off, approach and landing during thunderstorms
1.2.24. Emergency procedures
A. Emergency descent
B. In-flight engine shutdown
C. Low fuel
D. Dangerous good incident
E. Incapacitation
F. Unlawful interference
G. Bomb threat
H. Interception procedures
I. Emergency signal for cabin attendants
J. Passenger cabin emergency procedures
K. Emergency evacuation
1.2.25. Communications procedures
A. Radio listening watch
B. Urgency communication
C. Distress communication
D. Communication failure
1.2.26. Emergency equipment
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A. Life jackets
B. Life rafts
C. Medical kits/first aid kits
D. Survival kits
E. Emergency locator transmitter (ELT)
F. Visual signaling devices
G. Evacuation slides
H. Oxygen equipment
I. Emergency lighting
1.2.27. Search and rescue
1.2.28. Ferry and test flights
1.2.29. Passengers
A. Maximum number of passengers and seating regulations
B. Standard mass for passengers, crew and carry-on baggage
C. Provisions for dangerous goods carried by passengers or crew
D. Transport of arms and ammunition
E. Sickness and accidents on board
F. Authority for boarding
G. Conflicting passengers and incapacitated passengers
1.2.30. Cargo
A. Cabin baggage storage and limits
B. Dangerous goods (securing, segregation, separation and notification to
pilot-in-command
C. Transport of live animals
1.2.31. Mass and balance control
1.2.32. Security
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A. Company policy
B. Passengers and baggage
C. Missing baggage procedures
D. Cargo
1.2.33. Training organization
A. Training facilities
B. Training programs
C. Training manual
1.2.34. Operations personnel qualifications and training requirements
A. Flight crew
a. Basic qualifications
b. Initial training and recurrent training
c. Transition training
d. Proficiency checks
e. Route and aerodrome qualifications
f. Emergency training
B. Cabin attendants
a. Basic qualification
b. Initial and recurrent training
c. Route/sector qualification
d. Knowledge of aircraft and its equipment
e. Knowledge of the operations manual
f. Meteorology
1.2.35. Documentation and reporting procedures
A. Flight documents and forms
B. Responsibility for documents and forms
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C. Provision
a. Amendment
b. Loading and unloading
c. Pre-flight check for documents on board
d. Completing and signing
e. Forwarding and filing
f. Recording of crewmembers’ flight and duty time
D. Reporting
a. Procedures for reporting an accident observed
b. Air traffic incident
c. AIREP
d. Incident report
e. Accident report
1.3. REFERENCES. Manual content requirements are contained in appropriate
CAR’s, ICAO Annex 6 and ICAO Document 8335
2. PROCEDURES
An assigned inspector must review an operator's manuals before issuing an
operating certificate and periodically thereafter. Inspectors should use the following
procedures when reviewing the manuals:
2.1. Initial Review. A comprehensive review of flight manuals and the GOM must be
conducted by the assigned inspectors before the initial certification of an
applicant. During the initial review of these manuals inspectors must ensure that
the operator has addressed the applicable topics contained in the CAA
regulations and ICAO documents. In addition, those items in the operator's final
compliance statement that require the operator to develop a policy statement,
system, method, or procedure, must be addressed in these manuals. Each topic
must be presented with enough detail to ensure that the user can properly carry
out the portion of the policy or procedure for which the user is responsible.
2.2. Review of Changes to Manuals. The designated inspector must review each
revision or proposed revision to a manual, checklist, or procedure.
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2.2.1. Approval of Manual Changes. Changes to manuals or sections of manual or
checklists that require approval, must be approved by the CAA in writing
before the operator can use the change. Inspectors should endeavor to review
approved material in a timely manner.
2.2.2. Other Considerations for Manual Changes. Inspectors shall not limit manual
reviews to a strict consideration of the change itself but shall also consider
the impact of the change on the operator's overall manual system, training
program, and type of operations. Changes in Op Specs should be
accompanied by a review of applicable sections of the operator's manual.
2.3. Manual Reviews During En-route & Ramp Surveillance. Inspectors conducting
en-route inspections and ramp inspections should review the flight manual and
those portions of the GOM carried by the flight crew for completeness and
currency. When a flight is long enough to make it practical, inspectors should
review these manuals more in-depth, particularly those sections that are
operationally relevant to the flight in progress. An inspector conducting both
cockpit and cabin inspections should check the personal manuals of
crewmembers to ensure that all required revisions have been made. Inspectors
should record any discrepancies found with the manuals upon completion of
en-route.
3. PERIODIC REVIEW OF MANUALS
The continual review of an operator's manuals by inspectors is necessary
because both the aviation environment and the operations conducted by the
operator are constantly changing. Each inspector is responsible for developing a
surveillance plan for the operator's manual system. At least one major portion of the
operator's manual system should be reviewed annually, and the entire manual
system should be reviewed over a period of 1 to 3 years (depending on the
complexity of the operation). This periodic review should be coordinated between
inspectors to ensure an appropriate exchange of information and to avoid redundant
reviews.
4. REPORTS
Analyze findings, if any, evaluated all deficiencies to determine if corrective
actions will be required and route report through the supervisor for filling in the
operator‘s file.
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JOB FUNCTION 5 TRAINING PROGRAM INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
This section contains direction and guidance to be used by operations
inspectors for conducting training program inspections. The inspector's objective is
to ensure that the operator's training program complies with regulatory
requirements and that instructional methods are effective. Principal operations
inspectors (POIs) are required to schedule annual training program surveillance as
part of a work program, or when an operator's inspection reports, incidents, or
accidents indicate deficiencies in crewmember or dispatcher skill or knowledge.
1.1. Training Program Inspection Areas. Training program inspections involve much
more than simply observing "training in progress". Five primary inspection
areas to be observed during training program inspections:
1.1.1. Training curriculums
1.1.2. Courseware
1.1.3. Instructional delivery methods
1.1.4. Testing and checking methods
1.1.5. Specific topics (Trend Monitoring)
1.2. Annual Inspection Plan. POIs must develop annual inspection programs that are
adapted to specific operators. Training programs vary in their complexity
depending on the operator's size, aircraft fleet diversification, number of
crewmembers and dispatchers, training locations, and scope of operation. POIs
may find that a single annual inspection is sufficient to verify the effectiveness
of a simple operator's program. Inspection of a complex operator, however,
requires a modular approach in which specific program components or locations
are identified and inspected in progressive increments.
1.3. Special Inspections. A POI may determine that there is a need to initiate a
"special emphasis" training program inspection. This type of inspection may be
initiated for such reasons as incidents, accidents, or a series of deficiencies
discovered through trend analysis of inspection data. "Special emphasis"
training program inspections are relatively short in duration and usually focus
on a limited area, such as training on the use of checklists or on windshear.
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2. TRAINING PROGRAM INSPECTION PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
Before beginning a training program inspection, inspectors must become
thoroughly familiar with these practices and procedures. There are many methods
of curriculum development and training methods that an operator may use. To
obtain approval of a program, the operator must demonstrate that the program or
program segment is in compliance with regulatory requirements and that it
effectively prepares crewmembers and dispatchers to perform duties in revenue
service.
2.1. Preparation. Before conducting an inspection of a particular training program
area, the inspector should first obtain a copy of the operator's approved training
program outline and become familiar with it. The inspector should review the
outline for regulatory compliance and for adequate subject coverage. Should the
inspector discover a serious discrepancy, the inspector shall notify the operator.
2.2. On Site Activities.
2.2.1. On arriving at the training site, inspectors should introduce themselves to the
person conducting the training, present their CAA credentials, and state the
purpose of the inspection.
2.2.2. Inspectors shall refrain from active participation in the training being
conducted and shall make every effort not to influence the training
environment or the instruction in the subject matter.
2.2.3. Should an inspector have comments on any of the areas of training, the
inspector may communicate this information to the appropriate individual(s)
in private. The inspector will reserve comments for debriefing of the
instructor until after the training session or during an appropriate break in
training.
2.2.4. Inspectors should be aware that approved training hours are measured by
curriculum segments and that each hour of training normally contains a
reasonable "break time" of 10 minutes.
2.3. Courseware Inspection. While observing the training, inspectors should evaluate
the courseware. Inspectors should also evaluate whether or not the courseware
and the instructor are effective in communicating the essential points of the
lesson.
2.3.1. Instructor Courseware. The inspector must observe whether or not the
operator's instructor guides and lesson plans follow the approved outline.
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During observation, inspectors must also ensure that instructor guides and
lesson plans adhere to the following criteria:
A. Instructor courseware should be clearly titled for the appropriate curriculum
segment.
B. The instructor must be able to conduct detailed instruction for each subject
area.
C. Instructional material should be presented in a logical manner and in a
sequence that is easy to use and comprehend.
D. Courseware should provide references to applicable manuals of the operator.
E. The instructor should use some means of determining that the students are
properly assimilating the material (such as "responder" panels, multiple
choice questions, or in class exercises).
2.3.2. Student Courseware
The inspector must evaluate various "self-teaching" training mediums
such as video tapes, audiovisual (carousel type) slide presentations, computer
based training (CBT) presentations, programmed teaming publications, and
home study materials, to ensure that they satisfy the requirements of the
approved outline. Training mediums must adhere to the following standards:
A. The information must agree with the operator's manual and other
publications.
B. The material must have sufficient detail to ensure that students comprehend
the applicable subject area.
C. The courseware should include some means of testing student assimilation of
information presented.
2.4. Instructional Delivery Methods. This inspection area consists of the following
inspection modules:
2.4.1. Training Facilities/Environment Inspection. The inspector must ensure that
the operator's training facilities and the instructional environment are
conducive to learning. An inspector must ensure that the facilities meet the
following standards:
A. Provide adequate seating space for students
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B. Provide storage areas for training materials
C. Provide area for instructors to prepare their lessons
D. Are free of distractions, which adversely affect instructional delivery (such as
excessive temperatures, extraneous noise, poor lighting, and cramped
classrooms and/or work spaces)
2.4.2. Criteria for Instructors. The inspector must ensure that the quality of
instruction provided by instructors in both ground and flight training
segments is effective. Instructors must create an effective environment for
training. The instructor must be flexible and alert to individual needs of the
students. The following guidelines apply to instructors and/or flight
instructors. Instructors must follow these criteria where applicable.
A. Instructors
a. Must know the operator's training policies and procedures,
b. Know how to complete required training forms, and must exhibit
satisfactory instructional methods and techniques
c. Must be knowledgeable in the specific area of instruction and must be able
to present the material in a logical, clear, and organized manner
d. Must be aware of the minimum equipment required for each element of
training and must conform to the limitations imposed on the training
element(s) by inoperative component(s)
e. Should follow the applicable lesson plans, guides or other training aids to
ensure that the material is properly presented as designed
B. Flight Instructors
a. Must be competent in the operation of flight training devices or flight
simulators and must be knowledgeable of the training elements that may be
accomplished in that level of simulator or training device
b. Should provide a thorough preflight briefing on all maneuvers and
procedures that will be accomplished
c. Should provide a thorough post flight debriefing to review each student's
performance during a training session
2.5. Training Aids and Equipment. Inspectors must ensure that the operator's training
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aids and equipment are appropriate to the subject matter and that they operate
properly. This includes audiovisual equipment, systems mockup boards, panel
layouts, ground training devices, instructor station equipment, student
responders (if applicable), and other related items.
2.5.1. All equipment used in the training program must operate and function in
good working order. Replacement parts or components (such as slide
projector lamps) should be readily available.
2.5.2. Any equipment designated to be used for "self-teaching" purposes, such as
CBT platforms, must have clear operating instructions readily available for
student use.
2.5.3. Systems panels, layouts, boards, or mockups (such as aircraft exit mockups)
should accurately represent the designated aircraft.
2.6. Flight Simulator or Training Device Inspection Module. The inspector should
ensure that the operator's flight simulators and flight training devices are being
adequately maintained and that they effectively replicate the associated aircraft.
2.7. Testing and Checking. In the inspection of an operator's training program, the
inspector must conduct observations of the elements that involve evaluation and
qualification. These elements include, but are not limited to, check airman
programs and activities, training records, failure rates, and testing and checking
standards. The inspector must evaluate the following modules:
2.7.1. Check Airman Programs and Activities. The inspector should evaluate all
elements that relate to check airman training and qualification, check airman
records, and standardization programs.
2.7.2. Training Records. The inspector should evaluate the operator's training
records for information regarding the overall effectiveness of an operator's
training program. The testing and checking results available from training
records are an excellent source of information for POIs to establish positive
or negative trends in the operator's training program.
2.7.3. Oral and Practical Tests. Inspectors should observe or conduct a number of
airman certification evaluations as well as proficiency, competency, or line
checks (as applicable) to determine the overall effectiveness of the operator's
training programs, check airman programs, and testing and/or checking
standards. Inspectors should place specific emphasis on flight events which
require repetition or excessive instruction and should evaluate them
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according to the following criteria:
A. Testing and checking standards must comply with the regulations, the safe
operating practices, and the guidance contained in this handbook.
B. Testing and checking standards must be consistently applied throughout the
operator's training organization by its check airman and instructor personnel.
NOTE: Testing and checking observations provide a direct measure of the
effectiveness of courseware and instructional delivery methods.
Inspectors should use the applicable job aids contained in this volume
when observing and evaluating testing or checking in progress.
2.7.4. Quality Control. The inspector shall observe the operator's quality control
program to ensure that training effectiveness is continually monitored and
that specific areas or items are corrected when necessary. The operator's
quality control system must ensure that students do not proceed to the next
module or training segment until satisfactory proficiency has been achieved.
Additionally, training folders must be maintained by the operator while
students are in a specific curriculum. Inspectors should review the
information contained in these folders to identify any deficient trends. This
information, coupled with the results of testing and checking, provides a
quantifiable method for measuring training effectiveness.
2.8. Inspection Results. A high rate of satisfactory performance usually indicates a
strong, effective training program. Repeated cases of unsatisfactory
performance, however, often indicate deficiencies in an operator's training
program.
The POI shall review results of inspection reports, incident or accident
reports, enforcement actions, and other relevant information about the operator's
performance for indications of training effectiveness. For example, repeated
reports of deficiencies, such as configuring too late, incomplete briefings, or
incorrect use of the checklists may be traceable to a lack of specific training or
ineffective training in a particular area.
3. REPORTS
The inspector must review the results of the inspection and determine if any
follow up action is required. The report must be routed through the supervisor for
filling in the operator‘s file.
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JOB FUNCTION 6 OPERATIONAL CONTROL
INSPECTIONS/DISPATCH CENTER
6.0 OPERATIONAL CONTROL INSPECTIONS
1. BACKGROUND
This section contains direction and guidance to be used by operations
inspectors, when planning, conducting, and reporting on operational control
inspections. Operational control inspections are applicable to all general aviation
operators.
1.1. Specific operational control functions. Operational control includes, but not
limited to:
1.1.1. Ensuring that only operations authorized by the OpSpecs are conducted
1.1.2. Ensuring only crew members trained and qualified to conduct a flight
1.1.3. Ensuring that crew members are in compliance with flight and duty time
requirements
1.1.4. Designating a PIC for each flight
1.1.5. Providing the PIC and other personnel who perform operational control
functions with access to the necessary information for the safe conduct of the
flight, (such weather, NOTAMS and airport analysis)
1.1.6. Specifying the conditions under which a flight may be dispatched or released
(weather minimums, flight planning, airworthiness, loading and fuel)
1.1.7. Ensuring that each flight has complied with the conditions specified for
release before it is allowed to depart
1.1.8. Ensuring that when the conditions specified for a flight’s release cannot be
met, the flight is either cancelled, delayed, rerouted or diverted
1.1.9. Monitoring the progress of each flight and initiating timely actions when the
flight cannot be completed as planned, including diverting or terminating a
flight
1.2. Specific operational control systems. The three general operational control
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systems are flight dispatch, flight release and flight locating. The manual must
contain policies and procedures appropriate to the system being used.
2. PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
Inspectors conduct operational control inspections through systematic manual
reviews, records inspections, observations, and interviews. The inspector should
use the attached job aid for the specific procedures to be followed.
3. REPORT
The report shall be completed and evaluated to determine if corrective action
will be necessary and then routed through the supervisor for filing in the operator's
file.
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6.1 DISPATCH JOB AID
1. POLICIES and PROCEDURES
1.1. Authorized Operations
Are the operations that may and may not be conducted according to the
OpSpecs (including areas of operation) clearly specified?
1.2. Manuals
1.2.1. Does the manual provide guidance for flight crews and dispatchers regarding
operational control?
1.2.2. Is the applicable section of the GOM readily available to dispatchers and
flight crews while they perform their duties?
1.2.3. Is the copy of the operator's current and available to dispatchers or
flight-crews?
1.3. Original Release
1.3.1. Are the conditions clearly stated under which a flight may and may not be
dispatched?
1.3.2. Are the conditions stated under which a flight must be rerouted, delayed, or
canceled?
1.3.3. Is a written copy of weather reports and forecasts (including PIREPs) and
NOTAMs attached to the release and provided to the flight crew?
1.4. Responsibility for Pre-departure Functions
1.4.1. Are the responsibility and procedures for accomplishing the following
functions clearly specified?
A. Crew assignment
B. Load planning
C. Aircraft routing
D. Flight planning
E. Release of the aircraft from maintenance
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F. Control of MEL and CDL limitations
G. Weight and balance
1.4.2. What means has the operator established for the PIC and dispatcher to ensure
that each of these functions has been satisfactorily accomplished before the
aircraft departs?
1.5. Dispatcher Briefing
1.5.1. Operator's procedures for briefing of the PIC by the dispatcher?
1.5.2. Is the minimum content of the briefing specified and adequate?
1.6. Dual Responsibility: Assure the signatures of both the PIC and the dispatcher are
on the dispatch release.
1.7. Flight Following
1.7.1. Are the dispatcher's flight following requirements and procedures clearly
stated?
1.7.2. Is policy and guidance provided to flight-crews and dispatchers for
monitoring fuel en-route?
1.7.3. Are flight-crew reporting requirements and procedures clearly stated?
1.7.4. Are there specified procedures for dispatchers to follow when a required
report is not received?
1.7.5. Is a record of communications made and retained?
1.8. Inability to Proceed as Released
1.8.1. Is a policy stated concerning the PICs latitude to deviate from a dispatch
release?
1.8.2. Is there specific and adequate direction and guidance to PICs and dispatchers
for the actions to take when a flight cannot be completed as planned (such as
destinations or alternates below minimums, runways closed or restricted)?
1.8.3. Are procedures to follow specifically and clearly stated in case of diversion
or holding?
1.9. Weather
1.9.1. Does the operator obtain weather reports from an approved source?
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1.9.2. Are forecasts based on approved weather reports?
1.9.3. Are procedures for making flight movement forecasts clearly specified? Are
those individuals authorized to make a flight movement forecast clearly
specified?
1.9.4. Does the operator have an adverse weather system procedures?
1.9.5. Does the operator have adequate procedures for providing the latest available
weather reports and forecasts to flight-crews while the flight is en-route?
1.9.6. Does the operator have adequate procedures for updating weather
information when the aircraft is delayed on the ground?
1.10. Weather Minimums
1.10.1. Is release under VFR authorized?
1.10.2. If so, has the forecast and actual weather allowed VFR flight to destination
on those flights so released?
1.10.3. Have turbojet aircraft been released under VFR?
1.10.4. What IFR departure minimums are authorized?
1.10.5. When flights are released with the departure airport below landing
minimums, are takeoff alternates named on the dispatch release?
1.10.6. What destination weather minimums are authorized ?
1.10.7. What weather minimums are authorized for “high minimum” captains?
1.10.8. When a flight is released to a destination below CAT I minimums, is that
airplane type authorized at CAT II or CAT III operations at that location
according to paragraph of the OpSpecs?
1.10.9. When destination alternates are required, are they named on the dispatch
release?
1.10.10. Is the weather at the named alternate airport equal or better than that
required minimums?
1.10.11. Is "marginal" defined for the designation of two alternates on the dispatch
release?
1.10.12. Are two alternates designated when required?
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1.11. Selection of Alternates
1.11.1. Is policy, direction, and guidance provided for the selection of alternates?
1.11.2. Is terrain and engine-out performance considered in the alternate selection?
1.12. NOTAMs
1.12.1. Is the required NOTAM information provided?
1.13. Information
1.13.1. What provisions does the operator make for supplying airport and navigation
information?
1.13.2. What means does the operator use to comply with the requirement for an
airport data system?
1.13.3. Are flight-crews provided with written flight plans for monitoring flight
progress and fuel burn?
1.14. Fuel
1.14.1. Are all the required increments of fuel provided (start and taxi, takeoff to
arrival at destination, approach and landing, missed approach, alternate fuel,
45 minutes of reserve, and contingency fuel)?
1.14.2. Are the operator's policies concerning contingency fuel adequate for the
environment in which operations are conducted?
1.14.3. Are there minimum fuel procedures specified for both dispatchers and PICs?
1.14.4. When aircraft are dispatched without an alternate, is adequate contingency
fuel carried for un-forecast winds, terminal area delays, runway closures, and
contingencies?
1.15. Emergency Procedures
1.15.1. Are emergency action procedures and checklists published and readily
available for the following emergencies?
A. In-flight Emergency
B. Crash
C. Overdue or missing aircraft
D. Bomb threat
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E. Hijacking
1.16. Changeover Procedures. Is an adequate overlap provided for the dispatcher
being released to brief the oncoming dispatcher on the situation?
1.17. Trip Records
1.17.1. Are the required trip records carried to destination?
1.17.2. Are trip records retained for 30 days?
2. DISPATCHERS AND METEOROLOGISTS
2.1. Qualification
2.1.1. Are all dispatchers certified?
2.1.2. Have all dispatchers successfully completed a competency check within the
eligibility period?
2.1.3. Have all dispatchers completed route familiarization within the preceding 12
calendar months?
2.1.4. How does the operator ensure that dispatchers are currently familiar with the
areas in which they work?
2.1.5. How are meteorologists qualified?
2.2. Knowledge of Weather
2.2.1. Are dispatchers knowledgeable about the following weather conditions?
A. Surface (fronts, fog, low ceilings, etc.)
B. Upper air levels, jet streams, etc.
C. Turbulence (pressure and temperature gradients)
D. Severe (low level wind-shear, microburst, icing, thunderstorms)
2.2.2. Can dispatchers read a terminal report, forecast accurately and interpret the
meanings?
2.2.3. Can dispatchers read various weather depiction charts and interpret the
meanings?
2.2.4. Can dispatchers read upper air charts and interpret the meanings?
2.3. Knowledge of the Area
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2.3.1. Do dispatchers immediately recognize the airport identifiers for the airports
in the area in which they are working?
2.3.2. Are dispatchers generally familiar with the airports in the area in which they
are working (number and length of runways, available approaches, general
location, elevation, surface temperature limitations)?
2.3.3. Are dispatchers aware of which airports, in the areas in which they are
working, are special airports, and why?
2.3.4. Are dispatchers aware of the terrain surrounding the airports in the areas in
which they are working?
2.3.5. Are dispatchers aware of dominant weather patterns and seasonal variations
of weather in the area?
2.3.6. Are dispatchers aware of route segments limited by drift down?
2.4. Knowledge of Aircraft and Flight Planning
2.4.1. Are dispatchers aware of the general performance characteristics of each
airplane with which they are working (such as average hourly fuel burn,
holding fuel, engine-out, drift down height, effect of an additional 50 knots
of wind, effect of a 4,000 foot lower altitude, crosswind limits, maximum
takeoff and landing weights, required runway lengths)?
2.4.2. Can dispatchers read and explain all the items on the operator's flight plan?
2.5. Knowledge of Policy.
2.5.1. Are dispatchers knowledgeable of the Op Specs, particularly such items as
authorized minimums?
2.5.2. Are dispatchers aware of the policies and provisions of the operator's
manual?
2.6. Knowledge of Responsibilities
2.6.1. Are dispatchers knowledgeable of their responsibilities (such as briefing PIC;
canceling, rescheduling, or diverting for safety; in-flight monitoring; in-flight
notification of PIC)?
2.6.2. Are dispatchers aware of their obligation to declare emergencies?
2.7. Proficiency
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2.7.1. Are dispatchers competent in the performance of their assigned duties?
2.7.2. Are dispatchers alert for potential hazards?
2.8. Duty Time. Are the regulatory duty time requirements being complied with?
3. SUPERVISORS
3.1. Qualification. Are supervisors qualified and current as dispatchers?
3.2. Conduct of Checks. Are competency checks appropriate, thorough, and rigorous?
4. FACILITIES AND STAFF
4.1. Physical
4.1.1. Is enough space provided for the number of people working in the dispatch
center?
4.1.2. Are the temperature, lighting, and noise levels conducive to effective human
performance?
4.1.3. Is the access to the facility controlled?
4.2. Information
4.2.1. Are dispatchers supplied with all the information they require (such as flight
status, maintenance status, load, weather, facilities)?
4.2.2. Are real time weather displays available for adverse weather avoidance?
4.3. Communications
4.3.1. Can a dispatcher establish rapid and reliable radio communications (voice or
ACARS) with a captain when a flight is parked at the gate?
4.3.2. How much time does it take to deliver a message to an en-route flight and get
a response?
4.3.3. Are direct voice radio communications available at all locations? Are they
reliable? If communications facilities are shared with other airlines, does
traffic congestion preclude rapid contact with a flight?
4.3.4. Are backup communications links available in case of a failure of the
primary links?
4.4. Management
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4.4.1. Has overall responsibility for operations in progress been assigned to one
individual who can coordinate the activities of all of the dispatchers?
4.4.2. Have procedures been established for coordinating with central flow control?
4.4.3. Have adequate internal communications links been established?
4.5. Workload
4.5.1. What method does the operator use to show compliance with the requirement
to assign enough dispatchers during periods of normal operations and periods
of non-routine operations?
4.5.2. Do dispatchers have enough time to perform both dispatch and flight
following duties in a reasonable manner?
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JOB FUNCTION 7 AIRMAN INSPECTION
1. GENERAL
Airman inspection is a routine work task to determine if flight crew member,
mechanics and other licensed personnel hold valid issued certificates, meet all
currency requirements and have current medicals, as appropriate.
2. PERFORMING THE INSPECTION
Airman inspection can be performed in various way. During ramp checks,
enroute, surveillance, company record checks, dispatch inspections, training
program inspections, station/line/base facility inspections and during proficiency or
competency checks.
3. ITEMS TO BE INSPECTED
A check list of items to be inspected would include:
3.1. airman certificates/license-Is it valid for type of operation?
3.2. aircraft type rating-Valid for equipment being used?
3.3. medical certificate-Current and appropriate to operation?
3.4. line check-Meets currency requirements?
3.5. proficiency check-Meets currency requirement?
3.6. initial/recurrent training-Meets currency requirement?
3.7. glasses-If airman must wear glasses. Does he have two pairs?
3.8. flight/rest/duty time-Airman properly scheduled for duty?
Generally, airman inspection information obtained during ramp, enroute,
surveillance or proficiency checks is not complete and must be verify by reviewing
company records of each airman at the company‘s recordkeeping center. Each
airman inspection information must be completely investigated to ensure the
airman is properly qualified for his assignment. This may require cross-checking
several company documents. For example, to verify an airman’s flight/duty/rest
time could involve crew scheduling records, classroom training records and aircraft
flight logs. To verify an airman‘s training record, cross-check dates with crew
scheduling records, aircraft logs, dispatch records and company employee vacation
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records to ensure training was received. Additionally, this same process must be
used to verify line checks and proficiency checks. Never accept a company record
without doing a thorough cross-check of other company documents.
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JOB FUNCTION 8 PROFICIENCY AND COMPETENCY
CHECK & CHECK AIRMAN INSPECTION
1. GENERAL
Operators are required to establish a check airman program for conducting the
proficiency and competency checks required by CAA. Principal operations
inspectors (POIs) have the surveillance responsibility for an operator's check
airman program. This section contains information, direction, and guidance to be
used by POIs and inspectors when observing or conducting a proficiency or
competency check inspection.
2. OBJECTIVES

OF

PROFICIENCY

AND

COMPETENCY

CHECK

INSPECTIONS
The surveillance of an operator's proficiency and competency checks provides
the CAA with information about the effectiveness of the operator's training and
qualification programs. The objectives of a POI or an inspector conducting a
proficiency or competency check inspection are as follows:
2.1. To evaluate individual airmen performing their duties and responsibilities
2.2. To evaluate individual check airmen performing their duties and responsibilities
2.3. To assess the effectiveness of the operator's training program
2.4. To identify operational procedures, manuals, or checklists which are deficient
2.5. To assess the effectiveness of the operator's simulators and equipment
2.6. To evaluate the effectiveness of the operator's trend analysis, standardization, and
quality control program
3. PROFICIENCY AND COMPETENCY CHECK INSPECTION PROCEDURES
AND GUIDANCE
Before conducting a proficiency and competency check inspection, inspectors
must become thoroughly familiar with the operator's manuals. Inspectors may also
be required to qualify in the operation of the aircraft, simulators, or training devices.
Inspectors should use the following guidance when conducting proficiency and
competency check inspections:
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3.1. Areas of Familiarization. Inspectors must be familiar with the following areas
before conducting proficiency and competency check inspections:
3.1.1. Inspector, safety pilot, and crew qualification for simulators, flight training
devices, and aircraft
3.1.2. Acceptable methods for presenting the maneuvers and events of the check in
simulators, flight training devices, and aircraft
3.1.3. Acceptable standards of performance for proficiency and competency
checks.
3.2. Inspection Areas. Inspectors should use the following guidance pertaining to
specific inspection areas during a proficiency or competency inspection:
3.2.1. Airman Competency. This inspection area applies to the knowledge, ability,
and proficiency of the airman receiving the check. An airman must perform
specific events in an aircraft, an aircraft simulator, a flight training device, or
a combination thereof, during a proficiency or competency check. Through
observation of the check ride, the inspector can determine if the airman has
an acceptable level of aircraft systems knowledge and is competent in the
performance of normal, abnormal, and emergency flight procedures. In
addition, the inspector can observe whether the airman complies with
company policy, possesses current manuals, and possesses appropriate
certificates and ratings.
3.2.2. Check Airman Competency. The POI or a qualified representative must
periodically observe company check airmen conducting proficiency or
competency checks. These observations enable the POI to evaluate both the
individual check airman performing check airman duties and the company's
entire check airman program. This inspection area applies to the manner in
which a check airman conducts the check, the accuracy and completeness of
the check airman's observations, and the validity of the outcome. Inspectors
should evaluate the following areas when determining a check airman's
competency:
A. Responsibilities. The check airman is responsible for: ensuring that all
required flight test events are completed in a realistic flight scenario;
providing adequate preflight and postflight briefings for the airman being
checked, and objectively evaluating the airman's performance. An evaluation
of the check airman's ability to actually perform the flight events of the
proficiency or competency check is not normally part of a check airman
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inspection. POIs must place emphasis on the competence of each check
airman as an evaluator.
B. Evaluation of the Operator's Training Program. The analysis of proficiency
or competency check inspection results is an excellent means for a POI to
ensure the continued effectiveness of an operator's training program. When
deficient areas are identified, the areas should be rectified by changes in the
operator's training program. For example, if inspection comments repeatedly
indicate deficiencies in the area of nonprecision approaches, the POI should
require the operator to emphasize that event in the operator's flight training
curriculum segments.
C. Manuals, Procedures, and Checklists. Inspectors can use the data from
proficiency or competency checks, combined with data from other
inspections (such as cockpit, enroute, and ramp inspections), to identify
deficiencies in manuals, procedures, or checklists previously approved or
accepted by the CAA. Checklist procedures, MEL/CDL procedures, and
specific flight maneuvers and procedures are operational areas that may
require change to ensure compliance with the regulation or safe operating
practices.
D. Equipment. This inspection area refers to the condition of the aircraft,
simulators, or training devices used during the check. When evaluating the
equipment, inspectors should determine the following:
a. Whether the required inspections have been conducted
b. Whether the observed discrepancies were recorded on maintenance logs
c. Whether the equipment is in an adequate state of repair
d. Whether the equipment operates properly
E. Effectiveness of an Operator's Trend Analysis, Standardization, and Quality
Control Program. Operators should collect, record, and analyze the results
from proficiency and competency checks to detect and correct deficiencies in
training programs, procedures, and checklists. POIs shall encourage
operators to established trend analysis. POIs shall evaluate the effectiveness
of these programs. Inspectors conducting a series of proficiency and
competency checks will, over time, observe changes being made by the
operator.
4. INSPECTOR
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OBSERVATIONS
When a proficiency check or competency check is conducted by a company
check airman and observed by an inspector, the inspector should evaluate both the
airman being checked and the competency of the check airman administering the
check. The check airman is responsible for completing all required checking events,
for providing suitable briefings before and after the session, and for fairly and
objectively evaluating the airman being checked. After the check is completed, the
inspector is responsible for debriefing the check airman and the airman being
checked (should the check airman's debriefing be inadequate).
4.1. The inspector's primary responsibility is to observe and evaluate the overall
conduct of the check. The inspector must refrain from: asking questions of the
airman being checked, attempting to control the type or sequence of checking
events, and from interfering in any way with the manner in which the check
airman conducts the check.
4.2. It is the check airman's responsibility to conduct a complete and proper check.
The inspector's responsibility is to evaluate the performance of both the airman
being checked and the check airman and to properly record the inspection
results. Should the check airman's performance be unsatisfactory, the inspector
shall inform the POI using the most expeditious means available. Should the
check airman fail to complete all required items on a check (which has been
satisfactory to that point), the inspector shall bring this fact to the attention of
the check airman and ensure that all events are completed.
5. DEFICIENCIES
While certain training benefits are gained during proficiency or competency
checks, the purpose of a check is to have the airman's state of proficiency evaluated
and to ensure that the last training conducted was sufficient to ensure the airman's
proficiency throughout the interim period. If the check airman conducting the check
observes minor deficiencies (and believes that minor instruction may correct the
situation) the check airman may suspend the check temporarily, conduct remedial
training, and then resume the check.
5.1. Repeating Events. check airmen are authorized to give additional training to an
airman who fails to satisfactorily complete an event on a check. The additional
training must be given prior to repeating the event. Problems have occurred in
instances where check airmen have merely repeated events until the airman
performed those events within tolerances. This practice is not acceptable and is
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an abuse of training to proficiency. If an operator's check airman routinely
continued checks for several sessions without a recording the airman's
unsatisfactory performance, important data about the effectiveness of the
training program and the need for additional training was lost. When a
proficiency or competency check is interrupted to conduct training, that check
must still be completed within the timeframe the operator originally scheduled
for the check. If training is so extensive that the check cannot be completed in
the allotted timeframe, the check airman must consider the check to be
unsatisfactory and place the airman in requalification training.
5.2. Unsatisfactory Performance. Inspectors shall not conduct airman training during
proficiency or competency checks. If an event is unsuccessful, the inspector
should complete as much of the remaining flight events as possible or terminate
the check. The check must be recorded as unsatisfactory.
6. REPORTS
The Pilot Proficiency Job Aid may be used to record the surveillance. Analyze
the results, determine if corrective actions will be required and route through the
supervisor for filling in the operator‘s file.
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7. TABLE: PILOT PROFICIENCY CHECK JOB AID
PILOT PROFICIENCY CHECK JOB AID
DATE:

AIRMAN NAME:

CHECK AIRMAN
NAME:

NO:

MAKE/MOD/SERIES:

DESIGNATOR: CERTIFICATE No.:

RESULTS:
DUTY POS:
P….or…. F
[ ] -REQUIRED EVENT, [W]-WAIVERABLE EVENT, ＃-SPECIFIED CONDITION, ＊－ITEM TO
OBSERV
AIRMAN BEING CHECKED
KNOWLEDGE
ABILITY/PROFICIENCY
QUAL/CURRENCY
CERT/RATINGS
BRIEFINGS
MANUAL CURRENCY

＊Brake Energy procedures
＊Emerg / Evac
[ ] TAKEOFF（V1CUT)
＃＞V1＜V2
＊Procedures
＊Speed Control
＊Heading Control

USE OF CHECKLIST
[ ] NORMAL PROC.
[ ] ABNORMAL PROC.
[ ] EMERGENCY PROC.
[ ] SYSTEM NOWLEDGE
[ ] CREW MANAGEMENT
PROFICIENCY CHECK
EQUIPMENT EXAM(oral or written)

＊Clean up
＊Airstart
[w] AREA DEPARTURE
＊Procedures
[ ] NAVAID Tracking
＊Speed/Hdg Cntrl
[w] HOLDING
[ ] Procedures

[w] Preflight Inspection (Ext)
[ ] Prestart Checks
[ ] Radio Checks
[ ] Nav/Comm Setup
[ ] Flight Control Checks
[ ] Starting Procedures
＊Abnormal Setup
[ ] TAXIING
＊Procedures
[ ] TAKEOFF-Normal

＊Wind Correction
[ ] ILS (NORMAL)
＊Procedures
＊Loc/GS Tracking
＊Callouts
＊Speed Control
＊Actions at DH
[ ] ILS (ENG - OUT)
＃Manually Controlled
＃Engine Failure Before
FAF
＊Procedures
[ ] MAP (FROM ILS)
＃Complete Procedure
＊Procedures

＊Smooth Power Application
＊Centerline Tracking
＊Callouts
＊Adherence to T/O Speeds
＊Use of Flight Director
[ ] TAKEOFF (INSTMT)
＃At of Before 100 Feet HAA
＊Heading Control
[ ] TAKEOFF (XWIND)
＃Conditions Permitting
＊Runway Tracking
＊Heading Control After Rotation
[w] TAKEOFF (REJ)
＊Procedures

＊Max Braking/Rev
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[w] STEEP TURNS
＃Min 45 Deg Bank
＃Min 180 Deg Turn
[w] APP TO STALLS
＃T/O, Clean, Lndg
Configurations (3)
＃Two May be Waived
＃One Must be Done at Bank
Angle 15 Deg to 30 Deg
[ ] LANDING (NORMAL)
＊Procedures
[ ] LANDING - FROM ILS
[ ] LANDING (XWIND)
＃Conditions Permitting
＊Xwind Technique
[ ] LANDING - ENG - OUT
＃On 3 - Eng A/C, 2 Eng’s Sim
Failed 50 % Failure on One
Side
[ ] LANDING (REJ)
＃50’Over Rwy Thld
CHECK AIRMAN
[ ] BRIEFINGS
[ ] CONDUCT
[ ] COACHING
[ ] EVALUATION

[ ] NONPRECISION
APPROACH (IST)
[ ] NONPRECISION
APPROACH (SUBS)
＊Procedures
[ ] ADDITIONAL MISSED
APPROACH
＃PIC Only
＃May be Engine Out
[w] CIRCLING APP
＃If Approved for Operator
＃Lndg Rwy Must be at
Least 90 Deg From App
Course
＃Max 30 Deg Bank
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JOB FUNCTION 9 ADMINISTRATION OF DESIGNATED
EXAMINERS
1. GENERAL
This section provides guidance for the administration of designated examiner
within an air operator who are qualified and current in an aircraft and authorized to
perform certification function.
2. DESIGNATED EXAMINER AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A designated examiner may be authorized to perform only those airman
certification tests for which the designated examiner is qualified, has been trained
in and been found competent to conduct.
2.1. Certification Privileges. Designated examiners are authorized to do the
following:
2.1.1. Accept applications and conduct those certification and type ratings
authorized by CAA:
2.1.2. Notify the CAA of any disapproval for any certificate or rating sought:
2.2. Limitations. Designated examiners must observe the following limitations:
2.2.1. A designated examiner may not conduct any test that is not specifically
authorized by CAA.
2.2.2. A designated examiner may not conduct a test for a certificate or rating that
the designated examiner does not hold. To conduct a certification
examination that will simultaneously satisfy the qualification requirements of
a proficiency check, the designated examiner must be a qualified check
airman for the operator.
2.2.3. To avoid conflict of interest, a designated examiner may not conduct an
evaluation of any applicant whom the designated examiner has instructed in
preparation for the certificate or rating to be issued without prior approval
from the POI.
2.2.4. A designated examiner authorized to conduct certification tests may do so at
any base or facility approved for the operator's use by the POI.
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2.3. Professional Conduct. Each designated examiner must represent the CAA in a
creditable manner. All designated examiners must conduct themselves in a
professional, prompt, and courteous manner. Designated examiners must
continuously exhibit a positive attitude toward safety and are required to
promote the CAA's role in aviation safety.
2.4. Designated Examiner Responsibilities. Designated examiners are responsible for
the following:
2.4.1. Maintaining personal currency and proficiency as an airman
2.4.2. Remaining current with regulatory and operational matters
2.4.3. Submitting complete and accurate certification packages to the CAA within 5
working days of administering a test
2.5. Multiple Designation. An airman may be a designated examiner for more than
one type of aircraft. The examiner candidate must demonstrate competence in
each aircraft type.
3. SELECTION OF EXAMINERS
3.1. Application. Examiner candidates must submit a complete statement of
professional qualifications as required by CAA.
3.2. Qualifications of Air Transport Pilot Examiners (ATPEs). ATPE candidates must
have the following qualifications:
3.2.1. Possess ATP certificate and applicable category, class, and type ratings
3.2.2. Have above average knowledge, ability, and experience
3.2.3. Have check airman status in the operator's program
3.2.4. Have a letter of recommendation from the operator
3.2.5. Have a good record of compliance with the CAA regulations
4. EXAMINER TRAINING AND EVALUATION
The POI shall ensure that prospective examiners are trained for, and evaluated
on, their duties and responsibilities prior to designation.
4.1. Candidate Training. Examiner candidates must be trained in certification policies,
procedures, and standards. The supervising inspector must ensure that the
candidate is trained in the following areas:
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4.1.1. The knowledge, abilities, and skill requirements for the original issuance of
the certificate and added ratings, as applicable
4.1.2. The procedures, methods, and techniques associated with administering the
required certification tests
4.1.3. Examiner responsibilities, authority, and limitations under the CAA
regulations
4.1.4. The use of CAA forms and job aids associated with the particular examiner
function
4.1.5. Administrative procedures and relationships with supervisory inspectors
4.2. Representing the CAA. Inspectors shall stress to prospective examiners that in
performing the functions of an examiner, they are representatives of, and
responsible to, the CAA. Prospective examiners must understand that company
policies or affiliations, economics, and seniority with the operator are not
relevant issues when determining the qualification of airmen.
4.3. Observation of Testing. After the examiner candidate has been trained, a
qualified inspector must observe the examiner candidate conduct a complete
certification test (oral, simulator, and aircraft portions as applicable to the
operator's program.)
5. SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF DESIGNATED
EXAMINERS
POI’s are responsible for the supervision of designated examiners. Inspectors
should use the following guidance when evaluating this type of supervision.
5.1. Working Relationships. POI’s should emphasize the designated examiner's
general handling of applicants, maintenance of desired test standards, and
accurate completion and processing of certification paperwork. Supervising
inspectors shall conduct regular designated examiner meetings for the purpose
of maintaining effective working relationships. A close and continuing dialogue
for the clarification of problem areas should be developed between the
supervising inspectors and designated examiners. Designated examiners should
be encouraged to contact their supervising inspectors to resolve questions or
difficulties. Special meetings should be held where there is any change to CAA
airman certification requirements, policies, or procedures that affect the
particular designated examiner or the program in general.
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6. ADMINISTRATIVE FILES
The CAA shall maintain a file on each designated examiner.
7. RENEWAL OF DESIGNATED EXAMINER DESIGNATIONS
Designated examiners must renew their designations every 12 calendar
mouths. Inspectors should use the following procedures when renewing a
designated examiner.
7.1. Annual Observation of Check. Within the 3 calendar month period before the
designated examiner's current designation expires, the examiner must be
observed conducting a certification check by the POI, or by another
appropriately rated inspector designated by the POI. When an examiner
designation is renewed, the day and month normally remain the same; only the
year is changed.
7.1.1. Type of Check. Inspectors should observe designated examiners conducting
actual certification checks. The inspector may observe the designated
examiner conduct a proficiency or competency check in lieu of a certification
test.
7.1.2. Scheduling. The designated examiner is responsible for scheduling each
required observation far enough in advance to assure that it can be
accomplished before the expiration of the designation. Should the required
observations not be conducted within the eligibility period, the supervising
inspector should ensure that the examiner's services are still required prior to
renewing the examiner's designation. A designated examiner who is overdue
for renewal may not conduct any checks until the observations have been
conducted by the inspector and the renewal has been completed.
7.1.3. Annual Briefing. Each designated examiner must attend a meeting or a
briefing each year conducted by the POI.
8. TERMINATION OF DESIGNATED EXAMINER DESIGNATION
An examiner designation may be canceled at any time. The preferred
procedure for the termination of a designation is to allow the designation to elapse
without renewal.
8.1. Basis for Termination. The termination of an examiner designation may be based
on any of the following:
8.1.1. The designated examiner's services are no longer required
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8.1.2. A change in the designated examiner program policy
8.1.3. A change in the designated examiner's employment, base of operations, or
professional activities
8.1.4. Voluntary surrender of the designation, by the designated examiner sending
in a written request for cancellation
8.1.5. Evidence of malpractice, fraudulent use of the designation, or any actions by
the designated examiner which discredit the CAA
8.1.6. A request by the designated examiner's employer (made when the employees
recommendation was required for designation)
8.1.7. Unsatisfactory performance in any phase of the designated examiner's duties
or responsibilities (to include failure to accurately accomplish certification
paperwork or an unwillingness or inability to accept or carry out the
supervising inspector's instructions)
8.1.8. Evidence indicating that requirements for the original designation were not
met at the time of designation
8.1.9. When the designated examiner fails to be present for the annual observation
within the specified allowed time
8.2. Cancellation for Administrative Reasons. Inspectors should cancel designations
for administrative reasons (such as an examiner program change) by not
renewing a designation when it expires.
8.2.1. If the designation is to be canceled before expiration, the designated
examiner may be allowed to complete previously scheduled tests. In these
cases, the POI should hold an informal meeting with the designated examiner.
Should the designated examiner object to the decision to terminate the
designation, the inspector shall proceed in accordance with CAA regulation.
8.2.2. The POI confirm by letter the cancellation of the examiner's designation.
9. REPORTS
Surveillance of designated examiners will be scheduled as part of the annual
work program. Any deficiencies, if any, will be evaluated and the completed report
routed through the supervisor for filing in the examiner’s file.
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JOB FUNCTION 10 OPERATOR TRIP RECORDS
INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
The primary objective of trip records inspections is for inspectors to ensure
that operators meet the regulatory requirements, for the proper use, documentation,
and retention of operational trip records. Inspectors can evaluate trip records to
reconstruct a particular flight or a series of flights by examining flight plans,
dispatch or flight releases, loading and weight documents, weather documents, and
other related flight information retained by the operator. Trip record surveillance
includes an evaluation of the quality of the recorded data, a check of the
calculations for accuracy, and a check of the operator's compliance with the
regulation and company procedures.
2. OPERATOR TRIP RECORDS REQUIREMENTS. Inspectors should ensure that,
in the subject areas that follow, operators meet the following requirements:
2.1. Load Manifests, Dispatch Releases, and Flight Plans. Operators are required to
retain for at least 3 months the originals, copies, or electronic versions of the
completed load manifest; the dispatch release; and the flight plan. Inspectors
should review these records as follows:
2.1.1. Load Manifest. Inspectors should ensure that the operator's load manifest
contains the following information:
A. Individual weights of the aircraft, fuel and oil, cargo and baggage, passengers,
and crewmembers
B. Maximum allowable takeoff weight: runway to be used, runway limit, climb
limit, en-route performance limits, destination landing weight limits, and
destination or alternate landing distance limits
C. Total aircraft takeoff weight (as computed under approved procedures)
D. Documentation that the aircraft is properly loaded with the center of gravity
within approved limits
E. Passenger names (unless such information is maintained elsewhere by the
operator)
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2.1.2. Dispatch Release. Inspectors should ensure that the operator's dispatch
release contains the following information:
A. Aircraft identification number
B. Trip number
C. Departure airport, intermediate stops, destination airports, and alternate
airports. A statement of type of operation (IFR or VFR)
D. Minimum fuel required
E. Weather reports and forecasts for the destination airport, each intermediate
stop, and any alternate airport that is the latest information available at the
time the release is signed.
2.1.3. Flight plan. Inspectors must ensure that the operator's flight plan contains at
least the following information
A. Aircraft identification number
B. Type of aircraft
C. Flight number
D. Name of the pilot in command (PIC)
E. Point and proposed time of departure
F. Proposed route, cruising altitude (or flight level), and true airspeed at the
cruising altitude
G. Point of first intended landing and the estimated elapsed time until over that
point
H. Amount of fuel on board (in hours)
I. An alternate airport - if the first point of intended landing does not have a
prescribed standard instrument approach procedure, or the weather at that
airport for at least 1 hour before and 1 hour after the estimated time of arrival
(ETA) indicates VFR conditions
J. Number of persons in the aircraft
K. Any other information that either air traffic control (ATC) or the PIC finds
necessary for ATC purposes
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2.2. Types of Flights Requiring Dispatch Releases and Flight plans. A dispatch
release must be signed and a flight plan must be executed by both the PIC and
the aircraft dispatcher for the following types of flights:
2.2.1. All scheduled flights
2.2.2. All extra section (unscheduled) flights
2.2.3. All charter flights
2.2.4. All ferry flights
2.2.5. All proving flights
2.2.6. All flights undertaken to reposition an airplane after landing at an
unscheduled airport.
3. GENERAL INSPECTION PROCEDURES
Trip records inspections are usually conducted at the operator's principal base
of operations. Some operators have established a system where line stations
forward all trip record information to one central location where the information is
retained for the required time period. Inspectors should use the following general,
procedural guidelines when conducting an inspection of an operator's trip records.
3.1. Preplanning Inspection. Before conducting the actual inspection, inspectors
should familiarize themselves with the operator's trip records procedures,
formats, and means of disseminating information to flight crews. Inspectors
should preplan the inspection by deciding which specific areas should be
concentrated upon, such as listing alternate airports, accurate fuel loads,
dispatch release time versus actual blackout time, and accurate and timely
weather information.
3.2. Initial Contact With Operator. Inspectors should contact the operator's personnel
responsible for maintaining trip record files and advise them that an inspection
shall be conducted. Upon arriving at the record keeping location, the inspector
should properly identify one's self and request records for a specific series of
trips. This ensures that the operator has an effective means of storing record
information and is capable of retrieving specific trip information at the CAA’s
request. Inspectors should also request space at the operator's facility to conduct
the inspection.
NOTE: If an operator uses electronic records, it is important that the inspector
become familiar with the system before conducting the surveillance.
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3.3. Examination of Documents. During the conduct of the actual inspection,
inspectors should examine all of the available documents for each flight and
cross check the information between the trip records. For example, the fuel load
on a dispatch release for an operator should be the same as the fuel load on the
load manifest, the flight plan, and the fuel slip within the operator's specified
tolerance.
4. SPECIFIC INSPECTION PROCEDURES
For all trip records inspections, the inspector should, as a minimum, evaluate
the operator's records for the following:
4.1. Accuracy and Completeness. Inspectors should ensure that each trip record
package they examine contains all of the required information and also pertains
to the actual flight it represents. Each document should have a flight number or
a trip number and an aircraft identification number that clearly identifies the
applicable flight.
4.2. Aircraft Weight Information. Each trip record package, must contain aircraft
weight, balance (CG), and loading information. Passenger and cargo weight
information must be accurately reflected on the load manifest. When evaluating
this information, inspectors should take into account the following:
4.2.1. Many operators have approved systems that result in weight and balance
"finals" being transmitted to the flight crew via air ground passive
communication systems (ACARS) or company radio frequencies after the
aircraft has departed the gate or ramp area. This information, which normally
consists of adjusted takeoff gross weight and trim settings, is critical to the
crewmembers for the accurate determination of the takeoff data. Inspectors
should ensure that the information contained on the load manifest accurately
lists the actual passenger and cargo weights.
4.2.2. Load manifests must contain, as a minimum, two weight and balance
notations:
A. The maximum allowable takeoff weight
B. The actual takeoff gross weight for the particular flight
NOTE: Inspectors should ensure that these two weight figures are clearly
noted on the load manifest document.
4.3. Minimum Fuel Required. Inspectors should examine operator trip records to
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ensure that they include a notation of the minimum fuel required to conduct the
flight. Many operators will provide a breakdown of fuel loads, such as trip fuel,
alternate fuel, reserve fuel, and holding fuel. When examining fuel figures,
inspectors should cross check the dispatch or flight release fuel quantity (or
weight in pounds) with the load manifest fuel quantity (or weight in pounds) to
ensure that the figures are the same. Additionally, inspectors must ensure that
the operator's flight plan includes the amount of fuel on board (in hours), and
that this figure matches, within the operator's allowable tolerance, the fuel
figures shown on the flight release and the load manifest.
NOTE: Inspectors may obtain a close estimate of hourly fuel burn information
from the cruise control charts in the applicable aircraft operating manual.
4.4. Dispatch/Flight Release Information. Know the operator’s procedures to issue a
new dispatch release if the flight is delayed for more than 1 hour from the
intermediate airport and for international operators to reissue a dispatch or flight
release respectively, if the flight is delayed on the ground for more than 6 hours.
To ensure that the operator is re-releasing flights as required, inspectors should
determine the actual departure times from company logs, ATC tower logs, or
some other means, and then compare those times with the dispatch or flight
release times (as applicable).
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JOB FUNCTION 11 CREW RECORDS INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
his section provides direction and guidance to operations inspectors for the
inspection of crew qualification, training, and currency records.
2. PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING A RECORDS INSPECTION
This paragraph contains a general description of the procedures inspectors will
use when conducting records inspections.
2.1. Location. Inspectors normally conduct a records inspection at the main base. The
inspection process does not require that the operator surrender records, even
temporarily, and records may not be removed from the operator's premises
without the operator's permission. Should an agreement be reached for
inspectors to remove records, the operator must be given an itemized receipt for
all records.
2.2. Preparation and Initial Briefing. Normally, advance notice to the operator of a
planned records inspection is appropriate.
2.2.1. Prior to conducting any records inspections, inspectors must become familiar
with the operator's system of record keeping and become familiar with which
specific records are available at that facility.
2.2.2. An introduction and initial briefing should be given to the operator. The
briefing should describe the purpose of the inspection, what records will be
required, and that a debriefing will take place at the conclusion of the
inspection.
2.3. Records Handling. Care should be taken to keep records as intact as the operator
presents them. The preferred procedure is for inspectors to take only a few
records at a time, examine them, then return that batch to the operator before
starting on another batch. If it is necessary or desirable to obtain a copy of a
record, the operator may not be willing or able to provide it. In this case,
inspectors must make arrangements for copies.
3. CATEGORIES OF RECORDS
This paragraph lists the records required for pilots, flight and ground
instructors, designated examiners and check airmen.
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3.1. Airman Training and Qualification Records. The operator's record keeping
procedures should be reviewed to ensure that the training and qualification
required for the individual's present duty assignment is documented. Individual
records should be reviewed according to verify that the operator is correctly
managing the training and qualification program.
3.1.1. Require that the documentation of ground, flight, or qualification segments
contain a certification by the instructor, supervisor, or check airman that the
crew member is knowledgeable and proficient. In an electronic record
keeping system, the certification does not have to be made by means of a
signature.
3.2. Medical Qualification Records. Inspectors should observe that any required
medical certificates are current and appropriate to the applicable airman
certificate.
3.3. Route, Special Airport, Area Qualification Records. Inspectors must ensure that
operators have documented that the pilot in command (PIC) has met the special
currency requirements. Inspectors must also ensure that operators with the
authority to conduct flights requiring Class II navigation or to operate in special
use airspace (such as minimum navigation performance specification (MNPS,
North Pacific (NOPAC), or Central East Pacific (CEPAC)) document the
successful completion of required training and qualification for each flight crew
member.
3.4. Operating Experience or Operating Familiarization Records. Documentation
should verify that operating experience or operating familiarization has been
accomplished.
3.4.1. All PICs must have completed the required operating experience prior to
being assigned unsupervised duty in revenue service.
3.4.2. PICs who have completed initial upgrade training for an operator that uses
approved simulator training must have been observed by an CAA inspector
during operating experience.
3.5. Recency of Experience Records. This category refers to events, other than
required checks, which operators must accomplish within a specified time
period to remain qualified to serve in revenue operations.
3.5.1. Pilots must meet recency experience requirements.
3.6. Flight and rest records.
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3.7. Employment History. Inspectors should ensure that the operator's flight crew
member records document action taken concerning an individual's release from
employment for physical or professional disqualification.
4. REPORTS
Analyze the results, determine if corrective actions will be required and route
through the supervisor for filing in the operator‘s.
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JOB FUNCTION 12 MEL APPROVAL PROCESS
12.0 MEL APPROVAL PROCESS
1. GENERAL
This section contains specific direction, guidance, and procedures to be used
by the POI’s when evaluating and approving MELs. The operator's MEL is
developed by the operator from the appropriate master minimum equipment list
(MMEL), then approved by the CAA. This section contains the CAA approval
process for the MEL.
2. MEL ACCEPTABILITY
The general criteria for MEL acceptability are as follows:
2.1. Equally or More Restrictive. The operator's MEL must not be less restrictive than
the MMEL, the approved flight manual limitations, certification maintenance
procedures, or airworthiness directives (AD).
2.2. Appropriate. The MEL must be appropriate to the individual aircraft make and
model.
2.3. Specific. The operator's operations ("O") and maintenance ("M") procedures
must be specific to the aircraft and the operations conducted.
2.4. Applicability. An MEL should be applicable for the rules under which the
operator is certificated.
3. INITIAL PHASE OF MEL APPROVAL
In this phase of the MEL approval process, the operator should consult with
the principal operations inspector (POI) regarding requirements for either
developing an MEL or for revising an existing MEL. The POI should consult with
and seek the participation of the principal maintenance inspector (PMI) and the
principal avionics inspector (PAI) during the entire approval process.
3.1. Operator Familiarization. The POI should determine the scope of the task, based
on the operator's experience with MELs. POIs should adapt the discussion to fit
the operator's needs and experience, and should provide advice and guidance to
the operator as necessary. POIs must ensure that the operator clearly
understands that MEL document preparation is solely the operator's
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responsibility.
3.2. Required Document Submittal. POIs should advise the operator that, for an MEL
to be approved, the following documents must be submitted:
3.2.1. The proposed MEL or MEL changes
3.2.2. Necessary "O" and "M" procedures, which may be based on the aircraft
manufacturer's recommended procedures, Supplemental Type Certificate
(STC) modifier's procedures, or equivalent operator procedures
3.2.3. A description of the MEL management program and its procedures
3.2.4. Any required guidance material developed by the operator, such as training
material, guidance, and deferral procedures for both maintenance and
operations personnel
NOTE: Several manufacturers have produced manuals of recommended
procedures for operating with inoperative equipment. The Lockheed and
McDonnell Douglas MEL Procedures Manual and the Boeing Dispatch
Deviation Guide (DDG) are examples of these manuals. FAR Parts 23
and 27 manufacturers normally do not publish procedures manuals.
When a manufacturer's recommended procedures exist, operators may
use them or may develop alternate procedures. When contract services
are used to develop the operator's MEL along with acceptable "O" and
"M" procedures, the principal inspectors should review the "O" and "M"
procedures in light of the type of operations being conducted and should
ensure the acceptability of the procedures. The principal inspectors
should ensure that the developed MEL procedures can be adequately
implemented by the operator.
3.3. Document Form. The operator may submit MEL draft documents to the CAA
either on hard copy (printed on paper) or on computer disk, as mutually agreed
upon between the operator and the POI. The operator and the POI should
discuss the techniques that will be used for revising and editing the proposed
document. It is important that the operator understand that when the process is
complete, the final proposed MEL must be submitted on paper unless otherwise
approved by the CAA
3.4. MEL Format. The MMEL format has been standardized to facilitate the
development, revision, and approval of both master and operator documents.
While the master document contains eight total sections, six of these sections
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are considered basic for MEL development and should be included in each
operator's MEL.
4. FINAL PHASE OF MEL APPROVAL PROCESS
The final phase begins when the operator formally submits the proposed MEL
or MEL changes to the POI. The POI should initially review the operator's
submittal to verify that it is complete, contains the required elements and is detailed
enough to permit a thorough evaluation of the MEL.
4.1. Unacceptable Submittal. If the POI finds the proposed MEL package to be
incomplete or unacceptable at this time or at any other juncture in the approval
process, the POI should contact the operator. If a mutually acceptable correction
cannot be immediately agreed upon, the entire package must be immediately
returned to the operator, or its representative, along with an explanation of the
problems found within the documents.
4.2. Acceptable Submittal. If the POI finds the proposed MEL package to be
complete and to contain the required information in an acceptable format, the
detailed analysis begins. During this analysis, the POI should coordinate with
the PMI and the PAI to perform a detailed examination of the proposed MEL
document and other supporting documents and procedures. If the operator does
not currently have an MEL program, its MEL management program must also
be reviewed for acceptability. Inspectors should examine the technical content
and quality of the proposed MEL document and other supporting documents
and procedures as follows.
4.2.1. Timely Review. POIs should promptly address all deficiencies and notify the
operator of any discrepancies or outstanding issues. The POI and the operator
may informally coordinate by telephone to clarify minor discrepancies or
misunderstandings.
4.2.2. Reference Material. Inspectors should use the MMEL as the primary
reference document when reviewing and approving the MEL. In addition,
inspectors should use the following references:
A. Approved flight manual
B. Operator's OpSpecs
C. MMEL policy letters
4.2.3. Document Deficiencies.
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4.2.4. Change in Schedule. If certain MMEL items must be addressed within a
specific time frame, the POI should notify the operator of this requirement as
soon as possible. If the operator is unable to meet these schedule
requirements, the POI should negotiate a new schedule with the operator.
4.2.5. MEL Evaluation. Inspectors should compare the operator's MEL changes
against the corresponding items in the current MMEL for the specific aircraft
type. In addition, inspectors should verify that the operator's MEL contains
the following required items:
A. Cover Page (Optional). The MEL cover page contains the operator's name
and the make and model of the aircraft to which the MEL applies.
B. Table of Contents (Required). The table of contents contains a list of all of
the pages in the MEL by title and the corresponding page identification
(usually a page number).
C. Log of Revisions (Required). The log contains the revision identification
(usually a number) and date of the revision. It may also contain a list of the
revised pages, a block for the initials of the person posting the change, and
additional enhancements for use by the operator.
D. Preamble and Definitions (Required). The standard MMEL preamble and
definitions section must be reproduced word for word in each MEL, without
modification.
E. Control Page (Required). The control page is used as a method for keeping
track of the status of the MEL and includes a record of the revision status or
the date of each page of the operator's MEL.
a. Minimum Contents. At a minimum, the control page must contain the
following:
＊

The operator's name

＊

A listing of all of the pages in the MEL (including the date of each page
and its page number or revision number)

＊

The MMEL revision number on which the MEL is based

＊

A signature block containing space for signature of the POI (only if this
page is used as a means of conveying CAA approval of the MEL)

b. Optional Contents. The operator may include additional information on the
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control page to provide flexibility and additional approval functions.
c. Highlights of Change Page (Optional). This page contains a synopsis of the
changes made by the operator in each revision.
F. Additional Items. The operator may include additional information sections,
if appropriate.
4.2.6. The ATA Numbering System. Operators should use the standard ATA
numbering system, similar to the manner used in the MMEL, for numbering
individual pages in this section.
A. Individual Items of Equipment. The MMEL contains listed items of installed
equipment that may be inoperative.
a. MMEL Items not Listed on the Operator's MEL. If items listed on the
MMEL are not listed on the MEL there is no relief.
b. MMEL Items Listed on the Operator's MEL. Each piece of equipment that is
installed on the aircraft and that is contained in the MMEL, for which the
operator seeks relief and that is appropriate for its operation, should be listed
on the appropriate page of the operator's MEL within the associated ATA
system. The operator may be more restrictive than permitted by the MMEL
by not listing certain items in its MEL. Each item title on the operator's MEL
will generally be entered exactly as it is shown on the MMEL. Exceptions
include the following:
＊

When the MMEL uses a generic term to address equipment that serves a
similar function but various operators use different names for that
equipment; or

＊

When the MMEL lists functions rather than individual pieces of
equipment within that category (Examples include "Navigation
Equipment" or "Communications Equipment." In such cases, the MEL
must contain a list of the individual equipment or systems within that
category that are actually installed on the aircraft, such as "VHF
Communications Transceivers." When items of this type consist of
several components of a system, the item may be listed as a complete
system, such as "VOR Navigation System," consisting of a VOR
navigation receiver and its associated indicator. The inspector should
ensure that the operator has not listed inappropriate items or items that
are listed individually elsewhere in the MMEL. However, the POI is
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authorized to approve generic MMEL relief for navigation or
communication equipment that is appropriate such as ILS, VOR, VHF,
HF and GPS.)
c. Items Listed on the MMEL but not Installed on the Operator's Aircraft. The
POI may follow several acceptable methods of dealing with an item of
equipment being listed on the MMEL but not installed on the operator's
aircraft. One method is to simply omit the item from the MEL altogether,
renumbering individual items within an ATA category as necessary to
provide proper continuity. (It should be noted that individual item numbers
on a page are not necessarily ATA code numbers, but are simply sequential
item numbers within an ATA category.) Another method is to list the item as
shown on the MMEL, and to show the Number Installed as zero. In this case,
the "Number Required for Dispatch" would also be zero, and the remark
"Not Installed" may be noted under "Remarks and Exceptions"; repair
category designators should be omitted.
d. Triple Asterisk Symbol (***). The triple asterisk symbol is used in an
MMEL to indicate that an item is not installed on some models of the
aircraft. Operators should not produce or use this symbol in the MEL.
e. Repair Category. Each item of equipment listed in the operator's MEL,
except for Administrative Control Items and Passenger Convenience Items,
must include the repair category designator for that item as shown on the
MMEL. These designators, categorized as "A," "B," "C," or "D," indicate
the maximum time that an item may remain inoperative before repair is
made. The actual repair categories corresponding to these letters are
provided in the "Notes and Definitions" section of the MMEL. The operator
may choose to adopt a more restrictive repair category than the one shown
on the MMEL, but may not relax the requirement. Components or
subsystems of items categorized in the MMEL, such as items of
communications or navigation equipment that are not listed individually in
the MMEL, must retain the repair category shown on the MMEL when listed
as separate items on the MEL.
f. Passenger Convenience Items. Passenger convenience items relate to the
convenience, comfort, and entertainment of passengers and must never
affect the airworthiness of the aircraft. These items do not carry a specific
repair category; however, the operator should make repairs to convenience
items within a reasonable time frame.
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g. Administrative Control Items. "Administrative control item" means an item
listed by the operator in the MEL for tracking and informational purposes. It
may be added to an operator's MEL by approval of the POI, provided no
relief is granted, or provided conditions and limitations are contained in an
approved document (such as Structural Repair Manual or airworthiness
directive (AD)). If relief other than that granted by an approved document is
sought for an administrative control item, the operator must submit a request
to the CAA.
h. Number of Items Installed. The MEL will normally contain the actual
number of items of particular equipment installed on the aircraft.
i. Number of Items Required for Dispatch. Normally, the number of items
required for dispatch determined by the FOEB and may be modified in the
MEL in only two cases:
＊

When the item is not installed on the aircraft, in which case a zero may
be shown as the number required for dispatch

＊

When the item is shown in the MMEL as being a variable number
required for dispatch
NOTE: In this case, the reviewing inspector should ascertain that the
operator has made a determination as to the number required for
dispatch. There can be several factors that establish this number. In
some cases, it is determined by a reference to specific requirements
listed in the "Remarks or Exceptions" column of the MMEL. An
example would be cabin lights. In this case, the MMEL may show
a variable number installed while the "Remarks or Exceptions"
column might state that 50 percent of those items be operable. The
number required for dispatch would therefore be 50 percent of the
number of lights determined to be actually installed on the
individual aircraft. Another case where the MMEL may show a
variable number required for dispatch is when the "Remarks or
Exceptions" column of the MMEL contains the statement, "As
Required by Regulation." In this case, the number is the minimum
quantity of these items that must be installed for operations under
the least restrictive regulation under which the operator conducts
operations.

4.2.7. Evaluation of Associated Documentation. The inspector should evaluate the
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supporting documentation submitted by the operator to ensure that it is
complete and appropriate.
A. The Operator's Manual. Inspectors should evaluate the operator's manual to
ensure that it contains adequate guidance for the operator's personnel in
conducting operations using the MEL. Generally, if the operator does not
presently have an MEL program, the applicable portions of its manual and
other guidance material should be submitted at the time the MEL is
submitted for initial review. When evaluating the operator's manual,
inspectors should use the following guidance:
B. Documentation Procedures. The procedures for documenting inoperative
equipment and any required maintenance release procedures should be clear.
At a minimum, provisions for recording the following items should be
developed:
a. An identification of the item of equipment involved
b. A description of the nature of the malfunction
c. An identification of the person making the entry
d. The MEL item number for the equipment involved
4.2.8. Crew Notification. The operator should establish procedures for advising the
pilot in command (PIC) of inoperative items and required procedures such as
affixing placards, alternate operating procedures, and instructions for the
isolation of malfunctions. The PIC and the operator are both responsible for
ensuring that flights are not dispatched or released until all of the
requirements of the "O" procedures and "M" procedures have been met.
4.2.9. Flight Restrictions. The operator should establish procedures to ensure that
dispatch or other operational control personnel, as well as the flightcrew, are
notified of any flight restrictions required when operating with an item of
equipment that is inoperative. These restrictions may involve maximum
altitudes, limitations for the use of ground facilities, weight limitations, or a
number of other factors.
4.2.10. Training Program Material. Inspectors should ensure that the operator's flight
and ground personnel training programs contain adequate instruction for
MEL use.
4.2.11. MEL Management Program. The POI should coordinate closely with both
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the PMI and the operator on the MEL management program. Operators must
develop an MEL management program as a comprehensive means of
controlling the repair of items listed in the approved MEL. Operators must
include a description of the program in their maintenance manual or other
documents. The MEL management plan must include the following:
A. A method for tracking the date and time of deferral and repair
B. The procedures for controlling extensions to maximum repair categories
C. A plan for coordinating parts, maintenance, personnel, and aircraft at a
specific time and place for repair
D. A review of items deferred due to unavailability of parts
E. The specific duties and responsibilities of the managers of the MEL
management program, listed by job title
5. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RELIEF
This section contains the terms and conditions of relief granted to an operator
for operating the aircraft with items of installed equipment that are inoperative. The
operator must state the terms and conditions under which operations may be
conducted with inoperative items for the operator's particular organization and
aircraft. The reviewing inspector must address the following elements of this
section:
5.1. Standard Phraseology. When reviewing the MEL, inspectors should ensure that
the operator generally uses the phraseology used in the MMEL to ensure clarity
and standardization. In some cases modified phraseology is appropriate for the
operator's specific installation.
5.2. "As Required by Regulation." The general term, "As Required by Regulation,"
applies to ATA chapters 23 (Communications), 31 (Instruments), 33 (Lights),
and 34 (Navigation Equipment). When this term appears in the "Remarks or
Exceptions" section of an MMEL, the operator's MEL must contain the specific
conditions that apply. The operator usually must research the applicable
regulations in detail to develop the appropriate provisions that apply to that
operator's particular operations. An example of a typical distance measuring
equipment (DME) remark could read, "Not required for flights below FL 240."
NOTE: The operator's MEL must clearly establish the actual requirement for its
operation when the MMEL stipulates "As Required by Regulation." It is
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not acceptable for the MEL to simply refer to the Regulation.
5.3. "O" and "M" Procedures.
5.3.1. "O" and "M" procedures must contain descriptions of the individual steps
necessary to accomplish each process. For example, if the MMEL contains
an "M" symbol with a provision that a valve must be closed, the operator
must include the appropriate procedures to close the valve as part of the
operator's manual or MEL. The reviewing inspector must ensure that the
procedure addresses the following:
A. How the procedure is accomplished
B. The order of acco.mplishing the elements of the procedure
C. The actions necessary to complete the procedure
5.3.2. For example, if the MMEL contains an "M" symbol with a provision that a
valve must be closed, the operator must include detailed steps and actions for
closing and testing the valve and installing the placard. The actual written
procedures may be contained within the "Remarks or Exceptions" section of
the MEL, in separate documents, or attached as an appendix. Inspectors
should consult the Guidelines for "O" and "M" Procedures of the MMEL
when evaluating these procedures. The section about the Guidelines for "O"
and "M" Procedures does not have to be contained within the operator's MEL.
If the "O" and "M" procedures are not contained within the MEL, the MEL
should include a reference to the location of the procedures.
5.3.3. "O" Procedures. The "(O)" symbol indicates a requirement for a specific
operations procedure, that must be accomplished in planning for and/or
operating with the listed item inoperative. Normally, these procedures are
accomplished by the flightcrew; however, other personnel may be qualified
and authorized to perform certain functions. The satisfactory accomplishment
of all procedures, regardless of who performs them, is the responsibility of
the operator. Appropriate procedures are required to be published as a part of
the operator's manual or MEL.
5.3.4. "M" Procedures. The "(M)" symbol indicates a requirement for a specific
maintenance procedure which must be accomplished prior to operation with
the listed item inoperative. Normally these procedures are accomplished by
maintenance personnel; however, other personnel may be qualified and
authorized to perform certain functions. Procedures requiring specialized
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knowledge or skill, or requiring the use of tools or test equipment should be
accomplished by maintenance personnel. The satisfactory accomplishment of
all maintenance procedures, regardless of who performs them, is the
responsibility of the operator. Appropriate procedures are required to be
published as part of the operator's manual or MEL.
6. POI APPROVAL OF THE OPERATOR'S MEL
After the POI is satisfied that the MEL is in full compliance with all applicable
requirements, the POI shall sign the MEL control page or the individual MEL pages
to signify approval. US “N” registered aircraft operated under FAR part 129 must
have an approved MEL and a letter of Authorization permitting the operator to use
the approved MEL and both must carried aboard the aircraft. The MEL and a letter
of Authorization constitute a supplemental type certificate for the aircraft.
7. REPORTS
Work performed as an MEL review shall be documented and the report route
through the supervisor for filling in the operator’s file.
8. MEL USE DURING PUSH BACK AND PRIOR TO DEPARTURE
8.1. The MEL is referred to as a dispatch (or flight release) document designed to be
used during the preparation for flight and not intended to replace
abnormal/emergency procedures when an item becomes inoperative during a
flight. This provides some latitude for the air carrier in establishing procedures
to allow the pilot in command to consult with the maintenance and the dispatch
organization. Together they will decide the best course of action in event of an
equipment failure after a flight departs the blocks.
8.1.1. For air carrier operations, the phrase, “time of dispatch or release” should be
considered as “the time that the aircraft begins movement for the purpose of
takeoff.” This is interpreted as the time that the aircraft is either pushed-back
from the blocks, or the first movement of the aircraft taxiing away from the
blocks, or is towed from the blocks for the purpose of takeoff. The intent is to
provide protection for the required operational conditions to be considered
for the dispatch of a flight in situations where delays may be encountered.
8.1.2. The air carrier is responsible for operating its aircraft in an airworthy
condition. The certificate holder should include a procedure for handling
equipment or instrument failure after the aircraft has departed the blocks for
the purpose of takeoff. The procedure should allow the pilot in command to
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communicate with the dispatch and maintenance organizations, if required, to
review the situation and determine whether the flight should:
A. return for repairs (the failed equipment is a no-go item), or
B. return to accomplish an (M) procedure specified in the MEL before
continuing the flight, or
C. continue using the alternate procedure (abnormal procedure) for operating
with the failed item.
8.1.3. The air carrier procedure may also provide for the flight to continue when the
pilot in command determines that the flight can be operated safely using the
alternate procedure under the conditions of the dispatch release, without
communicating with the dispatch and maintenance organizations.
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12.1 MEL-EXTENSION INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
This Chapter describes the process used to evaluate and approve extensions to
the maximum repair interval for category “B” and “C” category items.
2. GENERAL
2.1. PURPOSE OF MEL. The CAA Regulation permits the authorization of an MEL
if the CAA finds that compliance with all the aircraft equipment is not necessary
in the interest of safety for a particular operation. Through the use of
appropriate conditions or limitations, the MEL provides for improved scheduled
reliability and aircraft utilization with an equivalent level of safety. This process
is possible because of the installation of additional and redundant instruments,
equipment and/or systems in present transport aircraft. Without an approved
MEL, inoperative equipment would ground the airplane until repair or
replacement of the nonfunctioning equipment. An MEL is approved for a
specific make and model of aircraft, and the use of it is authorized by its
operations specifications (OpSpecs).
2.2. ITEMS LISTED ON THE MEL. There are three categories of items that may be
contained in the operator‘s MEL:
＊

MMEL items

＊

Passenger convenience items

＊

Administrative control items

2.2.1. MMEL Items. The MEL will list all of the MMEL items for which the seeks
relief and that are appropriate for its operation. The operator, by not listing at
its discretion certain items in its MEL, may be more restrictive than
permitted by the MMEL.
2.2.2. Passenger Convenience Items:
A. The passenger convenience items, as contained in the operator‘s approved
MEL are those related to passenger convenience, comfort, or entertainment,
such as, but not limited to, galley equipment, movie equipment, in-flight
phones, ashtrays, stereo equipment, and overhead reading lamps. It is
incumbent on the operator and the POI to develop procedures to ensure that
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those inoperative passenger convenience items are not used. Passenger
convenience items do not have fixed repair intervals. Items addressed else
where in the MMEL shall not be authorized relief as a passenger convenience
item. “M” and “O” procedures may be required and should be developed by
the operator, approved by the POI, and included in the air carrier’s
appropriate document.
B. The passenger convenience items must never affect the airworthiness of the
aircraft. These items do not carry a specific repair category; however, the
operator should make repairs to convenience items within a reasonable time
frame. Normally, the operator lists these items individually in ATA chapter 25
and 38. Passenger convenience items may be included elsewhere in the MEL
if clearly identified as passenger convenience items. POI‘s should review the
operator’s MEL to decide which passenger convenience items are
components of an item appearing in the MMEL. When listing passenger
convenience items on the MEL, the operator must list each item for which
the operator wishes relief. Passenger convenience items also apply to cargo
airplanes, as appropriate.
2.2.3. Administrative Control Items:
A. An operator may use an MEL as a comprehensive document to control items
for administrative purposes. In such cases, the operator‘s MEL may include
items not listed in the MMEL; however, relief may not be granted for these
items unless conditions and limitations are contained in approved document
other than the MMEL or meet the regulatory requirements of the CAA
regulation. Examples of items considered to be administrative control items
would be cockpit procedure cards, medical kits, delaminated windshields,
and life vests.
B. “Administrative control item” means an item listed by the operator in the
MEL for tracking and informational purposes. It may be added to an
operator‘s MEL by approval of the POI, provided no relief is granted, or
provided conditions and limitations are contained in an approved document
(Such as structural repair manual, or airworthiness directive (AD). If relief
other than that granted an approved document is sought is sought for an
administrative item, the operator must submit a request to the CAA. If the
request results in review and approval by the manufacturing authority, the
item becomes an MMEL item rather than an administrative item. Always
keep in mind that the administrative control items are not granted relief in the
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MEL unless the release conditions or limitations are contained in another
approved document.
3. TIMELY REPAIR OF ITEMS THAT ARE INOPERATIVE
The MEL is intended to permit the operation of an aircraft with certain
inoperative items for a limited period of time until repairs can be accomplished.
The Operator is responsible for establishing a controlled and effective repair
program.
3.1. Repair Interval. Operator must make repairs within the time period specified by
the MEL. Although the MEL might permit multiple days of operation with
certain inoperative equipment, operators must repair the affected items as soon
as possible.
3.2. Day of Discovery. The day of discovery is the calendar day an equipment
malfunction was recorded in the aircraft maintenance log or record. This day is
excluded from the calendar days or flight days specified in the MMEL for the
repair of an inoperative item of equipment This provision is applicable to all
MMEL items such as categories “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”. The operator and the POI
must establish a reference time in which the calendar day or flight day begins
and ends 24 hours later. This reference time is established to ensure compliance
with timely repair of equipment and items.
3.3. Continuing Authorizations. Approval of an MEL authorizes an operator to apply
CAA for the approval to use a continuing authorization to extend the maximum
repair interval for category “B” and “C” items, provided the operator has
developed the appropriate procedures for its exercise of extension authority. The
POI is not authorized to extend the maximum repair time for category “A” and
“D” items, as specified in the MMEL M is use of the continuing authorization
may result in an amendment of the operator‘s Op Specs by removing the
operator’s authority to use an MEL.
3.4. The MEL extension approval will be applicable on case-by-case basis in
accordance with the operator‘s established procedures to use a continuing
authorization on the MEL to exercise extensions to the maximum repair interval
for category “B” and “C” only.
4. RECORDKEEPING
When an item of equipment becomes inoperative, the operator must report it
by making an entry in the aircraft maintenance record.
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5. MULTIPLE ITEMS THAT ARE INOPERATIVE
Individual MEL requirements are designed to provide coverage for single
failures en route. When operating with multiple inoperative items, the operator
should consider the interrelationships between those items and the effect on aircraft
operation and crew workload, including consideration of a single additional failure
occurring en route.
6. CONFLICT WITH OTHER REGULATORY-APPROVED DOCUMENTS
The MEL may not conflict with other regulatory-approved documents such as
the approved flight manual limitations, configuration maintenance procedures
(CMP), or airworthiness directives (AD).
7. REQUIRED DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL
The operator should submit CAA the following documents for an MEL
extension to be approved:
7.1. Operator‘s maintenance manual required by MEL/MMEL INSPECTION (REF.
JOB FUNCTION-15)
7.2. Necessary “O” and “M” procedures. which may be based on the aircraft
manufacturer‘s recommended procedures, Supplemental Type Certificate (STC)
modifier’s procedures, or equivalent operator procedures.
7.3. Operator‘s training program material:
7.3.1. Flight and ground personnel training programs contain adequate instruction
for MEL use.
7.3.2. Any required guidance material developed by the operator, such as training
material, guidance, and deferral procedures for both maintenance and
operations.
7.4. Documentation procedures. The procedures for documenting inoperative
equipment and any required maintenance release procedures should be clear. At
a minimum, provisions for recording the following items should be developed:
7.4.1. An identification of the item of equipment involved.
7.4.2. A description nature of the malfunction.
7.4.3. An identification of the person making the entry.
7.4.4. The MEL item number for the equipment involved.
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7.5. Crew notification. The operator should establish procedures for advising the
pilot-in-command (PIC) of inoperative items and required procedures such as
affixing placards, alternate operating procedures, and instructions for the
isolation of malfunction. The PIC and the operator are both responsible for
ensuring that flights are not dispatched or released until all of the requirements
of the “O” and “M” procedures have been met.
7.6. Flight restrictions. The operator should establish procedures to ensure that
dispatch or other operational control personnel, as well as the flight crew, are
notified of any flight restrictions required when operating with an item of
equipment that is inoperative. These restrictions may involve maximum altitude,
limitations for the use of ground facilities, weight limitations, or a number of
other factors.
7.7. MEL management program. The POI should coordinate closely with both the
PMI and the operator on the MEL management program. Operators must
develop an MEL management program as a comprehensive means of
controlling the repair of items listed in the approved MEL. Operators must
include a description of the program in their maintenance manual or other
documents. The MEL management plan must include the following:
7.7.1. A method for tracking the date and time of deferral and repair.
7.7.2. The procedures for controlling extensions to maximum repair categories.
7.7.3. A plan for coordinating parts, maintenance, personnel, and aircraft at specific
time and place for repair.
7.7.4. A review of items deferred due to unavailability of parts.
7.7.5. The specific duties and responsibilities of the managers of the MEL
management program, listed by job title.
8. OFFICE FILES
The operator should file the following required documents and records at the
appropriate office for the CAA inspection: (for example, Quality Assurance and
Flight Safety offices, etc, )
8.1. All the aforementioned management procedures considered to be necessary for
controlling the deferred and repaired items of the MEL items, passenger
convenience items, and administrative control items.
8.2. Records of deferral items in which the repair or pertinent control procedures
needed to be taken.
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JOB FUNCTION 12G AIR AMBULANCE INSPECTION
1. GENERAL
This section contains information and guidance to be used by inspectors when
performing a base/ramp inspection for air ambulance operations (helicopter or
airplane). To conduct Air Ambulance (Airplane) and Helicopter Emergency
Medical Evacuation Service (HEMES) operations, an operator must comply with
all of the pertinent AOR requirements. These are specialized inspections; however
the inspector must also include the additional job functions contained in Volume 4
of this handbook during their annual work program for this operator.
2. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
When evaluating an operator's administrative procedures for air ambulance
operations, inspectors should consider the following:
2.1. Operational Control Procedures. Inspectors should ensure that an operator's
procedures for operational control are adequate for the base of operations and
for each satellite location.
2.2. Flight Time and Rest Requirements. Inspectors should ensure that an operator
maintains well-defined records showing the difference of duty time, flight time,
rest time, and off duty or unassigned time in accordance with AORs.
2.2.1. During HEMES operations in accordance with AOR 282, provisions must
provide for:
A. Ten consecutive hours of rest before being placed on standby duty.
B. A flight crewmember on standby for the duty of aircraft emergency medical
service shall be given at least a rest period of 8 consecutive hours during any
24 consecutive hours.
C. An operator may schedule a pilot to fly no more than 10 accumulated hours
for aircraft emergency medical service during any consecutive 24 hours.
2.2.2. The operator should establish a recordkeeping system to keep the flight
crewmember’s duty time, flight time, rest time, and off duty or unassigned
time record for at least one year.
NOTE: Inspectors should ensure that operators scheduling under AOR 282
have identified those procedures and policies in their operations
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manual.
2.3. Flight Locating Procedures. To ensure safe and orderly accomplishment of an air
ambulance service mission, each operator should develop a flight locating
system. Air ambulance operations should be conducted using instrument flight
rules (IFR) and visual flight rules (VFR) flight plans and procedures, when
feasible. HEMES flights that do not have ATC flight plans filed, must have
flight locating procedures for making the determination of when an aircraft is
overdue. The operator's procedures must contain specific actions that are
necessary when an aircraft is overdue. Elements that must be considered by
inspectors when evaluating flight locating procedures include the following;
2.3.1. Procedures that provide the operator with all the information required to be
included in a ATC flight plan.
2.3.2. Procedures that provide for the timely notification for search and rescue
notification if an aircraft is overdue or missing.
2.3.3. Procedures that provide the operator with the location, date, and estimated
time for reestablishing radio or telephone communications if the flight will
operate in an area where communications cannot be maintained,
2.3.4. Communication procedures ensuring that actual departure; times are
transmitted to the flight locating facility.
2.3.5. Procedures ensuring that position reports are made at specified intervals and
are received by the flight locating facility.
2.3.6. Adequate training on the operator's flight locating procedures for persons
assigned flight following duties.
2.4. Shift Change Briefing. Inspectors must ensure that the operator has a procedure
to ensure that the pilots coming on duty have received information concerning
the following:
2.4.1. Aircraft status (such as fuel, maintenance discrepancies),
2.4.2. Anticipated flights,
2.4.3. Hazard updated,
2.4.4. Schedule changes,
2.4.5. Name and location of relief pilot.
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2.4.6. Other special circumstances.
2.5. Potential Hazard Information. Inspectors should ensure that helicopter operators
have developed a means at each base and satellite location for depicting
uncharted hazards (to include the location of wire hazards) in the local flying
area that may impair low flight or off site landings. Operators should have
established procedures for keeping this information current.
2.6. Landing Site Depiction. Inspectors should encourage operators to provide a
portfolio, notebook, or other media containing photographs, video, drawings, or
diagrams of each of the heliports used routinely by the operator.
2.7. Protection and Control of Infectious Conditions. Operators should have
procedures in their operations manual for the disposal and decontamination of
medical or hazardous wastes. Operators should also have procedures in their
operations manual for infection control and for aircraft cleaning, which may be
provided by an associated medical service or hospital or could be contracted to a
service company. Inspectors should ensure that precautions for all of the
operator's employees are emphasized in the operations manual.
3. PREFLIGHT PLANNING
When evaluating an operator's preflight planning procedures for an air
ambulance service, inspectors should consider the following:
3.1. Use of Local Flying Area Maps for Helicopter Operations. In addition to the
items normally accomplished during preflight planning, the PIC should become
familiar with the current map of the area and the uncharted hazards for the area.
3.2. Weather Considerations. Weather considerations include the capability for
obtaining current weather information for the area of operation at the time of the
planned flight.
3.3. Landing Site Update Information. The PIC should review the operator's updated
landing site portfolio for current operational information.
4. IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURES
When evaluating an operator's in flight procedures for an air ambulance
service, inspectors should consider the following:
4.1. Passenger Briefing Procedures. A person designated and trained by the operator,
may conduct the passenger briefings. If passenger briefing duties are delegated
to a medical crewmember, the procedure must be covered in the operator's
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operations and training manuals. Passenger-briefing cards are required for air
ambulance operations.
4.2. Passenger Restraint Procedures. Operators should be encouraged to establish
adequate written procedures for the proper restraint of all flight personnel and
the proper use of seat belts and shoulder harnesses during air ambulance
operations. In addition, it is the responsibility of the PIC to ensure that
passengers who may pose a hazard to the aircraft or to its occupants are
properly restrained before takeoff (such as hysterical patients or combative
passengers.)
4.3. Air-to-Ground Communications. Helicopters used in air ambulance services
must have air-to-ground communication systems that ensure the safe and
satisfactory completion of the flight. These systems must ensure that the flight
crew can coordinate with emergency personnel on the scene (such as the state
and local police, and fire departments, when applicable).
4.4. Scene Response Operations. Inspectors and operators normally associate the
term scene response with helicopter operations; however, scene response
operations are not limited to helicopters; they may be airplane operations.
Inspectors should consider the following operational procedures regarding scene
response operations:
4.4.1. Operators should have established procedures for in flight coordination with
local authorities, The PIC should establish communication with scene
personnel (such as the state and local police, and fire departments, when
applicable) as soon as possible after takeoff. An airplane, in a remote area
with an adequate landing site, should attempt to relay communications
through any agency with both aviation and police radios.
4.4.2. The operations manual should have procedures for determining the
suitability of the landing site, which should include the following:
A. Obstacles,
B. Crowd control,
C. Security,
D. Wind direction and velocity,
E. Restrictions to visibility, and
F. Illumination of obstacles by ground personnel.
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4.4.3. The PIC must be aware that personnel on the ground may not have been
trained to provide the PIC with accurate information from which the PIC can
determine the suitability of a landing site. The final responsibility for the
determination of the suitability of the landing site remains with the PIC.
4.4.4. After a scene response landing, the PIC should refrain from getting involved
with patient care. If the aircraft's engines are not shut down, the PIC should
remain at the designated aircraft station and evaluate the takeoff area to
predetermine a safe departure. If the engines are shut down, the PIC should
make a physical reconnaissance of the intended departure path to determine
the location of all obstacles.
4.4.5. The PIC is responsible during scene response operations for ensuring that the
operator's safety procedures are complied with for movement in and around
the aircraft, including loading and unloading.
4.4.6. The operations manual should have specific policy guidance for coordination
procedures between flight crew and medical personnel.
5. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
When evaluating an operator's emergency procedures for an air ambulance
service, inspectors should consider the following:
5.1. Inadvertent Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC). Operators must have
emergency operational procedures for recovery from inadvertent IMC. These
procedures must be in the operator's training manual.
5.2. In-Flight Medical Emergencies. For in flight medical emergencies, operators
need procedures for the flight crew coordination with medical personnel. The
PIC must be able to remain excluded from the medical emergency. The PIC will
identify their aircraft as emergency medical flight when communicating with air
traffic control (ATC).
5.3. Emergency Evacuation Procedures. Operators must develop emergency
evacuation procedures for each make and model of aircraft and aircraft
configuration. This should include any additional duties assigned to the medical
crew.
6. EFFECT OF LIGHTING CONDITIONS DURING NIGHT VFR HEMES
OPERATIONS
While ceiling and visibility significantly affect safety in night VFR HEMES
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operations, lighting conditions also have a profound effect on safety. Even in
conditions which, by visibility and ceiling, are determined to be visual
meteorological conditions, the ability to discern unlighted or low contrast objects
and terrain at night may be compromised.
7. VISUAL NIGHT REFERENCE REQUIREMENTS
No person may operate a helicopter under VFR unless that person has visual
surface reference or, at night, visual surface light reference, sufficient to safely
control the helicopter. Regardless of weather minimums, or the use of advanced
technologies, this requirement must be met in all VFR helicopter operations.
8. WEATHER MINIMA
The operator and pilot must comply with VFR weather minima of “Rules of
the Air” and other related Regulations for dispatch and operation, the operator must
have legal weather information to release.
8.1. IFR Operations. For IFR authorization, the minimum required crew for IFR
flight must be qualified/trained, and the aircraft must be appropriately equipped
and operated using the stabilization, flight control system(s), and system modes
required and operable for IFR flight.
9. LOCAL FLYING AREA FOR HEMES OPERATIONS
The inspector shall ensure the operator has established a local flying area
which all pilot has detailed local knowledge.
9.1. Local Flying
The local flying area may be a symmetrical area, such as an area
encompassed by a designated size radius, or landmarks and geographical
features may define it; however, these features must be individually identified
for each base of operations.
Exceptions can be approved when the area has limited complexity,
however, in no case should a local flying area exceed 50 nautical miles in any
direction from the HEMES base.
9.2. Contiguous
The local flying area is not required to be contiguous, that is, there is no
requirement that the local flying area for a particular base of operations be only
one defined area. For example:
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9.3. Flying Area Minimums
An inspector must assure that HEMES pilot have completed an
examination on the features of the local flying area within the previous 12
calendar months. The training program must include, but is not limited to the
following:
9.3.1. Terrain features,
9.3.2. prominent obstructions, including areas of obstructions,
9.3.3. Minimum safe altitudes in the area,
9.3.4. Weather producers (such as industrial areas, fog prone areas, etc:),
9.3.5. Areas of poor surface lighting, and the effects of seasonal and other changes
on surface lighting, as applicable to the local flying area in question,
9.3.6. Airspace/air traffic facilities,
9.3.7. Radar and communications coverage, including minimum altitudes for radar
service and communications with air traffic facilities and company
dispatch/communications facilities, Airports/heliports/fuel sources, including
night availability,
9.3.8. Available instrument approaches,
9.3.9. Predominant air traffic flows,
9.3.10. Landmarks and cultural features,
9.3.11. Noise sensitive areas,
9.3.12. Facility specific information, such as flight locating, dispatch, and
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communications,
9.3.13. Emergency considerations appropriate to the area.
This examination may be an oral or written examination, or combination,
and may be conducted as a part of the line check. The manner in which the
examination is conducted must be described in the operator's approved training
program.
10. SERVICING OF AIRCRAFT WITH PATIENTS ON BOARD
Inspectors should consider the following requirements when evaluating an
operator's procedures for servicing aircraft when passengers (patients) are on board:
10.1. Refueling Procedures. The Inspector must ensure that the operator has
developed procedures in the related manual approved by the POI, for non
conventional operations, such as the refueling of an aircraft with the engines
running or with passengers on board. The operator must train and qualify all
applicable personnel in these procedures before conducting such operations.
10.2. Evacuation Procedures. An operator's refueling and oxygen replenishment
policies and procedures should include any special considerations for the
evacuation of patients in case of emergencies as outlined in the related manual.
11. RAMP INSPECTIONS
In addition to Job Function 1, the inspector must inspect the cabin section to
ensure all medical equipment and supplies are secured per the original approved
medical installation package.
12. TASK OUTCOME
12.1. Review inspection results for AOR compliance.
12.2. Debrief the operator.
12.3. Take appropriate action on findings when applicable.
12.4. Follow office procedures for recordation of job function.
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JOB FUNCTION 13 GENERAL AVIATION SELF AUDIT
1. GENERAL
The CAA is dedicated to, and the flying public expects, the highest degree of
safety in air transportation and air commerce. Accordingly, General Aviations shall
have as their highest priority the assignment and maintenance of safety. The issue
of safety permeates both managerial competence and compliance disposition. This
section describes the responsibilities of General Aviations management and the
required methods of program implementation.
1.1. General Aviation Management Responsibilities. General Aviation management
has the responsibility for recognizing procedures that fail to attain the goal of
safety. However, it is not enough for an experienced and capable General
Aviations management to be prepared to step in only when problems arise, nor
is it enough for General Aviation management to correct problems only as they
are brought to its attention by outside agencies such as the CAA. Management
expertise entails taking an active role, not simply reacting to events. It requires
taking the initiative to ensure a safe operation. It is not sufficient for
management personnel to establish policies and procedures; they must also
ensure that the policies and procedures are effective and that employees
implement and follow them. Management may be held accountable for
compliance problems even if they do not have actual knowledge of the
problems, if they should have known of the carrier's safety and compliance
deficiencies.
1.2. Role of the CAA. When necessary, the CAA may inquire at any time into the
management of the business of any General Aviation. Further, the CAA may
reinspect any air operator and, if necessary, may amend, modify, suspend, or
revoke an General Aviation operating certificate.
2. MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
2.1. Safe Operations. General Aviation management has the responsibility to conduct
safe operations and to ensure regulatory compliance. To achieve this purpose,
General Aviation management must accomplish the following:
2.1.1. Ensure that it possesses and maintains both the intent and ability to comply
with the laws governing the airlines' operations, particularly the CAA's safety
regulations
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2.1.2. Establish a high level management position to direct continuing analysis and
surveillance program functions (This position shall have the authority to
investigate, report, change inspection/maintenance programs, require training,
or change procedures as necessary to provide the high degree of safety)
2.1.3. Ensure that personnel in positions such as check airman, designated
maintenance examiner (DME), instructor, and those with required inspection
item (RII) authority possess the higher level of responsibility necessary to
perform to the standards incumbent on their positions
2.1.4. Strive to exceed minimum CAA regulation requirements in all areas of
General Aviation responsibility
2.1.5. Acquire and utilize all of the elements needed for safe operation, including a
competent and willing workforce
2.1.6. Demonstrate the ability and willingness to work with the CAA to ensure
continued safe operations
2.2. Internal Evaluation Program. General Aviations are encouraged to develop
internal evaluation programs that continually monitor company policies and
procedures and ensure that the highest level of safety compliance is maintained.
This auditing effort must also encompass those companies from which parts and
services are procured.
3. GENERAL AVIATION COMPLIANCE ALERT INDICATORS
The CAA has identified certain General Aviation compliance alert indicators
that are areas of concern in certificate holder operations that may accompany
potential safety deficiencies. Some of these indicators are as follows:
3.1. Failure to prevent and correct operational problems that compromise safety
3.2. Operational policies and programs that inhibit the ability to resolve safety-related
problems
3.3. Repeated violation of regulations designed to ensure compliance with safety
standards
3.4. When the CAA, through increased surveillance, must assume an ongoing quality
control role at the General Aviation
3.5. Increases in accidents, incidents, violations, and emergencies
3.6. Slow or incomplete implementation of new regulations and programs
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3.7. A major change in operating scope, such as significant route expansion, fleet
expansion, and introduction of new aircraft or personnel
3.8. Corporate and management problems, such as poor or non-existent internal audit
procedures and limited experience levels of management personnel
3.9. Significant increases in employee turnover
3.10. Financial or labor/management problems, such as bankruptcies or strikes
3.11. Major increases in wet or dry lease activity
3.12. Corporate mergers
4. EMPHASIS AREAS
A safe and compliant airworthiness operation includes a trained and
experienced work force, adequate technical guidance, adequate time for
maintenance, and an effective quality assurance program. Trends that negatively
affect airworthiness and safety have been identified through inspections conducted
by the CAA. Some standard areas of inspection are as follows:
4.1. Training programs
4.2. Manuals and procedures
4.3. Recordkeeping systems
4.4. Flight and rest times
4.5. Operational control
4.6. Use of minimum equipment lists (MEL) and configuration deviation lists (CDL)
5. TRAINING PROGRAMS
Training programs are systems of instruction that include curriculums,
facilities, instructors, instructional delivery methods, and testing and checking
procedures. A program must satisfy the training requirements of the CAA and
ensure that each employee remains adequately trained for each aircraft operation in
which that person serves.
5.1. Effectiveness. Effective training of all personnel is critical in order for an
operator to gain and maintain the highest level of proficiency and safety.
5.2. Need for Flexibility. All General Aviation operations are directly influenced by
changes within the company or in industry in general. These changes will
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normally result in a need to revise training curriculums. Changes that may
dictate revision of training include the following:
5.2.1. Management personnel
5.2.2. Regulatory requirements
5.2.3. Equipment
5.2.4. Financial status
5.2.5. Scope of operation
5.2.6. Public demands
5.3. Evaluation. When any one or more of these changes occur, the General Aviation
should re-evaluate its training program.
5.4. Instilling Respect for Compliance and Safety. The respect that management
personnel have for compliance and safety can directly affect the attitudes their
employees have toward compliance and safety. Some indicators of effectiveness
in developing positive attitudes toward compliance and safety through a training
program are the following:
5.4.1. Credible, qualified, and motivated instructors
5.4.2. Positive student attitude toward training
5.4.3. Achievement of satisfactory results after testing
5.4.4. Professional behavior traceable to effective training
5.4.5. Training presented in a timely manner (for example, training in cold weather
operation before the winter months)
5.4.6. Company-instilled atmosphere of reward for self improvement and
professionalism
6. MANUALS AND PROCEDURES
General Aviation shall prepare and maintain a general operations manual
(GOM). The GOM is the one document that best describes the operator's methods
of conducting business and assigning responsibilities to its employees. The content
of the manual may vary, depending upon the operator's size and scope. The manual,
when required, must have complete and detailed information for all employees to
perform their duties.
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7. RECORDKEEPING SYSTEMS
Situations involving the presence of one or more of the compliance alert
indicators usually change the capability and character of the affected certificate
holder. A transition period often follows when the original capabilities of the
certificate holder are in a state of change until new capabilities have been
established and stabilized. General Aviations must be on the alert for changes in
operating philosophy that could cause negative changes in attitude on the part of
their employees toward professionalism, compliance, and safety. General Aviation
management's increased surveillance of its recordkeeping may be necessary to
more carefully monitor the system. In other cases, particularly if a change is made
to the recordkeeping system, CAA acceptance or approval will be required, along
with a more aggressive approach to the surveillance itself.
7.1. Definition. A record is an account of an occurrence or event and includes proof
of the event's occurrence through certification by signature or other means.
7.2. Errors and Omissions. Minor errors and omissions may not constitute a lack of
compliance on the part of the operator and may not require enforcement action.
7.3. Regulatory Requirements. ICAO and the CAA operators maintain records on
crewmembers and dispatchers participating in flight operations, as well as on
aspects of aircraft flight operation and aircraft maintenance deficiency
reporting.
8. FLIGHTCREW SCHEDULING
The physical and mental condition of employees is directly related to the sleep,
rest, and relaxation they receive. Management personnel should employ fatigue
countermeasure strategies to ensure that employees are adequately rested before
they accept a flight time assignment. Some employees, such as flight crewmembers,
must receive a minimum amount of rest before flight. The required rest times are
varied, and depend upon the particular rule under which the crewmember operates.
8.1. Required Records. Certificate holders must maintain records showing flight and
rest period times for each flight crewmember. There is no single method
approved by the CAA to maintain these records. The certificate holder may use
any method, including computer records, that clearly show the rest periods and
flight times of each flight crewmember.
8.2. Flightcrew Fatigue and Stress Indicators. There are a number of factors that
affect crew functions and should be addressed by General Aviation management.
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These factors directly affect a pilot's physical, mental, and overall well-being. It
may be appropriate to reduce flight times and/or increase rest periods based
upon the effects of the following causes of fatigue and stress:
8.2.1. A large volume of passengers and baggage
8.2.2. Climatic conditions, such as extreme heat and humidity, cold, frost, ice, and
snow
8.2.3. Long workdays
8.2.4. Inadequate time allowed for meals
8.2.5. Unavailability of food and drink
8.2.6. Noisy working environments
8.2.7. High number of instrument takeoffs, approaches, and landings
8.2.8. Inordinate schedule demands and changes
8.2.9. Low-experienced flightcrews
8.2.10. Overnight accommodations not conducive to adequate rest
8.2.11. Situations that compromise safety, such as insufficient rest times, exceeding
MEL limits, and other operational excesses
9. OPERATIONAL CONTROL
General Aviation operators conduct operational control by making decisions
and performing those actions on a daily basis that are necessary to operate flights
safely and in compliance with applicable regulations. General Aviation operational
control systems vary with the kind of operation the operator is authorized to
conduct, the complexity of the operation, the means of communication, and the
persons who are involved in preparing for and conducting flights under the
operator's system. There are three general operational control systems: flight
dispatch, flight-following, and flight-locating.
9.1. Flight Dispatch Systems. General Aviation operator utilize aircraft dispatchers to
exercise control of flights. and provide radio communication facilities that are
capable of quickly and reliably contacting a flight at all points while en route.
9.2. Flight-Following Systems. For domestic operations the major responsibility for
the operational control is with the director of operations (DO) and the
pilot-in-command (PIC). The DO may delegate the functions for initiation,
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continuation, diversion and termination of a flight to other employees, but the
DO retains full responsibility for those functions.
9.3. Flight-Locating Systems. The name and title of each individual authorized to
exercise operational control be listed in the operator's GOM.
9.3.1. Operator Responsibility. It is the responsibility of the General Aviation to
ensure that all functions required, such as crew scheduling, load planning,
and aircraft routing, be accomplished before the flight is authorized to depart.
The operator must establish an internal communications system and
administrative procedures that will ensure the achievement of the required
functions.
9.3.2. CAA Responsibility. It is the responsibility of the CAA to evaluate the
certificate holder's operational control system to ensure that the system
complies with the applicable regulations. The system must be effective and
provide for the highest level of safety in the operation being conducted. The
CAA must be aware of any management problems that may lead to system
breakdown. Some indicators of potential problems may be any of the
following:
A. Personnel not knowledgeable, competent, or proficient
B. Inadequate communications systems
C. Inadequate facilities
D. Above-average workloads
E. Poor or improper procedures
F. Ineffective training
G. Any of the General Aviation compliance alert indicators
10. USE OF MEL AND CDL
Another area in which General Aviation management must be especially
observant, when involved in situations created by any of the alert indicators, is that
of MEL and CDL requirements and procedures. The presence of one or more of the
indicators will usually change the capability and character of the affected certificate
holder. Any breakdown or degradation of MEL and CDL procedures due to
management ineffectiveness, or from any other cause, could have an immediate and
significant impact on flight safety.
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11. REPORTS
This job function should be performed annually. Analyze findings, if any,
determine if corrective actions will be required and route through the supervisor for
filling in the operator’s file.
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JOB FUNCTION 14 AIRCRAFT LEASE AGREEMENTS
1. OBJECTIVE
This chapter provides guidance for evaluating an aircraft lease agreements for
CAA certificated operators.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions
2.1.1. Lease: Any agreement by a person (the lessor) to furnish an aircraft to
another person (the lessee) to be used for compensation or hire purposes.
2.1.2. Dry Lease: Any agreement in which a lessor, (which could be an air carrier,
bank, or leasing company) leases an aircraft without flight crewmembers to
an air carrier (the lessee), and in which the lessee maintains operational
control.
2.1.3. Wet Lease: Any agreement in which a CAA certificated operator leases an
aircraft, with at least one pilot flight crew member, to either a CAA operator,
foreign air carrier, or a foreign person (the lessee).
2.1.4. Certificate Holder: A CAA operator authorized to operate aircraft for
compensation or hire, either private or public, under CAA regulations.
2.1.5. Operational Control: Operation of aircraft as defined in CAA regulations and
policy.
2.1.6. Lessee: The party using the aircraft under the provisions of a lease
2.1.7. Lessor: The party furnishing the aircraft under a lease.
2.2. Determining Operational Control of a Dry Leased Aircraft. Normally,
operational control of any dry leased aircraft rests with the lessee. In most dry
lease agreements, the lessor is either a bank or a leasing or holding company. In
neither case will the lessor have the operational expertise, the facilities, nor the
desire to assume responsibility and liability for controlling the day to day
operations of the aircraft.
2.3. Determining Operational control of Wet Leased Aircraft. The fact that the CAA
characterizes a lease as a wet lease does not necessarily make the lessor
responsible for operational control. When CAA Counsel determines who has
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operational control, the CAA must be advised by letter. The CAA Office must
make this letter a matter of record in the operator's office file.
2.4. Other Factors in Determining Operational Control of Leased Aircraft
2.4.1. The CAA shall determine if a person has operational control if that person
exercised authority and responsibility for a specified number of operational
functions. This could include scheduling flights and crewmembers, initiating
flights, and terminating flights.
2.4.2. In case where there is doubt or controversy over who exercises operational
control, the CAA Counsel may consider additional factors, such as who is
responsible for maintenance, servicing, and crewmember training.
3. CAA RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1. CAA Office Responsibility. Approval of the operations specifications is the
responsibility of the CAA assigned to the operator exercising operational
control of the aircraft. This determination must be made by reviewing the
specific assignment of operational control listed on the lease agreement by the
CAA counsel.
3.2. Review the Lease. An aircraft lease agreement is reviewed to determine if all of
the responsibilities of the lessor/lessee are described. The inspector must ensure
that the lease contains all effective dates and provisions required by regulation.
Those items not required by regulation must be reviewed to determine their
applicability and compatibility with the regulatory requirements.
3.3. The Lessor's Operator's Manual. The lessor's manual must be reviewed for the
following:
3.3.1. The continuous airworthiness maintenance program, for the aircraft, engines,
propellers (if applicable), and appliances
3.3.2. The maintenance reliability program, if applicable
3.3.3. A training program for the maintenance personnel on the aircraft
3.3.4. Fueling procedures for the aircraft
3.3.5. Provision for use of an approved Minimum Equipment List (MEL)
3.3.6. Provisions for leasing the aircraft to the lessee
3.4. The Lessee's Operator's Manual. The lessee's manual must be reviewed for the
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following:
3.4.1. To determine if the manuals provide adequate procedures and guidance for
leasing aircraft into its operating system
3.4.2. Procedures for the use of the lessor's continuous airworthiness maintenance
program, for the aircraft, engines, propellers (if applicable), and appliances
3.4.3. Procedures for the use of the maintenance reliability program, if applicable
3.4.4. procedures in the maintenance training program that are adequate to provide
for configuration differences, if the aircraft is maintained under the lessor's
maintenance program
3.4.5. Fueling procedures for the aircraft
3.4.6. Provisions for use of an approved MEL
3.4.7. Differences training for operations personnel
3.5. Aircraft Maintenance Records. The lessor will maintain the aircraft maintenance
record and ensure the items required to be inspected, repaired, or overhauled are
addressed in those records.
3.6. Aircraft Conformity Inspections. Aircraft conformity inspections are conducted
to ensure that:
3.6.1. Differences between aircraft already in a lessee's fleet and aircraft being
leased are noted. These differences must be addressed with:
A. Amendments to the lessee's operations specifications
B. Revisions to the lessee's maintenance manual
3.6.2. Configuration of the aircraft meets the regulatory requirements of the
intended operation
4. PREREQUISITES AND COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS
4.1. Prerequisites
4.1.1. Knowledge of the CAA regulatory requirements.
4.1.2. Successful completion of the Airworthiness/Operations Indoctrination
Course or previous equivalent
4.2. Coordination. this task requires coordination among maintenance, avionics, and
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operations inspectors.
5. PROCEDURES FOR LEASE AGREEMENTS
5.1. Determine if a Lease Agreement Has Occurred. Request a copy of the lease or
lease memorandum.
5.1.1. Determine who should be involved in the evaluation of the lease agreements.
5.2. Review the Lease. Ensure that:
5.2.1. The lessor and lessee are properly identified on the lease
5.2.2. The lease is signed by the appropriate personnel in both the lessor's and the
lessee's organizations.
5.2.3. All strike overs, erasures, and corrections are initialed by both the lessor and
the lessee
5.2.4. The aircraft subject to the lease agreement are identified by aircraft make and
model, registration number, and serial number
5.2.5. The effective dates of the lease are identified
5.2.6. Operational control is specifically designated
5.2.7. Responsibilities for performing maintenance are specifically designated
5.2.8. Responsibilities for keeping aircraft maintenance records are specifically
designated
5.2.9. Maintenance programs (lessee's or lessor's)that will be utilized are designated
5.3. Review Lessee's Manuals. The inspector must ensure that the manual includes
the following:
5.3.1. Procedures adequate to incorporate the leased aircraft into this operating
system, i.e., aircraft acceptance checks, etc.
5.3.2. Provisions in the maintenance training program to account for differences in
the configuration of the leased aircraft from the existing fleet
5.3.3. A program that is adequate to provide for configuration difference if the
aircraft is to be maintained under the lessee's maintenance program
5.3.4. A Minimum Equipment List (MEL) that is applicable to the leased aircraft.
5.4. Review Aircraft Maintenance Records.
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5.5. Perform an Aircraft Conformity Inspection. After performing the inspection,
review the results to ensure that the differences between the leased aircraft and
the aircraft already in operation are identified and will be addressed in operation
specifications and the lessee's maintenance manual.
5.6. Analyze the Findings. Evaluate all deficiencies to determine what corrections
will be required.
5.7. Schedule a Meeting. If deficiencies are discovered during the evaluation, advise
the operator/applicant. Schedule a meeting with the operator/applicant to
discuss the problem areas, if necessary.
5.8. Document Task. File all supporting paperwork in the operator's office file
through the supervisor.
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JOB FUNCTION 15 OPERATOR INDEPTH INSPECTIONS
1. PURPOSE
Commercial aviation is only as good as the management system which
produces it. The National Aviation Safety Audit Program ( NASAP ) is a system
approach to fulfill CAA Flight Standards responsibilities for inspections and
surveillance of operators having formalized systems that can not be monitored
effectively through normal surveillance techniques. This audit program is aimed at
determining the causal factors which allow a management system to deteriorate
rather than the symptoms that are the result of such deterioration. Thus, the purpose
of NASAP is to supplement the process of routine surveillance with an indepth
analysis of an operator’s systems and subsystems to determine if system objectives
are being achieved. The key features of the program are:
1.1. Modifying maintenance and operations surveillance inspections practices to a
comprehensive audit concept to effect better utilization of inspector personnel.
1.2. Utilizing teams of inspectors to perform programmed and special operator
inspections.
1.3. Employing analytical techniques on performance and reliability data to point
inspection efforts towards critical areas.
2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of an indepth audit inspection is to determine an air carrier’s or
repair station’s.
2.1. Compliance with ICAO and Taiwan regulations (CARs).
2.2. Compliance with the operator’s own internal guidance and procedures.
2.3. Development and use of adequate company systems and procedures to support
compliance with the regulations and to correct deficiencies as necessary.
3. TEAM ORGANIZATION
Audit teams, encompassing all technical specialties, are established as an
element of Flight Standards to perform indepth analysis of aviation operators. Since
the success of the National Aviation Safety Audit Program depends in no small part
on the quality of the personnel selected, particular attention should be given to the
choice of team members. In addition to the basic experience and technical
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qualifications required of an aviation safety inspector, the following are essential
for team selection:
3.1. Broad technical training and experience.
3.2. Indoctrinated in the techniques of system analysis.
3.3. Demonstrated ability to analyze systems effectively.
3.4. Two years experience as an Aviation Safety Inspector.
3.5. Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively including oral and written
presentations.
The size and makeup of the team members will vary depending on the number
functional areas to be covered, the complexity of the operator (including the
number of aircraft and employees) and the areas of operation. A Team Manager will
be designated for each team and will be responsible for all aspects of the
inspection.
4. INSPECTION SCHEDULE
All air carriers and repair stations will normally be scheduled for a NASAP
inspection every three years. However, special audits will be conducted on an
as-needed basis whenever there are indications that the performance of a particular
operator is falling below an acceptable level. The procedures employed are the
same as those followed in a scheduled inspection, except that the analysis is
concentrated on those areas of the operator’s systems that are suspected of being
deficient. Some conditions that would indicate a need for a special audit are adverse
trends in:
4.1. Accidents and incidents.
4.2. Violations and complaints.
4.3. c. Financial condition.(Examples: curtailment of flight operations, significant
layoff of personnel, high employee turnover, delays in meeting payrolls, scale or
repossession of aircraft, inadequate maintenance of aircraft )
4.4. Repetition of the same type of Service Difficulty Reports (SDR).
4.5. High percentage of uncompleted pilot-in-command flight checks.
4.6. High percentage of compliants concerning safety items.
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5. OPERATOR SYSTEMS
To operate a successful aviation enterprise in conformance with law,
regulations, in the public interest, and at a profit, an operator must establish policies,
create organizations, systems and procedures to accomplish this purpose. The
operator must fix responsibility, delegate authority, set up adequate methods and
standards of performance, provide suitable tools and equipment, train people and
measure results. To achieve efficient use of resources, the operator must also plan,
implement, coordinate and control many major systems and subsystems. There are
seven operator duties common to all systems and their component parts:
＊ Policy formulation
＊ Organization clarification.
＊ Standards of performance.
＊ Individual analysis.
＊ Help and information needed.
＊ Sources of help and information.
＊ Time schedules.
＊ Feed back.
Operator inspections/audits should be approached on a system basis with an
indepth assessment of these eight elements:
5.1. POLICY FORMULATION
5.1.1. General Policies-Broad statements of company goals or intent.
5.1.2. Major Policies-More detailed statements of intent by organizational elements
(specific objectives), quantifiable, qualitative, and timeliness.
5.1.3. Department Policies-methods and procedures for achieving objective.
5.2. ORGANIZATIONAL CLARIFICATION (Distribution of work and resources to
achieve objectives)
5.2.1. Assignment of jobs and responsibility.
5.2.2. Delegation of authority.
5.2.3. Coordination, communication and control.
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5.2.4. Span and scope of control
5.3. STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE (Results expected from organizational
elements )
5.3.1. Reasonably attainable work standards-quantity, quality and timeliness.
5.3.2. Level of compliance required with internal or external policies, rules,
regulations and established procedures.
5.3.3. Frequency and severity of accident, violations and incidents.
5.3.4. Adequacy of records, report and other control measures.
5.4. INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS –PERFORMANCE SYSTEM
5.4.1. Position requirements.
5.4.2. Employee specifications-knowledge, skills, and experience.
5.4.3. Recruiting.
5.5. HELP AND INFORMATION NEEDED
5.5.1. Instruction cards, guidelines and directives.
5.5.2. Physical facilities.
5.5.3. Systematic employee education and training for the tasks of the position.
5.5.4. Instruction training.
5.6. SOURCES OF HELP AND INFORMATION
5.6.1. Policy, organization, and procedure manuals.
5.6.2. Manufacturer’s manuals and publications.
5.6.3. Training centers.
5.6.4. Regulations, laws, reports, and records.
5.7. THE SCHEDULES
5.7.1. Target dates and deadlines.
5.7.2. Actual times versus standard times.
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6. THE ANALYSIS PROCESS
This is the process by which the audit team conducts an inspection of an
operator’s system. Team members will familiarize themselves with the operator’s
organization, policies, procedures, reporting system (records) and directives.
The team verifies the application, acceptance and comprehension of top
management policies at all levels. When only partial application, acceptance or
comprehension is found, the cause or causes for deviation must be determined.
6.1. Identify and Isolate Defective Areas. Successful analysis requires careful fact
finding and objective reasoning. When a defect or questionable area is detected,
a thorough search must be made to trace it back through the system to the causal
point of origin. This occasionally may involve consideration of other areas that
were not originally intended for inspection. When this occurs, the new area
should be investigated only enough to reach a factual conclusion. Then return to
the original area of inspection, since any loss of continuity may result in
erroneous or incomplete findings.
Defects existing in any organizations may result from a variety of causes. The
team should be particularly alert to indications of inadequate communications or
follow –up procedures and lack of effective delegation of authority. Identifying
and isolating the defects may be accomplished by evaluating these areas first.
6.1.1. Supervision. Check for the adequacy and understandability of instructions
and directives, the training and competency of personnel. In this respect, do
employees understand and effectively carry company policies and
procedures?
A. Determine whether proper delegations of authority are made throughout the
organization. It is one thing to delegate authority and another to see that
delegated authority is carried out effectively in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
B. The team must evaluate the adequacy of control exercised by management
by determining how management follows up to ensure policy and procedural
compliance.
6.1.2. Manual and Written Procedures Determine if procedures are set forth clearly
and practicable for use.
A. When analysis of problem area discloses exiting instructions are inadequate
or the system instructions lack proper definition or detail, the procedures
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should be the prime area of concern.
B. It is essential that the operator establish adequate procedures to monitor
compliance with company policy and ICAO/CAA requirements.
6.1.3. Records The team must evaluate the adequacy of operators records system to
provide accurate, current, and retrievable information for a wide range of
activities: aircraft, maintenance, flight crew members, flight attendants,
training, dispatch, repair station operations and employment histories.
A. A simple cross-checking of company records, such as checking employee
training records against aircraft logbook, dispatch records, daily attendance
records, may reveal discrepancies.
B. Another technique to check flight operations is to compare air traffic
facilities flight plan information against company records.
6.2. Methods of Determination
6.2.1. In making a determination as to cause and effect of deviation from company
policies, certain lead words can be used advantageously (who, what, when,
where, why and how). The types of modifiers to be used with these lead
words would be dependent upon the information being sought; e.g., HOW
was it authorized (in writing or verbal), WHO authorized the change, etc.
The use of such words discourages a “yes” or “no” answer. They tend to
draw out the person making the reply and open avenues for further questions.
These fundamental lead words are highly effective analysis tools, when used
in a reasonable manner, by a good listener.
6.2.2. The art of asking the question at the right time and of the right person is one
of the key attributes of a successful systems analysis. The art should be
employed continuously by team members during an inspection, since it
serves to expose difficult to understand items, confirms or disapproves
adherence to the established systems, and provides an insight into the
acceptance and applicability of established policies and procedures.
6.2.3. The verification process is also at the employee level. The techniques
employed at this level are the same as those used for management and
supervisory levels.
7. CONDUCTING THE INSPECTION
An indepth operator inspection is conducted by a select team of aviation
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inspectors. The mix of the team is dependent on the size and complexity of the
operator. A large, complex operator, for example, will require a team manager,
specialty coordinators (to assist the team manager and provide support in their
assigned inspection area) and several inspectors in each specialty.
7.1. The Inspection Team Manager is responsible for all aspects of the inspection and
is assisted by one or more group coordinators, depending on the complexity of
the operator. The team manager develops a planning document containing the
scope and objectives of the inspection; operator information (aircraft types,
maintenance bases, contract facilities, etc.; accident/incident/violation history;
previous inspection/surveillance reports; and the areas of the inspection. Each
team member receives a copy of the inspection planning document. The team
manager is not expected to perform any of the inspection surveillance and has
primary responsibility for:
7.1.1. Providing guidance and direction to the team.
7.1.2. Ensuring the team collects sufficient items of proof to support findings.
7.1.3. Scheduling activities of team members.
7.1.4. The conduct of all team members.
7.1.5. Conducting daily team meetings concerning progress of the inspection,
findings and problems.
7.1.6. Conducting operator briefings: pre-inspection briefing (prior to starting the
inspection) and post-inspection briefing ( to discuss the areas in which there
were findings).
7.1.7. Coordinating preparation of the inspection report.
7.2. Inspection Team Members should not be assigned a work function that present,
in fact or appearance, a conflict of interest because of previous industry
involvement. Upon specific inspection assignment, team members shall:
7.2.1. Review the planning document and operator background information.
7.2.2. Review the ICAO/CAA regulation that apply to the operator.
7.2.3. Study the operator’s systems and policies.
7.2.4. Act in a courteous, professional manner at all times. AS representatives of
the CAA, inspectors must project a professional appearance while on official
business.
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7.2.5. Work cooperatively to test and solidify findings and provide items of proof.
Consolidate multiple occurrences of a finding into a single finding.
7.3. Audit Procedure And Sampling Processes will be provided by the team manager
at the inspection site. The function of the team is to discover problem areas by
comparing requirements, records, and practices and to document the finding. To
provide a 95% confidence factor of compliance, a representative number of
each type of equipment and personnel records should be reviewed. For example,
if an operator has a population of 100 pilots, 225 mechanics, 150 flight
attendants and 7 aircraft, each of these totals shall be considered separately
when determining sampling size. To determine the proper sample size when a
small population in involved, the following guidance is provided:
＊ Population size: 2—

99

sample 50% of records

＊ Population size: 100—199

sample 50% of records

＊ Population size: 200—399

sample 50% of records

7.4. Briefings are an important part of the inspection process. Briefings are normally
held with the Director, Flight Standards Division, the operator prior to
commencing the inspection. The Team Manager is tasked with conducting all
briefings. Attendance of other team members at the briefings is at the discretion
of the Team Manager.
7.4.1. Pre-inspection Briefings are held with the operator prior to commencing the
inspection. These briefings are usually attended only by the Team Manager,
the specialty coordinators, and the Director, Flight Standards Division.
7.4.2. Daily Meetings are held with all or some of team members. Such daily
contact between the team members is useful to maintain the focus on
inspection objectives. Other members may have information that support an
individual’s findings; pooling information may reveal systemic deficiencies.
7.4.3. Post-Inspection Briefings are held at the conclusion of the inspection to
discuss the area in which there were findings. These meetings are usefully
attended by the Team Manager, specialty coordinators, and the Director,
Flight Standards Division.
7.5. Working With Principle Inspectors. Although the POI, PMI and PAI are not
usefully part of the team, they should be kept informed as to the progress of the
inspection. In addition, they need to be made aware of the findings and the
rationale used. If a finding can possibly result in a violation, the principals are to
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be immediately informed of the finding so they can take proper action to correct
the situation. It is not the team member’s responsibility to inform the operator
that a violation has occurred.
7.6. Immediate Action Items. Whenever an item is discovered that directly affects
flight safety and requires immediate corrective action, the Team Manager
should notify the assigned Principal Inspector and the Director, Flight Standards
Division. The Team Manager has the responsibility of taking immediate action
in extreme cases where unsafe practices are noted and the operator insists on
pursuing the practice. When the immediate action is required of an air carrier’s
operation or the airworthiness of an aircraft is involved, the Director, Flight
Standards Division, should ensure the Director General, CAA, is aware of the
situation and appropriate action is initiated.
7.7. Conflict resolution. Infrequently, conflict arises between team members and the
operator’s employees. In order to maintain the integrity of the inspection and to
complete fair inspection of the operator, it is important to resolve conflict
quickly and professionally. The Team Manager must not allow
misunderstandings or problems to become serious issues. Any Team Manager
who experiences a conflict with an individual or organization should attempt to
resolve the matter without delay. If a confrontational matter persists, notify the
Director, Flight Standards Division for help in resolving the problem.
8. FINDINGS
Finding categories are non-compliance determination that serve as a basis for
follow-up action by the assigned principal inspectors. The Team Manager
determines finding categories with input form team members. These are two
categories of findings.
8.1. Category A: Any non-compliance with a regulation. When a finding is classified
as Category A, ensure that all documentation, such as item of proof (IOP),
support any potential enforcement action and is provided to the assigned
Principal Inspector. The finding should state the operator operated contrary to
the appropriate regulations (these regulation need to be listed in the finding)
followed by an explanation of the non-compliance.
8.2. Category B: Failure of the operator to adhere to documented company
procedures (related to specific regulatory requirement or safety) that have been
approved or accepted by Flight Standards.
Any item opinions and recommendations should be communicated by the
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Team Manager in memorandum format titled “Opinions and Recommendations” to
he principal inspectors.
8.3. Clarification of Findings. Possible findings need to be discussed with the
operator and the appropriate principal inspector to ensure complete
understanding of the issue. The Team Manager should ensure that the team
works cooperatively to test and solidify findings and items of proof. The team
should also clarify information with the operator and/or principal inspectors
(both are more familiar with the systems and procedures) to prevent
misunderstandings and misinterpretations that lead to “false findings”. A finding
should include an accurate description of the discrepancy(s) noted.
8.3.1. Multiple Occurrences. When there are multiple occurrences of a finding, they
are grouped together into a single finding. Reference the number of
occurrences in the finding.
8.3.2. Finding Guidelines. When possible, Category A findings should be a
re-wording of the related regulation. Category B findings shall not reference
CAA Orders, Handbooks or Advisory Circulars for the purpose of illustrating
specific CAA policies.
9. THE INSPECTION REPORT
The product of an inspection is the written report containing the team’s
findings and is an official record of the inspection proceedings. It documents
possible problem areas discovered during the inspection. The contents of the report
should be factual, objective, clear, and concise. It should answer basic questions
about who, what, when. where, and how; and it should document results of the
inspection. Before leaving the inspection site, the Team Manager and group
coordinators need to have sufficient data and information to finish the report. The
contents of the report include the following:
9.1. Executive Summary. A one page summary containing the type of inspection,
team composition, dates of the inspection; followed by a description of the
certificate holder’s operations; and a overview of inspection results.
9.2. Detailed Inspection Areas. A summary of the inspection activities for each area
evaluated(operations or airworthiness) containing the following information :
9.2.1. Description Section. This describes how the operator performs a particular
function such as records systems, training programs, etc. The description
should prepared in enough detail so that the reader can clearly understand the
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operator’s system.
9.2.2. Inspection Data. This is the statistical summary of the inspection activities
for a specific area. It provides historical documentation of what was
inspected and how it was inspected. For example, which programs were
evaluated, what methods were used, the random sampling method used, etc.
9.2.3. Findings. A noted deficiency that meets the criteria of a Category A or B
findings only. Findings corrected on the spot must still be included.
9.3. Report Guidelines. The Team Manager is responsible for completing the report.
Team members contribute to the written report by documenting findings in their
assigned areas. The Team Manager determines the information to be included
and how the report is organized. Before departing the inspection site, team
members turn in all working papers and copies of documents to the Team
Manager, who has final responsibility for them. Team members should not keep
any papers or other items from the inspection. Team Members may be assigned
different portions of the report to complete.
9.3.1. The Report Should Not Contain :
A. Any finding determined to be without foundation.
B. Value judgment such as “Overall management was satisfactory,” or “Record
keeping systems are marginal.”
C. Statement of opinion, such as “The chief pilot should not be in that position.”
D. Analysis or recommendations regarding management prerogatives or
organizational systems outside the authority and responsibility of the CAA.
E. Name of company personnel(use position titles instead) or team member
names.
9.3.2. The Report Should Contain :
A. Acknowledgement of any corrective actions initiated before the completion
of the report.
B. Any finding that the operator claims has been voluntarily disclosed to the
CAA.
10. OTHER CAA ROLES
10.1. Director. Flight Standards Division. The Director, Flight Standards Division is
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responsible for the inspection of certificate holders in Taiwan and for ensuring
compliance with NASAP. Major findings/problem areas will be brought to the
attention of the Director, Flight Standards Division at the time of discovery.
10.2. Principal Inspectors. Principal inspectors are the certificate holder’s primary
CAA contacts. The team provides information to, and requests information from,
the assigned principal. The principal addresses all items raised by the inspection.
The principal :
10.2.1. Provides support to the inspection team.
10.2.2. Takes immediate action to address safety issues.
10.2.3. Requests an action plan from the operator to address inspection findings.
10.2.4. Follows up on discrepancies in the report and initiates enforcement action as
necessary.
10.3. Legal. The CAA Legal Division should be consulted when a significant or
complex enforcement action is probable.
11. COMMON SYSTEM DEFECTS
11.1. Absent or defective policy, organization, and procedure manuals.
11.2. Overlapping, duplication, or unfixed responsibilities and authorities.
11.3. Absent or defective procedures.
11.4. Faulty supervision.
11.5. Poor workmanship on part of the operating personnel.
11.6. Defective equipment, tools, supplies, and other physical facilities.
11.7. Insufficient administrative support.
11.8. Poor personnel management practices.
11.9. Inadequate training.
11.10.

Non-compliance with rules, regulations and procedures.

12. MOST COMMON CAUSES FOR SYSTEM DEFECTS
12.1. Inability or unwillingness to make decisions.
12.2. Absent, or unsuitable, standard operating procedures.
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12.3. Poor employee recruitment, placement, and training.
12.4. Unclear or incomplete instructions.
12.5. Inadequate tools, equipment, space, and other physical facilities.
12.6. Lack of internal coordination, cooperation, and control.
12.7. Insufficient time or funds.
13. OPERATOR INSPECTION AREAS
SCOPE OF THE INSPECTION : The inspection team will look at specific
areas selected by the Flight Standards Division and will include the following :
13.1. OPERATIONS
13.1.1. Management And Administration
13.1.2. Operations Specifications
13.1.3. Operations Training
13.1.4. Crew Qualifications
13.1.5. Manuals And Procedures
13.1.6. Flight Controls
13.1.7. Flight Operations
13.1.8. Operations Records
13.1.9. Facilities And Equipment
13.2. AIRWORTHINESS
13.2.1. Management
13.2.2. Certificate And Ops Specs
13.2.3. Manuals And Procedures
13.2.4. Training Programs
13.2.5. Record Systems
13.2.6. Maintenance Facilities
13.2.7. Contractual Arrangements
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13.2.8. Mel/Deferred Maintenance
13.2.9. Reliability Program
13.2.10. Maintenance Insp. System & Required Insp. Items
13.2.11. Continuing Analysis & Surveillance Program
13.2.12. Mechanical Reporting Procedures
13.2.13. Major Repair & Alteration Conformity
13.2.14. Fueling & Servicing
13.2.15. Aircraft Ramp Inspections
13.2.16. Aircraft Spot Inspections
13.2.17. Aging Aircraft Program
14. METHOD OF INSPECTION
The method of inspection will include review of manuals(be familiar of
operator’s manuals and systems), review of operator’s programs and procedures(as
they relate to the regulations), records review(a sampling of various records
produced by manuals, programs and procedures), and inspection of operator’s
aircraft and facilities.
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JOB FUNCTION 16 MERGER PROCEDURES INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
This chapter describes the procedures for merging airlines, maintenance
organizations or other operators, etc.
2. GENERAL
This job function shall be used by Operations, Maintenance and Avionics
personnel in any merger process. This merger process consists of five phases with
the aid of existing specific job functions and job aids. The items contained in these
job aids and job functions can be modified to satisfy the particular merger. Some
items in the job aids and job functions may not apply and can be signed off as not
applicable. Others may be added to satisfy the particular procedure.
3. MERGER PROCESS
3.1. Preapplication Phase
3.2. Formal application Phase
3.3. Document Compliance Phase
3.4. Demonstration Phase
3.5. Final Approval Phase
4. PRE-APPLICATION PHASE
4.1. Initial Inquiry. An initial request for information regarding the merger may be
verbal, however it must be confirmed in writing.
4.2. The Merger Team. After written merger confirmation has been received by Flight
Standards, the Director will assign a team consisting of the three specialties and
assign a project manager. This project manager will be the primary contact
person.
4.3. The Project Manager will schedule periodic meetings with his team, keep
management informed and schedule a preapplication with the applicant.
4.4. Pre-application Meeting.
The agenda of the meetings should contain at least the following:
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4.4.1. Schedule of events
A. Dates of proposed merger
B. Management personnel
C. Organizational structure
D. Equipment
E. Facilities
F. Manuals
G. Programs
H. Training/Cross-Training, Cat 2/3, ETOPS, Wt. Bal., etc.
I. Contracts/Leases
J. Interim procedures with dates of final submission
K. Interim Operations Specifications
L. Any other required items
5. FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE
5.1. During the formal application the schedule of events is reviewed to insure that all
applicable items discussed during the preapplication meeting are included.
5.2. Review schedule of events and insure dates are realistic and that CAA manpower
is available.
6. DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE
6.1. Review manuals and programs to insure content meets CAA regulations and
policy.
6.2. Correct noted deficiencies if any.
7. DEMONSTRATION AND INSPECTION PHASE
7.1. During this phase the team determines that the proposed procedures and
programs for training and directing personnel in the performance of their duties
are effective. Emphasis is on compliance with regulations and safe operating
practices.
7.2. Observation and Monitoring of Events. The manner in which the applicant is to
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be evaluated while conducting different segments of this phase is outlined in
various sections of this handbook. Specific handbook references for each activity
or event are referenced on the certification job aid/job function.
7.3. Demonstration and Inspection Deficiencies. If at any time during the
demonstration and inspection phase the applicant does not meet the schedule of
events, or his conduct of various activities (such as training, MEL, record
keeping, etc.) proves to be deficient corrective action must be taken.
8. FINAL APPROVAL PHASE
8.1. Accept or approve final programs, manuals and issue appropriate Operations
Specifications.
8.2. Merger Report. When the merger process is completed the Project Manager is
responsible for assembling the merger report. This report will be signed by the
Project Manager and will include the names and title of each team member. The
report will consist of:
8.2.1. Schedule of events
8.2.2. Job Aids
8.2.3. Job Functions
8.2.4. Operations Specifications
8.2.5. Summary of Major Difficulties experienced during the merger process
including recommendations which may enhance future mergers.
9. FUTURE ACTIVITIES
9.1. Prepare operator surveillance program
9.1.1. Assigned ASI should carefully observe the operator for the first 90 days.
9.1.2. Additional surveillance may be necessary to determine operating practices
are performed at an adequate level of safety and per manual procedures.
9.2. The ASI may detect a need for changes in the methods, operation, inspection,
and/or maintenance during this early surveillance period and must request
changes to any observed deficiencies.
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ATTACHMENT A TRAINING APPROVALS
1. EVALUATING
PHASE FOUR

INITIALLY-APPROVED

TRAINING

CURRICULUMS

-

1.1. Phase four begins when the operator starts training under the initially approved
curriculum. This phase should provide the operator with adequate time to test the
program and the flexibility to adjust the program during CAA evaluation. The
POI must require an operator to provide ongoing schedules of all training and
checking to be accomplished under an initially approved training curriculum.
The POI must closely monitor training conducted under initial approval.
Whenever possible, the first session of training conducted under initial approval
should be monitored by the POI or a qualified operations inspector. An CAA
inspector does not need to observe every training session. A sufficient sampling
of the training sessions, however, should be observed as a basis for a realistic
evaluation. Inspectors qualified in the type aircraft, and other individuals
knowledgeable of the curriculum subject matter, should assist in evaluating the
training. During training under initial approval, the operator is expected to
evaluate and appropriately adjust training methods as needed. Often adjustments
can be made by changing courseware and instructional delivery without (or with
only minor) revisions to the initially approved curriculum. Conversely, it may be
necessary for the operator to substantially change the curriculum which may
require another initial approval action by the POI before the changes can be put
into effect. Sometimes proposed revisions may be transmitted to the POI just
before the initial approval expiration date. If the change is significant, the POI
may need to establish a different expiration date for the curriculum segment, or
for the revised portions, to allow adequate time for a proper evaluation.
1.2. During phase four, the operator must demonstrate the ability to effectively train
crewmembers and dispatchers. Each deficiency identified during the evaluation
of training conducted under an initially approved curriculum must be discussed
with the operator. If the deficiencies are significant, they must be documented
and kept on file. In most cases, when the cause of a deficiency has been
accurately identified, the operator will make the necessary changes to correct
the deficiency to obtain final approval. Each significant deficiency which has
been accurately identified must be immediately corrected. If an operator does
not take appropriate corrective action, the POI shall advise the operator in
writing that initial approval is withdrawn. See paragraph WITHDRAWING
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APPROVAL OF TRAINING CURRICULUMS.
2. ELEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR EVALUATING TRAINING - PHASE FOUR
The POI must develop a plan for systematically evaluating training given
under the initially approved training curriculum. This plan should remain in effect
throughout the initial approval period. There are five elements which can be
evaluated when assessing the overall effectiveness of training programs. These five
elements are: curriculum segment outlines, courseware, instructional delivery
methods and training environment, testing and checking, and surveillance and
investigation of operator activities. These elements are interrelated, however, each
can be separately evaluated. See table 1 for a summary of the five elements.
2.1. Before evaluating a training program, an inspector must become familiar with
the contents of the curriculums or curriculum segments to be evaluated. This
preparation is essential if an inspector is to determine whether an operator has
developed an effective course of instruction from its initially approved training
curriculum.
2.2. Direct examination of courseware includes reviewing materials such as lesson
plans, workbooks, or flight instructor guides. The inspector must determine
whether the courseware is consistent with the curriculum or curriculum segment
and that it has been organized to facilitate effective instructional delivery.
Courseware is usually the training program element which is most adaptable to
revision or refinement. Inspectors must review at least a sampling of the
courseware.
2.3. Direct observation of instructional delivery includes surveillance of training
methods, such as instructor lectures, computer based instruction presentations,
and inflight instruction. Effective learning can only occur when an instructor is
organized, prepared, and properly uses the courseware and various training aids.
The inspector must determine that the instructional delivery is consistent with
the courseware. For example, the inspector should note whether the instructor
teaches the topics specified in the lesson plan. Training aids and devices should
function as intended during the instructional delivery. In addition, during
training, the inspector should be sensitive to the type of questions being asked
by students and should identify the reasons for any excessive repetition. These
conditions may indicate ineffective instructional delivery or courseware. The
inspector must also determine if the instructional environment is conducive to
learning. Distractions which adversely affect instructional delivery, such as
excessive temperatures, extraneous noises, poor lighting, cramped classrooms or
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workspaces, are deficiencies because they interfere with learning.
2.4. Direct observation of testing and checking is an effective method for determining
whether learning has occurred. Examining the results of tests, such as oral or
written tests or flight checks, provides a quantifiable method for measuring
training effectiveness. The POI must examine and determine the causal factors
of significant failure trends.
2.5. Direct observation of training and checking in progress is an effective method of
evaluating training. Sometimes the opportunity for direct observation, however,
will be limited. In such cases, the POI will have to rely more on his evaluation
of other sources of information such as reports of surveillance and
investigations. Results of inspection reports, incident or accident reports,
enforcement actions, and other relevant information about the operator's
performance should be reviewed by the POI for indications of training
effectiveness. The POI must establish methods to evaluate these sources of
information for trends which may develop while training is being conducted
under initial approval. For example, repeated reports of deficiencies such as
excessive taxi speed, navigation deviations, incomplete briefings, or incorrect
use of the checklists, may be traceable to a lack of specific training or
ineffective training. Such information may provide indications that revisions or
refinements are needed for a curriculum segment and/or training modules.
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TABLE: ELEMENTS FOR TRAINING EVALUATION
ELEMENTS AVAILABLE FOR EVALUATING
TRAINING
Curriculum segment outlines contain the specific training
CURRICULUM
SEGMENT OUTLINES

modules and the amount of time allocated for the
curriculum segment. The modules must be consistent
with regulatory requirements and safe operating practices.
This element requires direct examination.
Courseware converts curriculum outline information into

COURSEWARE

INSTRUCTIONAL
DELIVERY METHODS
AND TRAINING
ENVIRONMENT

TESTING AND
CHECKING

usable instructional material. Courseware must be
consistent with the curriculum outline and be organized
to permit effective instructional delivery. It is readily
adaptable to adjustments and refinement by the operator.
This element usually requires direct examination.
Instructional delivery methods are used to convey
information to the student. Effective learning is
maximized if the instructional delivery adheres to and
properly uses the courseware. The training environment
should be conducive to effective learning. This element
requires direct observation.
Testing and checking is method for determining whether
learning has occurred. Testing and checking standards are
used to determine that a desired level of knowledge and
skill has been acquired. Testing and checking also
measures the effectiveness of courseware and
instructional deliver. This element requires direct
observation. It can be supplemented by examining
operator records of test and checks.
Surveillance and investigations produce information

about an operator's overall performance. A high rate of
SURVEILLANCE AND satisfactory performance usually indicates a strong,
INVES-TIGATION OF
effective training program. Repeated unsatisfactory
OPERATOR ACTIVITIES performances can often be traced to deficiencies in a
training program. This element requires the examination
and analysis of surveillance and investigative reports.
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3. METHOD FOR GRANTING FINAL APPROVAL - PHASE FIVE
This phase involves the granting of final approval of an operator's training
curriculum. Based on the results of the evaluation, the POI must determine whether to
grant or deny final approval of a training curriculum. This determination must be
made before, the expiration date of the initial approval. If the POI decides not to grant
final approval, the procedures outlined in paragraph WITHDRAWING APPROVAL
OF TRAINING CURRICULUMS shall be followed. If the POI decides that final
approval should be granted, the following procedures apply:
3.1. Programs that Contain a List of Effective Pages. Although the method presently
stated in this handbook may still be used in the approval process (that is,
stamping each page), another procedure may also be used. Final approval of the
training curriculum can be granted and documented by the POI on the List of
Effective Pages. This means that the CAA has given final approval of every
page of the operator's training curriculum, as listed on that page, but only one
CAA approval block must be completed and signed.
3.1.1. The stamped page that documents final approval of the training curriculum
and/or curriculum segment shall be stamped for approval, dated, and signed
by the POI. The approval stamp that appears on the page should be a
facsimile of the stamp that appears in this paragraph.
3.1.2. The original curriculum and/or curriculum segment must contain the one
page that documents CAA approval on the List of Effective Pages. The
curriculum and/or curriculum segment must be transmitted to the operator
with an approval letter signed by the POI in accordance with handbook
guidance.
a. CAA FINAL APPROVAL
b. OFFICE DESIGNATOR:
c.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

d. NAME:
e.SIGNATURE:
3.1.3. The original stamped curriculum or curriculum segment must be transmitted
to the operator with an approval letter signed by the POI. This letter must
specifically identify the curriculum or curriculum segment; contain a
statement that final approval is granted; and provide the effective date of
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approval. This letter must also state that final approval shall remain in effect
until otherwise notified by the CAA that a revision is necessary provided the
operator continues to train in accordance with the approved curriculum. If the
POI is authorizing a reduction in the programmed hours specified by
Regulation, the letter must contain a statement concerning the basis for
reduction. A copy of the stamped curriculum or curriculum segment, and a
copy of the approval letter must be kept on file.
4. REVISIONS TO TRAINING CURRICULUMS
4.1. Revisions to initially approved training curriculums shall be processed as
described in paragraphs 319 through 337 in 8400.10 ASI Handbook. To
incorporate significant revisions into a training curriculum with final approval
usually requires the full training approval process. Final approval, however,
may be directly granted to a proposed revision, if the revision involves any of
the following situations:
4.1.1. Correction of administrative errors such as typographical or printing errors
4.1.2. A reorganization of training, or any changes in the sequence of training that
does not affect the quality or quantity of training
4.1.3. An improvement to the quality, or an increase in the quantity, of training
4.2. Other proposed revisions, including any proposal to reduce the approved number
of training hours, are subject to the training program approval process. Although
each step in the process must be completed, the process may be abbreviated in
proportion to the complexity and extent of the proposal. There are many factors
that could require revisions to training curriculums. Such factors include the
following:
4.2.1. The effects and interrelationships of changes in the kind of operations
4.2.2. The size and complexity of an operation
4.2.3. The type of aircraft being used
4.2.4. Any special authorizations through operations specifications
4.2.5. A revised MEL
4.2.6. Any exemptions or deviations
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5. WITHDRAWING APPROVAL OF TRAINING CURRICULUMS
Before withdrawing approval of an operator's training curriculum or curriculum
segment, the POI shall make reasonable efforts to convince the operator to make the
necessary revisions. It is important to understand that withdrawing approval could be
detrimental to the operator's business. The operator's ability to continue to hold a
certificate may be in question if a new curriculum is not submitted for initial approval
within a reasonable period of time. A decision to withdraw approval must be based on
sound judgment and justifiable safety reasons. When sufficient reasons are established,
it is mandatory for the POI to take immediate action to remove CAA approval from an
ineffective or noncompliant training curriculum. When an approval is withdrawn, the
POI must ensure that the operator clearly understands that any further training
conducted under an unapproved curriculum is contrary to Regulation requirements.
Enforcement action must be taken if any company employee who received
unapproved training is used in operations. The three methods for withdrawing
approval of a training curriculum are as follows:
5.1. Allowing an initially approved training curriculum to expire without granting
final approval (see paragraph EXPIRED TRAINING CURRICULUMS)
5.2. Withdrawing approval of an initially approved training curriculum before the
expiration date
5.3. Withdrawing approval of a training curriculum which has already received final
approval in accordance with Regulation
6. EXPIRED TRAINING CURRICULUMS
A training curriculum granted initial approval has an expiration date. Usually,
this date shall not be later than 24 months after the initial approval date. If the POI
does not grant final approval before the expiration date, training under that curriculum
must terminate as of that date. Therefore, the POI shall not allow an initially approved
curriculum to expire due to the CAA's inability to administratively grant final
approval. Final approval may not be granted to an operator's training curriculum for
several reasons. One reason, for example, may be the operator's inability to achieve an
acceptable level of training effectiveness during phase four of the approval process.
Another example of a reason for not granting final approval is the discontinued use of
the initially approved curriculum. When the POI decides not to grant final approval
before the expiration date, he must notify the operator of this decision in writing, at
least 30 days before the expiration date of the initially approved curriculum. An
operator not so notified may mistakenly assume that the initial approval will continue
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in effect until receipt of notification of either final approval or termination. The
notification letter should contain the reasons for allowing the curriculum to expire and
should state that any further training under the expired curriculum will not be in
compliance with regulatory requirements.
FIGURE: LETTER OF FINAL APPROVAL
ABC Airlines, Inc.
Director of Training
417 Oakton Boulevard
Enid, OK 78154

Dear Mr. Townsend:
Final approval is granted to ABC Airlines' Flight Attendant Recurrent Ground Training
curriculum, for pages 1 through 5, dated May 21, 1987, and for pages 6 through 7, dated
April 15, 1988.

The effective date of final approval is January 20, 1989. ABC Airlines may continue to
train in accordance with this curriculum until a revision is required by the FAA or, until
ABC Airlines revises the curriculum.

Approval of the reduced training hours from the programmed hours required by FAR to
8 hours is based on continued use of the Rolex II cabin mockup.
Principal Operations Inspector

FIGURE: LETTER OF FINAL APPROVAL
ABC Airlines, Inc.
Director of Operations
Hoffman Building, Suite 306
1012 Perkin Lane
Motown, LA 58642

Dear Mr. Smith:
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Final approval is granted to ABC Airlines, Inc. Beech 99 Pilot in Command Upgrade
Ground Training curriculum, pages 1 through 6, dated December 10, 1986.

The effective date of this final approval is June 9, 1988. ABC Airline may continue to
train in accordance with this curriculum until a revision is required by the FAA under
FAR or, until ABC Airlines revises the curriculum.
Principal Operations Inspector

FIGURE: LETTER OF INITIAL APPROVAL
ABC Airlines
Director of Training
1 Park Avenue
New York, NY 11001

Dear Mr. Townsend:

This letter is in reference to ABC Airline's B-737 Pilot in Command and Second in
Command Initial Equipment Ground Training curriculum, pages 100/1 through 100/15,
dated April 14, 1988. This curriculum is granted initial approval, effective April 30,
1988. The approval is contingent upon a satisfactory evaluation of your advanced
systems ground trainer scheduled for April 28 and 29, 1988.

The expiration date of this initial approval is April 30, 1990. This office requests ABC
Airlines provide at least 7 days advance notice of any training to be conducted under
this curriculum to allow for evaluation of the training in accordance with FAR.
Approval of the reduced training hours from the programmed hours required by FAR to
75 hours is based on the improved training techniques available from your advanced
systems ground trainer.
Principal Operations Inspector
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7. METHOD OF DENYING INITIAL APPROVAL
If the POI determines that initial approval of a proposed training curriculum or
curriculum segment must be denied, the operator shall be notified in writing of the
reasons for denial. This letter must contain an identification of the deficient areas of
the training curriculum and a statement that initial approval is denied. It is not
necessary that each minor deficiency which resulted in the denial be identified,
however the major deficiencies should be outlined in the lette CAA. A copy of the
denial letter and a copy of the proposed training curriculum or curriculum segment
shall be kept on file in the CAA office. Figure 4 is a sample letter of a denial of initial
approval.
FIGURE: LETTER OF DENIAL OF INITIAL APPROVAL
ARK Airlines
Director of Training
48 Turnover Place
Landover, MD 20765

Dear Mr. Townsend:

This letter is in response to your request for initial approval of Revision 2 to ARK
Airline's DC-9 Pilot in Command and Second in Command Recurrent Ground Training
curriculum, dated August 2, 1988. Your request for initial approval of revision 2 is
denied for the following reason:

More than 70 percent of your scheduled operations occur in areas which during the
winter months, are subject to cold weather, snow, ice, and sleet. Your pilot workforce
must have adequate training in the safe operating practices associated with a cold
weather environment, to enable them to cope effectively with such hazards. Revision 2
deletes training previously given on major aspects of cold weather operations and does
not provide any identifiable instruction to your crews for operating flights in such
conditions. Presently there is not another course of training for ARK Airline's pilots
containing adequate information on cold weather procedures.
Principal Operations Inspector
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ATTACHMENT B INTIAL TYPE PROVING TEST
INSPECTIONS
1. OBJECTIVE
This chapter provides guidance to the inspectors for conducting initial type
proving test inspection to assist the inspectors in doing flight test inspections.
2. REFERENCE
＊

Regulations For Aircraft Airworthiness Certification and Maintenance
Management

＊

Regulations Governing the Certification for Aviation Products,
Appliances and Parts

2.1. Planning
2.1.1. Compliance with contained in the operations manual
2.1.2. The facilities and equipment provided to the flight crew to conduct the flight
safely
2.1.3. The support provided by operational control to the flight crew
2.1.4. The general provisions made for ground handling of aircraft at airports along
the route
2.1.5. The adequacy of the en-route facilities
2.2. Pre-flight inspection
2.2.1. Meteorological and route briefing
2.2.2. Flight planning and fuel calculations
2.2.3. Flight planning NOTAM / Dispatch clearance
2.2.4. Pilot/FE pre-flight walk around inspection
2.2.5. Weight and balance procedures
2.2.6. Cabin inspection
2.2.7. Aircraft log book inspection
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2.2.8. Coordination with ground crew (startup /pushback)
3. LOADING AND FUEL
3.1. Loading within limits:
3.2. Take-off, landing and zero fuel mass
3.3. Center of gravity
3.4. Hold and Cabin baggage mass:
3.5. Actual mass
3.6. Notional mass with load sheet annotation
4. TAXI / TAKE-FOO
4.1. Adequate allowance for:
4.1.1. Crew briefcases and baggage
4.1.2. Technical library
4.1.3. Navigational equipment
4.1.4. Aircraft papers
4.1.5. Life rafts
4.1.6. Survival equipment
4.1.7. Spares and tools
4.1.8. Load spreaders and cargo tie-downs
4.2. Departure fuel conforms to operator fuel formula
4.3. Completion of load sheet
4.4. Use of checklist
4.5. Taxing and use of airport chart
4.6. Clearance record and read-back
4.7. Take-off gross mass
4.8. Aircraft indicated OAT℃
4.9. V1, VR, V2 compliance
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4.10. Briefing of flight crew and passengers
4.11. F/A instructions on emergency procedures
4.12. Take-off IFR□

VFR□

PIC□

SIC□

4.13. Departure clearance/SID compliance
4.14. Altitude awareness (climb)
5. EN ROUTE
5.1. Compliance with regulations and checklist
5.2. Compliance with the operating minima
5.3. Crew discipline, coordination and vigilance
5.4. Adequacy of air ground communication
5.5. Use of airborne radar
5.6. Adherence to clearance
5.7. Flight following
5.8. Altitude awareness (cruise)
5.9. Use of NAVAID facilities
5.10. Altitude awareness (Descent)
5.11. Holding procedures
5.12. Stowage of cabin baggage
5.13. Seat belts and emergency procedures
5.14. Location and use emergency equipment / exits
5.15. Seat back position for T/O and L/D
5.16. Restrictions on use of lavatories
5.17. Use of authorized seats by cabin attendants
5.18. Use of electrical equipment during T/O and L/D
5.19. Handling of simulated emergencies/ problems
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6. APPROACH AND LANDING
6.1. Stabilized approach
6.2. Altitude awareness
6.3. Approach: procedures
6.4. Type of approach: IFR□

VFR□

PIC□

SIC□

6.5. Missed approach
6.6. Use of checklist and pax announcements
6.7. Speed control
6.8. Use of navigation aids
6.9. Touchdown ,rollout and braking
7. FLIGHT CREW
7.1. License and physicals
7.2. Flight deck vigilance
7.3. Crew co-ordination
7.4. Use of oxygen and preflight of mask
7.5. Judgment (Captain)
7.6. Flight management
7.7. Handling of emergencies
7.8. Aircraft discrepancies logged
7.9. Compliance with A/C limitations
7.10. Use of checklists
7.11. Noise abatement procedures
7.12. F/A knowledge of emergency equipment
7.13. Proficiency of SIC
7.14. Proficiency of FE
7.15. Compliance with CAA Regulations
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7.16. Compliance with operator procedure/policy
8. AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS CHECK
8.1. Emergency Equipments
8.2. Emergency Exits
8.3. Safety belts
8.4. Engine / Instrument Indicating
8.5. Hydraulic Power
8.6. Electrical Power
8.7. Oxygen
8.8. Fuel System
8.9. Oil System
8.10. Landing Gears
8.11. Autopilot System
8.12. Flight Controls
8.13. Navigations
8.14. Air Conditioning
8.15. Cabin Pressure
8.16. Anti-Ice/ De-Ice/Rain
8.17. Propeller
8.18. Equipment/Furnishings
8.19. Fire Protection
8.20. Communications
8.21. Others
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9. TABLE: INTIAL TYPE PROVING TEST INSPECTIONS

首次機型驗證飛航檢查表
INTIAL TYPE PROVING TEST INSPECTIONS
表格編號 FORM No: CAA JF ATT-B

J.F APP-B（D）
頁次 Page:

1/4

檔案編號
日 期
File No.
Date
公 司
檢查時間
自
至
Operator
Insp. Time
From
To
機型/註冊號碼
小 時
A/C Type / Reg. No.
Hour
機長
副駕駛/飛航機械員
Pilot In Command
FO/FE
座艙長
客艙組員人數
Chief F/A
Flight Attendant No.
起飛機場 Departure Airport
抵達機場 Arrival Airport
起飛日期/時間(UTC)Date/Time for Departure:
抵達日期/時間(UTC)Date/Time for Arrival:
總飛行時間 Total Flight Tim:
飛行航路 Flight Rout:
檢查項目
滿意
不滿意- 改正措施
CHECK ITEMS
SAT
UNSAT-Action to be taken
計劃 Planning
航務手冊含飛航中程序.並依該程序實施 Compliance with
contained in the operations manual
提供飛航組員得以安全執行飛航任務所需設施及裝備
The facilities and equipment provided to the flight crew to
conduct the flight safely
航務管制對飛航組員之支援
The support provided by operational control to the flight crew
沿途機場之一般地勤作業規定 The general provisions made
for ground handling of aircraft at airports along the route
適合之航路設施 The adequacy of the en-route facilities
起飛前檢查 Pre-flight inspection
氣象及航路簡報 Meteorological and route briefing
飛航計劃及燃油計算 Flight planning and fuel calculations
飛航計劃提報飛航公告及放飛 Flight planning Notam /
Dispatch clearance
飛行員/飛航機械員起飛前檢查 Pilot/FE pre-flight walk around
inspection
載重平衡程序 Weight and balance procedures
客艙檢查 Cabin inspection
飛行記錄本檢查 Aircraft log book inspection
與地勤人員之協調（引擎起動/航機後推）Coordination with
ground crew （startup /pushback）
備註 Remark：
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表格編號 FORM No: CAA JF ATT-B
檢查項目
滿意
CHECK ITEMS
SAT
載重與燃油 LOADING AND FUEL

頁次 Page:

2/4

不滿意- 改正措施
UNSAT-Action to be taken

在限制內之載重 Loading within limits:
起飛, 降落, 及零油重
Take-off, landing and zero fuel mass
重心 Center of gravity
貨艙及客艙之行李重 Hold and Cabin baggage mass:
實際重量 Actual mass
在載重單上之計算重量（理論重量）
Notional mass with load sheet annotation
滑行 / 起飛 Taxi / take-off
是否可以容納 Adequate allowance for:
組員手提行李及公文箱 Crew briefcases and baggage
技術書籍 Technical library
導航裝備 Navigational equipment
飛機文件 Aircraft papers
救生筏 Life rafts
救生器材 Survival equipment
備件及工具 Spares and tools
戴重分散器及貨物定位裝置 Load spreaders and cargo
tie-downs
符合使用人燃料政策之出發燃油量 Departure fuel conforms to
operator fuel formula
載重單之完成 Completion of load sheet
檢查表之使用 Use of checklist
滑行及使用機場圖表 Taxing and use of airport chart
放行許可記錄及覆頌 Clearance record and read-back
起飛重量 Take-off gross mass(
公斤 kg)
飛機指示溫度 Aircraft indicated OAT℃ (
)
V1, VR, V2 之遵守 V1, VR and V2 compliance
對組員及旅客之簡報 Briefing of flight crew and passengers
客艙組員在緊急程序之指示 F/A instructions on emergency
procedures
起飛 Take-off
IFR□
VFR□
PIC□
SIC□
出發許可 Departure clearance/SID compliance
對高度之注意力 (爬昇) Altitude awareness (climb)
沿途 EN ROUTE
遵守法規及檢查表 Compliance with regulations and checklist
是否符合作業最低限度 Compliance with the operating minima
組 員 紀 律 、 協 調 及 警 覺 Crew discipline, coordination and
vigilance
適當之陸空通訊 Adequacy of air ground communication
Passenger notification （seat belts, smoking etc）
機上雷達之使用 Use of airborne radar
是否遵守其得到之許可 Adherence to clearance
飛行任務遂行 Flight following
對高度之注意力(巡航) Altitude awareness (cruise)
地面導航設施之使用 Use of NAVAID facilities
備註 Remark：
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表格編號 FORM No.: CAA JF ATT-B
檢查項目
滿意
CHECK ITEMS
SAT
對高度之注意力(下降) Altitude awareness (Descent)
待命程序 Holding procedures
客艙行李之置放 Stowage of cabin baggage
安全帶及緊急程序 Seat belts and emergency procedures
緊 急 裝 備 及 逃 生 艙 門 之 使 用 Location and use emergency
equipment / exits
起飛及降落時椅背之豎直 Seat back position for T/O and L/D
盥洗室之使用限制 Restrictions on use of lavatories
客艙組員對授權座位之使用 Use of authorized seats by cabin
attendants
起飛及降落時電子裝備之使用 Use of electrical equipment
during
T/O and L/D
對模擬緊急/狀況之處置 Handling of simulated emergencies/
problems
進場及降落 APPROACH AND LANDING
穩定之進場 Stabilized approach
對高度之注意力 Altitude awareness
進場程序 Approach: procedures
進場種類 Type of approach:
IFR□
VFR□
PIC□
SIC□
誤失進場 Missed approach
檢查表之使用及旅客通 Use of checklist and pax
announcements

頁次 Page:

3/4

不滿意- 改正措施
UNSAT-Action to be taken

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaannouncement announcement
速度控制 Speed control
助航設施之使用 Use of navigation aids
落地、滾行及煞車 Touchdown ,rollout and braking
飛航組員 FLIGHT CREW

證照及身體狀況 License and physicals
座艙警覺性 Flight deck vigilance
組員之協調 Crew co-ordination
氧氣之使用及起飛前之面罩使用
Use of oxygen and preflight of mask
判斷 (機長) Judgment (Captain)
飛行管理 Flight management
緊急之處理 Handling of emergencies
航機故障之登錄 Aircraft discrepancies logged
遵守航機之限制 Compliance with A/C limitations
檢查表之使用 Use of checklists
噪音防止之程序 Noise abatement procedures
客艙組員對緊急裝備之了解
F/A knowledge of emergency equipment
副機長之能力 Proficiency of SIC

飛行機械員之能力 Proficiency of FE
是否遵守民航法規 Compliance with CAA Regulations
是否遵守使用人之程序/政策
Compliance with operator procedure/policy
備註 Remark：
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表格編號 FORM No : CAA JF ATT-B
檢查項目
CHECK ITEMS

頁次 Page:
滿意
SAT
機場 AERODROMES

4/4

不滿意- 改正措施
UNSAT-Action to be taken

跑道及滑行道 Runways and taxiways
燈光 Lighting
對公共安全之保護 Public protection
場站設施 Station facilities
地面人員 Ground personnel
航機之加油 Refueling of aircraft
備註 Remark：

檢查員建議 Inspector Comments:

檢查員姓名/簽章:
Inspector‘s name/signature:

組長:
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ATTACHMENT C COMPLIANCE STATMENTS
1. EXAMPLES
1.1. Example 1. - Initial compliance statement - method of compliance not developed
at time of formal application.
Annex 6 4.4.1 Airports. Operating Minima, to be supplied within 14
workings days
1.2. Example 2. - Initial or final compliance statement method of compliance fully
developed - preferred presentation
Annex 6 8.8.1 Reporting mechanical irregularities. GOM p. 129, para 243;
GMM p. 45, para. 12-5.
1.3. Example 3. - Initial or final compliance statement method of compliance fully
developed - acceptable presentation
Annex 6, 8.8.1 Reporting mechanical irregularities. The General
Operations manual (GOM) instructs the pilot in command (PIC) on the
requirements for an methods of completing the aircraft discrepancy log. The
PIC is required to review the log before each flight and to ascertain the status of
each previous entry. The General Maintenance Manual (GMM) instructs
maintenance personnel on the requirements to record discrepancies discovered
during preflight checks and other types of checks.
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ATTACHMENT D INSPECTOR CONDUCT
1. GENERAL
A Principal Inspector assignment is a position of high honor, high trust, high
visibility and lots of work. The success or failure of the CAA to maintain a
satisfactory level of operator oversight to ensure compliance with safety rules and
practices depends upon the performance of its inspectors. You, as the Principal
Inspector, are the primary contact between your assigned operator and the CAA and,
as such, must never let your actions bring discredit upon the inspector workforce or
the CAA.
It is just not enough to possess the basic inspector work experience and/or
aircraft type-ratings appropriate for the assignment. You must also fully understand
the application of ICAO/CAA laws and regulations as well as your operator's
policies and procedures if you are to provide competent oversight. Remember, you
speak for the CAA-you are the CAA in the field-and you must ensure your conduct
and actions always reflect favorably upon the CAA and Flight Standards.
Inspector work in a "glass house" environment. Your activities will have high
visibility, seen, observed, and judged by many-your operator's personnel, the public,
the CAA, your supervisor, your co-workers and others. Thus, it is most important
that your conduct, at all times, is:
1.1. Professional:
1.1.1. Dress appropriately when meeting with your operator or the public
1.1.2. Be fully prepared for any operator surveillance or inspection
1.1.3. Always be concerned with work details. Do it right
1.1.4. Be courteous, firm and fair in dealing with your operator and the public
1.1.5. Never use alcoholic beverages of any kind during duty hours. Your behavior
must be above reproach
1.1.6. Schedule appointments/meetings in advance and the be on time for them
1.1.7. Formalize your external and internal communications to avoid any
misunderstanding. Use written memos and letters
1.1.8. Be realistic. Mistakes will be made but admit it when you are wrong
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1.1.9. Always respond factually - do not impose your personal opinion upon others
1.1.10. Be a self starter, display personal initiative. Accomplish tasks promptly,
accurately and within established time frames
1.1.11. Don't voice disagreement with other inspectors in front of your operator or
the public
1.2. Ethical:
1.2.1. Past friendships and relations must not interfere with inspector duties and
responsibilities
1.2.2. Make decisions on the basis of facts and the merit of the situation without
regard to political or other non-safety considerations
1.2.3. Avoid any "conflict of interest" action. Even the appearance of a conflict of
interest act is a conflict of interest. Examples include ignoring a safety
violation because of an old friendship, accepting a gratuity or favor from
your operator or the public and having a large financial stake in the operator
assigned to you
1.3. Impartial:
1.3.1. Show no favoritism to any operator or person
1.3.2. Regardless of personal opinion, apply the rules and regulations evenly and
fairly to all
1.3.3. In the course of compliance action, when it is time for legal enforcement, do
not be reluctant, apologetic or unfair
1.4. In addition to all of the above, inspectors must have tolerance, tact and patience.
2. BOTTOM LINE
It is your duty to explain to your operator that your objective is to assist rather
than to hinder and that your activities are being carried out in the interest of
enhancing aviation safety. You must always promote compliance with the safety
regulations and yet maintain harmonious relationships. The importance of the CAA
inspector's credibility, good judgment, initiative, behavior, attitude, sense of
fairness coupled with the necessary firmness in dealing with his assigned operator's
representatives can not be overstressed.
IT IS NOT EASY!
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3. TABLE: OPS ASI CONDUCT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS CHECKLISTS
航務檢查員行為督導檢查表
OPS ASI CONDUCT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS JOB FUNCTION
APP-G
表格編號 FORM No: CAA JF APP-G

頁次 Page:

1/2
檔案編號
File No.
公司
Operator
機型
A/C Type

日期
Date
檢查時間
Insp. Time
小時
Hour
檢查項目
CHECK ITEMS

滿意
SAT

自
From

至
To

不滿意-改正措施
UNSAT- Action to be
taken

A.明瞭相關法規(CAA, ICAO & FAR )
Familiar with relevant regulations (CAA、ICAO & FAR)
B.技術管理
Technical Administration
1.公正無私態度正確反應於報告中
Conduct in a timely manner and report factually and accurately
completed
2.能依政策要求排定工作任務
Work program activities effective and planned
3.提供正確資訊及建議可行方案
Provide accurate information and recommend solutions can be
implemented
4.對已發生或可能發生問題儘速提報
Problems/ anticipated problems informed to supervisors at the
earliest possible time
5.對缺失或問題能與公司溝通及改善
Deficiencies/ problems are promptly communicated with
operator
6.定期與公司連繫
Regular contact with operator
7.與公司建立有效之工作關係
Effective work relationships with operators
C.檢定給證
Certification
1.依規定完成及紀錄給證作業
Certification actions are accomplished and documented
appropriately
2.對缺失/問題即時與業者溝通改正
Deficiencies / problems are promptly communicated with
operator
3.經適當完成檢定給證作業
Certification actions are appropriately conducted
4.本熱忱及專業進行連繫及回應
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Contacts and responses are handled in a courteous and
professionalmanner
D.檢查
Surveillances
1.能正確指出與規定符合或不符合
Monitoring
activities
correctly
indicate
compliance/non-compliance with CAA regulations
2.對缺失即時與業者管理階層溝通
Deficiencies are promptly communicated to management
levels
3.持續資料分析以偵測業者之飛安趨勢
Data analysis is continuously performed which detects aviation
safetytrends
4.辨識及強調重點飛安問題
Safety issues requiring special emphasis are identified and
promptlycommunicated
5.能與相關部門及業者維持有效之工作關係
An effective working relationship is maintained with relevant
departments
6.為解決問題時能安排舉行會議
Meetings are arranged with relevant departments to resolve
safetyrelated issues
7.能依據檢查員手冊對業者執行檢查工作
Conduct inspection in according with inspector handbook
8.能正確指出業者缺點並發出缺點通知單
Find deficiencies correctly and issue defect notice
其他
Others
備註
Remark :
督導建議
Supervisor comments:

督導姓名/簽章
Supervisor‘s name/signature

組長：
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ATTACHMENT E AIRMAN CERTIFICATION
ASSESSMENT
1. OBJECTIVE
This section contains direction and guidance to be used by inspectors for
performing airman certification assessment. Airmen are defined as pilot, flight
engineer, mechanic, air traffic controller, repairman and dispatcher.
2. REFERENCE
2.1. CAA Regulation, Chapter 3 (01-01A)
2.2. Airman Certification and License, CAA Regulation (05-01A)
2.3. CAA “Guidance governing knowledge and practical test standards (PTS) for
Airmen Licenses and Ratings”。
2.4. FAA FSIMS (Flight standard Information Management System)8900.1 Volume 5
Airman certification。
3. GENERAL
3.1. The assessment guidance is provided to ensure that all airman certification
processes meet with CAA related regulations.
3.2. The Airman is defined as the following:
3.2.1. Pilot
3.2.2. Flight engineer
3.2.3. Mechanic
3.2.4. Repairman
3.2.5. Dispatcher
3.2.6. Air Traffic Controller
3.3. License classification
3.3.1. Airman certificate
3.3.2. Medical certificate
APR 01, 2016
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3.4. Aviation Law Article 25, airman is not allowed to perform any aviation related
duties unless he/she possess of valid certificates issued by the CAA Director
General or his designee.
3.5. For hired expatriate employee to perform revenue flight job, an approval from
CLA and type rating from CAA subject to Airman Certification Regulation must
be granted. According to the length of the employment in the contract engaged
in ferry flight, test flight or training flight when duration does not exceed 14
days or take practice outside country, an approval from CLA and subject to
Airman Certification Regulation Article 109 that CAA will endorse the type
rating and medical certificate with the presentation of foreign authority of the
applicants’. only a agree letter will be issued by CAA.
4. PROCEDURES
4.1. Type rating certificate will be issued to applicant when passing a CAA written
test and proficiency check, Application procedures are as following;
4.1.1. Subject to Airman Certification Regulation Article 4 Notice to airman, the
Nationality applicant is required to submit the following documents to
CAA,and foreigner needed another subject to Article 113 Notice to airman:
4.1.2. The Inspector shall examine these documents to ensure the applicant
qualification meets all regulatory and requirements, i.e.（age, flight time,
aircraft type experience, etc.), CAA will schedule applicant for a written test.
The test subjects are defined in “Airman Certification and Notice to the
airman”.
4.1.3. For initial type rating proficiency check, the examiner must be a CAA
Inspector, a Designated Pilot Examiner or Designated agent.
4.2. Aviation Safety Inspector (Operations) Qualifications and Status
4.2.1. INSPECTOR STATUS DURING PRACTICAL TESTS.
A. Pilot-in-Command Status. An inspector conducts a practical test to observe
and evaluate an applicant’s ability to perform the procedures and maneuvers
required for the pilot certificate or rating.
a. The inspector is not the pilot in command (PIC) of the aircraft during the
practical test unless acting in that capacity for the flight, or a portion of the
flight, by prior arrangement with the applicant or other PIC.
B. Policy Concerning Giving Flight Training, Demonstration, Advice, or
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Assistance During a Practical Test.
a. It is inappropriate for an aviation safety inspector (ASI) to provide flight
training and/or to teach techniques to an applicant during a practical test.
The role of an ASI during the practical test is to evaluate an applicant’s
performance based on compliance with the appropriate practical test
standards (PTS).
b. If an ASI has to take over the flight controls or assist in the manipulation of
the flight controls during a practical test, such action is disqualifying, and
the test is therefore failed. An exception to this policy is where, through no
fault of the applicant, the ASI has to take over the flight controls or assist in
the manipulation of the flight controls during the practical test if the ASI
determines life or property is at risk (to avoid another aircraft, to avoid
weather, to avoid a violation of airspace rules, or take corrective action as a
result of an aircraft maintenance problem, etc.). In this case, once the
situation is resolved, the practical test will resume.
C. Physical Location of Inspector.
a. With certain exceptions, an inspector accompanies an applicant in the
aircraft during the practical test. However, the inspector may observe, from
the ground, an applicant’s performance of autorotations to touchdown during
airline transport pilot (ATP) or flight instructor certification practical tests in
helicopters, if the applicant is the sole occupant of the aircraft. Similarly, the
inspector may observe from the ground or from another airplane the
performance of aerial maneuvers by an applicant flying a single-control
aircraft.
b. During practical tests given on aircraft requiring a flightcrew of two or more,
the inspector should give the practical test from a designated jump seat or
place in the cabin from which the flight can be adequately observed. An
industry pilot who is qualified to act as PIC in that type aircraft must then
occupy the other seat.
c. ASIs may observe practical tests that are accomplished in a balloon or in an
experimental aircraft from the ground.
4.2.2. ASI (OPERATIONS) PILOT AND FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATE
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDUCTING CERTAIN TESTS AND
CHECKS.
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In general, ASIs (Operations) must possess at least a commercial pilot
certificate and/or flight instructor certificate in the aircraft category and class
(and type, if applicable) for which they conduct practical tests that result in
certification or the addition of a pilot type rating. If conducting a practical
test at the ATP certification level, then an ASI (Operations) must possess at
least an ATP pilot certificate and/or flight instructor certificate in the aircraft
category and class (and type, if applicable) for which they conduct practical
tests that result in certification or the addition of a pilot type rating.
4.3. Considerations for the Practical Test.
4.3.1. General.
A. Conduct of Practical Tests. All practical tests shall be conducted in
accordance with CAA “Guidance governing knowledge and practical test
standards (PTS) for Airmen Licenses and Ratings”. Efforts to standardize
its test tasks shall be conducted in accordance with CAA Laws and
Regulations, test tasks, operating limitations of the aircraft, and procedures
prescribed in the Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) or Rotorcraft Flight Manual
(RFM).
B. When Tests may be Given. An inspector may administer airman certification
practical tests only while on duty, within the scope of the job description.
Unless the approval of a supervisor is obtained, inspectors shall not
administer tests while on other than normal duty.
C. Airman Test Reports. An inspector conducting a practical test shall note the
failed areas coded on the applicant’s airman test report to identify possible
deficiencies that may affect the applicant’s flight performance. Authorized
instructors may endorse the airman test report form, attesting that an
applicant has received instruction in areas missed on the test.
4.3.2. PRACTICAL TEST PREFLIGHT BRIEFING.
A. Preflight Briefings. To ensure the highest degree of safety during practical
tests, the inspector must conduct a preflight briefing on safety procedures,
duties, and responsibilities before each practical test. The plan of action
prepared for the practical test may be used as the briefing checklist. The
briefing checklist must include a preflight briefing.
B. Safety Pilot. One person must be designated as safety pilot for the practical
test, and must occupy a pilot station during the practical test. When an
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inspector occupies one of the pilot stations, the inspector may perform the
role of safety pilot and must do so in certain circumstances (e.g., applicant
under the hood). In cases when the inspector does not occupy a pilot station,
then a qualified industry pilot must be designated safety pilot.
C. Safety Pilot Duties. The safety pilot must be briefed on his or her duties prior
to the practical test. These duties include the following:
a. Physically intervening on the controls before a maneuver or procedure
deteriorates to an unsafe level,
b. Ensuring overall safety of the flight to whatever extent necessary, and
c. Ensuring safety in whatever manner would be effective if a particular
maneuver cannot be executed safely.
D. Inspector’s Role. The inspector or examiner, when not occupying a pilot
station, must rely on the safety pilot to interfere and override any decision by
the inspector, examiner candidate, applicant, or other person if safety
requirements demand it.
4.3.3. STRUCTURE OF THE PRACTICAL TEST. The practical test consists of a
demonstration of aeronautical knowledge and a demonstration of
aeronautical skill or flight proficiency. These demonstrations are not
intended to be separate tests; rather, they are intended to be conducted
concurrently.
A. The Oral Portion. The demonstration of aeronautical knowledge consists of a
question and answer exchange between the ASI and the applicant.
a. The questions asked of an applicant should be clearly stated and have only
one correct response. The correct response to the question should reflect
that the applicant has a clear understanding of the subject. Trick questions
should be avoided. The correct answers to all questions should be available
in the regulations, AFM, RFM, or other acceptable sources.
b. Maintaining an unintimidating atmosphere is important, since it allows the
applicant to relax and ultimately improves performance. Care should be
taken, however, not to give the applicant “ground school.” If questions are
consistently missed, or if the applicant gives confused or unrelated answers,
the examination must be ended and a notice of disapproval issued.
B. Group Testing. Except in the circumstances listed below, applicants must be
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tested individually and separately.
a. Simultaneous testing must be limited to the oral portion of an aircraft type
rating practical test.
b. No more than two applicants may be tested simultaneously, and only if they
were trained in the same aircraft and training course. If an applicant prefers
to be tested separately, the examiner must conduct the test individually.
c. Simultaneous testing may

not be permitted for the original issuance of the

grade of pilot certificate (i.e., private pilot certificate, Commercial Pilot
Certificate, or Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) Certificate).
d. An example in which simultaneous testing may be permitted is a practical
test for aircraft type rating for a Learjet 35 (meaning an aircraft that requires
two pilot crewmembers) that involves two applicants.
C. The Flight Portion. The demonstration of skill is the flight portion of the
practical test, in which the applicant demonstrates proficiency in the aircraft
for which the certificate or rating is sought.
4.3.4. PREREQUISITES FOR PRACTICAL TESTS. To be eligible for a practical
test, an applicant must meet the following prerequisites:
A. Knowledge Test Requirement.
B. Medical Certificate Requirements.
C. Documentation (aeronautical experience).
4.3.5. CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS

DURING PRACTICAL TESTS.

A. Authorized Persons. These individuals may include the following:
a. Persons preparing for a similar flight test,
b. Flight instructors assigned to similar flight training activities,
c. Designated Examiners (DE) who are authorized to conduct similar flight
tests or examiner candidates,
d. Chief pilots or instructors for flight schools and executive operators,
e. Owners/operators of the aircraft, and
f. Other inspectors.
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B. Unauthorized Persons. Examples of unauthorized persons are non-flying
relatives, persons not involved in a flight training program, non-flying
employees, or friends of the owner or operator.
C. Consent for Passenger Carriage. The carriage of authorized persons must
have the consent of the owner/operator, the practical test applicant, and the
inspector.
D. Additional Crewmembers. In some large aircraft, practical tests may include
operations (e.g., simulated equipment failures or engine fires) that may divert
the attention of both pilots. In such cases, the inspector shall request the
applicant to provide a qualified observer on the flight deck to assist in
maintaining a constant watch for other air traffic.
4.3.6. PRACTICAL TEST DISCONTINUATION. Environmental, mechanical, or
personal situations can occur that cause the practical test to be discontinued.
If these occur, the inspector shall assure the applicant that he or she has not
failed the practical test, and shall attempt to reschedule the test as soon as
possible. The most frequent reasons for discontinuance of a practical test are
weather, unforeseen mechanical problems, and applicant incapacitation.
A. Weather. A test could be postponed by rapidly changing weather. For
example, at the conclusion of the knowledge demonstration portion of the
practical test, the inspector and the applicant may discover that lowered
ceilings or visibility would preclude a safely conducted flight.
B. Mechanical Problems. The applicant may discover, during preparation for
the flight portion of the test, a mechanical problem that would preclude safe
conduct of the flight.
C. Medical Problems. The applicant or inspector could experience medical
problems (e.g., severe headaches or sinusitis because of pressure changes)
after the test has begun. The test should be discontinued immediately at
either the applicant’s or the inspector’s suggestion.
4.3.7. REPEATING MANEUVERS ON PRACTICAL TESTS. A maneuver that is
not performed to the required standard during a practical test may not be
repeated unless one of the following conditions applies:
A. Discontinuance. Discontinuance of a maneuver for valid safety reasons
(e.g.,a go-around or other procedure necessary to modify the originally
planned maneuver).
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B. Collision Avoidance. Inspector intervention on the flight controls to avoid
another aircraft the applicant could not have seen due to position or other
factors.
C. Misunderstood Requests. Legitimate instances when applicants do not
understand an inspector’s request to perform a specific maneuver. An
applicant’s failure to understand the nature of a specified maneuver being
requested is not grounds for repeating a maneuver.
D. Other Factors. Any condition under which the inspector was distracted to the
point that he or she could not adequately observe applicant performance of
the maneuver (e.g.,radio calls, traffic).
4.4. REEXAMINATION OF AN AIRMAN
4.4.1. This chapter contain direction and guidance to be used by inspectors when
reexamining airmen for questions of competence noted during operations.
A. BASIS FOR A REEXAMINATION.
An inspector’s decision to conduct a reexamination of an airman’s
competence must always be based on probable cause. This probable cause
must be developed from facts and circumstances surrounding an event and
must indicate clear evidence of incompetence. The airman’s failure on a
required proficiency or competency check, or even repeated failures on a
check, does not by itself constitute probable cause for a reexamination. For
example, if during the routine surveillance of a flight check of a pilot
conducted by an operator’s check airman, the pilot fails to perform a
particular maneuver to the standards of the pilot’s airman certificate, the
check airman may stop the check, instruct the pilot, and then resume the
check. This may happen more than once with one pilot, and does not indicate
a lack of competence. In this case, the inspector should not initiate a request
for reexamination. A reexamination would be initiated, however, if during an
en route inspection, the inspector notes that a pilot performs in such a way
that would call into question the safe completion of that or any subsequent
flight. In such a case, the inspector should follow the guidance of this section
to prevent the pilot from continuing to act as a required flight crewmember
until the question of the pilot’s competence has been resolved.
B. INSPECTOR AUTHORITY TO PROHIBIT THE OPERATION OF
AIRCRAFT
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If the inspector observes pilot incompetence during the airborne portion of an
en route inspection, the inspector’s in-flight options are limited. Caution
must be exercised on the part of the inspector as any derogatory comment
could exacerbate the situation, resulting in a greater hazard to safety. The
inspector should use discretion and try to determine what action, if any, on
the inspector’s part, would facilitate a safe completion of the flight. When the
situation allows, the inspector shall advise the pilot that the pilot’s
competency is in question. The inspector shall further request that the airman
voluntarily refrain from further flight until the question of competence has
been resolved.
a. If the airman agrees to refrain from further flight, the inspector shall follow
the procedures of this section and the current edition of Compliance and
Enforcement Program when arranging and conducting the reexamination.
b. If the airman whose competence is in question does not agree to refrain from
further flight, the inspector will, as soon as possible upon landing, contact an
appropriate management official of the operator by telephone. The inspector
shall inform the operator’s management official of the following:
* All pertinent information to show probable cause that the pilot’s
competence is in question.
* The steps that the inspector intends to pursue based on the information.
* A request that the operator assist the FAA in its investigation and
take
immediate action to ensure that the pilot does not serve on any further
flights pending the outcome of the reexamination.
* A reminder to the official that the FAA has the authority to prohibit, when
warranted in the interest of aviation safety, the operation of the aircraft in
the event that the operator fails to take action on its own.
4.5. CAA ASI (OPERATIONS) PTS Review
Upon receiving applicant practical test report, Aviation Safety Inspector shall
refer to the task items of CAA Practical Test Standards to ensure the tasks taken
in the test and its results shown on the report form is in compliance with the
requirements.
5. CERTIFICATE ISSUANCE
5.1. To comply with Aviation Law and Airman Certification Regulation. Applicant
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fulfilled all requirements, CAA will issue type rating certificate.
5.2. Initial type rating proficiency check, CAA will send qualified type rating
inspector, a designated examiner or qualified agent to do the examine. Applicant
then submit successful written test and type rating result to CAA for type rating
certificate. Hired expatriate pilot should file with the application to MOTC via
CAA.
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6. FIGURE: FLOW OF AIRMAN CERTIFICATE PROCESS
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7. TABLE: EXPATRIATE PILOT PERSONAL DATE FORM
外國籍駕駛員資料表
Expatriate pilot personal date form
Application date 日期：
Name

Date of birth

Nationality

姓名

生日

國籍
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Proposedj
ob title
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Medical
Status
體檢證明

Type rating
檢定證類

Flight
time
飛時

Former
Employment

受雇紀錄
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8. TABLE: EXPATRIATE PILOT AND AB-INITIO PILOT NUMBER LIST
外籍駕駛員及儲訓駕駛員人數資料
Expatriate Pilot and Ab-initial Pilot Number List
The CAA‘s approved number of Short Term
Hired Expatriate IP’s
民航局核准短期聘僱外籍教師駕駛員人數
The CAA‘s approved number of Long Term
Hired Expatriate Pilot’s
民航局核准長期聘僱外籍駕駛員人數
Number of Ab_Initio Pilots 儲訓駕駛員人數
Number of Expatriate Pilots available to hire
計劃聘僱外籍駕駛員之人數
Date 日期：
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ATTACHMENT F AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT, SERIOUS
INCIDENT AND INCIDENT
INVESTIGATIONS
F.0 AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT, SERIOUS INCIDENT AND
INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
1. GENERAL
This attachment contains information and guidance to be used by inspector
personnel when involved with the investigation and reporting of operator
accidents/incidents.
1.1. DEFINITIONS
1.1.1. Aircraft Accident. An occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft
that:
A. Takes place between the time the first person boards the aircraft with the
intension of flight and the last person has disembarked, in which a person is
fatally or seriously injured as a result, (1) of being in the aircraft, (2) having
direct contact with any part of the aircraft, including parts that have become
detached from the aircraft, (3) or direct exposure to jet blast.
Exceptions to this are: (1) injuries from natural causes, (2) self
inflicted or inflicted by other persons, (3) or when the injuries are to
stowaways hiding outside the areas normally available to the passengers and
crew.
B. Results in death or serious injury. Fatality, is death that results from an injury
within 30 days of the accident. Injury is considered serious if it:
a. Requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing within 7 days
from the date an injury was received
b. Results in fracture of any bone (except simple fractures of fingers, toes or
nose)
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c. Involves lacerations which cause severe hemorrhages, nerve, muscle, or
tendon damage
d. Involves injury to any internal organ
e. Involves second or third degree burns or any burns affecting more than 5%
of the body surface
f. Involves verified exposure to infectious substances or injurious radiation.
C. Substantial damage means damage or failure which adversely affects the
structural strength, performance, or flight characteristics of the aircraft,
which would normally require major repair or replacement of the affected
component. Exceptions to this definition include:
a. Engine failure or damage limited to an engine if only one engine fails or is
damaged.
b. Bent cowling or fairings.
c. Ground damage limited to rotor or propeller blades.
d. Dented skin, small puncture holes in the skin or fabric. Damage to landing
gear, wheels, brakes, tires, flaps, engine accessories, wing tips or antennas.
D. Aviation Safety Inspectors (ASI) are urged to fully consider all aspects of
these exceptions before making a final “substantial damage” determination
that would classify the occurrence as an accident.
1.1.2. Aircraft serious incident. An occurrence associated with the operation of an
aircraft that:
A. Takes place between the time any person boards an aircraft with the intention
of flight and the last person has disembarked.
B. Involves circumstances indicating that an aircraft accident nearly occurred.
C. Typical examples of incidents that are likely to be serious incidents:
a. Near collisions requiring an avoidance maneuver to avoid a collision or an
unsafe condition.
b. Controlled flight into terrain only marginally avoided.
c. Aborted take-offs on a closed or engaged runway.
d. Take-offs from a closed or engaged runway with marginal separation from
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obstacle (s).
e. Landings or attempted landings on a closed or engaged runway.
f. Gross failures to achieve predicted performance during take-off or initial
climb.
g. Fire and smoke in the passenger compartment, cargo compartment or engine
fires, even though such fires were extinguished by the use of extinguishing
agents.
h. Events requiring the emergency use of oxygen by the flight crew.
i. Aircraft structural failures or engine disintegration not classified as an
accident.
j. Multiple malfunctions of one or more aircraft systems seriously affecting the
operating of the aircraft.
k. Flight crew incapacitation in flight.
l. Fuel quantity requiring the declaration of an emergency by the pilot.
m. Take-off or landing incidents, such as undershooting, overrunning or running
off the side of runways.
n. System failures, weather phenomena, operations outside the approved flight
envelope or other occurrences which could have caused difficulties
controlling the aircraft.
o. Failure of more than one system in a redundancy system mandatory for
flight guidance and navigation.
1.1.3. Aircraft Incident. An occurrence, other than an accident/serious incident,
associated with the operation of an aircraft that effects or could effect the
safety of operations.
1.2. PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES
1.2.1. Aviation Safety Council, (ASC)
The Aviation Safety Council is responsible for the investigation of all
aircraft accidents, serious incidents and incidents for the determination of the
probable cause. ASC may not have adequate personnel to investigate all
aircraft accidents, serious incidents and other incidents; therefore, ASC may
delegate to the CAA the authority to partially or fully investigate an accident,
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serious incident or other incidents. For every investigation, ASC appoints an
investigator-in- charge, (IIC).
1.2.2. Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA)
A. The CAA is responsible for the investigation of all accidents and incidents,
and must determine the facts surrounding any accident and whether any
aircraft operator involved in an accident or incident was in compliance with
ROC Regulations. For every investigation, the CAA appoints an
investigator-in-charge (CAA IIC) to assist the ASC IIC and to determine the
level of CAA involvement. During any investigation, the CAA retains
authority for regulatory compliance.
B. The CAA investigations must determine whether or not the following were
factors in the accident or incident:
a. The performance of CAA facilities or functions, i.e. ATC, Air Navigation
Facilities and Airdromes
b. The airworthiness of the aircraft
c. The competency of airman, air agencies, or operators
d. The CAA regulations were adequate
e. The airport certification, safety standards or operations were involved
f. The operator/airport security standards or operations were involved
g. There was a violation of Civil Aviation Regulations
h. Airmen medical qualifications were involved
C. Actions are taken to prevent similar accidents, serious incidents and incidents
1.2.3. Other Parties
In addition to the involvement of ASC and CAA, other parties may
participate in the investigation. Company safety personnel, manufacturing
representatives, union representatives and others may be on site to assist in
the investigation. It is important that all personnel involved in the
investigation are aware of the other parties and their teams in order to
establish communication
information.

channels

for

obtaining

and

exchanging

1.3. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND REPORTING
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1.3.1. The Flight Standards Division will upon notification, assign an inspector as
the CAA IIC. The CAA IIC will prepare and submit factual reports of the
investigation to the Aviation Safety Counsel (ASC) on all delegated accidents,
serious incidents and incidents.
1.3.2. On delegated events, the CAA is obligated to supply all resources essential to
producing investigative reports, manpower, travel and inspection.
1.3.3. CAA will coordinate with ASC to supply the resources necessary for testing,
wreckage recovery, security guards, etc.
1.3.4. The CAA IIC has the authority to seek expertise when required from ATC,
Airdromes, Air Navigation Facilities, Security, etc through appropriate
organizational channels.
1.4. CAA INVESTIGATOR-IN-CHARGE (IIC) RESPONSIBILITIES The CAA
FSD will designate an IIC designated as its principal representative. The
designation of IIC constitutes that person's authority to procure and utilize the
services of all needed CAA personnel, facilities, equipment, and records.
1.4.1. General responsibilities. The CAA IIC directs and controls all CAA
participation in the investigation until the investigation is complete.
1.4.2. ASC conducted investigations.
A. The CAA IIC is under the control and direction of the ASC IIC. If the CAA
is the first to arrive at the site, then the CAA representative is in charge until
the ASC arrives.
B. The CAA IIC will be the point of contact for any information that the ASC
makes available to be used for corrective action, to include the following:
a. Documents
b. Any other evidence obtained and developed during the investigation
c. Any tentative recommendations
1.4.3. CAA delegated investigations. When investigations are delegated to the CAA
by ASC, the CAA IIC becomes an authorized representative of the ASC. This
includes all of the investigative authority prescribed in the applicable ASC
regulations.
1.5. CAA PARTICIPANT RESPONSIBILITIES
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As previously stated, Flight Standards assigns an inspector as IIC who has
the authority to obtain other participants from Flight Standards, ATC, Airdromes,
Air Navigation Facilities to support the investigative process
1.5.1. Participants are responsible to the IIC in all matters related to the
investigation, i.e.
A. Withdrawing from the investigation
B. Supplying information or reports to any person outside their assigned group
1.5.2. Personnel representing the CAA organizational element authorized access to
the scene are subject to the requirements of the above paragraph. These
personnel shall provide the IIC with reproducible copies of all reports that
they have prepared or received during the investigation.
1.5.3. CAA personnel not specifically assigned as participants or support personnel
are not permitted at the scene without the knowledge and consent of the IIC.
2. TYPES OF INVESTIGATIONS
2.1. All Aircraft within the ROC Boundaries
All ROC or foreign registered aircraft involved in an accident/serious
incident will be investigated by ASC unless delegated to CAA. The CAA shall
investigate to ensure fulfillment of all CAA responsibilities. In addition, The State
of Design, manufacture, registry and operator shall be notified as soon as
possible.
2.2. Accidents/Serious Incidents/incidents occurring outside ROC boundaries
When ROC registered or ROC manufactured aircraft are involved in a
foreign country, they will be investigated in accordance with this attachment and
the state of occurrence guidelines. The state of occurrence will be in charge of the
investigation.
2.3. Ultra-light Vehicle Investigations.
In ultra-light investigations, it is the IIC’s responsibility to determine if there
was a violation of any Civil Aviation Regulations
2.4. Agricultural Aircraft Investigations
2.4.1. The IIC should use extreme caution when arriving at the site in which an
agricultural aircraft is involved, as the site may be contaminated with
hazardous chemicals or "economic poisons." If this is the case, protective
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clothing/gear should be required, i.e. boots, gloves, respirator, etc.
2.4.2. Before arriving at the site, the type of substance on board the aircraft must be
determined. The IIC shall contact the operator or appropriate loading agent to
identify the substance and determine whether there are any associated risks
before allowing anyone on the site.
3. NOTIFICATION ACTIVITIES
3.1. Delegated Investigation. Certain steps have to be taken to initiate CAA delegated
investigations to establish contacts and coordination with the following:
3.1.1. Law enforcement or airport authorities for:
A. Wreckage and site security
B. Information on accessibility of the accident site and environmental
conditions
C. Arrangements for local travel to the site, etc.
3.1.2. Local arrangements for autopsies and toxicological tests, etc.
3.1.3. Manufacturer or operator for original notification, investigative participation,
etc.
3.1.4. Air Traffic facilities, investigative involvement and for:
A. Preliminary information on flight plan and pilot's intent
B. Radio communications and securing appropriate tapes
C. Flight progress reports and radar printouts, etc.
D. Weather information
3.1.5. Airport’s possible involvement
3.1.6. Ground navigation for possible involvement
3.2. FSD Office Coordination
3.2.1. Coordination will be necessary to ensure that response time to an
investigation is a high priority.
3.2.2. Coordination should be established to give local authorities the name of the
IIC and the expected time of arrival. Before departing, the IIC should
designate an initial contact point to which messages can be sent during the
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transient status.
3.3. Investigation Equipment
The diversity of investigations makes it difficult to have all the necessary
equipment available. Certain items are normally contained in the accident kit:
3.3.1. Investigation equipment
A. Accident/Incident investigation equipment container
B. Investigative operational procedure and forms
C. Flash light. (batteries, spare bulb)
D. Drawing board, paper, note pad, ruler, pen
E. Tools, (pliers, wrenches, screw drivers, knife, labels….)
F. Rope
G. Communication equipment, i.e. personal cell phone, etc.
H. Camera and film
3.3.2. Individual protection equipment
A. Full length water-proof rain coat
B. Non-powdered medical gloves
C. Canvas or leather heavy-duty gloves
D. Fog-free goggles
E. Breathing protection respirator
F. Rubber boots
G. Antibiotic disinfectents, i.e. soap, alcohol, etc.
H. Toxicant waste bag
3.4. On-site Safety
The IIC when planning the investigation must consider the safety of both
inspectors and bystanders.
3.4.1. Items to be considered by the Investigator-In-Charge include the following:
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A. Shifting wreckage on steep slopes
B. Pressurized systems and components, including hydraulic, pneumatic, and
oxygen systems
C. Blowout (explosion) of damaged landing gear tires
D. Loaded weapons, such as when law enforcement agencies or hunters were
known to be aboard
E. Electrically charged wreckage
F. Reactions of toxic agents present in a fire
G. Hazardous agricultural chemicals
H. Other hazardous materials
3.4.2. Actions to be considered by the IIC include the following:
A. Delaying the handling of wreckage if there is any reason to suspect the
presence of hazardous cargo, including radioactive materials or chemicals,
until the necessary checks have been made and the site has been declared
safe or the site is safe to be entered with the appropriate protective clothing
B. Wearing gloves, boots, clothing, etc. when investigating the wreckage and
using hard hats when working inside or under wreckage
C. Taking into account the advice of local law enforcement personnel, rescue
teams personnel as to the type of protection and precautions needed
appropriate to the terrain
D. Providing for first aid, shelter, food, water, and fuel due to unexpected
weather or equipment failures that may isolate the investigation team in
remote areas
E. Setting up a communications system for the logging in and logging out of
personnel operating in remote areas
F. Controlling access to the site to ensure bystander safety.
3.5. Site Preservation
Preservation of the site is of primary importance to a successful
investigation. Removal of survivors, victims, fire-fighting equipment and
removal of hazardous materials can damage the site, but may be necessary prior
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to the start of the investigation. The IIC is responsible for securing the site to
ensure preservation.
3.6. Rotorcraft Wreckage Considerations
The IIC should be aware that the rotorcraft investigation may present
problems that would not be encountered in an airplane investigation. When the
IIC is not thoroughly familiar with rotorcraft engineering and aerodynamics,
assistance should be requested.
3.7. Witness Statement
3.7.1. If a violation is suspected there are additional requirements for the handling
of witness statements. These requirements include the following:
A. If a witness objects to a statement being used, the witness must be informed
that they may be required to testify at the enforcement proceedings
B. Witness statements shall be documented on CAA format. For delegated
investigations, the original statement will be forwarded to ASC with the
investigative report
3.8. On Site Survey
During the time spent at the site there should be a continual gathering of
facts by all involved inspectors. The IIC should be continually evaluating this
evidence for possible contributing factors.
3.8.1. The following evidence should be considered and photographed when
possible:
A. Wings or stabilizer tips, vertical stabilizer tip, propeller or rotor tips
B. Flight control surfaces such as rudder, elevators, ailerons, flaps, stabilizers,
spoilers, slats, tabs
C. Structures to be analyzed
D. Pre-impact versus post crash fire evidence
E. Metal fatigue versus instantaneous breaks
F. In-flight versus impact breaks
G. Positive versus negative G-forces
H. Overloading or out of center of gravity evidence
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I. Evidence of direction at impact
J. Controlled versus uncontrolled direction at impact
K. Engine power at impact
L. Systems operation prior to impact
M. Evidence of G-force at impact
N. Post crash flight control positions
O. Cockpit documentation, i.e. control/dial positions, instrument condition and
indications, etc.
P. Evidence of impact prior to final terrain contact, such as damage to trees,
wires buildings,
Q. terrain, poles, or obstructions
R. Witness statements
S. Fuel contamination or exhaustion
3.8.2. Statistics show that a high percentage of accidents are caused by human error.
Therefore the IIC must consider other elements that could have contributed
to the cause of the accident. The following is a list of areas of consideration:
A. Possible fatigue factors
B. Crew qualifications
C. Medical factors
D. Peer group pressures
E. Over-extension of capabilities
F. Drug and/or alcohol usage
3.9. Progress/Preliminary Reports
Reports on delegated accidents will be done in accordance with ICAO
Annex 13.
4. AIRCRAFT INVESTIGATIVE REPORT PACKAGE
The IIC shall prepare the investigative report on delegated accidents in
accordance with ICAO Annex 13.
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5. POST ON-SITE INVESTIGATION ACTIVITIES
The IIC's responsibilities do not end with the conclusion of the on site
investigation. Some activities to be considered after the on site investigation may
include:
5.1. Testing and teardown of aircraft components and parts in accordance with the
manufacturer's manuals
5.2. Comparing the aircraft's certificated performance with the performance under the
conditions existing at the time of the event. Simulator or actual flight tests may
be required
5.3. Reviewing all relevant certification standards (aircraft, airmen, carriers, airport
facilities, schools, repair stations, etc.) for factors that may have contributed to
the accident
5.4. Documenting the pilot's flying background, experience, training, medical history,
and certification
5.5. Documenting the pilot's preparation and execution of the flight.
5.6. Documenting all pertinent weather data, such as pilot briefings, forecast weather,
actual weather, pilot reported weather, etc.
5.7. Submitting safety proposals in the form of accident prevention recommendations
6. VIOLATIONS
If, at any time during the investigation, facts are revealed that indicate a
violation of the Civil Aviation Regulations, the IIC should follow established CAA
procedures.
7. PROCEDURES
7.1. GENERAL
7.1.1. Prerequisites
A. Knowledge of the aircraft systems and CAA regulatory requirements.
B. Successful completion of the Inspectors Indoctrination Course.
7.1.2. Coordination
This task requires coordination with the appropriate Flight Standards
inspectors and the ASC. Coordination may also be required with ATC,
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Airdromes, Air Navigation Facilities, Security, etc.
7.2. REFERENCES
7.2.1. CAA regulations and other responsibilities
7.2.2. ICAO Annex 13
7.2.3. ICAO Accident/Incident Reporting Manual (Doc. 9156)
7.2.4. CAA Compliance and Enforcement Procedures
7.3. PROCEDURES
7.3.1. Initial Notification
A. Record the initial information
a. State of Registry and State of occurrence if other than Taiwan
b. The State of the Operator
c. State of Design and Manufacture
d. Information provided from any state, i.e., Air Navigation Facilities, ATC
services, etc.
B. Determine the type of event for:
a. Air Carrier
b. Agricultural
c. Military
d. Ultra-light
C. Notify the Director of Flight Standards to contact the appropriate personnel,
i.e. ATC, Airdromes, Air Navigation Facilities, etc. as required by the
category of event.
D. The Director of Flight Standards will assign a CAA IIC and appropriate team
members.
E. For all accident investigations, the CAA IIC shall insure the eight CAA
responsibilities are satisfied.
7.3.2. Initiate Organization of Investigation
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A. If the accident involves Air Traffic facilities, Airdromes, Air Navigation
Facilities, the IIC should request personnel with expertise in these areas and
should analyze at least the following:
a. Flight check results, airport layout/signage
b. Air Traffic tapes and other flight progress information
c. Radar printouts
d. Weather information
B. The CAA IIC will determine what specialties will be required based on the
initial information (e.g. operations, airworthiness, avionics, medical
examiners, coroner, pathologist, etc).
C. The Investigator-In-Charge will brief all participants on their responsibilities
and the preliminary information.
D. The CAA IIC shall contact the nearest local law enforcement agency and/or
airport security to:
a. Provide site security until the arrival of CAA or ASC personnel
b. Ensure that rescue operations have been initiated
c. If rescue operations have not been initiated, take the necessary steps to begin
rescue operations,
d. Determine if specialized personnel and/or equipment are required to begin or
continue rescue operations
E. The CAA IIC will keep the Director of Flights Division or his delegate
appraised of the investigation status
F. CAA IIC shall obtain the investigation kit from the Flight Standards Division
and insure it contains basic tools, working flashlight, pencil, paper, etc. Then
proceed to the accident site.
7.3.3. Perform Preliminary On Site Investigation (CAA Delegated Inspection)
NOTE: The CAA IIC must ensure that sufficient data is gathered to complete
all applicable ASC documents.
A. Determine if the site is safe for performance of investigation procedures.
a. If it is determined that the site is not safe for the preliminary investigation,
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contact the appropriate state, local, or federal authorities for assistance in
controlling the hazard.
b. If it has been determined that the site is safe for the investigation procedures,
continue with preliminary investigation.
B. Ensure site security has been properly established.
C. Conduct an on site briefing of participants, to include:
a. Assigning responsibilities to each of the participants (e.g., photography,
witness statements, securing of maintenance records, airman records, etc.)
b. Assigning a time and place to meet after the preliminary investigation has
been completed
c. Passing out any forms, instructions, or other material necessary for
participants to accomplish their assigned duties
D. Determine the circumstances and factors surrounding the condition of
personnel aboard aircraft, to include possible medical laboratory analysis,
such as:
a. Passengers - toxicity
b. Crewmembers - drugs, alcohol, etc. (Test Mandatory)
E. Determine the status of fatalities and injured, if applicable, to include:
a. Who the medical personnel working at the accident site are/were
b. Where injured were taken
c. Where remains have been taken and if autopsies are required, make
necessary arrangements
F. Determine if mechanical laboratory analysis may be needed and how
specimens will be obtained and transported, to include:
a. Fuel samples
b. Oil samples
c. Metallurgy tests
G. Ensure the Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) was operable and has been
deactivated.
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H. Ensure the Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) and the Flight Data Recorder
(DFDR) have been deactivated and removed to a secured location.
I. Obtain the aircraft type, model, registration number, and serial number.
J. Ensure that personal items have been tagged and secured.
K. Obtain any eyewitness and survivor statements, to include the following:
a. Securing copies of statements made prior to the inspectors arrival from
personnel securing the area.
b. Recording the names, addresses, and phone numbers of any eyewitnesses,
survivors, relatives, etc., as applicable
L. Determine the type of cargo, such as:
a. Hazardous materials
b. Passenger baggage
c. Livestock
d. General cargo
M. If a fire was involved, determine how the fire started.
N. Obtain all of the required weather information.
O. Assess topographical features of the site with reference to cardinal headings,
(north, south, east, west) for:
a. Visible damage path
b. Actual location of wreckage measured feet, yards, meters, etc.
c. Obstructions - heights, direction, distance, etc.
P. Determine if CAA engineering assistance is required.
Q. (17) Photograph the wreckage and any area associated with the event to
obtain an overall view of the site.
R. Prepare a wreckage distribution diagram which includes, if appropriate, body
distribution.
S. Review all aircraft and airman records for contributing factors.
7.3.4. Perform Wreckage Investigation
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The inspector should photograph all possible wreckage data.
A. Record external flight control positions (e.g., rudder, elevators, ailerons, flaps,
slats, spoilers, stabilizers, tabs, etc.). Tag parts as necessary.
B. Record all data from the cockpit flight control indicators.
C. Document the cockpit instrument readings.
D. Document the condition of cabin/cockpit area.
E. Document the burn pattern, if applicable.
F. Identify and document any structural failures and missing components.
G. Determine and record the amount of remaining fuel and records of last
refueling.
H. Obtain fuel, oil, and hydraulic fluid samples, as required.
Analyze the factual findings contained from the above wreckage
investigation and the on-site survey referenced in paragraph 3D and 3H of
Section 1 for possible contributing factors.
7.3.5. Conclude Field Phase Investigation
A. Release aircraft wreckage and/or parts to the owner or the owner's designated
representative and obtain a release record.
B. Review witness statements to determine if the following is required:
a. Re-interviewing of important witnesses
b. Acquiring additional witness statements
C. Obtain preliminary findings of pathologist, coroner, or medical examiner,
including crash injury information, as applicable.
D. Obtain preliminary flight crew toxicology results.
E. Interview injured occupants, if applicable.
NOTE: Consent of the treating physician may be required.
F. Obtain injury status of all surviving aircraft occupants, if applicable.
G. Request copies of the activity logs and investigative reports of involved law
enforcement agencies, fire-fighting, rescue services, and search/rescue
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organizations, as applicable.
H. Obtain and review copies of pertinent newspaper photographs and other
media recordings, to check for items that may require follow up.
I. Obtain appropriate local maps (city, airport, topographical, aeronautical, etc.)
and/or aerial photographs.
J. Obtain data or information from the pilot's last departure point or home base
(aircraft loading, fuel, maintenance, pilot's intent, etc.).
K. Review ASC Forms and all applicable report supplements to ensure that all
locally available data is documented or requested. This applies especially to:
a. Pilot training, certification, experience, background, medical condition, etc.
b. Aircraft registration, airworthiness certificates, aircraft records, etc.
c. Air Traffic communications, flight tracking radar plots, etc.
d. Weather information
e. Airport conditions at the time of accident
f. Condition of pertinent Air Navigation Facilities, etc.
L. Invite appropriate participants to observe the teardown or testing of retained
parts and to participate in other follow up activities, as applicable.
M. Confirm any agreements made to forward copies of specified documents,
records, and manuals directly to the IIC.
N. Obtain the necessary information and documentation needed to fulfill all
CAA responsibilities.
O. Inform the Director of Flights Standards of the investigation status, to
include:
a. Current findings
b. Additional required tasks
c. Estimated time of return to the Flight Standards Division from the site
P. For delegated accidents complete all ASC Forms within coordinated time
frames, including the date of the event. Distribute per ASC policy.
Q. Debrief all CAA participants prior to their departure from the accident site.
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7.3.6. Accident Report Package
CAA IIC and investigative team participants will prepare and distribute
the accident reports per the instructions contained in Annex 13.
7.3.7. Debriefing and dismissal of participants
Debrief participants and amend report when necessary. Participants may
only be excused when the final report has been excepted by Flight Standards
and ASC.
7.4. TASK OUTCOMES
7.4.1. Completion of this task will result in the following:
A. If the investigation was conducted by ASC, a complete ASC accident report.
Also, a complete analysis of the eight CAA responsibilities.
B. If the accident investigation was delegated to the CAA, a complete accident
report per ASC instructions. Do not release the report until all CAA
deficiencies have been corrected.
C. Recommendations for accident prevention.
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F.1 INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATIONS
1. BACKGROUND
1.1. Industrial Accident: An occurrence that meets the criteria for an aircraft accident,
except there was no intention of flight.
1.2. For Flight Standards purposes, an industrial accident has resulted in:
1.2.1. Fatalities, or serious injuries during any maintenance process and/or when an
aircraft is operated by a certificated airman while being repositioned, if it:
A. Results in death or serious injury. Fatality, is death that results from an injury
within 30 days of the accident. Injury is considered serious if it:
a. Requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing within 7 days
from the date an injury was received
b. Results in fracture of any bone (except simple fractures of fingers, toes or
nose)
c. Involves lacerations which cause severe hemorrhages, nerve, muscle, or
tendon damage
d. Involves injury to any internal organ
e. Involves second or third degree burns or any burns affecting more than 5%
of the body surface
f. Involves verified exposure to infectious substances or injurious radiation.
1.2.2. Substantial damage means damage or failure which adversely affects the
structural strength, performance, or flight characteristics of the aircraft, and
which would normally require major repair or replacement of the affected
component. Exceptions to this definition include:
A. Engine failure or damage limited to an engine if only one engine fails or is
damaged.
B. Bent cowling or fairings.
C. Ground damage to rotor or propeller blades.
D. Dented skin, small puncture holes in the skin or fabric. Damage to landing
gear, wheels, brakes, tires, flaps, engine accessories, or wing tips.
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2. PROCEDURES
2.1. The assigned principal inspector investigates the industrial accident in
accordance with the applicable procedures contained in Attachment E.
2.2. Industrial Accidents involving vehicles, aircraft in tow or any combination
thereof are investigated by Aerodrome personnel unless causing substantial
aircraft damage.
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ATTACHMENT G SUPERVISORY INSPECTION OF
FLIGHT SAFETY ACTIVITIES
1. PURPOSE
This chapter provides guidance to the inspectors for preparing briefing
material to be presented at the meeting for reviewing the Supervisory Inspection of
Flight Safety Activities, so as to submit recommendations for improving flight
safety for discussion and to share experiences learned with the other inspectors to
enhance flight safety.
2. PROCEDURES
2.1. Preparing Briefing Material:
2.1.1. Summary of fleets (aircraft types, quantity);
2.1.2. Summary of maintenance of fleets (in-house maintenance capability versus
contracted maintenance);
2.1.3. Summary of flight operations on flight routes (aircraft types/flights and
special flight functions such as RVSM, ETOPS, CAT II/III, etc.);
2.1.4. Summary of audit status (audit findings on implementation of programs and
special requirements);
2.1.5. Summary of the handling of significant events (air turn back, diversion,
emergency landing, in-flight shutdown, aborted takeoff, events related to
ground safety or others that became the focus of attention);
2.1.6. Summary of the operator’s handling of SDR;
2.1.7. Summary of human factors and maintenance resource management;
2.1.8. Summary of the handling of OEM’s subsequent airworthiness information ,
CAA’s documents and flight safety notice;
2.1.9. Summary of structure or non-structure related significant abnormal condition
occurs at scheduled inspection (A/B/C/D Check);
2.2. Inspector’s request or recommendations for improvement based on deficiencies
found during audit:
2.2.1. Summary of events resulted in disciplinary actions;
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2.2.2. Summary of events resulted in issuance of admonitory letter;
2.2.3. Summary of meetings convened with senior management of the operator for
discussing events related to flight safety;
2.2.4. Summary of issuance of inspection report form (numbers, contents, status);
2.2.5. Summary of attendance of meetings related to flight safety/airworthiness
(major event, reliability control program, training program, self audit, etc.)
held by the operator;
2.2.6. Revision of manuals, maintenance programs, inspection methods/standards,
or feedback to OEM, etc.
2.3. Inspector’s Conclusion:
2.3.1. In compliance with regulatory regulations / regulations in company manuals;
2.3.2. In compliance with regulatory regulations / regulations in company manuals.
However, some deficiencies need further improvements;
2.3.3. Not in compliance with regulations and implementation of audit has to be
enhanced.
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ATTACHMENT H INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS
OF FLIGHT SAFETY RELATED EVENTS
1. CIVIL AVIATION LAW
Civil Aviation Law Article 41.2, states that the investigation and reporting of
Flight Safety Related Events including fire-fighting, rescue and emergency
response are subject to MOTC’s authorization. This authorization excludes aircraft
accident or major incident investigations, except for those events that are delegated
to CAA by ASC.
2. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Job Function is to appoint appropriate CAA personnel to
investigate and analyze causal factors of all flight safety related events. In addition
the ASI is to assure that appropriate corrective action has been developed and
implemented to prevent similar events or occurrences.
3. Definition
3.1. An aircraft flight safety-related event : an aircraft accident, aircraft serious
incident, and ground safety event when aircraft is not intended for flight.
3.2. Service Difficult Report (SDR) : In accordance with the Regulations of Aircraft
Flight Safety-related events Appendix 3 (SDR), operator mandatory reporting
items.
4. INVESTIGATION PROCDURES
4.1. Review Flight Safety Related Events. Once a Flight Safety Related Event is
identified, good investigative techniques must be utilized to determine the
causal factors, i.e. Who, What, When, Where, Why and How. Review the
Handbook Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation techniques and utilize
these techniques in analyzing the events listed below to determine their
compliance with manual and regulatory requirements:
4.1.1. Aircraft Control
A. A rejected take off with unsafe conditions.
B. An unsafe condition is encountered during missed approach.
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C. A deviation from assigned route or altitude.
D. The maneuver has exceeded the aircraft operating limitation and caused
aircraft damage.
E. Unintended touch down prior to the approach end of the runway.
F. Touch down point out side of the authorized runway area.
G. Aircraft taking offs or landings at unauthorized runways or airports.
H. Overriding of auto-controls to manual control when not in a training or test
flight condition.
I. In-flight warnings due to an unsafe condition.
J. Any one of the following GPWS warnings;
a. Aircraft was flown closer to the ground than planned and led to an unsafe
flight condition.
b. Under IMC or night flight condition, the warning system was triggered when
the descent rate was higher than normal, e.g. mode 1. (The definition of
Mode 1 is high rate of descent).
c. Flap or landing gear operational failure warnings during an approach. This
does not include simulated flap and landing gear failures during training or
test flight conditions.
d. Flight crew actions response to a “warning” that may or may not be an
endangered situation. Such a warning could be genuine, nuisance or from an
undependable signals.
K. Helicopter stabilization system malfunction.
L. Improper control of an aircraft leading to a dangerous condition.
M. Simulating a system failure during a training flight resulting in an unsafe
flight condition.
N. Low fuel indication or fuel exhaustion.
O. Obvious unbalanced fuel loads.
P. Abnormal Transponder codes on air traffic control radar.
Q. Incorrect altimeter setting.
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R. Incorrect navigation equipment setting.
S. Inaccurate setting of flight altitude and route.
T. Interfering radio signals resulting in unsafe flight conditions.
U. Bomb threat.
V. Hijacking.
W. A reoccurring incident of a certain type.
4.1.2. Emergency
A. Was emergency equipment and procedures followed to cope with the
in-flight or ground emergency situation?
B. Did the flight crew use the standard procedures to deal with the emergency?
C. Did the flight crew use the proper international emergency distress signals,
i.e. MAYDAY- MAYDAY for disaster or PAN-PAN for emergency?
D. Was appropriate ground support available/used regarding emergency
landings, forced landings or any precaution landings?
E. Emergency equipment failure or emergency procedures poorly executed.
(including training or test flight)
4.1.3. Incapacitation
A. Did incapacitation of any cockpit crew member occur before departure and
take off.
B. Was any cockpit crew member unable to perform their flight duty.
C. Does the manual have adequate procedures for the incapacitation of flight
crew or flight crew being unable to perform duties.
4.1.4. Injury
Were injuries, aircraft related or other, reported in accordance with
manual procedures to the appropriate level of management.
4.1.5. Other related incidents
A. Any aircraft seriously damaged or loss of control due to thunderstorm
activity.
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B. Aircraft seriously damaged or loss of control due to hailstorm activity.
C. Loss of control due to wake turbulence.
D. Bird strike.
E. Passenger injury or required aircraft structural inspection resulting from
turbulence.
4.2. Review Personnel:
4.2.1. Certificates - airman, medical, etc.
4.2.2. Training, initial, recurrent, type, etc.
4.2.3. Qualification rating and authorization.
4.2.4. Statement of Interviews including names.
4.2.5. Specialty, techniques and experience of person subject to duty assignment.
4.2.6. Flight time, duty time, rest time, flight dispatch, etc.
4.2.7. Airman record history.
4.2.8. Work load, coordination with others, etc.
4.3. Review of Maintenance Management Personnel: (Maintenance Personnel Only)
4.3.1. Proper management and execution of Airworthy Directives, Service Bulletins,
on-board manuals, required dispatch documents and airworthiness
information.
4.3.2. Proper management of pertinent records, corrective actions and prevention
programs.
4.3.3. Relative Flight Safety Related Events have been included in company
training and used to revise the maintenance and self audit programs.
4.3.4. Company’s procedures and policy relevant to the event.
4.3.5. Management
Distribution

of

the

company’s

Flight

Safety

Bulletin/Information

4.4. Review of Operation Management Personnel:
4.4.1. Examine flight and cabin crew’s competency toward the applicable
operational procedures relative to the event.
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4.4.2. Competency and effectiveness of supervisory overview.
4.4.3. Effectiveness of operations procedures and programs relevant to the event.
4.4.4. Adequacy of man power and resources.
4.4.5. Adhering to operational procedures relevant to the event.
4.4.6. Determine adequacy of work load distribution and competency of personnel.
4.4.7. Management personnel training in human factors.。
4.5. Review and Analysis of Findings:
4.5.1. First time or repeated occurrence of the event.
4.5.2. Categorize the type of event and were appropriate reporting procedures
followed.
4.5.3. Ensure that the appropriate procedures to revise the training, maintenance
and audit programs are implemented and when necessary, the design and
improvements are forwarded to the appropriate manufacture.
4.5.4. The group responsible for the investigation, must analyze all findings and
determine causal factors to prevent future reoccurrence.
4.5.5. Flight Safety Related Event Report must be factual, objective, explicit and
provide feasible suggestions and corrections.
5. The investigation relates to incidents of violation, also refer to the aviation
safety-related events investigation and enforcement handbook.
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6. TABLE: FLIGHT SAFETY RELATED EVENTS REPORT
飛安相關事件調查報告
FLIGHT SAFETY RELATED EVENTS REPORT
表格編號 FORM NO: CAA JF OPS APP-M

主題/SUBJECT:
事件種類/NATURE OF THE EVENT:
本局調查人員/CAA AVIATION SAFETY INSPECTORS:
GROUP 1
GROUP 2
相關作業人員（飛航、客艙、修護人員）/INVESTIGATION SUPPORT
MEMBERS(FLIGHT, CABIN, MAINTENANCE CREW)
密等列表（視需要）/CONFIDENTIAL CLASSFICATION(IF NECESSARY)
航空公司/OPERATOR:
1.事件經過/EVENT DESCRIPTION:

2.調查事實/FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1 航空器相關資料/A/C RELATED INFORMATION:
國籍編號/REGISTRATION NO.
航空器製造商/MANUFACTURER
型別/A/C TYPE/MODEL
序號/SERIAL NO.
登記編號/REGISTRATION NO.
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適航證書/效期
AIRWORTHINESS /VALIDITY

最大起飛重量/MAX T/O WEIGHT
最大著陸重量/
MAX LANDING WEIGHT

總飛行時數/TOTAL FLIGHT TIME
總起降次數/TOTAL CYCLES
上次週檢種類及日期/DATE & TYPE
OF PREVIOUS A/C CHECK

發動機型別/ENGINE TYPE/MODEL
發動機製造商/ENGINE
MANUFACTURER

發動機使用時數/ENGINE TIME LOG
維護及相關裝備之陳述
/DESCRIPTION LAST OF MAINTENANCE
性能及載重平衡之陳述
/DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE &
WEIGHT & BALANCE INFORMATION

2.2 航空人員及組員資料: CREW INFORMATION
人員/PILOT & FLT.CREW INFORMATION
性別/SEX
年齡/AGE
證照種類/TYPE OF LICENSE
進入公司日期/DATE OF EMPLOYMENT
檢定證/效期/ RATING CERTIFICATE
VALIDITY

體檢證/效期/MEDICAL CERTIFICATE
VALIDITY

本機型飛行時數/TOTAL FLT.TIME IN
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT

總飛行時數 TOTAL FLT. TIME
訓練資料/TRAINING RECORD
醫療病理/MEDICAL RECORD
2.3 人員傷亡情形 INJURIES:
組員 CREW
死亡 FATALITY
重傷/輕傷

乘客

PAX

其他 OTHERS

總計 TOTAL

NO. OF INJURIES

總計 TOTAL
2.4 航空器損壞/DAMAGE TO THE A/C:
（含與他物撞擊等相關資料，全毀、嚴重受損、輕微受損、未受損 DESTROYED,
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE, MINOR DAMAGE AND DAMAGED OBJECTS
OTHER THAN THE A/C.）
2.5 氣象資料/METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION:
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2.6 助航設施/NAVIGATION AIDS:
2.7 飛航管制及陸空通訊/FLT. TRAFFIC CONTROL & COMMUNICATION:
2.8 機場與地面設施 AIRPORT & GROUND FACILITIES:
2.9 CVR/FDR/QAR 資料/DATA:
2.10 火災及消防搶救程序/FIRE FIGHT & RESCUE PROCEDURES：
2.11 化驗與測試/MEDICAL & PATHOLOGICAL INFORMATION：
2.12 其他/OTHERS
3.分析與結論/ANALYSIS & CONCLUSION

4.改善建議與擬採取之強制執行措施/SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS &
FOLLOWUP TO ENSURE EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

5.附件
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ATTACHMENT I

HELIPORT INSPECTION

1. GENERAL
POI has to assure that the private heliport or temporary heliport authorized by
CAA to a designated general aviation or air transport operator meets ICAO and
CAA requirement. Aerodrome inspection can be performed during Line-Station
Facilities Inspections, Ramp Inspections, Cockpit Enroute Inspections, or executes
in a separate job function, Base (Main) Inspection checklist or Ramp Inspection
checklist job aids to record the result of Aerodrome inspection.
2. PROCEDURES
While surveying or inspecting a Private Heliport or Temporary Heliport, POI
shall perform in accordance with “Regulations Governing the Management of
Private Airfields” and “Heliport Design”. To determine a Private Heliport,
Temporary Heliport, or a Temporary Heliport is suitable for used, POI shall inspect
it all. However, POI may decide not to check if he or she is familiar with such
heliport and satisfied with its serviceability. POI shall surveying or inspecting the
authorized Private Heliport or Temporary Heliport once a year, inspection items as
follow:
2.1. SUEFACE-LEVEL HELIPORTS
2.1.1. Final Approach and Take-Off Area，FATO
2.1.2. Safety Area
2.1.3. Touchdown and Lift-Off Area，TLOF
2.1.4. Clearway（Protection Zone）
2.1.5. Taxiway
2.1.6. Ramp Area
2.1.7. Obstacle Limitation and Removal of obstacles
2.1.8. Marking aids and Lighting aids
2.1.9. Fire Fighting Equipment
2.1.10. Fuel handling and Storage
2.1.11. Security Control
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2.2. ELEVATED HELIPORTS
2.2.1. Final Approach and Take-Off Area，FATO
2.2.2. Safety Area
2.2.3. Touchdown and Lift-Off Area，TLOF
2.2.4. Parking Area
2.2.5. Obstacle Limitation and Removal of obstacles
2.2.6. Marking aids and Lighting aids
2.2.7. Fire Fighting Equipment
2.2.8. Fuel handling and Storage
2.2.9. Security Control
2.3. TEMPORARY HELIPORTS
2.3.1. Final Approach and Take-Off Area，FATO
2.3.2. Safety Area
2.3.3. Touchdown and Lift-Off Area，TLOF
2.3.4. Obstacle Limitation and Removal of obstacles
2.3.5. Marking aids and Lighting aids(Paved/ Unpaved)
2.3.6. Fire Fighting Equipment
2.3.7. Fuel handling and Storage
2.3.8. Security Control
2.4. REPORTS
Analyze findings, if any, evaluated all deficiencies to determine if
corrective actions will be required and route report through the supervisor for
filling in the operator’s file.
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ATTACHMENT J

ULTRALIGHT VEHICLE

OPERATION INSPECTIONS
1. GENERAL
This section contains direction and guidance to be used by principal
operations/maintenance inspectors (POIs/PMIs) for conducting ultra-light vehicle
operation inspections. Activity associations must meet the same minimum
requirements as their activity function guide during inspection.
2. DEFINITION
An inspection is an important surveillance function, which provides the CAA
with a comprehensive review of all the activities and administration of an activity
association.
3. LOCATION OF INSPECTION
An operation inspection is usually conducted at the activity zone of the
activity association. In some cases, activity associations may elect to retain selected
records at different locations, such as at an office located in a residence, at an office
building, or in portable files. The locations may differ as widely as the activity
associations' activities differ.
4. PLANNING AN OPERATION INSPECTION
The plan used to conduct an operation inspection depends on the size of the
organizational structure of the activity association.
4.1. Inspection Activities
The size and complexity of the operations at a particular location will
mandate items to be examined during an inspection. An operation inspection
may be completed over several days or during a single visit and may often be
conducted in conjunction with a certification exam.
4.2. Frequency:
4.2.1. Operation inspections are usually conducted as part of the annual work
program.
4.2.2. Additional inspections may be initiated in response to special items identified
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by CAA.
5. INSPECTION PREPARATION
Prior to conducting an inspection, the inspector should review the activity
association's documentation to gain knowlegde of the following:
5.1. Registration certificate of civil organization, articles of the organization,
membership and vehicle status.
5.2. The currency of activity function guide.
5.3. Findings of previous inspections, certification records, historical records of
violation and flight safety events.
5.4. Applicable manuals.
6. NOTIFICATION OF INSPECTION
The inspector should notify the activity association of inspection items in
advance and to arrange a time when the appropriate personnel and ultra-light
vehicle are available for inspection.
7. CONDUCT OF INSPECTION
The strategy used by the inspector for implementation of an inspection
depends on the size and complexity of the activity association. To complete an
inspection, inspectors should examine the following items:
7.1. Personnel General Information Management
7.2. Documentation Management
7.3. Organization Activity Function Guide Management
7.4. Flight Safety Management
7.5. Activity Airspace Control
7.6. Activity zone Safety Management
7.7. Joint Activity zone Safety Management
7.8. Training Material Management
7.9. Efficiency of Inspection personnel
7.10. Vehicle Major Alternation/Repair Record
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7.11. Inspection of Unauthorized Activity zone、personnel and Vehicle Activities
7.12. Others
8. DEBRIEFING
The inspector should debrief the activity association as part of the inspection.
Quite often the activity association may have participated directly in the inspection
and may have the capability to make corrections quickly. The following debriefing
points apply:
8.1. The debriefing should include both compliance and noncompliance areas. If a
violation is involved, the inspector should advise the activity association that a
formal letter containing a listing of the discrepancies would be received. The
inspector must clearly inform of the areas that the activity association must
correct before operations.
8.2. Recommendations and time limits.
9. FOLLOW UP
By conducting operation inspections, the CAA is able to maintain a
comprehensive review of an activity association's administration conduct and its
compliance with the CAA regulations. When the inspections result in findings,
generate follow up actions. If the findings warrant such actions, the inspector
should implement the following corrective measures:
9.1. Inspection to verify the activity association's correction of discrepancies
9.2. An adjustment of the activity association's planned work program
9.3. The initiation of an enforcement investigation report, if applicable.
10. REPORTS
Job report should be submitted to the supervisor for filing or follow up.
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CHAPTER 4

ROTORCRAFT EXTERNAL LOAD
OPERATIONS

ROTORCRAFT EXTERNAL LOAD OPERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
1. OBJECTIVE
To determine an applicant’s ability to conduct operations under AOR
ATTACHMENT 20-2. The Operations of External-load and upon completion of the
requirements be issued a General Aviation Certificate with Rotorcraft External
Load Authorization.
2. GENERAL
To provide guidance in the certification and inspection of an AOR
ATTACHMENT 20-2 Rotorcraft External Load Operator.
3. CLASSES OF AUTHORIZATION
3.1. Class A External-Loads. Class A is an external-load that cannot move freely,
cannot be jettisoned, and does not extend below the landing gear. An example of
Class A operation is the carriage of supplies in an approved cargo rack, bin, or
seat affixed to the exterior of the aircraft. A cargo rack may be certified with or
without a cargo envelope. The CAA-accepted flight manual supplement that is
required for the cargo rack installation specifies the approved configuration.
3.2. Class B External-Loads. Class B is an external-load, carried below the
skids/wheels, which can be jettisoned and is lifted free of land and/or water by a
cargo hook or winch. An example of a Class B operation is the placement of an
air conditioning unit on the roof of a tall building.
3.3. Class C External-Loads. Class C is an external-load that can be jettisoned and a
portion of the load remains in contact with land or water. Examples of Class C
operations are wire stringing, dragging a long pole or towing a boat or barge.
3.4. Class D External-Loads. Class D allows the external carriage of a person other
than a crew-member, or of a person who is essential to, and directly connected
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with, the external-load operation. An example of a Class D operation is the
carriage of a individual in an approved personnel lifting device from a shore out
to a ship.
4. OPERATING RULES
4.1. Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual. Rotorcraft external-load operations
must be conducted in conformity to the Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight
Manual prescribed in AOR attachment 20-2 and must be carried on board the
aircraft. The rotorcraft must be operated in compliance with AOR article 202.1;
the rotorcraft and rotorcraft-load combination are authorized under operations
specifications.
4.2. Carriage of Persons. AOR article 202.1 does not provide for "passenger
carrying" operations, but does provide for the "carriage of persons" in
accordance with AOR ATTACHMENT 20-2. If passenger carrying operations
are conducted, they should be done in accordance with Air Transport rules. No
Class A, B, or C external-load operator may allow a person to be carried during
external-load operations unless that person is a flight crew-member; is a flight
crew-member trainee; performs an essential function in connection with the
external-load operation; or is necessary to accomplish the work activity directly
associated with the operation. An operator with Class D approval may be
authorized to carry persons other than a crew-member or persons directly
connected with the external-load operation.
4.2.1. A Class D rotorcraft load combination is the only external-load class
permitting the carriage of persons other than crewmembers or persons
essential to the external-load operation. An example of a person who would
have to be carried as a Class D external-load is a harbor pilot being
transported from land to a ship in a personnel lifting device. A Class D
external-load operation can be conducted only in accordance with the
following:
A. The rotorcraft used must be a multi-engine type certificated aircraft. With
one engine inoperative, it must be able to hover at that operating weight, and
in the density altitude conditions that exist when a Class D load is carried.
B. The rotorcraft must be equipped for direct radio intercommunication among
required crewmembers.
C. The personnel lifting device must be approved and acceptable to the CAA,
and have an emergency release that requires two distinct actions to achieve
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release. For example, a hoist must have a pressure cartridge cable cutter with
one guarded switch that requires the pilot to raise the guard before activating
the switch. The guard must prevent the pilot from activating the switch
inadvertently.
4.2.2. In an emergency involving the safety of persons or property, the certificate
holder may deviate from the rules of AOR attachment 20-2 to the extent
required to meet that emergency.
A. Rescue of property must be clearly in the public interest in order to warrant
deviation from the operating rules and related requirements.
B. Under the emergency operating authority, the inspector should request a
complete report for each deviation from AOR attachment 20-2. The report
should give a thorough, detailed account of the operation, a description of the
act of deviation, and a justification for the deviation. The report must be filed
within 10 days of the request by the CAA.
5. AUTHORIZATION AMENDMENT, CANCELLATION
In the event the operator's certificate was lost or destroyed, the operator may
get a replacement upon written request to the CAA. The duplicate certificate is a
copy of the currently effective certificate and is marked "duplicate" with the date of
re-issuance.
5.1. Amendment. The CAA processes amendments to an AOR article 202.1 operator's
authorization upon request by the operator. The CAA may also amend an
external-load operator's authorization, if conditions exist or are observed that
are determined to be in the interest of safety.
5.1.1. Amendments may be made to any of the following:
A. Ops Specs: additional authorization, no longer qualified for authorization.
B. Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual: a change in procedures, add a
class of operation.
C. Operations Specification: add or delete class authorization, a change to the
rotorcraft list attached to the certification, a change of name (not ownership).
D. Training program: a change in equipment (winch, aircraft, or other lifting
device) or type of operations, including change in type of winch.
5.1.2. An operator desiring to amend a rotorcraft external-load authorization- must
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apply in a manner prescribed by the CAA.
5.1.3. The inspector determines if the amendment requires any additional
inspections and/or tests.
5.1.4. The CAA issues the qualified operator, operations specifications (Ops Specs)
for the authorization sought. The ops specs or a facsimile must be carried on
board the aircraft along with copies of the original General Aviation
Certificate.
5.1.5. To add or delete a rotorcraft from the list of approved rotorcraft, the operator
shall apply to the CAA. The addition or deletion of a rotorcraft must be
reflected in the Ops Specs, when applicable. The Rotorcraft Load
Combination Flight Manual for that aircraft must be amended to reflect the
change.
A. The inspector assigned to the operator must ensure that all necessary
inspections are performed.
B. When the CAA issues a new list of approved rotorcraft on ops specs, the
operator must return the original and all facsimiles of the superseded list of
approved rotorcraft to the CAA for disposal. A new ops specs authorization is
not issued unless the addition or deletion of rotorcraft also means a change in
the load class authorizations.
5.1.6. If the application, additional documents, and demonstrations indicate
compliance with the appropriate regulations, an amended authorization and/
or list of approved rotorcraft will be issued.
5.2. Cancellation. The Administrator may amend, suspend or revoke an external-load
operator's certificate/authorization under Civil Aviation Law and CAA
Regulations.
5.2.1. An operator may elect to voluntarily discontinue operations. The operator
must voluntarily surrender the general aviation certificate/authorization by
letter. The letter should state that the operator understands that all initial
certification requirements will have to be met in order to reapply.
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JOB FUNCTION 1 CERTIFICATION OF A ROTORCRAFT
EXTERNAL LOAD OPERATOR
1. GENERAL
This chapter gives guidelines for certification of rotorcraft external-load
operators. AOR ARTICLE 202.1 prescribes rules governing the operation of
rotorcraft (specifically helicopters) in operations involving loads that are carried
outside the aircraft fuselage.
1.1. Certification Process. The certification process consists of five phases:
Preapplication,
Formal
Application,
Document
Compliance,
Demonstration and Inspection, and Certification. The complexity of the
certification process is determined by the applicant's proposed operation.
1.2. Eligibility. During initial contact with an applicant who is seeking an
external-load operating certificate, it must be determined if the proposed
operation is applicable to AOR ARTICLE 202.1. In making this determination,
the following eligibility requirements must be met.
1.2.1. For a minimum of 6 months, the applicant must have the exclusive use of at
least one aircraft that is properly certificated and equipped and meets all
airworthiness requirements for the appropriate class of rotorcraft
external-load operations.
1.2.2. The applicant must have the services of a chief pilot who holds at least a
commercial pilot certificate with a rotorcraft category, helicopter class and, if
appropriate, a type rating.
1.3. CAA Working File. This file will form the basis for the eventual operator file if
certification is successful, or will provide information justifying denial of the
certificate. It is important that this file is kept up to date with any forms,
correspondence, etc., to and from the applicant.
1.4. Record-keeping. The operator is required to maintain records for the inspector's
use to determine compliance with the regulations. The operator is required to
maintain training and currency records for the pilots and the chief pilot of an
operation.
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2. CERTIFICATION PROCESS - 5 PHASES
2.1. Preapplication Phase
In the case of rotorcraft external-load operations, the inspector will provide
the applicant with the information necessary for certification and operating
under AOR ARTICLE 202.1. Provide the applicant with a copy of AOR
ARTICLE 202.1.
2.1.1. Special Considerations. Discuss the following:
A. type of class authorizations;
B. the qualifications and experience required for chief pilot;
C. the requirements for a Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual
(RLCFM);
2.1.2. Review and discuss the PASI. To contain the following:
A. the specific classes for which the applicant is applying;
B. the company legal name , principal base of operations, mailing address and
phone numbers;
C. the type, make, model and number of rotorcraft to be operated;
D. names and addresses of any management and/or chief pilot and
qualifications.
2.1.3. Review application and determine if applicant meets basic requirements of
AOR ARTICLE 202.1.
2.1.4. Preapplication meeting discuss the following:
A. review of the PASI;
a. company name, principal base of operations, mailing address and telephone
b. type of authorization being applied for, i.e. dispensing economic poisons
c. type and number of aircraft to be used
d. proposed date when operations will begin
e. names of any management personnel or chief supervisor & qualifications
B. letter of compliance
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C. previous AOR ARTICLE 202.1 previous experience and qualifications
D. maintenance programs required for applicable aircraft. (contract if
applicable)
E. maintenance/operations training program.
F. ensure training program
qualification and testing.

has

procedures

for

previous

experience,

G. manual requirements for the guidance of personnel
H. review of the applicable AOR ARTICLE 202.1 and related advisory
circulars.
I. the Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual (RLCFM);
J. if the applicant appears to meet the basic eligibility requirements, discuss
how to complete the CAA form of application.
K. schedule of events if necessary.
L. MEL and CDL
M. Record keeping system (Ops and Airworthiness)
2.2. FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE
2.2.1. Application Review. Ensure all documents discussed in the pre-application
meeting are submitted. If the application is not complete or accurate, notify
the applicant in writing of needed changes before certification can be
continued.
2.2.2. Need for Formal Application Meeting. Determine if the optional formal
application meeting is necessary.
2.2.3. If a formal application meeting is not necessary, continue with Document
Compliance procedures.
2.2.4. Review schedule of events to ensure CAA manpower availability.
2.3. DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE
After accepting the application, the team must assure each document is
complete and correct through an in-depth review to ensure all documents
discussed in the pre-application meeting complies with all regulations.
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2.3.1. Unsatisfactory Items. If there are any unsatisfactory items, advise the
applicant that they must be corrected before certification can continue.
2.3.2. When all documents are satisfactory, give initial approval for training
programs and approval for other manual as required, i.e. MEL’s, General
guidance manuals, letter of compliance, etc.
2.4. DEMONSTRATION AND INSPECTION PHASE
2.4.1. General. In this phase determine that the applicants proposed procedures and
programs for training and directing personnel in the performance of their
duties are effective. Emphasis is on compliance with regulations and safe
operating practices.
2.4.2. Inspections. Through inspection and other forms of on-site evaluation,
observe and monitor the applicants activities in accordance with the manuals
and procedures submitted.
2.4.3. Unsatisfactory Items. If there are any unsatisfactory items, advise the
applicant that they must be corrected before certification can continue.
2.5. CERTIFICATION PHASE
When all certification requirements have been met, the inspection reports
and job aids have been completed, a General Aviation Certificate with the
appropriate Op Specs will be issued to the operator.
2.5.1. Aircraft Airworthiness Certificate. The Normal Category Airworthiness
Certificate issued for each aircraft will list and identify the operations
authorized.
2.5.2. Certification File. Upon issuance of the certificate, assemble a Flight
Standards operator file that contains the following:
A. a copy of the letter of intent and application;
B. a copy of the certification job aid;
C. the schedule of events;
D. a copy of the operating certificate and op specs;
E. a copy of the Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual;
F. a copy of the letter designating chief pilot;
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G. a summary of difficulties encountered during certification and how they were
corrected; and
H. copies of the approved training program.
I. copy of original certification file.
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JOB FUNCTION 2 BASE INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective of a Base Inspection is to determine whether an applicant meets
the CAR 202.1 regulatory requirements for initial certification, or whether an
applicant continues to be able to conduct operations in compliance with the CAR.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Authority. CAR 202.1 allows the CAA to make inspections and/or tests found
necessary to ensure compliance with the regulations.
2.2. Review of operator record files maintained at the CAA Office prior to
conducting inspection:
2.2.1. Congested Area Plans;
2.2.2. Minimum Equipment Lists;
2.2.3. Training Programs
2.2.4. Approved RLCFM;
2.2.5. Operating certificate and Ops Specs;
2.2.6. List of authorized rotorcraft;
2.2.7. Chief Pilot’s designation;
2.2.8. Training records and knowledge and skill tests;
2.2.9. Previous surveillance and ramp inspection records;
2.2.10. Record of complaints;
2.2.11. ecord of accident/incident history;
2.3. Schedule Base Inspection with the operator.
3. Conduct the Base Inspection
3.1. Operator Record keeping. The CAA requires the operator to maintain records for
the purposes of inspections and determining compliance with the regulations.
3.1.1. For each class of authorization, the operator must maintain current pilot
records signed by the chief pilot. These records should include the following:
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A. the rotorcraft classes each pilot is authorized to fly;
B. a record of each pilot's duty appointment, such as chief or assistant chief pilot,
and the effective date of the appointment to each duty position;
C. the dates each pilot was assigned to operate external loads and the dates each
pilot was removed from an assignment;
D. a copy of appropriate logbook endorsements, letters of competency, or
verification of a pilot's passing a knowledge and skill test for the class of
external load that pilot is assigned to; and
E. a record of each pilot's operational checks.
3.1.2. For Class D, the operator shall maintain the following records, which are
signed by the chief pilot, in addition to those listed above:
A. all the pilots' training records signed by the chief pilot, reflecting the date(s)
the pilot completed the initial or recurrent training; and
B. a record for each pilot of Class D currency within the past 12 months that
specifies class load, make and model rotorcraft, and date of operations.
3.1.3. Other records and documents:
A. Ensure that the operating certificate is available for inspection and lists all
current authorizations. A copy must be on board each rotorcraft during CAR
202.1 operations. The original operating certificate and all facsimiles must be
identical to the copy in the CAA files.
B. Inspect the list of authorized rotorcraft to ensure that it reflects the rotorcraft
currently available for use. A copy of this should also be on board each
rotorcraft during CAR 202.1 operations. This list and all copies must be
identical to the most current version in the CAA files.
C. Examine the RLCFM of each rotorcraft for currency.
D. Check to see that the operator has copies of the current regulations, advisory
circulars, and current approved rotorcraft flight manual (RFM) for each
rotorcraft.
E. Previous congested area plans.
F. Check proof of ownership of rotorcraft, or check exclusive lease agreement
or notes on the agreement for exclusivity of use.
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G. Check for the appropriateness of external load classification.
H. Examine the operations specifications to determine if they are available for
inspection and current.
3.1.4. Inspect the records of each pilot.
A. For pilots with Class D authorization, check their records to ensure initial or
recurrent training (as appropriate) has been received within the preceding 12
calendar months.
B. For all pilots, ensure they have conducted rotorcraft external load operations
of the same class and in a rotorcraft of the same type within the preceding 12
calendar months.
3.1.5. Spot check any available external load pilots. Examine pilots orally for
competence in the following critical areas.
A. Determine the pilots' understanding of the operating limitations outlined in
CAR 202.1.
B. Determine the pilots' knowledge of the Ops Specs.
C. Ask the pilots to compute a weight and balance problem.
3.1.6. Inspect the rotorcraft. (Airworthiness Unit)
3.2. Observe On-Site Operation. If possible, observe an actual external load operation.
Do not request the operator to conduct one unless one is scheduled.
3.3. Satisfactory Examination Results
3.3.1. For an initial certification, indicate "satisfactory" on the base inspection job
aid and the certification job aid. Proceed with the other demonstration and
inspection phase inspections.
3.3.2. For a renewal, complete the application, prepare and issue a new certificate,
and make a copy of the certificate for the CAA file. If there are any changes
from the initial certification, or previous renewal, make a copy of the most
recent certificate and indicate the changes from that copy to the current one.
Indicate "satisfactory" on the base inspection job aid.
3.3.3. For follow-up items, advise the operator verbally of the deficiency and, if
necessary, write a letter to the operator outlining the discrepancies found
during the inspection. Schedule a follow-up inspection as appropriate.
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3.4. Unsatisfactory Examination Results
3.4.1. Inform the operator that the inspection was unsatisfactory. Confirm the
deficiencies encountered in writing.
3.4.2. According to the severity of the problem, take the following actions:
A. Schedule a follow-up inspection in and/or;
B. Initiate an enforcement investigation.
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JOB FUNCTION 3 RAMP INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
The objectives are to determine whether an operator continues to comply with
CAA regulations, to deter violations, and to identify and correct operational
deficiencies in the interest of safety.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions. For external load operations, a ramp check is generally an on-site
surveillance of an actual external load operation, rather than a spot check on a
ramp.
2.2. The Surveillance.
2.2.1. Document Review (at the inspection site)
A. Appropriate and current medical certificates.
B. The pilot must hold a commercial or higher grade pilot certificate with
rotorcraft class rating and any appropriate type ratings.
C. Logbook endorsements or letters of competency must reflect class
authorization for the operation being conducted.
2.2.2. Inspect the aircraft documents (airworthiness)
A. A copy of the rotorcraft external load operating certificate must be on board.
B. A copy of the list of authorized rotorcraft and the B-number of rotorcraft
used must be on board.
C. An approved Rotorcraft Flight Manual (RFM) must be on board.
D. An approved Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual (RLCFM) must be
on board.
E. A registration certificate must be on board.
2.2.3. Inspect other pertinent documents.
2.2.4. If the ramp inspection involves a congested area operation, examine a copy
of the approved congested area plan (CAP). Determine whether to combine
the ramp inspection with the monitoring of the congested area operation.
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2.3. Examine Rotorcraft and Equipment.
2.3.1. Verify the correct weight and balance.
2.3.2. Check placards, cabin, cockpit, exterior, attaching means, release
mechanisms, and winch operation; note any abnormalities. (Airworthiness)
2.3.3. Check the cockpit. ASK THE PILOT to power the cockpit in order to check
the operation of the normal and emergency functions of the rotorcraft
attachment system.
2.3.4. Check the communications equipment between all participating parties.
2.3.5. Check the attaching means for:
A. Class A: presence of appropriate restraining devices Class A.
B. Class B or C: the operation of normal and emergency releases.
C. Class D: the attachment is approved (refer to attaching device approval data)
2.3.6. Check the operation of the winch. Run cable in and out while on the ground.
Listen for the quality of winch mechanism, check cable markings (worn off),
frayed cable, and swivels.
2.3.7. Check the harnesses for security and wear.
2.3.8. Conduct a general "walk around" aircraft inspection.
2.4. Surveillance of the Ground Crew. Verify that the ground crew was sufficiently
briefed on:
2.4.1. Hand signals
2.4.2. Radio phraseology and procedures
2.4.3. Stoppage of operation if sudden hazard appears
2.4.4. Emergency procedures
2.4.5. The approved congested area plan, if applicable
2.5. Survey an Actual Operation. See Handbook for CAPs. For general operations,
check:
2.5.1. the pilot's proficiency
2.5.2. Smoothness of control
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2.5.3. Minimum of load oscillation
2.5.4. Proper pickup of load
2.5.5. Correct placement of load
2.5.6. Altitude control; and
2.5.7. Clear communication with ground crew followed by appropriate action by
either radio or hand signal.
2.6. Satisfactory Inspection. If satisfactory indicate on the inspection report.
2.6.1. Debrief the pilot on the site, if possible.
2.6.2. Debrief the operator by telephone or in writing.
2.6.3. Place a copy of the job aid in the CAA file.
2.7. Unsatisfactory Inspection. Take the following actions if the inspection is
unsatisfactory.
2.7.1. At the site:
A. Advise the pilot of areas of unsatisfactory performance or discrepancies;
B. Determine if operation should continue;
C. Document the discrepancies and inform the operator verbally of
discrepancies, and write a letter to the operator confirming the discrepancies;
D. Initiate enforcement action is appropriate;
E. Schedule follow-up surveillance and/or increase the frequency of
surveillance.
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JOB FUNCTION 4 EVALUATE A ROTORCRAFT LOAD
COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL (RLCFM)
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to ensure that an operator's RLCFM meets regulatory
requirements and provides adequate procedures and guidance for safely conducting
external load operations. Successful completion results in approval of an RLCFM
as part of a package of documents required for initial certification, the addition of a
specific class of authorization, or the disapproval of an RLCFM.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Authority. The operator is required by CAR 202.1 to develop an RLCFM as part
of the application package for certification of rotorcraft external load operations.
This also includes limitations, procedures, performance, and other information
not included in the approved rotorcraft flight manual (RFM) that must be placed
in the RLCFM.
2.2. Purpose. The Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual is prepared in order to
impart information that is necessary for safe carriage of external loads.
2.3. Developing an RLCFM for Each Situation. The applicant is required to develop
an RLCFM for each rotorcraft. The RLCFM must cover each class of external
load operation that will be conducted with a specific rotorcraft.
2.3.1. Authority. The operator is required by CAR 202.1 to develop an RLCFM as
part of the application package for certification of rotorcraft external load
operations. This also includes limitations, procedures, performance, and
other information not included in the approved rotorcraft flight manual (RFM)
that must be placed in the RLCFM.
2.3.2. Purpose. The Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual is prepared in
order to impart information that is necessary for safe carriage of external
loads.
2.3.3. Developing an RLCFM for Each Situation. The applicant is required to
develop an RLCFM for each rotorcraft. The RLCFM must cover each class
of external load operation that will be conducted with a specific rotorcraft.
2.4. Content. Review the RLCFM for completeness of content and accuracy. Refer to
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sample RLCFM for guidance and operator briefings. The applicant for a CAR
202.1 External Load Operating Certificate must submit two copies of a
rotorcraft load combination flight manual for approval.
2.4.1. The RLCFM should state the operating limitations, normal and emergency
procedures and performance information.
2.4.2. CAR 202.1 requires the RLCFM to set forth the Classes (A, B, C, D) for
which airworthiness of the rotorcraft has been demonstrated.
2.4.3. The manual must include a section that gives the following information:
A. Information on any peculiarities discovered when operating with particular
rotorcraft load combinations
B. Precautionary advice about static electricity discharges for Class B and D
loads
C. Procedures for computation of lateral and longitudinal centers of gravity, if
not adequately described in the RFM (the applicant usually must compute the
lateral center of gravity for each class); and
D. Any other information considered essential for safe operation with external
loads should be included.
2.4.4. The RLCFM must have a list of the maximum airspeeds and weights that
were demonstrated while performing operational flight checks conducted by
the manufacturer or the operator.
2.5. Results of RLCFM Evaluation.
2.5.1. If the RLCFM is satisfactory, the Certification Project Manager (for an initial
certification) or the Principal Operations Inspector approves the RLCFM as
per this Handbook. Return the original to the operator and keep a copy for
the file.
2.5.2. If the RCLFM is unsatisfactory, notify the operator in writing, indicating the
areas of deficiency and:
A. Return the RLCFM for correction.
B. Keep a copy of the letter sent to the operator in the file until the corrected
RLCFM is returned.
2.6. Revisions. Inform the applicant that to revise the RLCFM, the applicant sends
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the original of the revision, one copy of the revision, and a new page control
sheet to the inspector.
2.6.1. Evaluate the revision as per original RLCFM approval.
2.6.2. Approve or reject the revision as per original RLCFM approval.
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JOB FUNCTION 5 ADMINISTER A CHIEF PILOT
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TEST
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to verify that an applicant for chief pilot of a rotorcraft
external load operation is qualified in both aeronautical knowledge and practical
experience to conduct an external load operation safely and according to the
regulations outlined in AOR ARTICLE 202.1. Successful completion of this test
results in an indication of satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
2. GENERAL
2.1. A.

Authority. AOR ARTICLE 202.1 requires that a chief pilot designee

demonstrate proficiency in both knowledge and skill for rotorcraft external load
operations. This section also describes the maneuvers that must be demonstrated
in a skill test for chief pilot. AOR ARTICLE 202.1 outlines the ratings and
qualifications that a pilot must hold in order to qualify as a chief pilot for
external load operations.
2.2. Designation. Each AOR ARTICLE 202.1 certificate holder is required to
designate one pilot as his or her chief pilot for rotorcraft external load
operations. The chief pilot may be the applicant. The applicant may also
designate a qualified pilot as an assistant chief pilot to perform the functions of
the chief pilot when the chief pilot is not available. An assistant chief pilot must
meet the same requirements as the chief pilot.
2.2.1. AOR ARTICLE 202.1 requires that the chief pilot demonstrate that his or her
knowledge and skill are adequate for these operations. The inspector may
determine that the candidate's knowledge and skill are adequate based on the
chief pilot's previous experience and safety record in rotorcraft external load
operations. The chief pilot's experience must indicate that he or she
previously passed a knowledge and skill test for the same class of rotorcraft
external load operations.
2.2.2. The pilot must also have passed a knowledge test for the same make and
model of rotorcraft he or she will operate (AOR ARTICLE 202.1).
2.3. Initiation. The operator writes a letter designating the chief pilot, which the chief
pilot also signs. This letter is sent to the CAA Flight Standards Division.
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2.4. When to Administer the Knowledge and Skill Test. The inspector should
administer the knowledge and skill test unless the applicant presents
documentary evidence that he or she has previously passed the knowledge and
skill test. The evidence must show that the tests were for the same class of
external load and for the same make and model of rotorcraft as he or she will
operate. Only when the applicant can show currency in make and model and
type of load authorized would the applicant's previous experience fully satisfy
the requirements of AOR ARTICLE 202.1.
2.5. Inspector Qualifications. The inspector conducting the skill test must be
helicopter rated and have experience as an external load pilot. The inspector
may conduct the skill test in the helicopter with the applicant or observe from
the ground.
2.6. Experience or Testing or Both Must Satisfy AOR ARTICLE 202.1.
2.6.1. To satisfy AOR ARTICLE 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement and/or a letter of competency to conduct rotorcraft external load
operations for the same class for which the operator is applying.
2.6.2. To satisfy AOR ARTICLE 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement for a knowledge test on the same type of rotorcraft, make and
model.
2.6.3. To satisfy AOR ARTICLE 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement and/or letter of competency if the inspector has personal
knowledge that the rotorcraft load combination manuals (RLCFM) of the
previous operator and this operator are similar.
2.6.4. To satisfy AOR ARTICLE 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement and/or letter of competency to conduct the same class of
rotorcraft external load operations if the pilot has no record of previous
accidents, incidents or violations in rotorcraft external load operations.
3. EXAMINATION OF THE CANDIDATE
AOR ARTICLE 202.1 prescribes the pilot and testing requirements for
rotorcraft external load operators. Logbooks and any previous external load
competency letters must be made available to help determine whether a knowledge
and skill test or portion thereof is required. A chief pilot's knowledge and skill test
will be conducted by a CAA inspector. The chief pilot or the inspector may conduct
the knowledge and skill test for other rotorcraft external load pilots in the same
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operation. Although the applicant may elect to be tested by an, oral or a written test,
the oral test should be encouraged because of the many differences in rotorcraft
load combination flight manuals and in operations specifications.
3.1. Knowledge to Test. Whether the inspector selects either an oral or a written
knowledge test, at least the following areas must be tested:
3.1.1. The pilot must be able to describe or answer questions about procedures for
preflight of aircraft, attaching means, and personnel lifting devices, if
appropriate.
3.1.2. The pilot should be able to conduct an accurate survey of the flight areas to
be used. The ability to evaluate and analyze correctly the pickup site, the
route, and the landing site must be determined. The pilot should indicate that
the routes for the approach to and departure from the sites should be over the
lowest obstacle and in the direction of the prevailing wind.
3.1.3. The pilot should be able to calculate weight and balance with emphasis on a
lateral center of gravity (CG). The pilot must also correctly describe how to
prepare the load, check the rigging, how to attach that load to the helicopter.
3.1.4. The pilot should be able to identify the different types of webbing, nylon
rope, chairs, clevises, and connector links. The pilot should have a general
knowledge of the weight lifting capacity of each and the rigging of each.
3.1.5. For Class D authorizations the pilot should know how to operate the
personnel lifting device and be aware of its limitations.
3.1.6. The pilot must have thorough knowledge and understanding of the
performance capability, operating procedures, and limitations of the
helicopter to be used. The pilot should be able to calculate the adjusted gross
weight performance when the temperature and/or density altitude changes.
3.1.7. The pilot must demonstrate an understanding of the ground crew's hand
signals, as communication between the flight crews and ground crews is
critical in ensuring the safety of persons on the ground and in the helicopter.
Class D authorization requires radio communication among flight and
ground crewmembers, and, if appropriate, the pilot must show that he or she
is familiar with standard radio phraseology and with phraseology developed
for the operation.
3.1.8. The pilot must have complete knowledge of all material in the approved
Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual.
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3.1.9. When all the requirements are satisfied, the skill test is conducted. However,
because of the elaborate preparations and equipment sometimes involved in
external load operations, the inspector may proceed to conduct the skill test
after failure of the knowledge portion if special circumstances make it
necessary. The skill test may be conducted at this time only if the deficient
knowledge area is unrelated to the skill test.
3.2. Skill Test. The pilot must successfully perform flight operations for the
appropriate load class in a helicopter for which certification is sought. For the
purposes of the skill demonstration, the external load weight, including the
external load attaching means, must be the maximum weight for which
authorization is sought. The inspector can elect to conduct the skill test in the
helicopter with the applicant or observe from the ground.
3.2.1. For a Class A external load, the skill test must consist of the following:
A. Before liftoff the pilot should make a check of security and proper rigging of
the load.
B. The rotorcraft and load must be lifted to an appropriate hover altitude where
the pilot determines if power is available for takeoff.
C. While at a hover, the pilot must demonstrate that adequate directional control
is available by making heading changes of 180° to each side of the proposed
takeoff path.
D. The pilot must demonstrate smooth acceleration from a hover into forward,
climbing flight. Sufficient power, not to exceed the maximum allowable,
must be applied on takeoff to ensure that the aircraft clears the tallest
immediate obstacle safely.
E. The pilot must demonstrate horizontal flight performed at the maximum
operational airspeed for the load authorization requested.
F. The pilot must demonstrate normal and steep approaches.
3.2.2. For a Class B external load the skill test must consist of the following:
A. During preflight the pilot must demonstrate that both electrical and manual
functions of the rotorcraft attachment system operate properly.
B. Before liftoff, the pilot should make a check of security and proper rigging of
the load.
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C. The pilot must demonstrate pickup of the external load. The load should be
lifted slowly in a vertical ascent until the sling becomes taut and centered.
The load is then lifted to an appropriate hover altitude where the pilot
determines if power is available for takeoff.
D. While at a hover the pilot must demonstrate that adequate directional control
is available by making heading changes of 180° to each side of the proposed
takeoff path.
E. The pilot must demonstrate smooth acceleration from a hover into forward,
climbing flight. Sufficient power, not to exceed the maximum allowable,
must be applied on takeoff to Ensure that the load clears the tallest,
immediate obstacle safely.
F. The pilot must demonstrate horizontal flight at the airspeed for which
authorization is requested. As the airspeed is increased, low density, light
loads generally tend to shift further aft and may become unstable. When the
load is of greater density, more compact, and better balanced, the ride is
steadier and the airspeed may be safely increased. Any unstable load may
flutter, oscillate, or rotate, resulting in reduced aircraft control and undue
stress on the helicopter. A reduction in forward airspeed will usually allow
regaining of aircraft control and steadying of the load. If the load begins
oscillating fore and aft or fluttering, it is especially important that the
helicopter's forward airspeed be reduced.
G. The pilot must maneuver the external load into the release position and
release it, under normal flight conditions, using the normal, and, if
practicable, emergency release controls.
H. The pilot must demonstrate winch operation, if a winch is used to lift the
external loads. The pilot and the winch operator, if appropriate, should each
operate the winch during the test. Whenever the cyclic grip switch location or
function has been modified, the pilot must demonstrate the ability to actuate
the switch in normal operations and simulated emergencies without having to
assume an unusual finger or thumb position which may induce unwanted
control input.
3.2.3. For a Class C external load the skill test must consist of the following:
A. the pilot must make a preflight check of the electrical and mechanical
functions of the rotorcraft's attachment system.
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B. The pilot must lift a portion of the load if it is to be dragged, or lift the entire
load if it is ballast for a wire stringing operation.
C. The pilot must demonstrate lateral (sideward) flight with proper speed,
heading control, and smoothness.
D. If the operator plans on towing (boats, barges), the pilot must demonstrate
forward flight.
E. If a winch is installed, the pilot or winch operator must demonstrate its use.
3.2.4. For Class D load authorization flight checks, the pilot must demonstrate the
same maneuvers as indicated for Class B, including winch operations, if
applicable. The test should include picking up a dummy load (not exceeding
the maximum weight capacity of the attaching device), moving this load to a
predetermined area, and releasing the load under normal circumstances.
3.3. Examination Results.
3.3.1. Upon successful completion and/or documentation of the knowledge and
skill test, the inspector may endorse the pilot's logbook and may also issue a
letter of competency. For convenience, the pilot may carry a certificate of
competence instead of a logbook.
3.3.2. If the applicant fails a portion of the test the inspector may use discretion in
the handling of the remainder of the exam. The inspector may terminate the
test at the point of failure, debrief the pilot on the failed portion, notify the
operator of the test results, and schedule a retest within thirty days. The
designee would be retested for the portion failed and any parts not completed,
if applicable.
4. CHIEF PILOT RESPONSIBILITIES
The chief pilot's duties include training of the other rotorcraft external load
pilots in the operation, maintaining the training and experience records of the other
pilots, and conducting the knowledge and skill tests of the other pilots.
4.1. Delegation of Responsibilities. The operator may designate an assistant chief
pilot to conduct the chief pilot's duties in the chief pilot's absence. The assistant
chief pilot must meet the same requirements as the chief pilot.
4.2. Change of Chief Pilot. The holder of a rotorcraft external load operator
certificate must report any change in designation of chief pilot or assistant chief
pilot to the CAA as soon as the change occurs. The new chief pilot must be
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designated and comply with AOR ARTICLE 202.1 within 30 days of the
departure of the previous chief pilot.
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JOB FUNCTION 6 APPROVE/AMEND OPERATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to determine whether the proposed Operations Specifications
(Op Specs) for a Civil Aviation Regulations 202.1 operator to conduct operations
are acceptable. Upon successful completion of this review will result in the
issuance or amendment of Op Specs.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions. Op Specs are issued to either outline the operations that the
certificate holder is allowed to conduct, supplement the operating rules, or
outline limitations that are not specifically covered in the regulations.
2.2. Content of the Op Specs. The Op Specs will contain, but not limited to the
following:
2.2.1. Class Op Specs must contain the following sections:
A. the full name of the operator, including any d/b/a's (doing business as)
B. an applicability section
C. an authorized operations section
D. a limitations section
E. the aircraft authorizations
F. a description of the personnel lifting devices
2.2.2. The make, model, and registration numbers of rotorcraft authorized for use;
2.2.3. The approval of the Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual, with
necessary conditions and limitations;
2.2.4. The procedures for weight and balance control of authorized rotorcraft
including methods of determining the ability of a helicopter with one engine
inoperative to hover at the operating weight and in the density altitude
conditions that exist at the time a external load is carried.
2.2.5. Approved maintenance program and aircraft maintenance recordation
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system.
2.2.6. Documentation that the personnel lifting devices are approved and properly
placarded.
2.2.7. Ensure that the training program was approved.
2.2.8. Determine whether the chief pilot completed a knowledge and skill test for
that operation and type of rotorcraft.
2.2.9. The authorized regulatory deviations and any other items that the CAA
determines are necessary to cover a particular situation; and
2.3. Approval Authority. Op Specs may be approved (Initial or amendment) by the
Principal Operations Inspector (POI) or an inspector authorized by the Flight
Standards Division once all requirements have been met.
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ATTACHMENT A SAMPLE TRAINING PROGRAM
OUTLINE
1. TRAINING PROGRAM
Examine training programs for the following elements.
1.1. For pilot crewmembers, initial and recurrent ground training should include the
following:
1.1.1. reviewing contents of the Ops Specs;
1.1.2. calculating weight and balance, including longitudinal and lateral weight and
balance;
1.1.3. (c ) determining single engine hovering out-of-ground effect performance
considering weight and density altitude;
1.1.4. reviewing normal and emergency communications procedures, including
hand signals;
1.1.5. reviewing crew coordination procedures;
1.1.6. reviewing preflight procedures for all equipment;
1.1.7. reviewing congested area plan requirements;
1.1.8. briefing all persons involved with the external-load operation;
1.1.9. using approved personnel lifting devices;
1.1.10. operating the winch, including weight, longitudinal and lateral center of
gravity (CG), and operational limitations; preflight; and normal and
emergency procedures;
1.1.11. avoiding collisions and obstacles;
1.1.12. knowledge and skills as it relates human performance with other
maintenance & ops personnel.
1.1.13. reviewing other information necessary to ensure pilot competence.
For example, for each aircraft make and model used, examine the
training program for information about the following:
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A. the major aircraft systems;
B. the limitations of the aircraft make and model;
C. the performance characteristics;
D. the fuel consumption;
E. the approved aircraft flight manual, approved Rotorcraft Load Combination
Flight Manual, and approved supplements;
F. the procedures for normal and emergency situations;
G. explanations of the causes of loss of tail rotor effectiveness and procedures to
recover; and
H. the avoidance of potentially hazardous meteorological conditions.
1.2. For pilots, initial flight training while carrying ballast to simulate persons on the
personnel lifting devices should include the following:
1.2.1. computing weight and balance, including longitudinal and lateral CG
calculations and performance planning;
1.2.2. executing takeoffs and landings;
1.2.3. maintaining directional control while hovering;
1.2.4. accelerating from a hover;
1.2.5. executing approaches to landing or work areas;
1.2.6. operating the winch, if so equipped;
1.2.7. using safety devices that prevent inadvertent release of the load;
1.2.8. releasing the load in an emergency;
1.2.9. single engine hovering and maneuvering for landing; and
1.2.10. avoiding collisions and obstacles.
1.3. For flight crewmembers (for example, winch operators) initial ground training
should include the following:
1.3.1. reviewing normal and emergency communications procedures, Including
hand signals;
1.3.2. (b operating the winch, including weight and operational limitations,
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preflight, and normal and emergency procedures;
1.3.3. the appropriate portions of the Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual;
1.3.4. reviewing crew coordination procedures;
1.3.5. conducting a preflight of lifting equipment;
1.3.6. using the approved personnel lifting devices;
1.3.7. using personal safety equipment, such as harnesses, clothing, gloves, etc.;
1.3.8. recognizing the onset of hazardous load oscillations;
1.3.9. recognizing other dangerous situations; and
1.3.10. avoiding collisions and obstacles.
1.4. For flight crewmembers (for example, winch operators), initial flight training
while carrying a simulated load (ballast) should include the following:
1.4.1. operating the winch, if so equipped;
1.4.2. communicating among crewmembers including hand signals as well as
normal and emergency communications procedures;
1.4.3. using safety devices that prevent inadvertent release of the load;
1.4.4. releasing the load in an emergency;
1.4.5. using the approved personnel lifting device;
1.4.6. using personal safety equipment, such as harnesses, clothing, gloves;
1.4.7. stabilizing oscillating winch loads; and
1.4.8. avoiding collisions and obstacles.
1.5. For ground crew personnel, initial ground and flight training while carrying a
simulated load should include:
1.5.1. reviewing normal and emergency communications procedures, including
hand signals;
1.5.2. reviewing crew coordination procedures;
1.5.3. making a preflight of the lifting equipment;
1.5.4. using the approved personnel lifting device;
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1.5.5. operating the winch, including limitations and normal and emergency
procedure;
1.5.6. the appropriate portions of the Rotorcraft Load Combination Flight Manual.
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ATTACHMENT B SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD
COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
1. SAMPLE OF ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
(Date submitted for approval)

THIS SAMPLE MANUAL SHOULD BE MODIFIED TO REFLECT
LIMITATIONS AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO A SPECIFIC
EXTERNAL LOAD OPERATOR AND THE SPECIFIC AIRCRAFT AND
LOAD CLASSES FOR WHICH APPROVAL IS GIVEN.

Rotorcraft Registration Number: B

Rotorcraft Make and Model:

CAA Approved [date]

[POI's signature]
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CONTENTS

SECTION 1
OPERATING LIMITATIONS
1. Certification
2. Persons Aboard
3. Total weight and speed limitations
4. Location of center of gravity
5. Miscellaneous limitations

SECTION 2
LOAD COMBINATION OPERATING PROCEDURES:
1. Information peculiar to the load combination
2. Operating Procedures
3. Emergency conditions
4. Static electricity discharges
5. Other information essential to operational safety
6. Ground-to-air hand signals
7. External load securing procedures
8. Fuel burn/center of gravity
9. Required placards

SECTION 3
INFORMATION:
1. General
2. Flight and non flight crew personnel
3. Passengers
4. Safety around helicopters
Date submitted for approval
CAA APPROVED (date) ________________
Flight Standards Division

Inspector _______________

APPENDIX 1
CONGESTED AREA PLAN APPROVAL
1. Sample Plan
2. Sample Diagram of Area
3. Letter of Agreement
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SECTION 1
OPERATING LIMITATIONS
In addition to the operating limitations set forth in the approved Rotorcraft Flight
Manual (RFM), this aircraft will be operated in accordance with the following
operating limitations:
1. No person shall operate this aircraft with an external load unless that person
holds an CAA General Aviation External Load Operator Certificate and has a
letter of competency or an entry in his logbook as required by CAR 202.1. A
copy of the letter of competency or the knowledge and skill test logbook
endorsement must be in that person's possession during the operation.
2. No person who is not a required crew member may be carried aboard the aircraft
unless that person performs an essential function in connection with the external
load operation. When the aircraft used requires a hoist operator, the air crew
member must wear an approved hoist operator's safety harness while not seated
with a seat belt fastened.
3. Operations shall not be conducted over congested areas unless approved by the
CAA in accordance with a congested area plan (CAP) developed in compliance
with CAR 202.1. (See sample plan in Attachment B 1 of Volume 5 this manual.)
4. No person may serve as a pilot of this aircraft during external load operations,
unless he has passed the knowledge and skill tests required by CAR 202.1 for
the class of operation being conducted.
5. A copy of the External Load Operating Certificate and Rotorcraft Load
Combination Flight Manual will be on this aircraft during all external load
operations.
6. The total weight of this aircraft and load combination shall not exceed:
Make and Model
N-number
Class A load max weight
＃not to exceed mgw
Maximum forward airspeed
knots. Other
NOTE: Maximum load figure as derived using a ___ pound pilot weight and ___
pounds of fuel.
Make and Model
N-number
Class B load max weight
＃not to exceed mgw
Maximum forward airspeed
knots. Other
NOTE: Extreme caution must be exercised when carrying Class B external loads, as
controllability may be affected by the size and shape of the cargo.
NOTE: These maximum load figures were derived using a _____ pound pilot weight
and _______pounds of fuel.
7. The location of the center of gravity for this aircraft and load combination shall
be within the center of gravity range established during type certification or
special purpose certification of the aircraft.
8. Other limitations deemed necessary or contained in the approved flight manual
or its supplements.
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SECTION 2
1.

2.

3.

4.

LOAD COMBINATION INFORMATION
The operator will list information pertaining to the peculiarities of the load
combination, such as:
a. oscillating tendencies
b. ground effect
c. density altitude
d. strong or gusty winds
e. abrupt control movements
f. acceleration limitation
g. maximum Class A lateral load imbalance
h. lateral CG calculation procedure
NORMAL. Inspect the cargo sling or basket for proper installation and overall
condition. Check the load to make sure it is rigged properly and safely. For
Class B and C loads, check the electrical release and the manual release on the
ground before flight. Activate the circuit by pushing the cargo release circuit
breaker IN.
This is an example of information that may be applicable to some types of
cargo attach devices:
Lift the cargo load to a hover, then check the remaining power to determine if
there is enough to carry the load safely. While hovering, verify that directional
control is adequate. When moving into horizontal flight, use smooth, slow
control movements to minimize settling and to prevent the load from
swinging. In climbing forward flights, check for hazardous oscillations of the
external load. When approaching a landing area with a load, identify the
delivery point, come in slowly and into the wind, at the shallowest possible
angle to ensure that the load clears all obstructions safely. Start bringing in
power early to slow your descent and forward airspeed, ending in a hover
short of the release point and in view of any ground crew personnel. Follow
ground signal instructions to hover over the release point. Place the load on
the ground without any movement of the load. When the helicopter is
stabilized over the load and has slack in the sling, open the cargo hook by
normal means.
In the event of electrical failure, use the manual release to drop the cargo load.
If any difficulties arise during the flight that warrant an emergency landing,
release the load immediately. If for some reason the load will not release, do
not drag the load on the ground before touchdown. This may cause the aircraft
to nose over with inadequate aft cyclic control to compensate.
Information regarding static electricity discharge: Before attaching the cargo
hook to the load, make sure the aircraft has been grounded to dissipate charges
of static electricity that may have built up during flight.
The operator will list any other information essential for safe operation, such
as:
a. precautions to avoid high tension wires
b. lightning (Class C loads)
c. radio communications procedures
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d.
e.

crossing over main highways, etc.
procedures for placement of cargo at the delivery may vary according to
a specific operation class
5. All personnel engaged in the external load operation will be familiar with and
use the hand signals found in Appendix 2 of this manual. (List procedure used
to ensure familiarity.)
6. Class A external load securing procedures: Use company procedure to make
precautionary landings in the event the securing devices become disconnected
or loose.
7. Fuel burn off and how it may affect the center of gravity enroute.
8. Required placards:
a. A placard for the maximum external load will be marked on each side
of the fuselage near the external load hook or basket if a Class A load.
b. An instrument panel placard will be installed describing Class approval
and passenger occupancy limitations.
9. Class B Cargo Hookup: After the helicopter has been directed into position,
one ground crew member should remain within sight of the pilot to give
positive direction with hand signals, or remain in direct radio contact with the
pilot, while an appropriate number of other crewmembers attend to the cargo
hookup. All hookups made to the helicopter while it is in a hover should be
hastened to minimize the time the hookup personnel spend underneath the
helicopter. If a hookup is to be performed without the aid of a ground guide and
without using direct visual operational contact, an air crew member should lie
prone on the floor and look downward from the main entrance doorway where
the actions of the ground crewmembers can be observed; the pilot can be
directed by this crew member on the inter-phone. Crewmembers should wear
an approved safety harness when not seated with a seat belt fastened.
10. Hand Signals: When giving hand signals to the pilot, a ground crew member
must stand in front of and to the pilot's side of the helicopter within sight of the
pilot.( See Attachment B of Volume 5 of this manual).
11. Class D Authorization - Carriage of Persons: All Class D operations will be
conducted using only approved CAA accepted personnel lifting devices. Each
operation will be conducted with a minimum of two crewmembers on board
the helicopter. Intercom communication will be maintained between the pilot
and other crew member. This second crew member must be able to advise the
pilot of the status of the lift device and be able to release the empty device
should it become necessary. This release must require two separate and distinct
actions: arm system, depress release button. Where possible, a third person
associated with the lift will be in position on the surface and communicating by
radio with the pilot. This person's purpose is to advise the pilot of any safety
related item and to supervise the loading or unloading of the personnel lifting
device. Further, this person should ensure that the maximum weight
appropriate for this operation, as determined by the pilot, is not exceeded.
The operating limitations as set forth in Section 1 and the load combination
information contained in Section 2 are the conditions under which I will
conduct this rotorcraft external load combination operation.
Operator's signature
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SECTION 3
INFORMATION
All personnel associated with an external load operation should be familiar with the
following information.
1. GENERAL. People have been injured, some fatally in helicopter accidents
which would not have occurred had they been informed of the proper method
of boarding or deplaning. Properly briefed non-flight personnel should never be
endangered by a spinning tail rotor. The simplest method of avoiding accidents
of this sort is to have the rotors stopped before non-flight personnel are boarded
or allowed to depart. Because this action is not always practicable and because
of the unique capabilities of the helicopter, it is often necessary to board
personnel while the rotors are turning. Therefore, to avoid accidents, it is
essential that all persons associated with helicopter operations be made aware
of all possible hazards and instructed in how to avoid them.
2. FLIGHT AND NON-FLIGHT CREW PERSONNEL. Persons directly
involved with boarding or deplaning personnel, aircraft servicing, rigging or
hooking up of external loads, etc., should be thoroughly instructed in their
duties. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to cover each type of crew
training related to the safe operation of helicopters; however, some areas that
should be covered are:
a. Ramp attendants and aircraft servicing personnel should be instructed in
their specific duties and how to accomplish them safely. This includes
the following:
(1)Keeping persons scheduled to board and unauthorized persons away from
the helicopter landing and takeoff areas.
(2)Briefing boarding personnel on the best way to approach and board a
helicopter whose rotors are turning.
b. Proper procedures for aircraft servicing include:
(1)The helicopter rotor blades should be stopped and both the aircraft and the
refueling unit properly grounded before any refueling operation. The pilot
should ensure that the proper grade of fuel and, when required, the proper
additives are used.
(2)Refueling the aircraft while the blades are turning "Rapid refueling" may
be practical for certain types of operation. However, this can be hazardous
when safe procedures are not followed. Pilots should remain at the flight
controls during fueling, and refueling personnel should be knowledgeable
about proper refueling procedures and properly briefed for specific makes
and models of aircraft.
(3)Refueling units should be positioned to ensure adequate rotor blade
clearance. Persons not involved with the refueling operation should be
kept clear of the area.
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(4)Smoking must be prohibited in and around the aircraft during all refueling
operations
c. External load rigger training is possibly one of the most difficult and
continually changing aspects of the helicopter external load operation. A
poorly rigged cargo net, light standard, or load pallet could result in a
serious and costly accident. It is imperative that all riggers be
thoroughly trained to meet the needs of each external load operation.
Since rigging requirements may vary several times in a single day,
proper training is of the utmost importance to safe operations.
d. Pilot at the flight controls.
(1)Many helicopter operators have been lured into a "quick turnaround"
ground operation to avoid delays at airport terminals and to minimize
stop/start cycles of the engine. As part of this quick turnaround the pilot
may leave the cockpit with the engine and rotors turning. Such an
operation can be extremely hazardous if a gust of wind disturbs the rotor
disc or if the collective flight control moves causing lift to be generated
by the rotor system. Either occurrence may cause the helicopter to roll or
pitch resulting in a rotor blade striking the tail boom or the ground.
(2)Safe operating procedures include pilots remaining at the flight controls
whenever the engine is running and rotors are turning. This is especially
important at or near passenger terminal areas. If the pilot finds it
necessary to leave the controls of a running machine when in areas where
people may be endangered, the pilot should:
(Ⅰ) ensure that all controls are secured in accordance with the aircraft
flight manual, and
(Ⅱ) reduce rotor and/or engine RPM to the minimum recommended
e.

settings
External load signal-men should know the following:
(1)The lifting capability of the helicopters involved. This knowledge is
essential for some operators have models of helicopters that have almost
identical physical characteristics but different lifting capabilities.
(2)The pilots. The safest plan would be to standardize procedures for pickup
and release of sling loads. Without standardization, the hookup person
would have to learn the technique used by each pilot. The hookup person
should also insist on standardization of pilot techniques for any sort of
emergency which may occur while personnel are beneath the helicopter.
(3) The cargo. Many items carried externally are very fragile. The hookup
person should always know when a hazardous article is involved and the
nature of the potential hazard. Explosives, radioactive materials, and toxic
chemicals are examples of possible cargo. In addition to knowing the
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nature of the cargo, hookup personnel should be familiar with the types of
protective gear, clothing, or actions that are necessary for safe operation.
(4)The appropriate hand signals. When direct radio communications between
ground and flight personnel are used, the specific meaning of hand signals
should be assured before operations commence.
(5)Emergency procedures. Ground and flight personnel should fully agree to
and understand all necessary actions to be taken by all concerned in the
event of emergency. This prior planning is essential in avoiding injuries
when emergencies do occur.

3.

(6)All aspects of the external load operation being conducted. The pilot
conducting the external load operation will complete a detailed briefing
for all personnel, no matter how remotely involved in the operation, prior
to starting the operation.
NON-FLIGHT CREW PERSONNEL. All persons who board a helicopter
while its rotors are turning must be instructed in the safest means of doing so.
If the pilot is at the controls, he may not be able to conduct a boarding briefing.
Therefore, the individual who arranged for the personnel to be carried or an
individual assigned as a ramp attendant should accomplish this. The exact
procedures may vary slightly from one model helicopter to another, but in
general the following should suffice:
a. Boarding:
(1)Stay away from the rear of the helicopter.
(2)Crouch low before walking under the main rotor.
(3)Approach from the side or front but never out of the pilot's line of vision,
and only when cleared by the pilot or ground personnel in contact with the
pilot.
(4)Hold firmly to hats and loose articles.
(5)Never reach up for or run after a hat or other object that is blown away.
(6)Protect your eyes by shielding them with your hand or by squinting.
(7)If you are suddenly blinded by dust or a blowing object, stop, crouch
lower, or sit down, and await help.
(8)Never grope or feel your way toward or away from a helicopter.
b. The pre-takeoff and pre-landing briefing must be made by the pilot or
an attendant. The type of operation will determine what sort of briefing
is to be given, but personnel should always be briefed on:
(1)The use and operation of seat belts for takeoff, enroute, and landing.
Emphasis should be placed on how to release the specific kind of seat belt
installed in the particular aircraft. Some belts use buckles that are rotated
to open.
(2)The location and use of flotation gear and other survival equipment that
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might be on board; how and when to "abandon ship" should a ditching be
necessary.
(3)For flights over rough or isolated terrain, all occupants should be told
where maps and survival gear are located.
(4)Each person on board should be instructed in what actions and
precautions to take during and emergency, and when and how to exit after
landing in the event of an emergency. Ensure that passengers are aware of
the location of fire extinguishers, pyrotechnic signaling devices, life
preservers, and other survival equipment. Instructions on the location and
methods of opening normal and emergency exits should be explained. A
diagram or pictorial display on a passenger briefing card is encouraged.
(5)Smoking within 50 feet of an aircraft on the ground should be prohibited.
Smoking while flying could be permitted, at the discretion of the pilot,
except under the following conditions:
(Ⅰ) During all ground operations
(Ⅱ) Immediately before, during, or after takeoff or landing
(Ⅲ) When carrying flammable or hazardous materials
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2. SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING PROTECTION DEVICES
AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
LL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING PROTECTION
DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING
PROTECTION DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING
PROTECTION DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING
PROTECTION DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING
PROTECTION DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING
PROTECTION DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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Helicopter Marshalling Signals
APPENDEX 2
SAMPLE ROTORCRAFT LOAD COMBINATION FLIGHT MANUAL
Helicopter Marshalling Signals
ALL PERSONNEL SHALL WEAR SAFETY GOGLES, HEARING
PROTECTION DEVICES AND HELMET AT WORK.
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CHAPTER 5

AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
OPERATIONS

AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
1. AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
CAR 202.1 is applicable to all operators conducting agricultural aircraft
operations. The definition of the term "agricultural aircraft operation" in CAR
202.1 includes forest fire fighting activities, e.g., "fire bombers" or tankers. Anyone
conducting such activities are required to obtain an Agricultural Aircraft Operator
Authorization (Ops Spec). The exceptions are authorization for external load
operators dispensing only water.
2. PUBLIC EMERGENCIES
CAR 202.1 allows agricultural operators to deviate from CAR 202.1 for relief
and welfare activities during public emergencies.
2.1. Definition of Public Emergency. The term "public emergency" as used in CAR
202.1 means an emergency requiring relief in the public interest. The emergency
is of such magnitude that if immediate action were not taken, life, property, or
the economic welfare of a substantial portion of a population or a significant
geographic area would be jeopardized by the circumstances of that emergency.
The determination of a public emergency is made by government of the state.
2.2. Deviation from CAR 202.1 in Event of Public Emergency. If an operator
deviates from CAR 202.1, he or she shall complete the report required by CAR
202.1.
3. DEFINITION OF AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT OPERATION
An agricultural aircraft operation means the operation of an aircraft for the
purpose of dispensing any economic poison; dispensing any other substance
intended for plant nourishment, soil treatment, plant growth, or pest control; or
engaging in dispersing activities directly affecting agriculture, horticulture, or
forest preservation.
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3.1. Economic Poisons. An economic poison is any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any
insects, rodents, nematodes, fungi, weeds, and other forms of plant or animal
life or viruses. Viruses on or in living man or other animals are excepted. Also,
an economic poison is any substance or mixture of substances intended for use
as a plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant.
3.2. Live Insects. The dispensing of live insects is not included in this definition.
4. MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST
Operators of multiengine agricultural aircraft must operate with a minimum
equipment list (MEL) for any or all multiengine aircraft or all equipment must be
operating.
5. COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES
The application of economic poisons by an aerial applicator may involve
coordination by other governmental authorities.
6. OPERATING RULES
Although operating rules for agricultural aircraft are specified in CAR 202.1,
the following are some additional considerations.
6.1. Shoulder Harness. During inspection for initial certification, the shoulder harness
specified in CAR 202.1 should be inspected for proper installation by an
airworthiness inspector.
6.2. Violations of CAR 202.1. In cases involving alleged violations of CAR 202.1,
the inspector should seek the assistance of a representative of the Council of
Agriculture in establishing proof of such violation. In certain violation cases
involving alleged injury or hazard to the health of persons, assistance should be
requested from the state health department.
6.3. Personnel Duties and Responsibilities. Compliance with the requirements of
CAR 202.1 will be considered satisfactory provided the operator can show the
inspector that he or she maintains a record describing each person's duties and
responsibilities and the date such person was informed of those duties.
6.4. Authorization from Air Traffic Control. Except for flights to and from a
dispensing area conducted in an airport traffic area (with an operating control
tower), written authorization from the air traffic control facility is not required.
However, verbal authorization must be obtained by contacting the air traffic
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control facility by aircraft radio, in person, or by telephone for receipt of the
authorization.
6.5. Minimum Safe Altitudes- Other Than Congested Areas. CAR 202.1 permits the
operator to operate an aircraft in dispensing operations contrary to (Minimum
Safe Altitudes, provided such operations are conducted without creating a
hazard to persons or property on the surface and are in conjunction with aerial
application activities. For example, the pilot of an agricultural aircraft dispenses
an economic poison on a field adjacent to a farmhouse. The pilot may operate
less than 500 feet above the surface or closer than 500 feet to the house
provided the house or its occupants are not exposed to hazard from the aircraft
or the chemicals.
7. AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS
All chemicals can be toxic if encountered in excess of normal amounts.
Agricultural chemicals in common use are, in most instances, toxic to humans as
well as to the insects, animals, and plants being controlled.
7.1. Organic Phosphates. One group of chemical compounds in frequent agricultural
use is organic phosphates (sometimes called organophosphates), derived from
phosphoric acid. Some examples are parathion, phosdrin, and malathion. These
are generally the most toxic of all pesticides and, therefore, pose the greatest
hazard to those handling or dispensing them.
7.2. Cumulative Toxic Effects of Organic Phosphates. Nearly all pesticides can have
a cumulative effect; that is, symptoms of poisoning occur gradually over a
period of time and can be confused with symptoms of other illnesses. This
cumulative effect is far more serious than a single, gross overexposure. This
condition is often referred to as "chronic toxic effect."
7.2.1. Chemical handlers (including agricultural aircraft pilots) of organic
phosphates should undergo periodic cholinesterase tests which determine the
extent of chronic toxic effect.
A. Cholinesterase is an enzyme which regulates the level of acetylcholine in the
nervous system.
B. Acetylcholine aids in the transfer of impulses between nerves, but without
cholinesterase - the substance poisoned by organophosphates - acetylcholine
builds up to abnormal levels. The result is a general paralysis and eventual
death from respiratory paralysis.
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7.2.2. CAA inspectors should encourage operators to have any of their personnel,
who are exposed regularly and frequently to organic phosphates, undergo
periodic cholinesterase tests.
A. Most hospitals or clinics have the equipment to conduct fairly accurate
cholinesterase tests. University medical centers will have more sophisticated
testing equipment which will be able to deliver highly accurate results.
B. Whichever testing method operators elect to use, it is important that the
inspector inform them that individuals should be tested before the spraying
season begins in order to have a base to compare to subsequent tests after
exposure.
7.3. C. LD50 Index. The index in this chapter shows the comparative toxicity of the
various chemicals, is for the information and use of inspectors engaged in the
certification and surveillance of agricultural aircraft operations.
7.3.1. LD50 is the symbol used to denote the number of milligrams of chemical per
kilogram of body weight of laboratory animals (usually rats), a single dose of
which killed half the animals tested. The higher the LD50 value, the lower
the toxicity and the safer the chemical. For example, Dimethrin, with an
LD50 index of 40,000, is the least toxic on the list while 1080 sodium
fluroacetate, at 1.2, is the most toxic.
7.3.2. The inspector must note that this list is not intended to be inclusive but
merely as an aid in determining what is and is not a lethal chemical. The
figures given are the approximate dosages that will kill 50% of the test
animal population unless otherwise indicated. Other chemicals besides
organic phosphates are included.
8. HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRAINING
The danger of inspector contamination by toxic agricultural chemicals is very
real. Common sense in the presence of agricultural chemicals is very important;
therefore, inspectors should receive hazardous material recognition and precautions
training before exposure to agricultural operators.
9. POSSIBLE HEALTH HAZARDS DURING AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Inspectors may become involved in agricultural aircraft accident investigation
duties.
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9.1. Pre-investigation Information. The inspector who departs for the scene of an
agricultural aircraft accident without first finding out the nature of the pesticide,
its hazards, and necessary precautions could be exposed to a serious health
hazard. In this type of aircraft accident, a large amount of chemical can be
concentrated in a small area, increasing the hazards to investigating inspectors.
9.2. Inspector Precautions. The following precautions are recommended regarding
accident investigations.
9.2.1. Determine from the operator, or the persons for whom the operation was
being conducted, the type and name of the material involved.
9.2.2. It may be advised to wear special gear such as protective clothing, goggles,
gloves, breathing equipment, etc. It take long periods of time for the
dangerous characteristics of the pesticide to dissipate.
9.2.3. Be prepared, even if it means that the on scene investigation may have to be
delayed until necessary precautions can be taken.
9.2.4. If special protective gear is needed or other precautions need to be taken,
ensure that local police are advised. Suggest that the scene of the accident be
secured for the length of time special gear or precautions is needed.
9.3. Coordination with Law Enforcement Agencies. It is especially important that the
inspector relay all the necessary information to local law enforcement officials.
In some cases, police officers may have already been at the accident scene and
may need medical treatment.
10. AMENDMENT, CANCELLATION
An agricultural aircraft operator's authorization is effective until it is
surrendered, suspended, or revoked. A currently effective authorization which has
been lost or destroyed shall be replaced by the CAA, upon written request from the
operator. The replacement authorization will duplicate the lost or destroyed
authorization. The replacement will have the word "DUPLICATE" placed on it and
the date of its preparation indicated. It will be signed by the Director of Flight
Standards.
10.1. Renewals. Not applicable to CAR 202.1 authorizations.
10.2. Amendments. An agricultural aircraft operator may apply to amend the
operating authorization.
10.2.1. If an operator desires to add to or remove any authorization from the
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operating authorization, the operator should apply to CAA in the same
manner as for an original authorization. If the application for amendment is
denied, the applicant shall be advised in writing of the reason for denial.
10.2.2. The CAA may also amend an agricultural aircraft operator's ops specs
authorization as a result of enforcement actions taken.
10.3. Cancellation. The CAA may suspend or revoke an agricultural operator's ops
specs.
10.3.1. In the case of a voluntary surrender (e.g., when the operator decides to cease
agricultural operations, the operator must, as soon as possible, return the ops
specs by mail or in person to the CAA.
10.3.2. If the operator fails to meet the certification requirements of CAR 202.1,
(e.g., does not have at least one aircraft equipped for agricultural operations),
the CAA shall cancel the authorization.
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11. TABLE: LD50 INDEX OF CHEMICALS
LD50 INDEX OF CHEMICALS
COMPARATIVE INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, HERBICIDE, AND
RODENTICIDE TOXICITIES
COMPOUND
LD50 VALUE
Mg/Kg (rats)
Dimethrin
Captan

40,000
15,000

Tedion or tetradifom
Piperonyl butoxide
Ferbam
Chlorbenside
Perthane
Dimethyl Phthalate

14,700 (gave no mortality)
11,500
11,000
10,000
8,500
8,200

Tabutrex
Maneb
Mirex

8,000
7,500
6,000

BHC (beta isomer)
Methoxychlor
Neotran
Piperonyl Cycloene
Zineb
Simazine
Phenothiazine
Dithane
Sabadilla

6,000
6,000
5,800
5,200
5,200
5,000 (mice)
5,000
5,000
4,000

Prolan
Ammate
Aramite
DDD or TDE
Pentac
Fluoribenside
Dyrene
Phostex

4,000
3,900
3,900
3,400
3,160
3,000
2,710
2,500

Ethyl Hexanediol
Ovex or Ovcotran
Sulfoxide

2,400
2,050
2,000
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LD50 INDEX OF CHEMICALS
COMPARATIVE INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, HERBICIDE, AND
RODENTICIDE TOXICITIES
COMPOUND
LD50 VALUE
Mg/Kg (rats)
Ronnel or Korlan
Thanite
Phygon
Cyprex

1,740
1,600
1,500
1,000 - 2,000

Malathion
Genite
Ziram
Sulphenone
Fenson

1,500
1,400
1,400
1,400 - 3,650
1,350 - 1,740

Dilan
BHC (delta isomer)
Ruelene

1,100
1,000
950

Chlorthion
Vapam
Pyrethrins
Thiram
Ryania
Karathane
Chlorobenzilate
Allethrin
Kelthane

930
820
820
780
750
714
702
680
575

Sevin or carbryl
BHC (alpha isomer)
2,4,d*
Dimete or DMC
Dicapthon
Dipterex or Dylox
Dibrom or naled
Bandane
Nabam

540
500
500
500
475 (mice)
450
430
396
395

Chlordane
DN-111
Bulan

382
330
330
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LD50 INDEX OF CHEMICALS
COMPARATIVE INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, HERBICIDE, AND
RODENTICIDE TOXICITIES
COMPOUND
LD50 VALUE
Mg/Kg (rats)
Fenthion or Baytex
Red Squill
2,4,5,T*
Zytron

310
300
300
270

VC-13
Strobane
DDT
Dimethoate
ethion (purified)

270
250
250
245
208

Cryolite
Sodium fluoride
Morocie or binapacryl

200
200
165

Warfarin
Diazinon
Iimidan
Rotenone
Ciodrin
Lindane (Gamma BHC)
Delnav
Thiodan or endosulfan
Lead Arsenate

160
150
147
132
125
125
110
110
100

Kepone
Heptachlor
Lethane 384
Meta-Systox-R
DDVP
Toxaphene
Dimetilan
Heptachlor Epoxide
Co-Ral

95
90
90
85
80
69
65
61 (male rats)
56 - 230

Isolan
EPN
Nicotine

54
52.9
50 - 230
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LD50 INDEX OF CHEMICALS
COMPARATIVE INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, HERBICIDE, AND
RODENTICIDE TOXICITIES
COMPOUND
LD50 VALUE
Mg/Kg (rats)
Zinc Phosphide
Dieldrin
DNOSBO/Elegetol 318
Aldrin

50- 60
46
40
40

Trithion
Thallous Sulfate
Paris Green
Calcium Asenate
Phosphamidon

30
25
22
20
16.8

Strychnine
Methyl Parathion
Zectran

16.2
15.2
5 - 63

Guthion
Arsenic Trioxide
Endrin
Di-Syston
Demeton or Systox
Bayer #25141
Parathion
Antu
Phosdrin

5 - 25
13
12.6
12.5
12.0
8.3
8.3
6
6

Sulfotepp
Dimofox
Telodrin
Phorate or Thimet
Tetram

5
5
4.8 - 5.5
3.7
3
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JOB FUNCTION 1 CERTIFICATION OF AN
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT OPERATOR
1. GENERAL
This chapter gives guidelines for certification of Agricultural Aircraft
Operators. CAR 202.1 prescribes rules governing the operation of aircraft for the
purpose of dispensing any economic poison; dispensing any other substance
intended for plant nourishment, soil treatment, plant growth, or pest control; or
engaging in dispersing activities directly affecting agriculture, horticulture, or
forest preservation.In operations involving agricultural aircraft operation" in CAR
202.1 includes forest fire fighting activities, e.g., "fire bombers" or tankers. Anyone
conducting such activities are required to obtain an Agricultural Aircraft Operator
Authorization (Ops Spec). The exceptions are authorization for external load
operators dispensing only water.
1.1. Certification Process. The certification process consists of five phases:
Preapplication, Formal Application, Document Compliance, Demonstration and
Inspection, and Certification. The complexity of the certification process is
determined by the applicant's proposed operation.
1.2. Eligibility. During initial contact with an applicant who is seeking an agricultural
aircraft operating certificate, it must be determined if the proposed operation is
applicable to CAR 202.1. In making this determination, the following eligibility
requirements must be met.
1.2.1. For a minimum of 6 months, the applicant must have the exclusive use of at
least one aircraft that is properly certificated and equipped and meets all
airworthiness requirements for agricultural aircraft operations.
1.2.2. The applicant must have the services of a chief pilot who holds at least a
commercial pilot certificate with a rotorcraft category, helicopter class and, if
appropriate, a type rating.
1.3. CAA Working File. This file will form the basis for the eventual operator file if
certification is successful, or will provide information justifying denial of the
certificate. It is important that this file is kept up to date with any forms,
correspondence, etc., to and from the applicant.
1.4. Record-keeping. The operator is required to maintain records for the inspector's
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use to determine compliance with the regulations. The operator is required to
maintain training and currency records for the pilots and the chief pilot of an
operation.
2. CERTIFICATION PROCESS - 5 PHASES
2.1. Preapplication Phase.
In the case of rotorcraft external-load operations, the inspector will provide
the applicant with the information necessary for certification and operating
under CAR 202.1. Provide the applicant with a copy of CAR 202.1.
2.1.1. Special Considerations. Discuss the following:
A. type of class authorizations;
B. the qualifications and experience required for chief pilot;
2.1.2. Review and discuss the PASI. To contain the following:
A. the specific authorizations for which the applicant is applying;
B. the company legal name , principal base of operations, mailing address and
phone numbers;
C. the type, make, model and number of aircraft to be operated;
D. names and addresses of any management and/or chief pilot and
qualifications.
2.1.3. Review application and determine if applicant meets basic requirements of
CAR 202.1.
2.1.4. Preapplication meeting discuss the following:
A. review of the PASI;
a. company name, principal base of operations, mailing address and telephone
b. type of authorization being applied for, i.e. dispensing economic poisons
c. type and number of aircraft to be used
d. proposed date when operations will begin
e. names of any management personnel or chief supervisor & qualifications
B. letter of compliance
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C. previous CAR 202.1 previous experience and qualifications
D. maintenance programs required for applicable aircraft. (contract if
applicable)
E. maintenance/operations training program. ensure training program has
procedures for previous experience, qualification and testing.
F. manual requirements for the guidance of personnel.
G. review of the applicable CAR 202.1 and related advisory circulars.
H. the available emergency medical centers for chemical contamination and
injuries;
I. if the applicant appears to meet the basic eligibility requirements, discuss
how to complete the CAA application for CAR 202.1 authorization.
J. schedule of events if necessary.
K. MEL and CDL
L. Record keeping system (Ops and Airworthiness)
2.2. FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE.
2.2.1. Application Review. Ensure all documents discussed in the pre-application
meeting are submitted. If the application is not complete or accurate, notify
the applicant in writing of needed changes before certification can be
continued.
2.2.2. Need for Formal Application Meeting. Determine if the optional formal
application meeting is necessary. If a formal application meeting is not
necessary, continue with Document Compliance procedures.
2.2.3. Review schedule of events to ensure CAA manpower availability.
2.3. DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE.
After accepting the application, the team must assure each document is
complete and correct through an in-depth review to ensure all documents
discussed in the pre-application meeting complies with all regulations.
2.3.1. Unsatisfactory Items. If there are any unsatisfactory items, advise the
applicant that they must be corrected before certification can continue.
2.3.2. When all documents are satisfactory, give initial approval for training
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programs and approval for other manual as required, i.e. MEL’s, General
guidance manuals, letter of compliance, etc.
2.4. DEMONSTRATION AND INSPECTION PHASE.
2.4.1. General. In this phase determine that the applicants proposed procedures and
programs for training and directing personnel in the performance of their
duties are effective. Emphasis is on compliance with regulations and safe
operating practices.
2.4.2. Inspections. Through inspection and other forms of on-site evaluation,
observe and monitor the applicants activities in accordance with the manuals
and procedures submitted.
2.4.3. Unsatisfactory Items. If there are any unsatisfactory items, advise the
applicant that they must be corrected before certification can continue.
2.5. CERTIFICATION PHASE.
When all certification requirements have been met, the inspection reports
and job aids have been completed, a General Aviation Certificate with the
appropriate Op Specs will be issued to the operator.
2.5.1. Aircraft Airworthiness Certificate. The appropriate Airworthiness Certificate
issued for each aircraft will list and identify the operations and limitations
authorized. (coordinate with airworthiness)
2.5.2. Certification File. Upon issuance of the certificate, assemble a Flight
Standards operator file that contains the following:
A. a copy of the letter of intent and application;
B. a copy of the certification job aid;
C. the schedule of events;
D. a copy of the operating certificate and op specs;
E. a copy of the Operations Manual;
F. a copy of the letter designating chief pilot;
G. a summary of difficulties encountered during certification and how they were
corrected; and
H. copies of the approved training program.
I. copy of original certification file.
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JOB FUNCTION 2 BASE INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective of a Base Inspection is to determine whether an applicant meets
the CAR 202.1 regulatory requirements for initial certification, or whether an
applicant continues to be able to conduct operations in compliance with the CAR
202.1.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Authority. CAR 202.1 allows the CAA to make inspections and/or tests found
necessary to ensure compliance with the regulations.
2.2. Review of operator record files maintained at the CAA Office prior to
conducting inspection:
2.2.1. Congested Area Plans, if applicable;
2.2.2. Minimum Equipment Lists, multi-engine a/c ;
2.2.3. Training Programs;
2.2.4. Approved manuals;
2.2.5. Operating certificate and Ops Specs;
2.2.6. List of authorized rotorcraft;
2.2.7. Chief Pilot’s designation;
2.2.8. Training records and knowledge and skill tests;
2.2.9. Previous surveillance and ramp inspection records;
2.2.10. Record of complaints;
2.2.11. Record of accident/incident history;
2.3. Schedule Base Inspection with the operator.
3. CONDUCT THE BASE INSPECTION
3.1. Operator Record keeping. The CAA requires the operator to maintain records for
the purposes of inspections and determining compliance with the regulations.
3.1.1. For each authorization, the operator must maintain current pilot records
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signed by the chief pilot. These records should include the following:
A. historical information for each pilot is authorized to fly;
B. a record of each pilot's duty appointment, such as chief or assistant chief pilot,
and the effective date of the appointment t o each duty position;
C. the dates each pilot was assigned to operate agriculture operations and the
dates each pilot was removed from an assignment;
D. a copy of appropriate logbook endorsements, letters of competency, or
verification of a pilot's passing a knowledge and skill test for agricultural
operations; and
E. a record of each pilot's operational checks.
F. all the pilots' training records signed by the chief pilot, reflecting the date(s)
the pilot completed the initial or recurrent training; and
G. a record for each pilot of currency within the past 12 months that specifies
class load, make and model rotorcraft, and date of operations.
3.1.2. Other records and documents:
A. ensure that the operating certificate is available for inspection and lists all
current authorizations. A copy must be on board each aircraft during CAR
202.1 operations. The original operating certificate and all facsimiles must be
identical to the copy in the CAA files.
B. inspect the list of authorized aircraft to ensure that it reflects the aircraft
currently available for use. This list and all copies must be identical to the
most current version in the CAA files.
C. check to see that the operator has copies of the current regulations, advisory
circulars, and current aircraft flight manual (AFM) for each rotorcraft.
D. previous congested area plans, if applicable.
E. check proof of ownership of or check exclusive lease agreement or notes on
the agreement for exclusivity of use.
F. check for appropriate agricultural authorizations.
G. examine the operations specifications to determine if they are available for
inspection and current.
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3.1.3. Spot check any available external load pilots. Examine pilots orally for
competence in the following critical areas.
A. Determine the pilots' understanding of the operating limitations outlined in
CAR 202.1.
B. Determine the pilots' knowledge of the Ops Specs.
3.1.4. Inspect the aircraft. (Airworthiness Unit)
3.2. Observe On-Site Operation. If possible, observe an actual agricultural operation.
Do not request the operator to conduct one unless one is scheduled.
3.3. Satisfactory Examination Results
3.3.1. For an initial certification, indicate "satisfactory" on the base inspection job
aid and the certification job aid. Proceed with the other demonstration and
inspection phase inspections.
3.3.2. For a continued compliance, indicate "satisfactory" on the base inspection
job aid.
3.3.3. For follow-up items, advise the operator verbally of the deficiency and, if
necessary, write a letter to the operator outlining the discrepancies found
during the inspection. Schedule a follow-up inspection as appropriate.
3.4. Unsatisfactory Examination Results.
3.4.1. Inform the operator that the inspection was unsatisfactory. Confirm the
deficiencies encountered in writing.
3.4.2. According to the severity of the problem, take the following actions:
A. Schedule a follow-up inspection in and/or; initiate an enforcement
investigation.
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JOB FUNCTION 3 RAMP INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
The objectives are to determine whether an operator continues to comply with
CAA regulations, to deter violations, and to identify and correct operational
deficiencies in the interest of safety.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions. For agricultural aircraft operations, a ramp check is generally a spot
check on a ramp.
2.2. The Surveillance.
2.2.1. Document Review (at the inspection site)
A. Appropriate and current medical certificates.
B. The pilot must hold a commercial or higher grade pilot certificate with
appropriate class and type ratings.
C. Logbook endorsements or letters of competency must reflect authorization
for the operation being conducted.
2.2.2. Inspect the aircraft documents (airworthiness).
A. A copy of the agricultural aircraft operating certificate must be on board.
B. A copy of the list of authorized aircraft used must be available at the base of
operations.
C. An Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM) must be available at the base of operations
or on board the aircraft.
D. A registration certificate must be on board.
2.2.3. Inspect other pertinent documents
A. If the ramp inspection involves a congested area operation, examine a copy
of the approved congested area plan (CAP). Determine whether to combine
the ramp inspection with the monitoring of the congested area operation.
2.3. Examine aircraft and equipment
2.3.1. Verify the correct weight and balance.
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2.3.2. Check placards, cabin, cockpit, exterior, emergency dump mechanisms and
note any abnormalities, if any. (Airworthiness)
2.3.3. Check the communications equipment if required for the operation being
conducted.
2.3.4. Check the harnesses for security and wear.
2.3.5. Conduct a general "walk around" aircraft inspection.
2.4. Surveillance of the Ground Crew. Verify that the ground crew was sufficiently
briefed and trained on:
2.4.1. Aircraft ground handling and loading procedures
2.4.2. Aircraft refueling procedures
2.4.3. Stoppage of operation if sudden hazard appears
2.4.4. Emergency procedures
2.5. Survey an Actual Operation: For general operations, check:
2.5.1. the pilot's proficiency
2.5.2. Smoothness of control
2.5.3. Minimum/maximum load observed
2.5.4. Proper loading and safety precautions
2.5.5. Field survey prior to application
2.5.6. Altitude control during turns and application; and
2.5.7. Clear communication with ground crew if appropriate by either radio or hand
signal, if applicable.
2.6. Satisfactory Inspection. If satisfactory indicate on the inspection report.
2.6.1. Debrief the pilot on the site, if possible.
2.6.2. Debrief the operator by telephone or in writing.
2.6.3. Place a copy of the inspection report in the CAA file.
2.7. Unsatisfactory Inspection. Take the following actions if the inspection is
unsatisfactory.
2.7.1. At the site:
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A. Advise the pilot of areas of unsatisfactory performance or discrepancies;
B. Determine if operation should continue;
C. Document the discrepancies and inform the operator verbally of
discrepancies, and write a letter to the operator confirming the discrepancies;
D. Initiate enforcement action is appropriate;
E. Schedule follow-up surveillance and/or increase the frequency of
surveillance.
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JOB FUNCTION 4 ADMINISTER A CHIEF PILOT
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TEST
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to verify that an applicant for chief pilot of an agricultural
aircraft operation is qualified in both aeronautical knowledge and practical
experience to conduct the operation safely and according to the regulations outlined
in CAR 202.1. Successful completion of this test results in an indication of
satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Authority. CAR 202.1 requires that a chief pilot designee demonstrate
proficiency in both knowledge and skill for agricultural aircraft operations. This
section also describes the maneuvers that must be demonstrated in a skill test for
chief pilot. CAR 202.1 outlines the ratings and qualifications that a pilot must
hold in order to qualify as a chief pilot for external load operations.
2.2. Designation. Each CAR 202.1 certificate holder is required to designate one pilot
as his or her chief pilot for agricultural aircraft operations. The chief pilot may
be the applicant. The applicant may also designate a qualified pilot as an
assistant chief pilot to perform the functions of the chief pilot when the chief
pilot is not available. An assistant chief pilot must meet the same requirements
as the chief pilot.
2.2.1. CAR 202.1 requires that the chief pilot demonstrate that his or her
knowledge and skill are adequate for these operations. The inspector may
determine that the candidate's knowledge and skill are adequate based on the
chief pilot's previous experience and safety record in rotorcraft external load
operations. The chief pilot's experience must indicate that he or she
previously passed a knowledge and skill test for the same class of rotorcraft
external load operations.
2.2.2. The pilot must also have passed a knowledge test for the same make and
model of rotorcraft he or she will operate (CAR 202.1).
2.3. Initiation. The operator writes a letter designating the chief pilot, which the chief
pilot also signs. This letter is sent to the CAA Flight Standards Division.
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2.4. When to Administer the Knowledge and Skill Test. The inspector should
administer the knowledge and skill test unless the applicant presents
documentary evidence that he or she has previously passed the knowledge and
skill test. The evidence must show that the tests were for the same type of
operation and for the same make and model of rotorcraft as he or she will
operate. Only when the applicant can show currency in make and model and
type of operation authorized would the applicant's previous experience fully
satisfy the requirements of CAR 202.1.
2.5. Inspector Qualifications. The inspector conducting the skill test must be familiar
with the proposed operation. The inspector may conduct the skill test in the
aircraft when an observer seat is available or observe the demonstration from
the ground.
2.6. Experience or Testing or Both Must Satisfy CAR 202.1.
2.6.1. To satisfy CAR 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook endorsement
and/or a letter of competency to conduct agricultural aircraft operations for
the same authorization for which the operator is applying.
2.6.2. To satisfy CAR 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook endorsement for a
knowledge test on the same type of rotorcraft, make and model.
2.6.3. To satisfy CAR 202.1, the inspector may accept a logbook endorsement
and/or letter of competency to conduct the same type of operation if the pilot
has no record of previous accidents, incidents or violations in agricultural
aircraft operations.
3. EXAMINATION OF THE CANDIDATE
CAR 202.1 prescribes the pilot and testing requirements for agricultural
aircraft operators. Logbooks and any previous competency letters must be made
available to help determine whether a knowledge and skill test or portion thereof is
required. A chief pilot's knowledge and skill test will be conducted by an CAA
inspector. The chief pilot or the inspector may conduct the knowledge and skill test
for other pilots in the same operation. Although the applicant may elect to be tested
by an, oral or a written test, the oral test should be encouraged because of the many
differences in agricultural aircraft manuals and operations specifications.
3.1. Knowledge to Test. Whether the inspector selects either an oral or a written
knowledge test, at least the following areas must be tested:
3.1.1. The pilot must be able to describe or answer questions about procedures for
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preflight of aircraft, dispensing means, and related equipment, as appropriate.
3.1.2. The pilot should be able to conduct an accurate survey of the flight areas to
be used. The ability to evaluate and analyze correctly the loading site, the
route, and the landing site must be determined. The pilot should indicate that
the routes for the approach to and departure from the work sites should
obstacles and wind direction in consideration of chemical drift.
3.1.3. The pilot should be able to calculate weight and balance with emphasis on a
lateral center of gravity (CG). The pilot must also correctly describe how to
calculate the load.
3.1.4. The pilot should be able to demonstrate the safe handling of economic
poisons and the proper disposal of used containers.
3.1.5. The pilot should have a general knowledge of the general effects of
economic poisons and chemical on plants, animals, and persons, with
emphasis on those normally used in the areas of intended operations and the
precautions to be observed and used.
3.1.6. The pilot should know the primary systems of poisoning of persons from
economic poisons, the appropriate actions to be taken and the location of
appropriate poison control centers/medical facilities.
3.1.7. Safe flight and application procedures.
3.2. Skill Test. The pilot must successfully perform flight operations for the
appropriate aircraft for which the operation being sought. For the purposes of
the skill demonstration, the load weight must be the maximum weight for which
aircraft is authorized. The inspector can elect to conduct the skill test in the
aircraft with the applicant if the aircraft has an approved observer seat available
or observe the test from the ground.
3.2.1. For rotorcraft, the skill test must consist of the following:
A. During preflight the pilot must insure both electrical and manual functions of
the rotorcraft dispensing system are capable of operating properly.
B. The load must be lifted to an appropriate hover altitude where the pilot
determines if power is available for takeoff.
C. While at a hover, the pilot must demonstrate that adequate directional control
is available by making heading changes of 180° to each side of the proposed
takeoff path.
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D. The pilot must demonstrate smooth acceleration from a hover into forward,
climbing flight. Sufficient power, not to exceed the maximum allowable,
must be applied on takeoff to ensure that the aircraft clears the tallest
immediate obstacle safely.
E. The pilot must demonstrate swath runs to the field at which dispensing
operations are being demonstrated.
F. The pilot must demonstrate pull ups and turnarounds to the field at which
dispensing operations are being demonstrated.
G. The pilot must demonstrate normal and steep approaches to the field at which
dispensing operations are being demonstrated.
H. Water may be used in the dispensing compartment or the skill demonstration.
3.2.2. For a airplanes the skill test must consist of the following:
A. During preflight the pilot must demonstrate that both electrical and manual
functions of the aircraft system are capable of operating properly.
B. The pilot must demonstrate short field and soft field takeoffs.
C. The pilot must demonstrate approaches to the working area.
D. The pilot must demonstrate flare outs to the field at which dispensing
operations are being demonstrated.
E. The pilot must demonstrate swath runs to the field at which dispensing
operations are being demonstrated.
F. The pilot must demonstrate pull ups and turnarounds to the field at which
dispensing operations are being demonstrated.
G. The pilot or crew must demonstrate single engines procedures or critical
engine out procedures (multiengine aircraft).
H. Water may be used in the dispensing compartment for the skill
demonstration.
3.3. Examination Results:
3.3.1. Upon successful completion and/or documentation of the knowledge and
skill test, the inspector may endorse the pilot's logbook and may also issue a
letter of competency. For convenience, the pilot may carry a certificate of
competence instead of a logbook.
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3.3.2. If the applicant fails a portion of the test the inspector may use discretion in
the handling of the remainder of the exam. The inspector may terminate the
test at the point of failure, debrief the pilot on the failed portion, notify the
operator of the test results, and schedule a retest. The applicant would be
retested for the portion failed and any parts not completed, if applicable.
4. CHIEF PILOT RESPONSIBILITIES
The chief pilot's duties include training of the other agricultural pilots in the
operation, maintaining the training and experience records of the other pilots, and
conducting the knowledge and skill tests of the other pilots.
4.1. Delegation of Responsibilities. The operator may designate an assistant chief
pilot to conduct the chief pilot's duties in the chief pilot's absence. The assistant
chief pilot must meet the same requirements as the chief pilot.
4.2. Change of Chief Pilot. The holder of an agricultural aircraft authorization must
report any change in designation of chief pilot or assistant chief pilot to the
CAA as soon as the change occurs. The new chief pilot must be designated and
comply with CAR 202.1 within 30 days of the departure of the previous chief
pilot.
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JOB FUNCTION 5 APPROVE/AMEND OPERATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to determine whether the proposed Operations Specifications
(Ops Specs) for AOR ATTACHMENT 20-1 The Operations of Spraying and
Dusting (Agriculture aircraft) operator to conduct operations are acceptable. Upon
successful completion of this review will result in the issuance or amendment of
Ops Specs
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions. Ops Specs are issued to either outline the operations that the
certificate holder is allowed to conduct, supplement the operating rules, or
outline limitations that are not specifically covered in the regulations.
2.2. Content of the Ops Specs. The Ops Specs will contain, but not limited to the
following:
2.2.1. Class Ops Specs must contain the following sections:
A. the full name of the operator, including any d/b/a's (doing business as)
B. an applicability section
C. an authorized operations section
D. a limitations section
E. the aircraft authorizations
F. a description of the personnel lifting devices
2.2.2. The make, model, and registration numbers of aircraft authorized for use;
2.2.3. The procedures for weight and balance control of large multi-engine aircraft;
2.2.4. The procedures for weight and balance control of authorized rotorcraft
including methods of determining the ability of a helicopter with one engine
inoperative to hover at the operating weight and in the density altitude
conditions that exist at the time a external load is carried.
2.2.5. Approved maintenance program and aircraft maintenance recordation
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system.
2.2.6. Documentation that the dispensing equipment is approved and properly
placarded.
2.2.7. Ensure that the training program was approved.
2.2.8. Determine whether the chief pilot completed a knowledge and skill test for
that operation and type of rotorcraft.
2.2.9. Any other items that the CAA determines are necessary to cover a particular
situation; and
2.3. Approval Authority. Ops Specs may be approved (Initial or amendment) by the
Principal Operations Inspector (POI) or an inspector authorized by the Flight
Standards Division once all requirements have been met.
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ATTACHMENT A SAMPLE TRAINING PROGRAM
OUTLINE
1. TRAINING PROGRAM
Examine training programs for the following elements:
1.1. For pilot crewmembers, initial and recurrent ground training should include the
following:
1.1.1. reviewing contents of the Op Specs;
1.1.2. calculating weight and balance,(airplane & rotorcraft);
1.1.3. longitudinal and lateral weight and balance (rotorcraft);
1.1.4. determining single engine hovering out-of-ground effect procedures signals;
1.1.5. single engine or critical engine out procedures and maneuvering;
1.1.6. reviewing crew coordination procedures;
1.1.7. reviewing preflight procedures for all equipment;
1.1.8. reviewing congested area requirements;
1.1.9. briefing all persons involved with the operation;
1.1.10. using approved dispensing equipment;
1.1.11. operational limitations; preflight, normal and emergency procedures;
1.1.12. surveying the area to be worked to avoid collisions and obstacles;
1.1.13. safe handling of economic poisons and proper disposal of used containers;
1.1.14. general effects of economic poisoning of persons and agricultural chemicals
on plants, animals, and persons. The precautions to be used in using poisons
and chemicals;
1.1.15. primary symptoms of poisoning of persons from chemicals, the appropriate
measures to be taken and the location of the poison control centers or
medical facilities; and
1.1.16. safe flight and application procedures.
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1.1.17. knowledge and skills as it relates human performance with other
maintenance & ops personnel.
1.1.18. survey reviewing other information necessary to ensure pilot competence.
For example, for each aircraft make and model used, examine the training
program for information about the following
A. the major aircraft systems;
B. the limitations of the aircraft make and model;
C. the performance characteristics;
D. the fuel consumption;
E. the approved aircraft flight manual, and approved supplements;
F. the procedures for normal and emergency situations;
G. explanations of the causes of loss of tail rotor effectiveness and procedures to
recover (rotorcraft); and
H. the avoidance of potentially hazardous conditions.
1.2. For pilots, initial and recurrent flight training should include the following
(rotorcraft):
1.2.1. computing weight and balance, including longitudinal and lateral CG
calculations and performance planning;
1.2.2. executing takeoffs and landings;
1.2.3. maintaining directional control while hovering;
1.2.4. accelerating from a hover;
1.2.5. executing approaches to landing or work areas;
1.2.6. flare outs and swath runs to; pull ups and turn arounds;
1.2.7. using safety devices that prevent inadvertent release of the load;
1.2.8. releasing the load in an emergency;
1.2.9. single engine hovering and maneuvering for landing; and
1.2.10. rapid decelerations (quick stops).
1.3. (3) For pilots initial and recurrent flight training should include the following
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(airplanes):
1.3.1. operations at maximum gross weight;
1.3.2. weight and operational limitations, preflight, and normal and emergency
procedures;
1.3.3. short field and soft field takeoffs;
1.3.4. reviewing crew coordination procedures;
1.3.5. conducting a preflight of dispensing equipment;
1.3.6. approaches to working area;
1.3.7. using personal safety equipment, such as harnesses, clothing, gloves, etc.;
1.3.8. swath runs, pull ups and turn arounds;
1.3.9. single engine or critical engine out procedures (multi-engine aircraft)
1.3.10. avoiding collisions/obstacles and recognizing other dangerous situations.
1.4. For ground personnel, initial and recurrent ground training:
1.4.1. safe handling of economic poisons and the proper disposal of used
containers;
1.4.2. general effects of economic poisons and agricultural chemicals on persons
and the precautions to be used when handling;
1.4.3. (c )loading procedures, safety procedures and emergency procedures related
to chemical spills;
1.4.4. releasing the load in an emergency;
1.4.5. using the approved personnel lifting device;
1.4.6. using personal safety equipment, such as harnesses, clothing, gloves;
1.4.7. primary symptoms of poisoning from chemicals, the appropriate action to be
taken and the location of poison control centers or medical facilities and;
1.4.8. general equipment maintenance.
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CHAPTER 6 UTILITY AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
UTILITY AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS INTRODUCTION
1. UTILITY AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
The definition of the term "utility aircraft operation" is those operation
involving aerial photograph, power line patrol, pipe line patrol, power line insulator
cleaning, emergency medical evacuation, etc. Anyone conducting such activities
are required to obtain a General Aviation Operator Certificate and appropriate
operations specifications (Ops Spec).
2. GENERAL
Utility aircraft operations are not covered by a specific regulation and must
comply with general aviation operating rules.
3. OPERATING RULES
The following are some additional considerations.
3.1. Personnel Duties and Responsibilities. The operator shall show the inspector that
he or she maintains a record describing each person's duties and responsibilities
and the date such person was informed of those duties.
3.2. Authorization from Air Traffic Control. Flights conducted in an airport traffic
area (with an operating control tower), shall have prior authorization from the
air traffic control facility and comply with air traffic instructions.
3.3. Minimum Safe Altitudes- Other Than Congested Areas. Operations contrary to
(Minimum Safe Altitudes) must be authorized consistent with the operation
authorized by CAA. The pilot may not operate the aircraft in a manor that may
cause a hazard to persons or property on the ground.
3.4. Required Special Equipment. Any special equipment installed on the aircraft to
conduct the authorized operation, must be Type Certificated or approved by a
Supplemental Type Certificate.
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JOB FUNCTION 1 CERTIFICATION OF A UTILITY
AIRCRAFT OPERATOR
1. GENERAL
This chapter gives guidelines for certification of Utility Aircraft Operators.
These guidelines governing the operation of aircraft for the purpose of aerial
photography, pipeline patrol, powerline patrol, cleaning of electrical powerline
insulators, emergency medical evacuation,etc.
1.1. Certification Process. The certification process consists of five phases:
Preapplication, Formal Application, Document Compliance, Demonstration and
Inspection, and Certification. The complexity of the certification process is
determined by the applicant's proposed operation.
1.2. Eligibility. During initial contact with an applicant who is seeking a utility
aircraft authorization, it must be determined if the proposed operation meets
aircraft, crew and airworthiness requirements. In making this determination, the
following eligibility requirements should be met.
1.2.1. For a minimum of 6 months, the applicant must have the exclusive use of at
least one aircraft that is properly certificated and equipped and meets all
airworthiness requirements for utility aircraft operations.
1.2.2. The applicant must have the services of a chief pilot who holds at least a
commercial pilot certificate with the appropriate category, class and, if
appropriate, type rating.
1.3. CAA Working File. This file will form the basis for the eventual operator file if
certification and authorization is successful or will provide information
justifying denial of the application. It is important that this file is kept up to date
with any forms, correspondence, etc., to and from the applicant.
1.4. Record-keeping. The operator is required to maintain records for the inspector's
use to determine compliance with the regulations. The operator is required to
maintain training and currency records for the pilots and the chief pilot of an
operation.
2. CERTIFICATION PROCESS - 5 PHASES
2.1. Preapplication Phase.
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In the case of rotorcraft external-load operations, the inspector will provide
the applicant with the information necessary for certification and operating
under CAR 202.1. Provide the applicant with a copy of CAR 202.1.
2.1.1. Special Considerations. Discuss the following:
A. type of authorization requested;
B. the qualifications and experience required for chief pilot;
2.1.2. Review and discuss the PASI. To contain the following:
A. the specific authorizations for which the applicant is applying;
B. the company legal name , principal base of operations, mailing address and
phone numbers;
C. the type, make, model and number of aircraft to be operated;
D. names and addresses of any management and/or chief pilot and
qualifications.
2.1.3. Review application and determine if applicant meets basic requirements.
2.1.4. Preapplication meeting discuss the following:
A. review of the PASI;
a. company name, principal base of operations, mailing address and telephone
b. type of authorization being applied for
c. type and number of aircraft to be used
d. proposed date when operations will begin
e. names of any management personnel or chief supervisor & qualifications
B. Letter of Compliance
C. previous experience and qualifications
D. maintenance programs required for applicable aircraft. (contract if
applicable)
E. maintenance/operations training program. ensure training program has
procedures for previous experience, qualification and testing.
F. manual requirements for the guidance of personnel.
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G. review of the applicable CAR 202.1 and related advisory circulars.
H. the available emergency medical centers for chemical contamination and
injuries;
I. if the applicant appears to meet the basic eligibility requirements, discuss
how to complete the CAA application for the requested authorization.
J. schedule of events if necessary.
K. MEL and CDL
L. Record keeping system (Ops and Airworthiness)
2.2. FORMAL APPLICATION PHASE.
2.2.1. Application Review. Ensure all documents discussed in the pre-application
meeting are submitted. If the application is not complete or accurate, notify
the applicant in writing of needed changes before certification can be
continued.
2.2.2. Need for Formal Application Meeting. Determine if the optional formal
application meeting is necessary.
A. If a formal application meeting is not necessary, continue with Document
Compliance procedures.
2.2.3. Review schedule of events to ensure CAA manpower availability.
2.3. DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE PHASE.
After accepting the application, the team must assure each document is
complete and correct through an in-depth review to ensure all documents
discussed in the pre-application meeting complies with all regulations.
2.3.1. Unsatisfactory Items. If there are any unsatisfactory items, advise the
applicant that they must be corrected before certification can continue.
2.3.2. When all documents are satisfactory, give initial approval for training
programs and approval for other manual as required, i.e. MEL’s, General
guidance manuals, letter of compliance, etc.
2.4. DEMONSTRATION AND INSPECTION PHASE.
2.4.1. General. In this phase determine that the applicants proposed procedures and
programs for training and directing personnel in the performance of their
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duties are effective. Emphasis is on compliance with regulations and safe
operating practices.
2.4.2. Inspections. Through inspection and other forms of on-site evaluation,
observe and monitor the applicants activities in accordance with the manuals
and procedures submitted.
2.4.3. Unsatisfactory Items. If there are any unsatisfactory items, advise the
applicant that they must be corrected before certification can continue.
2.5. CERTIFICATION PHASE.
When all certification requirements have been met, the inspection reports
and job aids have been completed, a General Aviation Certificate with the
appropriate Ops Specs will be issued to the operator.
2.5.1. Aircraft Airworthiness Certificate. The appropriate Airworthiness Certificate
issued for each aircraft will list and identify the operations and limitations
authorized. (coordinate with airworthiness)
2.5.2. Certification File. Upon issuance of the certificate, assemble a Flight
Standards operator file that contains the following:
A. a copy of the letter of intent and application;
B. a copy of the certification job aid;
C. the schedule of events;
D. a copy of the operating certificate and op specs;
E. a copy of the Operations Manual;
F. a copy of the letter designating chief pilot;
G. a summary of difficulties encountered during certification and how they were
corrected; and
H. copies of the approved training program.
I. copy of original certification file.
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JOB FUNCTION 2 BASE INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective of a Base Inspection is to determine whether an applicant meets
the requirements for initial certification, or whether an applicant continues to be
able to conduct operations in compliance with the CAA requirements.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Authority. CAA is authorized to make inspections and/or tests found necessary to
ensure compliance with the certification requirements.
2.2. Review of operator record files maintained at the CAA Office prior to
conducting inspection:
2.2.1. Congested Area Operations, if applicable;
2.2.2. Minimum Equipment Lists, multi-engine a/c ;
2.2.3. Training Programs;
2.2.4. Approved manuals;
2.2.5. Operating certificate and Ops Specs;
2.2.6. List of authorized rotorcraft;
2.2.7. Chief Pilot’s designation;
2.2.8. Training records and knowledge and skill tests;
2.2.9. Previous surveillance and ramp inspection records;
2.2.10. Record of complaints;
2.2.11. Record of accident/incident history;
2.3. Schedule Base Inspection with the operator.
3. CONDUCT THE BASE INSPECTION
3.1. Operator Record keeping. The CAA requires the operator to maintain records for
the purposes of inspections and determining compliance with the regulations.
3.1.1. For each authorization, the operator must maintain current pilot records
signed by the chief pilot. These records should include the following:
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A. historical information for each pilot is authorized to fly;
B. a record of each pilot's duty appointment, such as chief or assistant chief pilot,
and the effective date of the appointment t o each duty position;
C. the dates each pilot was assigned to operate in the authorized operations and
the dates each pilot was removed from an assignment;
D. a copy of appropriate logbook endorsements, letters of competency, or
verification of a pilot's passing a knowledge and skill test for the appropriate
utility operations;
E. a record of each pilot's operational checks.
F. all the pilots' training records signed by the chief pilot, reflecting the date(s)
the pilot completed the initial or recurrent training; and
G. a record for each pilot of currency within the past 12 months that specifies,
make and model aircraft, and date/type of operations.
H. ensure that the operating certificate is available for inspection and ops specs
lists all current authorizations. The original operating certificate and all
facsimiles must be identical to the copy in the CAA files.
I. inspect the list of authorized aircraft to ensure that it reflects the aircraft
currently available for use operations. This list and all copies must be
identical to the most current version in the CAA files.
J. check to see that the operator has copies of the current regulations, and
current aircraft flight manual (AFM) for each aircraft.
K. previous congested area plans, if applicable.
L. check proof of ownership of or check exclusive lease agreement or notes on
the agreement for exclusivity of use of at least one aircraft authorized.
M. check for appropriate ops specs authorizations.
N. examine the operations specifications to determine if they are available for
inspection and current.
3.1.2. Spot check any available utility pilots. Examine pilots orally for competence
in the following critical areas.
A. Determine the pilots' understanding of the operating limitations.
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B. Determine the pilots' knowledge of the Ops Specs.
3.1.3. Inspect the aircraft. (Airworthiness Unit)
3.2. Observe On-Site Operation. If possible, observe an actual utility aircraft
operation. Do not request the operator to conduct one unless one is scheduled.
3.3. Satisfactory Examination Results.
3.3.1. For an initial certification, indicate "satisfactory" on the base inspection
report and the certification job aid. Proceed with the other demonstration and
inspection phase inspections.
3.3.2. For a continued compliance, indicate "satisfactory" on the base inspection
report.
3.3.3. For follow-up items, advise the operator verbally of the deficiency and, if
necessary, write a letter to the operator outlining the discrepancies found
during the inspection. Schedule a follow-up inspection as appropriate.
3.4. Unsatisfactory Examination Results.
3.4.1. Inform the operator that the inspection was unsatisfactory. Confirm the
deficiencies encountered in writing.
3.4.2. According to the severity of the problem, take the following actions:
A. Schedule a follow-up inspection in and/or; Initiate an enforcement
investigation.
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JOB FUNCTION 3 RAMP INSPECTION
1. OBJECTIVE
The objectives are to determine whether an operator continues to comply with
CAA requirements, to deter violations, and to identify and correct operational
deficiencies in the interest of safety.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions. For utility operations, a ramp check is generally a spot check on a
ramp.
2.2. The Surveillance.
2.2.1. Document Review (at the inspection site).
A. Appropriate and current medical certificates.
B. The pilot must hold a commercial or higher grade pilot certificate with
appropriate class and type ratings.
C. Logbook endorsements or letters of competency must reflect authorization
for the operation being conducted.
2.2.2. Inspect the aircraft documents (airworthiness).
A. A copy of the list of authorized aircraft used must be available at the base of
operations.
B. An Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM) must be available at the base of operations
or on board the aircraft.
C. A registration certificate must be on board.
2.3. Examine aircraft and equipment.
2.3.1. Verify the weight and balance documents.
2.3.2. Check placards, cabin, cockpit, exterior, and note any abnormalities, if any.
(Airworthiness)
2.3.3. Check the communications equipment if required for the operation being
conducted.
2.3.4. Check the harnesses for security and wear.
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2.3.5. Conduct a general "walk around" aircraft inspection.
2.4. Ground operations.
2.4.1. Aircraft ground handling
2.4.2. Aircraft refueling procedures
2.4.3. Stoppage of operation if sudden hazard appears
2.4.4. Emergency procedures
2.5. Survey an Actual Operation: For general operations, check:
2.5.1. Pilot's proficiency
2.5.2. Smoothness of control
2.5.3. Proper safety precautions
2.6. Satisfactory Inspection. If satisfactory indicate on the inspection report.
2.6.1. Debrief the pilot on the site, if possible.
2.6.2. Debrief the operator by telephone or in writing.
2.6.3. Place a copy of the report in the CAA file.
2.7. Unsatisfactory Inspection. Take the following actions if the inspection is
unsatisfactory.
2.7.1. At the site:
A. Advise the pilot of areas of unsatisfactory performance or discrepancies;
B. Determine if operation should continue;
C. Document the discrepancies and inform the operator verbally of
discrepancies, and write a letter to the operator confirming the discrepancies;
D. Initiate enforcement action is appropriate;
E. Schedule follow-up surveillance and/or increase the frequency of
surveillance.
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JOB FUNCTION 4 ADMINISTER A CHIEF PILOT
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TEST
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to verify that an applicant for chief pilot of an utility aircraft
operation is qualified in both aeronautical knowledge and practical experience to
conduct the operation safely and according to CAA requirements. Successful
completion of this test results in an indication of satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
2. GENERAL
2.1. Authority. CAA requires that a chief pilot designee demonstrate proficiency in
both knowledge and skill for the utility aircraft operation authorized. This
section also describes the maneuvers that must be demonstrated in a skill test for
chief pilot. The ratings and qualifications that a pilot must hold in order to
qualify as a chief pilot for utility aircraft operations is outlined by CAA.
2.2. Designation. Each certificate holder is required to designate one pilot as his or
her chief pilot for utility aircraft operations. The chief pilot may be the applicant.
The applicant may also designate a qualified pilot as an assistant chief pilot to
perform the functions of the chief pilot when the chief pilot is not available. An
assistant chief pilot must meet the same requirements as the chief pilot.
2.2.1. CAA requires that the chief pilot demonstrate that his or her knowledge and
skill are adequate for these operations. The inspector may determine that the
candidate's knowledge and skill are adequate based on the chief pilot's
previous experience and safety record in utility aircraft operations. The chief
pilot's experience must indicate that he or she previously passed a knowledge
and skill test for the same type of operations to be authorized.
2.2.2. The pilot must also have passed a knowledge test for the same make and
model of aircraft he or she will operate.
2.3. Initiation. The operator writes a letter designating the chief pilot, which the chief
pilot also signs. This letter is sent to the CAA Flight Standards Division.
2.4. When to Administer the Knowledge and Skill Test. The inspector should
administer the knowledge and skill test unless the applicant presents
documentary evidence that he or she has previously passed the knowledge and
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skill test. The evidence must show that the tests were for the same type of
operation and for the same make and model of aircraft as he or she will operate.
Only when the applicant can show currency in make and model and type of
operation authorized would the applicant's previous experience fully satisfy the
requirements.
2.5. Inspector Qualifications. The inspector conducting the skill test must be familiar
with the proposed operation. The inspector may conduct the skill test in the
aircraft when an observer seat is available or observe the demonstration from
the ground.
2.6. Experience or Testing.
2.6.1. To satisfy CAA requirements, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement and/or a letter of competency to conduct utility aircraft
operations for the same authorization for which the operator is applying.
2.6.2. To satisfy CAA requirements, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement for a knowledge test on the same type of rotorcraft, make and
model.
2.6.3. To satisfy CAA requirements, the inspector may accept a logbook
endorsement and/or letter of competency to conduct the same type of
operation if the pilot has no record of previous accidents, incidents or
violations in agricultural aircraft operations.
3. EXAMINATION OF THE CANDIDATE
Logbooks and any previous competency letters must be made available to help
determine whether a knowledge and skill test or portion thereof is required. A chief
pilot's knowledge and skill test will be conducted by an CAA inspector. The chief
pilot or the inspector may conduct the knowledge and skill test for other pilots in
the same operation.
3.1. Knowledge to Test. Whether the inspector selects either an oral or a written
knowledge test, at least the following areas must be tested:
3.1.1. The pilot must be able to describe or answer questions about procedures for
preflight of aircraft, the operation being tested for and related equipment, as
appropriate.
3.1.2. The pilot should be able to conduct an accurate survey of the flight areas to
be used. The ability to evaluate and analyze correctly the work site, the route,
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and the landing site must be determined. The pilot should indicate that the
routes for the approach to and departure from the work sites and obstacles,
all be given appropriate consideration.
3.1.3. The pilot should be able to calculate weight and balance with emphasis on a
(CG).
3.1.4. Safe flight and application procedures.
3.2. Skill Test. The pilot must successfully perform flight operations for the
appropriate aircraft for the operation being sought. For the purposes of the skill
demonstration, the aircraft should be that which will be normal for the operation
being conducted. The inspector can elect to conduct the skill test in the aircraft
with the applicant if the aircraft has an approved observer seat available or
observe the test from the ground.
3.2.1. For rotorcraft, the skill test must consist of the following:
A. During preflight the pilot must insure both electrical and manual functions of
the rotorcraft system utilized in the operation is capable of operating properly,
i.e. insulator cleaning system.
B. Demonstrate hovering out of ground effect to determine available power for
the operation.
C. While at a hover and out-of-ground effect hover, the pilot must demonstrate
that adequate directional control is available by making heading changes of
180° to each side.
D. The pilot must demonstrate smooth acceleration from a hover into forward,
climbing flight. Sufficient power, not to exceed the maximum allowable,
must be applied on takeoff to ensure that the aircraft clears the tallest
immediate obstacle safely.
E. The pilot must demonstrate swath runs to the field at which operations are
being demonstrated.
F. The pilot must demonstrate pull ups and turnarounds to the field at which
operations are being demonstrated.
G. The pilot must demonstrate normal and steep approaches.
3.2.2. For an airplanes the skill test must consist of the following:
A. During preflight the pilot must demonstrate that both electrical and manual
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functions of the systems required for the operation is capable of operating
properly (if applicable).
B. The pilot must demonstrate short field and soft field takeoffs.
C. The pilot must demonstrate normal and short field approaches.
D. The pilot must demonstrate maneuvers utilized at the work area.
E. The pilot or crew must demonstrate single engines procedures or critical
engine out procedures (multiengine aircraft).
3.3. Examination Results.
3.3.1. Upon successful completion and/or documentation of the knowledge and
skill test, the inspector may endorse the pilot's logbook and may also issue a
letter of competency. For convenience, the pilot may carry a certificate of
competence instead of a logbook.
3.3.2. If the applicant fails a portion of the test the inspector may use discretion in
the handling of the remainder of the exam. The inspector may terminate the
test at the point of failure, debrief the pilot on the failed portion, notify the
operator of the test results, and schedule a retest. The applicant would be
retested for the portion failed and any parts not completed, if applicable.
4. CHIEF PILOT RESPONSIBILITIES
The chief pilot's duties include training of the other utility aircraft pilots in the
operation, maintaining the training and experience records of the other pilots, and
conducting the knowledge and skill tests of the other pilots.
4.1. Delegation of Responsibilities. The operator may designate an assistant chief
pilot to conduct the chief pilot's duties in the chief pilot's absence. The assistant
chief pilot must meet the same requirements as the chief pilot.
4.2. Change of Chief Pilot. The holder of an utility aircraft authorization must report
any change in designation of chief pilot or assistant chief pilot to the CAA as
soon as the change occurs. The new chief pilot must be designated and comply
with CAA requirements within 30 days of the departure of the previous chief
pilot.
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JOB FUNCTION 5 APPROVE/AMEND OPERATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective is to determine whether the proposed Operations Specifications
(Ops Specs) for a CAA utility aircraft operator to conduct operations are acceptable.
Upon successful completion of this review will result in the issuance or amendment
of Ops Specs
2. GENERAL
2.1. Definitions. Ops Specs are issued to either outline the operations that the
certificate holder is allowed to conduct, supplement the operating rules, or
outline limitations that are not specifically covered in the regulations.
2.2. Content of the Ops Specs. The Ops Specs will contain, but not limited to the
following:
2.2.1. Class Ops Specs must contain the following sections:
A. he full name of the operator, including any d/b/a's (doing business as)
B. an applicability section
C. an authorized operations section
D. a limitations section
E. the aircraft authorizations
F. a description of any required special equipment
2.2.2. The make, model, and registration numbers of aircraft authorized for use;
2.2.3. The procedures for weight and balance control of large multi-engine aircraft;
2.2.4. The procedures for weight and balance control of authorized rotorcraft
including methods of determining the ability of a helicopter with one engine
inoperative to hover at the operating weight and in the density altitude
conditions that exist at the time the operation may be conducted.
2.2.5. Approved maintenance program and aircraft maintenance recordation
system.
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2.2.6. Documentation that the required equipment is approved and properly
placarded.
2.2.7. Ensure that the training program was approved.
2.2.8. Determine whether the chief pilot completed a knowledge and skill test for
that operation and type of aircraft.
2.2.9. Any other items that the CAA determines are necessary to cover a particular
situation; and
2.3. Approval Authority.
Ops Specs may be approved (Initial or amendment) by the Principal
Operations Inspector (POI) or an inspector authorized by the Flight Standards
Division once all requirements have been met.
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ATTACHMENT A SAMPLE TRAINING PROGRAM
OUTLINE
1. TRAINING PROGRAM
Examine training programs for the following elements.
1.1. For pilot crewmembers, initial and recurrent ground training should include the
following:
1.1.1. reviewing contents of the Ops Specs;
1.1.2. calculating weight and balance,(airplane & rotorcraft);
1.1.3. longitudinal and lateral weight and balance (rotorcraft);
1.1.4. determining single engine hovering out-of-ground effect procedures;
1.1.5. single engine or critical engine out procedures and maneuvering;
1.1.6. reviewing crew coordination procedures;
1.1.7. reviewing preflight procedures for all equipment;
1.1.8. reviewing congested area requirements, if applicable;
1.1.9. briefing all persons involved with the operation;
1.1.10. using approved equipment;
1.1.11. operational limitations; preflight, normal and emergency procedures;
1.1.12. surveying the area to be worked to avoid collisions and obstacles;
1.1.13. safe flight and application procedures.
1.1.14. knowledge and skill in human performance including coordination with
operations & maintenance personnel
1.1.15. reviewing other information necessary to ensure pilot competence.
For example, for each aircraft make and model used, examine the
training program for information about the following:
A. he major aircraft systems;
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B. the limitations of the aircraft make and model;
C. the performance characteristics;
D. the fuel consumption;
E. the approved aircraft flight manual, and approved supplements;
F. the procedures for normal and emergency situations;
G. explanations of the causes of loss of tail rotor effectiveness and procedures to
recover (rotorcraft); and
H. the avoidance of potentially hazardous conditions.
1.2. For pilots, initial and recurrent flight training should include the following
(rotorcraft):
1.2.1. omputing weight and balance, including longitudinal and lateral CG
calculations and performance planning;
1.2.2. executing takeoffs and landings;
1.2.3. maintaining directional control while hovering;
1.2.4. accelerating from a hover;
1.2.5. executing approaches to landing or work areas;
1.2.6. single engine hovering and maneuvering for landing; and
1.2.7. rapid decelerations (quick stops).
1.3. For pilots initial and recurrent flight training should include the following
(airplanes):
1.3.1. operations at maximum gross weight, if required;
1.3.2. weight and operational limitations, preflight, and normal and emergency
procedures;short field and soft field takeoffs;
1.3.3. reviewing crew coordination procedures, if appropriate;
1.3.4. conducting a preflight of equipment;
1.3.5. approaches to working area;
1.3.6. using personal safety equipment, such as harnesses, clothing, gloves, etc.;
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1.3.7. single engine or critical engine out procedures (multi-engine aircraft)
1.3.8. avoiding collisions/obstacles and recognizing other dangerous situations.
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CHAPTER 7

OPERATION OF ULTRALIGHT
VEHICLES

SECTION 1 OPERATION OF ULTRALIGHT VEHICLES
1. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this task is to determine that the operation of an ultralight
vehicle adheres to the applicable Civil Aviation Regulations (CAR) and safe
operating practices.
2. GENERAL
In a short period of time, these craft have advanced from gliding down
hillsides to a capability of sustained flight at altitudes above 10,000 feet and a range
of 100 miles or more. The presence of these vehicles in the nation's airspace
continues to be a factor in aviation safety.
2.1. CAR 99.1-99.8. These regulations are primarily operating rules similar to those
for aircraft. The rules in CAR 99.1-99.8 are intended to ensure the safety of
those not involved in the sport, including persons and property on the surface
and other users of the airspace. The safety record of ultralight vehicles will be
the foremost factor in determining the need for further regulations. Therefore,
ultralight vehicle users should be encouraged to adopt good operating practices
and programs. The CAR regarding aircraft certification, pilot certification, and
aircraft registration are not applicable to ultralight vehicles or their operators
when ultralights are operating in compliance with CAR 99.1-99.8.
2.2. Ultralight Operator Responsibilities. Operators of ultralight vehicles are
expected to know, understand, and comply with CAR 99.1-99.8 requirements
before operating the vehicle. All operators should also be aware that their
ultralight may differ significantly from the advertised weight of the particular
model. This difference may be because of construction methods, configuration,
or additional equipment. It is also the operator's responsibility to determine,
whether the ultralight meets CAR 99.1-99.8 weight criteria. Ignorance of CAR
99.1-99.8 requirements is not an acceptable excuse for avoidance of enforcement
action.
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2.3. Inspector Considerations. There are four major areas for CAA personnel to
remember when dealing with ultralight operations.
2.3.1. Ultralight vehicle operation is a sport or recreational activity.
2.3.2. Users of ultralight vehicles, like participants in any sport, are responsible for
assessing the hazards involved and ensuring their own safety.
2.3.3. The CAA's responsibility is to ensure the safety of other airspace users and
persons and property on the ground.
2.3.4. The CAA's enforcement policies apply to CAR 99.1-99.8 as they do to other
CARs.
2.4. Ultralight Inspection Authority. The CAA has the legal authority to inspect any
ultralight under CAR 99.1-99.8. Reasons for inspecting an ultralight vehicle
include:
2.4.1. An accident
2.4.2. An incident
2.4.3. A complaint
2.4.4. A ramp inspection, or other scheduled inspection
3. DETERMINING CAR 103 APPLICABILITY
The following may be used to determine CAR 99.1-99.8 requirements.
3.1. CAR 99.1-99.8 Criteria. The inspector can often determine whether CAR
99.1-99.8 applies to specific ultralight operations by the answers to the following
questions.
3.1.1. Is the flight for the purpose of accomplishing a task, such as patrolling a
fence line or advertising a product? If so, CAR 99.1-99.8 does not apply.
3.1.2. Is the vehicle equipped for some purpose other than recreation or sport, such
as banner towing or agricultural spraying? If so, CAR 99.1-99.8 does not
apply.
3.1.3. Is the pilot advertising to perform any task using an ultralight? If so, CAR
99.1-99.8 does not apply.
3.1.4. Is the pilot receiving any form of compensation for performing a task using
an ultralight? If so, CAR 99.1-99.8 does not apply.
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3.1.5. If an ultralight has provisions for more than one occupant it can only be
operated as a certificated aircraft, even when occupied by one person, unless
as provided in CAR 99.1-99.8.
3.1.6. Single Occupancy. An ultralight cannot be operated under CAR 99.1-99.8 if
there is more than one occupant or if it has provisions for more than one
occupant.
3.1.7. Sport or Recreational Purposes Only. An ultralight cannot be operated under
CAR 99.1-99.8 if it is operated for purposes other than sport or recreation or
if it is equipped for other uses.
3.1.8. No Airworthiness Certificate. An ultralight cannot be operated under CAR
99.1-99.8 if it has been issued a current CAA or foreign airworthiness
certificate.
3.1.9. Unpowered Vehicles. An unpowered ultralight cannot be operated under
CAR 99.1-99.8 if it weighs 155 pounds or more. Balloons and gliders are
unpowered vehicles.
3.1.10. Ultra Light Vehicle: Powered aircraft with occupant carrying capability,
maximum takeoff weight not to exceed 510 kilograms, minimum takeoff
speed of maximum takeoff weight not to exceed 65 kilometer per hour or
power off stall speed not to exceed 64 kilometers per hour.
3.2. Single Occupant.
The Rationale for Allowing Single Occupant Operations Only. One aspect
of the rationale for allowing ultralight vehicles to operate under special rules
which do not require pilot and aircraft certification is the single occupant
limitation. The assumption is made that a person who elects to operate an
uncertificated vehicle alone is aware of the risks involved. This assumption
does not necessarily hold true for a passenger.
3.3. Guidelines Regarding Seating Arrangements Which Should be Considered when
Purchasing or Operating an Ultralight Vehicle.
3.3.1. Any provisions for more than one occupant automatically disqualify an
ultralight for operations under CAR 99.1-99.8.
3.3.2. Some powered ultralights were originally manufactured with a bench seats
with only one seatbelt, but have been advertised as two place in the ultralight
advertising. They are not eligible for operations under CAR 99.1-99.8. While
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no maximum width standards for the size of a "single" seat have been
established at this time, most manufacturers are providing seats which have a
width of 18 to 22 inches. Any seat notably wider than 22 inches raises a
question as to whether the ultralight is intended for single occupancy.
3.3.3. An ultralight with provisions for more than one occupant can only be
operated as a certificated aircraft, even when occupied by only one person. In
addition to the previously stated aircraft certification and registration
requirements, the pilot must hold a medical certificate and at least a student
pilot certificate with the proper endorsements for solo operations. At least
one occupant during two occupant operations must hold at least a private
pilot certificate.
3.3.4. The CAA may grant exemptions from the applicable aircraft regulations to
authorize use of two place ultralights under CAR 99.1-99.8 for limited
training purposes. Except as authorized by exemption, no person may operate
an ultralight under CAR 99.1-99.8 with more than one occupant.
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SECTION 2 HOW TO CERTIFICATE AND OPERATE
AN ULTRALIGHT AS AN AIRCRAFT
1. AIRWORTHINESS CERTIFICATE
1.1. If your ultralight has been issued an airworthiness certificate, you cannot operate
it as an ultralight vehicle under CAR 99.1-99.8. An ultralight cannot be operated
interchangeably as a certificated aircraft and an ultralight vehicle.
1.2. If you want to operate your ultralight under CAR 99.1-99.8, you must turn in, to
the issuing authority, any airworthiness certificates currently issued for the craft.
1.3. You may operate an ultralight as a certificated aircraft if you obtain the proper
certification.
1.4. An ultralight is eligible for operation under CAR 99.1-99.8, even where the same
make and model is also being issued airworthiness certificates, so long as all
elements of the definition of an ultralight vehicle contained in CAR 99.1-99.8
are satisfied. As an example, assume that there is a model which would meet the
definition of an ultralight vehicle being manufactured in a foreign country and is
issued that foreign countries’ airworthiness certificate. If you purchased one,
you would have to turn in the airworthiness certificate to that countries
authorities before operating it in the R.O.C. under CAR 99.1-99.8.
2. AIRCRAFT CERTIFICATION
A person who chooses to operate an ultralight as a certificated aircraft has two
options for airworthiness certification of the vehicle, depending primarily on the
configuration of the vehicle or kit when purchased, as follows:
2.1. Completely Assembled at the Factory, or Assembled by the Purchaser From a
"Bolt Together" Kit With Little or No Fabrication Operations. An ultralight in
this category would be eligible for airworthiness certification only in the
experimental classification. Application for an experimental certificate may be
made at the CAA office.
2.2. Major Portion (Over 50%) Fabricated by the Builder / Purchaser, Either from
Raw Materials to the Builder's Own Design or From a Partially Prefabricated
Kit. A vehicle shown to meet the provisions of this category would be eligible
for experimental airworthiness certification as an amateur built aircraft.
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Applications for such certification must be with the CAA.
3. SPECIAL FLIGHT OPERATIONS
All operators must be provided a geographic area of operations including
limitations.
4. MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
Ultralights requiring an airworthiness certificate and amateur built aircraft
must provide a maintenance program at the time of application for CAA approval.
Maintenance programs must conform at least to the standards recommended by the
manufacture.
5. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
For the most part, pilots of ultralight vehicles do not receive information
regarding special use and other complex airspace.
5.1. CAA Responsibilities. Inspectors should make available appropriate briefing
programs and materials concerning special use airspace. This information could
be disseminated at safety programs, flying club meetings, and any other
gathering of ultralight airspace users.
5.1.1.
5.1.2. The inspector may ask the operator to show compliance with CAR 99.1-99.8
by measuring the capacity of the fuel tank; weighing the vehicle; and
showing that any artificial means required to restrict the maximum airspeed
are installed, operative, and cannot be bypassed. Further checks may be made
in situations when the inspector has reason to doubt the restriction of
maximum airspeed.
5.1.3. A refusal by an operator to permit inspection of an ultralight is considered a
violation of CAR 99.1-99.8 and would result in enforcement action.
5.1.4. Any inspection results that are contrary to CAR 99.1-99.8 shall result in
enforcement action
5.2. CAA Guidance on Ultralight Vehicle Operation. The CAA should provide
guidance to the public on where to operate ultralights; airspace restrictions,
traffic patterns; weather information; and CAR 99.1-99.8 requirements.
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CHAPTER 8

PRIVATE AIRCRAFT

JOB FUNCTION 1 PRIVATE AIRCRAFT
OWNER/OPERTOR INSPECTIONS
1. BACKGROUND
1.1. General
The purpose of this job function is to determine that a private aircraft
owner/operator is in full compliance with the requirements of 07-02A, Aircraft
Flight Operation Regulations, chapter 4.
1.2. Preparation
1.2.1. Coordinate with the operator to arrange the inspection, which is normally
done at the operator’s base of operation. When this inspection is scheduled,
the operator must be present and must have available the aircraft and
appropriate aircraft documents.
1.2.2. Normally aircraft and airman documents consist of as a minimum the
following:
A. Aircraft registration and airworthiness certificate.
B. Radio station license.
C. Aircraft weight/balance.
D. Approved Aircraft Flight Manual.
E. Inspection programs.
F. Log books and maintenance records.
G. Airman certificates.
2. PROCEDURES
2.1. Conduct Inspection.
2.1.1. Record Aircraft Information.
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2.1.2. Record the registration number (foreign or ”B”), make, and model.
2.2. Inspect Aircraft Documents.
2.2.1. Determine the proper airworthiness and registration certificate is visually
displayed at the cabin or cockpit entrance.
2.2.2. Check the Radio Station License and note its expiration date.
2.2.3. Check for a current approved Aircraft Flight Manual, approved markings, and
placards, or any combination approved by the CAA. (AOR 288)
2.2.4. Check for current weight and balance information. Compare equipment listed on
the weight and balance form to the actual equipment installed. If the actual
equipment installed differs from the equipment listed on the weight and balance
form, inform the operator that new weight and balance data must be prepared.
2.2.5. Check the MEL if applicable, to determine AOR 303 compliance.
2.2.6. If applicable, determine that operator’s Category II or Category III operations
are in full compliance with the requirements of AOR 298.
2.3. Aircraft, instruments, and equipment inspection:
2.3.1. Ensure aircraft installed instruments and equipment meet the type of
operation to be conducted, i.e. VFR or IFR. (AOR 299)
2.3.2. Inspect installed ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter) condition,
maintenance and the expiration date of the battery. Do not test for operation.
(AOR 300)
2.3.3. Inspect the capacity of oxygen aboard the aircraft when applicable to ensure
compliance. (AOR 302)
2.3.4. Inspect seat safety belts and other emergency equipment. (AOR 292)
2.3.5. Check aircraft exterior for condition.
2.3.6. Ensure altimeter and static tests are current and properly recorded for IFR
operations.
2.3.7. Ensure transponder inspections are current and properly recorded.
2.3.8. Ensure the aircraft has been approved for return to service following any
maintenance by appropriate personnel. (AOR 315)
2.4. Discrepancies Found During Inspection.
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The inspection should be recorded, discussed with the owner/operator and
followed up as required.
3. TASK OUTCOMES
3.1. File the inspection results in accordance with office procedures.
4. FUTURE ACTIVITIES
4.1. Schedule a follow up inspection to determine if any noted discrepancies have
been corrected.
4.2. Possible enforcement investigation if the investigation reveals a violation of
regulations.
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CHAPTER 9

BALLOON INSPECTIONS

JOB FUNCTION 1 BALLOON INSPECTIONS
1. OBJECTIVE
This job function provides guidance for conducting balloon inspections.
2. GENERAL
A balloon is an aircraft and inspections performed on a balloon should follow
the applicable items for an aircraft inspection contained in the Operations
Inspectors Handbook VOL III. Therefore the balloon has to be operated by an
appropriately certificated pilot and maintained in accordance with applicable
inspection requirements.
3. DEFINITIONS
3.1. BALLOON: A balloon is a lighter-than-air aircraft that is not engine driven, and
that sustains flight through the use of either gas or buoyancy or an airborne
heater.
3.2. MOORED BALLOONS, KITES, ROCKETS, and UNMANNED BALLOONS:
these devices do not require airworthiness or operations approval. They do need
approval from ATS to assure the devices do not interfere with aircraft operations.
These devices must not create hazards to persons, property or other aircraft.
4. CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
The certification requirements are contained in CAA adopted FAR 31. This
regulation must be used to validate type certificated balloons from any other State.
A balloon must have the following required equipment installed:
4.1. (reserved)
4.2. An Altimeter
4.3. A rate of climb indicator
5. FOR HOT AIR BALLOONS
5.1. A fuel quantity gauge. If fuel cells are used, means must be incorporated to
indicate to the crew the quantity of fuel in each cell during flight. The means
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must be calibrated in appropriate units or in percent of fuel cell capacity.
5.2. An envelope temperature indicator.
5.3. For captive gas balloons, a compass.
6. THE BALLON MUST ALSO HAVE THE REQUIRED MANUFACTURER’S
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
CONTINUEDAIRWORTHINESS
AND
A
RECOMMENDED ANNUAL/100 HOUR INSPECTION PROGRAM
7. LOGBOOK/MAINTENANCE RECORDS
The applicable maintenance records required by AOR 276 also apply to
balloons, i.e. total time in service, AD status, airworthiness inspections, retention,
etc.
8. PREREQUISITES – (REFEERENCE DATA)
8.1. FAR 31, Airworthiness Standards – Manned Balloon.
8.2. FAR 101, Moored Balloons, Kites, Unmanned Rockets and Unmanned Free
Balloons.
8.3. FAA AC-91-57 Model Aircraft Operating Standards.
8.4. AC-F91-71 Hot Air Balloon Operations with Airborne Heater.
8.5. Coordination between all inspector specialties, i.e. A/W and Operations.
9. PROCEDURES
9.1. Balloons are normally inspected at balloon events. It is recommended that all
entrants participating in balloon events show registration, airworthiness and
airman certification at sign in as an event entrant
9.2. Balloons are normally inspected at balloon events. It is recommended that all
entrants participating in balloon events show registration, airworthiness and
airman certification at sign in as an event entrant.
9.2.1. Inspect the balloon and assure that:
A. All required inspections are properly signed off.
a. Annual inspection.
b. 100 hour inspections if the balloon is used for commercial use.
c. Aircraft registration and proper registration markings.
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d. Instructions for continued airworthiness are complied with, if applicable.
B. Assure the airworthiness certificate and registration certificates are legible
and in the balloon.
C. Make a general inspection of the exterior of the balloon and security of all
required equipment.
9.2.2. Balloon Pilot Requirements.
A. Private Pilot Balloon Rating: A person who applies for a private pilot
certificate with a lighter-than-air category and balloon class rating must log
at least 10 hours of flight training in a balloon that includes at least six
training flights with an authorized instructor in the applicable areas of
operation.
a. The 10 hours of flight training must include at least two training flights of 1
hour each with an authorized instructor in a balloon with an airborne heater
in preparation for the practical test within the preceding 2 calendar months
from the month of the test;
b. One solo flight in a balloon with an airborne heater; and
c. At least one flight involving a controlled ascent to 2,000 feet above the
launch site.
B. Commercial Pilot Balloon Rating: A person who applies for a commercial
pilot certificate with a lighter-than-air category and a balloon class rating
must log at least 35 hours of flight time as a pilot, which includes at least the
following requirements:
a. 20 hours in balloons;
b. 10 flights in hot air balloons;
c. Two flights in balloons as the pilot in command; and
d. 10 hours of flight training that includes at least 10 training flights with an
authorized instructor in balloons on the areas of operation listed in
§61.127(b)(8).
e. Commercial Pilot Privileges for a Balloon:
＊ Give flight and ground training in a balloon for the issuance of a
certificate/rating.
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＊ Endorse a student pilot certificate or logbook for solo operating
privileges in a balloon with airborne heaters.
＊ Give ground, flight training and endorsements that are required for a
flight review, an operating privilege, or recency of experience
requirements of this part.
C. Pilot Medical Certification: An applicable CAA medical certificate is
required for either a Private or Commercial Pilot certificate.
9.2.3. BRIEFING: Brief the operator.
9.2.4. DOCUMENT TASK: File inspection report per CAA procedures.
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